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Abstract	  	  Urban	  trees	  provide	  a	  number	  of	  ecosystem	  services	  to	  cities	  for	  aesthetic,	  ecological,	  and	  economic	  benefits,	  including	  flood	  control,	  shade	  and	  energy	  savings,	  and	  wildlife	  habitat.	  In	  addition,	  good	  quality	  urban	  cut-­‐off	  can	  be	  milled	  and	  sold	  for	  furniture	  or	  high-­‐end	  wood	  production,	  instead	  of	  chipped	  or	  discarded	  in	  landfills	  in	  states	  that	  still	  permit	  the	  landfilling	  of	  trees.	  This	  adds	  value	  to	  materials	  traditionally	  considered	  of	  little	  worth,	  prevents	  the	  wasteful	  habit	  of	  chipping	  good	  quality	  lumber	  and	  in	  states	  where	  downed	  trees	  are	  still	  landfilled,	  leaves	  more	  space	  for	  waste	  streams	  for	  which	  there	  are	  no	  other	  options.	  Urban	  trees	  are	  heavily	  managed	  and	  regularly	  pruned	  and	  cleared	  from	  streets	  when	  they	  die,	  are	  damaged	  or	  require	  adjusting	  to	  meet	  city	  ordinances.	  This	  results	  in	  tons	  of	  wood	  debris	  annually	  and	  since	  many	  of	  the	  urban	  trees	  in	  United	  States	  cities	  possess	  good	  quality	  wood,	  there	  is	  a	  strong	  case	  for	  diverting	  that	  wood	  to	  the	  furniture	  or	  high-­‐end	  wood	  markets.	  Urban	  street	  trees	  should	  be	  considered	  not	  only	  for	  their	  ecological	  systems	  benefits	  but	  also	  for	  their	  wood.	  If	  cities	  are	  to	  increase	  the	  economic	  value	  of	  urban	  forests	  by	  diverting	  wood	  to	  high-­‐end	  furniture	  markets,	  the	  potential	  tradeoffs	  with	  other	  ecosystem	  services	  must	  be	  explored.	  My	  research	  examines	  the	  potential	  economic	  benefits	  and	  tradeoffs	  for	  cities	  to	  manage	  their	  urban	  forests	  with	  the	  explicit	  goal	  of	  increasing	  the	  merchantable	  timber	  yield	  of	  urban	  forests.	  Specifically,	  I	  ask	  whether	  cities	  can	  manage	  their	  urban	  forests	  to	  increase	  the	  economic	  return	  from	  lumber	  production	  and	  whether	  this	  management	  comes	  at	  the	  potential	  expense	  of	  the	  other	  services	  urban	  trees	  provide.	  Using	  literature	  values	  and	  interviews	  with	  arborists,	  millers	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and	  other	  urban	  tree	  professionals,	  I	  estimate	  the	  lumber	  value	  of	  common	  North	  American	  street	  trees.	  I	  use	  the	  program	  i-­‐Tree	  Streets,	  one	  of	  the	  suite	  of	  tools	  in	  the	  U.S.	  Forest	  Service’s	  i-­‐Tree	  software,	  to	  estimate	  the	  ecosystem	  service	  values	  of	  five	  street	  tree	  inventories	  which	  includes	  cities	  located	  both	  in	  the	  temperate	  and	  subtropic	  regions	  of	  the	  United	  States.	  By	  accounting	  for	  the	  lumber	  in	  these	  inventories,	  values	  increase	  from	  99%	  to	  170%.	  Further,	  by	  accounting	  for	  valuable	  lumber	  trees	  and	  then	  managing	  those	  trees	  for	  their	  lumber	  value,	  by	  increasing	  the	  expensive	  lumber	  species	  and	  decreasing	  less	  expensive	  species,	  cities	  can	  increase	  total	  lifetime	  values	  by	  186%	  to	  308%	  with	  no	  loss	  to	  ecosystems	  benefits.	  	  These	  findings	  suggest	  that	  cities	  can	  manage	  their	  urban	  forests	  to	  increase	  lumber	  values	  while	  taking	  into	  account	  other	  constraints	  on	  species	  selection,	  including	  biodiversity	  and	  suitability	  for	  urban	  environments.	  There	  is	  no	  evidence	  of	  potential	  tradeoffs	  in	  ecosystem	  service	  values	  if	  cities	  increase	  lumber	  potential.	  Interviews	  reveal	  that	  there	  are	  a	  number	  of	  business	  models	  that	  can	  prove	  successful	  solutions	  for	  cities	  interested	  in	  marketing	  street	  tree	  lumber.	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1. INTRODUCTION	  
	  
	  There	  are	  several	  billion	  trees	  in	  urban	  areas	  in	  the	  United	  States	  (Sherrill,	  2006).	  Studies	  indicate	  that	  3.5%	  of	  the	  lower	  48	  states	  are	  urban	  and	  that	  tree	  canopy	  cover	  in	  those	  areas	  averages	  27%	  (Nowak,	  2006).	  Over	  the	  past	  35	  years	  (Gangloff,	  2008)	  initiatives	  in	  urban	  forestry	  have	  gained	  momentum,	  as	  people	  realize	  the	  importance	  of	  green	  space	  in	  urban	  environments.	  In	  2004,	  the	  United	  States	  Environmental	  Protection	  Agency	  introduced	  urban	  tree	  cover	  as	  a	  possible	  measure	  to	  help	  achieve	  established	  air	  quality	  standards	  (EPA,	  2004).	  Thus,	  urban	  trees	  fulfill	  many	  important	  services	  in	  addition	  to	  those	  of	  aesthetic	  quality	  (Ordonoz,	  2010).	  These	  services	  can	  best	  be	  described	  under	  three	  categories:	  ecosystem,	  social	  and	  economic	  (Ordonoz,	  2010).	  	  Some	  of	  the	  more	  important	  and	  well	  studied	  ecosystem	  services	  urban	  trees	  provide	  are	  habitat	  for	  animal	  wildlife	  (Adams,	  1994),	  pollution	  reduction	  	  (Gomez,	  2011;	  Ordonoz,	  2010;	  Kirnbauer,	  2009;	  Nowak,	  2006),	  carbon	  sequestration	  (Wang,	  2013;	  Mohareb,	  2012;	  Ordonoz,	  2010;	  Kirnbauer,	  2009;	  de	  Groot,	  2002),	  controls	  for	  storm	  water	  runoff	  (Kirnbauer,	  2009)	  as	  well	  as	  shade	  (Wang,	  2013;	  Kirnbauer,	  2009)	  and	  cooling	  from	  evapotranspiration	  (Gomez,	  2011;	  Nowak,	  2006)	  the	  latter	  of	  which	  also	  contributes	  to	  the	  reduction	  of	  heat	  islands	  (Wang,	  2013;	  Gomez,	  2011).	  More	  specifically,	  research	  has	  demonstrated	  that	  trees	  aid	  in	  the	  removal	  of	  ozone,	  particulate	  matter	  up	  to	  10	  micrometers	  in	  size,	  nitrous	  oxide,	  sulfur	  dioxide	  and	  carbon	  monoxide	  (Nowak,	  2006).	  It	  is	  estimated	  that	  annually	  in	  the	  United	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States	  urban	  trees	  remove	  a	  total	  of	  711,000	  metric	  tons	  of	  pollution	  ($3.8	  billion	  value)	  (Nowak,	  2006),	  and	  store	  approximately	  700	  million	  tons	  of	  carbon	  ($14,300	  million)	  (Crane,	  2002).	  To	  put	  this	  in	  perspective,	  the	  city	  of	  Philadelphia	  in	  Pennsylvania	  with	  approximately	  2,113,000	  (Crane,	  2002)	  trees	  stores	  an	  estimated	  481,000	  tons	  carbon	  (Crane,	  2002)	  and	  removes	  1,040	  tons	  of	  pollution	  per	  year	  (Nowak,	  2006).	  	  The	  psychological	  effects	  (Gomez,	  2011;	  Ordonoz,	  2010;	  Kirnbauer,	  2009;	  Sullivan,	  2004;	  Ulrich,	  1984)	  street	  trees	  can	  have	  on	  city	  residents	  are	  that	  of	  emotional	  and	  spiritual	  wellbeing	  (Chiesura,	  2004).	  Research	  has	  revealed	  that	  city	  green	  space	  tends	  to	  lure	  more	  residents	  outdoors	  than	  areas	  of	  cities	  without	  green	  space	  (Sullivan,	  2004)	  and	  that	  hospital	  patients	  with	  window	  views	  to	  green	  environments	  recover	  more	  quickly	  than	  other	  patients	  without	  such	  views	  (Ulrich,	  1984).	  Even	  consumer	  behavior	  can	  be	  positively	  influenced	  by	  the	  presence	  of	  trees	  (Wolf,	  2005).	  Urban	  trees	  have	  many	  economic	  benefits.	  They	  are	  known	  to	  increase	  property	  values	  in	  the	  areas	  where	  tree	  cover	  is	  present	  (Tyrvainen,	  2000),	  contribute	  to	  savings	  through	  carbon	  dioxide	  sequestration	  and	  air	  pollution	  removal	  (McPherson,	  1999)	  and	  improve	  recreational	  values	  (Nowak,	  2001).	  In	  Finland	  a	  one-­‐kilometer	  increase	  in	  the	  distance	  away	  from	  the	  nearest	  forest	  results	  in	  an	  average	  5.9%	  decrease	  in	  property	  values	  (Tyrvainen,	  2000).	  In	  New	  York	  City,	  homes	  with	  a	  tree	  in	  front	  will	  sell	  for	  1%	  more	  than	  similar	  homes	  without	  trees	  in	  front	  (City	  of	  New	  York	  Parks	  &	  Recreation,	  n.d.).	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Many	  of	  the	  ecosystem	  services	  that	  trees	  provide	  also	  have	  economic	  value.	  	  Studies	  performed	  by	  the	  nonprofit,	  American	  Forests,	  suggest	  that	  a	  canopy	  cover	  of	  40%	  in	  US	  cities	  would	  add	  billions	  of	  dollars	  in	  storm	  water	  retention	  benefits	  (American	  Forests,	  2000).	  In	  a	  study	  estimating	  the	  economic	  value	  of	  pollution	  removed	  by	  urban	  area	  trees	  in	  US	  cities,	  Nowak	  and	  Crane	  et	  al,	  (2006)	  discovered	  that	  in	  one	  year,	  1994,	  the	  total	  value	  for	  pollution	  removed,	  based	  on	  the	  median	  monetized	  dollar	  per	  ton	  externality1	  ranged	  from	  $60.7	  million	  in	  Jacksonville,	  FL.	  (population	  786,000)	  to	  $116,000	  in	  Bridgeport,	  CT	  (population	  144,463)	  	  (Nowak,	  2006,	  population	  data	  for	  2013	  from	  city-­‐data.com	  n.d.-­‐a,	  n.d.-­‐b).	  Less	  studied	  is	  the	  potential	  for	  the	  urban	  forest	  to	  provide	  marketable	  lumber.	  	  While	  there	  are	  professional	  artisans,	  foresters	  and	  millers	  who	  work	  with	  street	  tree	  lumber,	  there	  is	  no	  research	  that	  looks	  at	  the	  potential	  value	  of	  the	  lumber	  of	  the	  trees	  in	  street	  tree	  inventories.	  Indeed,	  tree	  wood	  has	  market	  value	  and	  can	  be	  milled	  for	  higher	  end	  uses	  (Tinua,	  2013).	  All	  urban	  area	  trees	  require	  management.	  Urban	  street	  trees,	  the	  primary	  focus	  of	  this	  study,	  perhaps,	  more	  than	  most,	  are	  required	  to	  fit	  within	  their	  urban	  spaces,	  within	  sidewalks	  and	  out	  of	  the	  way	  of	  telephone	  poles,	  electric	  wires,	  buildings,	  street	  signs,	  lights	  and	  pedestrians.	  Many	  of	  these	  management	  controls	  are	  achieved	  through	  species	  selection,	  as	  some	  species	  are	  more	  suited	  to	  certain	  locations	  than	  others,	  and	  through	  pruning.	  Hazard	  branches	  threatening	  to	  fall	  and	  hit	  pedestrians	  and	  property	  must	  also	  be	  removed,	  as	  must	  the	  old,	  damaged	  and/or	  dying	  trees.	  In	  addition,	  city	  trees	  not	  able	  to	  adapt	  to	  urban	  environment	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  1	  These	  are	  estimated	  costs	  of	  pollution	  to	  society	  that	  are	  not	  accounted	  for	  in	  the	  market	  price	  of	  the	  goods	  of	  services	  that	  produced	  the	  pollution	  (Nowak,	  2006).	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water	  (Kjelgren,	  1993;	  Cregg,	  1995)	  and	  nutrient	  deficits	  (Fluckiger,	  1999)	  will	  be	  removed,	  as	  will	  trees	  damaged	  from	  storm	  events	  and	  those	  that	  threaten	  life	  and	  property.	  	  In	  2011	  a	  winter	  storm	  in	  New	  York	  City	  caused	  the	  destruction	  of	  close	  to	  1,000	  trees	  in	  Central	  Park	  (Flegenheimer,	  2011)	  while	  the	  more	  recent	  hurricane	  Sandy	  destroyed	  an	  estimated	  9,000	  of	  New	  York	  City’s	  urban	  trees	  with	  close	  to	  90%	  of	  that	  damage	  occurring	  to	  street	  trees	  alone	  (Foderaro,	  2012).	  Across	  the	  country	  in	  Los	  Angeles	  an	  average	  2,000	  street	  trees	  are	  removed	  each	  year	  because	  they	  are	  storm	  damaged,	  dead,	  declining,	  or	  structurally	  unsound	  (City	  of	  Los	  Angeles,	  2011).	  And	  in	  a	  recent	  study	  performed	  in	  Melbourne,	  Australia	  (Ryder,	  2013)	  it	  was	  discovered	  that	  more	  than	  78%	  of	  street	  trees	  had	  at	  least	  one	  “fault”.	  	  In	  any	  given	  year	  this	  can	  amount	  to	  thousands	  of	  trees	  that	  municipal	  governments	  must	  manage	  for	  pruning	  and/or	  removal.	  Currently,	  the	  majority	  of	  urban	  wood	  debris	  is	  converted	  to	  mulch,	  firewood,	  shavings,	  and	  in	  the	  states	  that	  still	  permit	  it,	  landfilled.	  It	  is	  estimated	  that	  29.6	  million	  tons	  of	  wood	  waste	  including	  wood	  from	  street	  trees,	  goes	  into	  US	  landfills	  every	  year	  (USDA,	  2002).	  Close	  to	  one-­‐third	  of	  this	  green	  waste	  is	  usable	  as	  lumber	  (Bratkovich	  S.	  ,	  Utilizing	  Municipal	  Trees:	  Ideas	  from	  Across	  the	  Country,	  NA-­‐TP-­‐06-­‐01,	  2001).	  With	  respect	  to	  urban	  trees	  specifically,	  an	  interesting	  1994	  study	  found	  that	  about	  30	  million	  cubic	  yards	  was	  in	  the	  form	  of	  logs	  greater	  than	  one	  foot	  in	  diameter	  (Whittier,	  1994).	  All	  of	  this	  tree	  wood	  potentially	  can	  be	  milled	  for	  furniture,	  flooring,	  veneer	  or	  related	  uses	  and,	  in	  general,	  high-­‐end	  wood	  production.	  Though	  not	  all	  street	  trees	  are	  comprised	  of	  wood	  considered	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appropriate	  for	  these	  markets,	  there	  are	  many	  examples	  of	  municipalities	  as	  well	  as	  individuals	  who	  have	  realized	  economic	  returns	  from	  the	  sale	  of	  urban	  tree	  wood	  to	  mills	  for	  furniture	  markets	  and	  high-­‐end	  wood	  products	  (Lipson,	  2013;	  Tinua,	  2013;	  Sherrill,	  2006;	  USDA,	  2002;	  Bratkovich,	  Utilizing	  Municipal	  Trees:	  Ideas	  from	  Across	  the	  Country,	  2001;	  Lempicki,	  2000).	  Indeed,	  there	  are	  mills	  that	  will	  actively	  seek	  out	  tree	  logs	  (Lempicki,	  2000).	  One	  mill	  in	  Courtland,	  Minnesota,	  for	  example,	  procured	  300,000	  to	  500,000	  board	  feet	  of	  logs	  annually	  from	  area	  urban	  centers	  (Bratkovich,	  Utilizing	  Municipal	  Trees:	  Ideas	  from	  Across	  the	  Country,	  2001)	  while	  another	  servicing	  the	  city	  of	  San	  Louis	  Obispo,	  California	  (population	  60,000)	  in	  2000	  milled	  60,000	  pounds	  of	  street	  trees	  per	  month	  with	  a	  view	  to	  expanding	  operations	  (Bratkovich,	  Utilizing	  Municipal	  Trees:	  Ideas	  from	  Across	  the	  Country,	  2001).	  	  It	  is	  estimated	  that	  lumber	  from	  street	  tree	  wood	  can	  realize	  two	  to	  four	  times	  the	  revenue	  as	  the	  same	  lumber	  destined	  for	  firewood	  (Lempicki,	  2000)	  and	  20	  to	  32	  times	  the	  revenue	  of	  tree	  wood	  intended	  for	  fuel	  or	  mulch	  (USDA,	  2002).	  Wausau,	  Wisconsin	  (population	  38,426),	  for	  example,	  returned	  $78,000	  to	  municipal	  coffers	  after	  the	  city	  milled	  storm-­‐damaged	  tree	  wood	  into	  pulpwood	  and	  sawlogs	  (Bratkovich	  S.	  ,	  Utilizing	  Municipal	  Trees:	  Ideal	  From	  Across	  the	  Country,	  2001).	  	  To	  date,	  much	  of	  the	  research	  on	  reused	  wood	  focuses	  on	  wood	  recycled	  from	  demolition	  sites.	  There	  is	  currently	  limited	  research	  on	  the	  benefits	  of	  diverting	  urban	  tree	  wood	  to	  mills	  for	  sale	  to	  the	  higher-­‐end	  wood	  markets.	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Specifically,	  this	  research	  will	  estimate	  the	  merchantable	  lumber	  value	  (MLV)	  of	  the	  trees	  in	  five	  city	  inventories	  and	  look	  at	  different	  ways	  a	  city	  might	  upcycle	  downed	  trees,	  trees	  scheduled	  for	  removal	  or	  urban	  cutoff.	  I	  estimate	  pricing	  for	  the	  trees	  with	  merchantable	  lumber	  in	  the	  five-­‐city	  street	  tree	  inventories	  and	  compare	  that	  pricing	  to	  i-­‐Tree	  estimates	  for	  the	  monetary	  value	  of	  ecosystem	  services.	  I	  use	  the	  i-­‐Tree	  software	  to	  evaluate	  alternate	  management	  schemes	  for	  urban	  forests	  that	  contain	  inventories	  of	  merchantable	  lumber	  trees	  and	  in	  which	  there	  is	  a	  potential	  to	  realize	  end-­‐of-­‐life	  revenues	  from	  the	  sale	  of	  those	  trees	  to	  high-­‐end	  wood	  markets.	  I	  manipulate	  the	  inventories	  to	  investigate	  whether	  street	  trees	  can	  be	  managed	  for	  their	  lumber	  values	  as	  well	  as	  their	  ecosystem	  values	  (EV)	  without	  significant	  losses	  to	  ecosystem	  benefits.	  This	  research	  proposes	  to	  estimate	  1)	  the	  additional	  value	  of	  street	  tree	  inventories	  when	  merchantable	  lumber	  prices	  are	  accounted	  for,	  2)	  the	  potential	  for	  explicit	  management	  for	  merchantable	  lumber	  production	  to	  increase	  the	  value	  of	  the	  urban	  forest	  and	  3)	  the	  potential	  tradeoffs	  between	  managing	  street	  trees	  for	  merchantable	  lumber	  and	  other	  ecosystem	  services.	  	  	  
Hypotheses	  
1) Establishing	  lumber	  values	  for	  street	  trees	  greatly	  increases	  the	  lifetime	  value	  of	  city	  street	  tree	  inventories.	  
2) Planning	  street	  trees	  with	  lumber	  values	  in	  mind	  is	  possible	  without	  diminishing	  ecosystem	  benefits.	  
3) Economic	  gains	  to	  municipalities	  are	  greater	  if	  street	  tree	  wood	  is	  sold	  to	  mills	  for	  higher-­‐end	  wood	  products	  instead	  of	  landfilled.	  
4) Cities	  can	  manage	  their	  urban	  forests	  to	  increase	  lumber	  production	  by	  enriching	  the	  urban	  forest	  with	  higher	  value	  lumber	  species	  within	  management	  constraints	  for	  maintaining	  species	  diversity?	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This	  study	  will	  use	  i-­‐Tree	  Streets	  to	  analyze	  street	  tree	  inventories.	  i-­‐Tree	  Streets	  is	  a	  peer-­‐reviewed	  software	  developed	  by	  the	  USDA	  Forest	  service	  (i-­‐Tree	  Streets	  User’s	  Manual	  v.5.0	  n.d.-­‐b)	  and	  is	  ideal	  for	  this	  study	  as	  it	  is	  specifically	  designed	  for	  the	  analyses	  of	  street	  trees	  and	  their	  ecosystem	  benefits	  and	  values.	  For	  this	  research	  five	  urban	  street	  tree	  datasets	  were	  analyzed.	  The	  datasets	  represent	  street	  trees	  in	  two	  different	  regions	  of	  the	  United	  States,	  the	  Midwest	  and	  the	  subtropics.	  The	  Midwest	  datasets	  contain	  street	  trees	  from	  the	  cities	  of	  Champaign	  and	  Urbana,	  in	  central	  Illinois	  and	  Oak	  Park	  and	  Evanston,	  both	  cities	  located	  within	  Cook	  County,	  just	  outside	  of	  Chicago,	  Illinois.	  The	  subtropic	  inventory	  contains	  trees	  from	  the	  city	  of	  Orlando,	  Florida.	  The	  datasets	  analyzed	  here	  represent	  a	  complete	  list	  of	  the	  trees	  managed	  by	  the	  study	  cities	  and	  were	  processed	  through	  i-­‐Tree	  Streets	  (i-­‐Tree	  n.d.-­‐c).	  For	  each	  of	  the	  five	  datasets	  ecosystem	  values	  were	  examined	  for	  the	  following	  five	  benefits:	  “Energy”,	  “CO2”,	  “Air	  Quality”,	  “Stormwater”,	  and	  “Aesthetic/Other”.	  	  i-­‐Tree	  (i-­‐Tree	  Streets	  User’s	  Manual	  v.5.0	  n.d.)	  calculates	  these	  benefits	  on	  an	  annual	  basis.	  For	  the	  research	  here	  only	  the	  dollar	  amounts	  i-­‐Tree	  gives	  for	  each	  ecosystem	  benefit	  were	  used.	  As	  explained	  in	  the	  i-­‐Tree	  Streets	  User’s	  Manual	  (i-­‐Tree	  Streets	  User’s	  Manual	  v.5.0	  n.d.)	  the	  five	  benefits	  are	  defined	  as	  follows:	  	   1) Energy	  represents	  the	  dollars	  saved	  by	  urban	  forest	  contributions	  to	  conserving	  energy	  in	  terms	  of	  reduced	  natural	  gas	  use	  in	  winter	  (measured	  in	  therms	  or	  gigajoules)	  and	  reduced	  electricity	  use	  for	  air	  conditioning	  in	  summer	  (measured	  in	  kilowatt-­‐hours	  or	  gigajoules).	  2) CO2	  represents	  the	  overall	  dollar	  savings	  resulting	  from	  annual	  reductions	  in	  atmospheric	  CO2	  because	  of	  sequestration	  by	  trees	  and	  the	  reduced	  emissions	  from	  power	  plants	  from	  reduced	  energy	  use	  (in	  pounds	  or	  kilograms).	  It	  also	  accounts	  for	  CO2	  released	  as	  trees	  die	  and	  decompose	  and	  CO2	  released	  during	  the	  care	  and	  maintenance	  of	  trees.	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3) Air	  Quality	  reports	  the	  overall	  dollar	  savings	  that	  accrue	  when	  air	  pollutants	  (O3,	  NO2,	  SO2,	  PM10)	  deposit	  on	  tree	  surfaces	  and	  when	  reduced	  electricity	  use	  (measured	  in	  pounds	  or	  kilograms)	  is	  translated	  into	  reduced	  power	  plants	  emissions	  (NO2,	  PM10,	  VOCs,	  SO2).	  It	  also	  takes	  into	  account	  the	  potential	  negative	  effects	  of	  trees	  on	  air	  quality	  due	  to	  BVOC	  (biogenic	  volatile	  organic	  compounds)	  emissions.	  4) Stormwater	  represents	  the	  dollars	  saved	  as	  a	  result	  of	  urban	  forest	  reductions	  in	  annual	  stormwater	  runoff	  due	  to	  rainfall	  interception	  by	  trees	  (measured	  in	  gallons	  or	  cubic	  meters).	  5) Aesthetic/Other	  represents	  the	  dollar	  increase	  in	  property	  values	  from	  the	  tangible	  and	  intangible	  benefits	  of	  urban	  trees.	  	  In	  addition,	  benefit-­‐costs	  were	  analyzed	  for	  each	  of	  the	  five	  datasets.	  These	  include	  “Total	  Annual	  Benefits”,	  Net	  Benefits”,	  “Costs”	  and	  “Annual	  Management	  Costs”.	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2.	  BACKGROUND	  &	  IMPLICATIONS	  	  	  	   In	  the	  past	  decade	  several	  large	  cities	  in	  the	  United	  States	  including	  New	  York	  City,	  Denver	  and	  Los	  Angeles	  have	  made	  a	  million	  trees	  a	  goal	  for	  their	  cities.	  Chicago	  is	  another	  large	  American	  city	  that	  has	  pressed	  for	  significantly	  increasing	  its	  number	  of	  trees.	  This	  presents	  opportunities	  to	  explicitly	  consider	  merchantable	  lumber	  values	  as	  one	  criteria	  for	  street	  tree	  selection,	  and	  in	  combination	  with	  laws	  in	  approximately	  50%	  percent	  of	  states	  in	  the	  United	  States	  that	  prohibit	  the	  dumping	  of	  green	  waste	  into	  landfills	  (Sherrill,	  2006),	  reinforces	  the	  importance	  of	  considering	  the	  intrinsic	  value	  of	  urban	  tree	  wood	  and	  its	  appropriateness	  for	  higher	  end	  uses.	  Currently,	  the	  majority	  of	  urban	  trees	  are	  either	  mulched	  or	  landfilled.	  Space	  in	  landfills	  is	  limited	  and	  wood	  for	  mulch	  has	  relatively	  little	  economic	  value.	  On	  the	  other	  hand,	  if	  the	  urban	  tree	  wood	  is	  diverted	  to	  other	  uses,	  like	  the	  furniture	  or	  high-­‐end	  wood	  products	  market,	  it	  will	  generate	  greater	  economic	  returns	  and	  leave	  free	  much	  needed	  room	  in	  landfills	  for	  municipal	  waste	  for	  which	  there	  is	  no	  other	  place.	   Comparing	  the	  values	  of	  the	  many	  ecosystem	  services	  provided	  by	  the	  different	  urban	  tree	  species	  against	  their	  value	  for	  the	  higher	  end	  wood	  markets	  can	  help	  better	  inform	  the	  decisions	  urban	  planners	  make	  on	  the	  placement	  of	  urban	  trees	  in	  city	  neighborhoods.	  It	  can	  establish	  which	  trees	  are	  best	  suited	  for	  which	  function	  as	  well	  as	  offer	  benefits	  from	  the	  economic	  gains	  of	  selling	  urban	  tree	  wood	  to	  higher	  end	  wood	  markets.	  Finally,	  it	  can	  spare	  landfills	  wasted	  use	  of	  space.	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Background	  I	  interviewed	  18	  experts.	  They	  were	  located	  throughout	  the	  country.	  All	  work	  with	  urban	  cutoff	  in	  some	  capacity.	  The	  list	  of	  interviewees	  includes	  furniture	  designers,	  wood	  craftsman,	  millers,	  urban	  foresters	  and	  recyclers.	  All	  individuals	  interviewed	  were	  chosen	  based	  on	  their	  experience	  working	  with	  urban	  cutoff	  and	  according	  to	  referrals	  from	  people	  in	  the	  industry	  and	  web	  searches.	  All	  interviewees	  were	  directly	  involved	  in	  or	  had	  direct	  knowledge	  of	  the	  removal	  and	  processing	  of	  urban	  cut-­‐off.	  Seventeen	  of	  the	  interviews	  were	  conducted	  over	  the	  phone.	  One	  interview	  was	  conducted	  in	  person.	  	  While	  18	  interviews	  is	  a	  relatively	  small	  number	  and	  not	  statistically	  representative,	  in	  aggregate,	  the	  information	  gleaned	  from	  interviewees	  is	  intended	  to	  capture	  a	  snapshot	  of	  at	  least	  some	  of	  the	  experiences,	  particularly	  the	  obstacles	  and	  successes,	  commonly	  encountered	  by	  those	  who	  work	  in	  the	  industry	  upcycling	  and	  reusing	  urban	  cutoff.	  	  All	  those	  interviewed	  currently	  live	  and	  work	  in	  the	  United	  States.	  They	  were	  located	  throughout	  the	  contiguous	  United	  States	  in	  the	  North	  East	  (including	  New	  England	  and	  Middle	  Atlantic	  States),	  the	  Midwest,	  Southwest	  and	  Rocky	  Mountain	  Regions	  as	  well	  as	  the	  Pacific	  States.	  Interviews	  lasted	  anywhere	  from	  30	  minutes	  to	  two	  hours.	  	  The	  interviews	  focused	  on	  three	  issues.	  The	  topics	  were:	  1)	  working	  relationships	  that	  facilitate	  upcycling	  and/or	  reusing	  of	  urban	  lumber,	  2)	  obstacles	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that	  impede	  upcycling	  and/or	  reusing	  of	  urban	  lumber,	  and	  3)	  transactions	  that	  prove	  successful	  when	  upcycling	  and/or	  reusing	  urban	  lumber.	  During	  the	  course	  of	  an	  interview	  when	  tangential	  but	  relevant	  information	  was	  offered	  and/or	  when	  information	  given	  was	  different	  from	  that	  presented	  in	  other	  interviews,	  the	  interviewee	  was	  encouraged	  to	  speak	  further	  on	  that	  particular	  topic.	  	  	  
	  
	  
i-­‐Tree	  Streets	  	  
What	  is	  i-­‐Tree	  Streets	  To	  estimate	  the	  ecosystem	  service	  values	  of	  urban	  street	  trees,	  I	  used	  i-­‐Tree	  Streets,	  part	  of	  the	  i-­‐Tree	  software	  platform	  (i-­‐Tree,	  n.d.-­‐c).	  i-­‐Tree	  is	  a	  suite	  of	  analytical	  tools	  developed	  by	  the	  USDA	  Forest	  Service	  for	  examining	  the	  urban	  forest.	  As	  explained	  above,	  i-­‐Tree	  is	  a	  peer-­‐reviewed	  software	  suite	  that	  provides	  urban	  and	  community	  forestry	  analysis	  and	  benefits	  assessment	  tools.	  By	  quantifying	  the	  environmental	  services	  that	  trees	  provide,	  and	  assessing	  the	  structure	  of	  the	  urban	  forest,	  the	  i-­‐Tree	  Street	  tool	  can	  assist	  with	  urban	  forest	  management	  (i-­‐Tree	  Streets	  User’s	  Manual	  v5.0,	  n.d.).	  	  For	  a	  sample	  or	  complete	  street	  tree	  inventory	  i-­‐Tree	  Streets	  can	  quantify	  and	  assess	  dollar	  values	  of	  the	  annual	  benefits	  from	  trees	  for	  the	  environmental	  and	  aesthetics	  benefits	  discussed	  above:	  energy	  conservation,	  air	  quality	  improvement,	  carbon	  dioxide	  reduction,	  stormwater	  control,	  and	  property	  value	  increases	  (i-­‐Tree	  Streets	  User’s	  Manual	  v5.0,	  n.d.).	  	  The	  i-­‐Tree	  software	  suite	  relies	  on	  the	  Urban	  Forest	  Effects	  (UFORE)	  model	  technology	  (i-­‐Tree	  Frequently	  Asked	  Questions	  about	  the	  UFORE	  model,	  n.d.-­‐a).	  The	  UFORE	  model	  is	  designed	  to	  help	  researchers	  and	  managers	  assess	  urban	  forest	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structure	  and	  function	  (Nowak,	  2000).	  UFORE	  works	  by	  quantifying	  a	  number	  of	  structural	  tree	  characteristics	  and	  air	  pollution	  parameters	  associated	  with	  trees	  throughout	  the	  year	  as	  well	  as	  the	  carbon	  stored	  and	  sequestered	  annually	  (Nowak,	  2000).	  UFORE	  is	  intended	  as	  a	  guide	  for	  urban	  forest	  managers	  to	  help	  quantify	  the	  effect	  urban	  forest	  structure	  has	  on	  ecosystem	  services	  and	  values	  (i-­‐Tree	  Frequently	  Asked	  Questions	  about	  the	  UFORE	  model,	  n.d.-­‐a).	  More	  specifically,	  data	  on	  urban	  forest	  structure	  can	  aid	  with	  budget	  levels,	  allocating	  workloads	  and	  in	  strategizing	  tree	  plantings	  (Frequently	  Asked	  Questions	  about	  the	  UFORE	  model,	  n.d.-­‐a).	  The	  i-­‐Tree/UFORE	  technology	  is	  used	  here	  to	  demonstrate	  the	  potential	  revenue	  that	  is	  added	  if	  urban	  foresters	  managed	  tree	  inventories	  not	  only	  for	  ecosystem	  values	  but	  also	  for	  merchantable	  log	  values.	  
	  
Preparing	  Street	  Tree	  Inventories	  As	  explained	  above	  the	  street	  tree	  inventories	  for	  this	  research	  represent	  urban	  forests	  in	  the	  following	  cities:	  Champaign,	  Evanston,	  Oak	  Park	  and	  Urbana,	  in	  Illinois	  and	  Orlando	  in	  Florida.	  While	  city	  jurisdictions	  vary,	  all	  street	  tree	  inventories	  for	  this	  research	  represent	  a	  complete	  (B.	  Redecki,	  Orlando,	  Florida,	  September	  20,	  2013;	  P.	  D’Agostino,	  email	  communications,	  April	  30,	  2014;	  J.	  Wywrot,	  April	  30,	  2014;	  J.	  Karduck,	  personal	  communications,	  April	  29,	  2014;	  M.	  Brunk,	  email	  personal	  communications,	  April	  29,	  2014)	  list	  of	  trees	  managed	  by	  that	  city	  and	  have	  discrete	  diameter	  at	  breast	  height	  (dbh)	  measurements	  for	  each	  tree	  species	  listed	  in	  the	  dataset.	  In	  general,	  the	  city	  inventories	  studied	  here	  include	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right-­‐of-­‐way	  trees	  and	  all	  trees	  on	  city	  properties	  (B.	  Redecki,	  Orlando,	  Florida,	  August	  11,	  2015;	  P.	  D’Agostino,	  email	  communications,	  August	  11,	  2015;	  J.	  Wywrot,	  	  April	  30,	  2014;	  J.	  Karduck,	  email	  communications,	  August	  7,	  2015;	  M.	  Brunk,	  email	  communications,	  September	  21,	  2015).	  The	  Evanston	  and	  Urbana	  inventories	  also	  include	  city	  park	  trees	  (P.	  D’Agostino,	  email	  communications,	  August	  11,	  2015;	  M.	  Brunk,	  email	  communications,	  September	  21,	  2015).	  None	  of	  the	  inventories	  included	  trees	  on	  private	  properties	  (B.	  Redecki,	  Orlando,	  Florida,	  August	  11,	  2015;	  P.	  D’Agostino,	  email	  communications,	  August	  11,	  2015;	  J.	  Wywrot,	  April	  30,	  2014;	  J.	  Karduck,	  email	  communications,	  August	  7,	  2015;	  M.	  Brunk,	  email	  communications,	  September	  21,	  2015).	  	  The	  Midwest	  street	  tree	  inventories	  were	  assigned	  the	  i-­‐Tree	  region	  of	  “lower	  Midwest”.	  The	  Florida	  inventory	  was	  assigned	  the	  i-­‐Tree	  region	  of	  “Central	  Florida”	  (i-­‐Tree	  n.d.-­‐a).	  	  For	  inventory	  species	  that	  were	  not	  listed	  in	  the	  i-­‐Tree	  database,	  I	  assigned	  a	  “Tree	  type”	  based	  on	  whether	  a	  tree	  species	  was	  small,	  medium	  or	  large	  and	  deciduous,	  evergreen,	  conifer	  or	  palm.	  For	  this	  research	  size	  was	  assigned	  according	  to	  the	  following	  criteria:	  1)	  small	  was	  the	  designated	  “tree	  type”	  for	  trees	  20	  feet	  and	  under,	  2)	  medium	  was	  the	  designated	  “tree	  type”	  for	  trees	  between	  20	  feet	  and	  50	  feet	  and	  3)	  large	  was	  the	  designated	  “tree	  type”	  for	  trees	  50	  feet	  and	  taller.	  Street	  tree	  inventories	  were	  amended	  to	  include	  columns	  with	  information	  required	  by	  i-­‐Tree	  (see	  table	  1).	  Inventories	  were	  prepared	  in	  Microsoft	  Excel	  and,	  in	  accordance	  with	  the	  required	  i-­‐Tree	  protocols,	  were	  transferred	  to	  Microsoft	  Access	  and	  then	  entered	  into	  i-­‐Tree	  Streets.	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  Table	  1:	  Changes	  made	  to	  original	  inventories	  
	  	   I	  evaluate	  “Average	  Annual	  Benefits”	  reported	  by	  i-­‐Tree,	  which	  includes:	  1)	  “Net	  Annual	  Energy”,	  2)	  “Net	  Annual	  Stormwater”,	  3)	  “Net	  Annual	  CO2	  Benefits”,	  4)“Net	  Annual	  Air	  Quality”,	  and	  5)	  “Net	  Annual	  Aesthetic/Other”.	  The	  “Average	  Annual	  Benefits”	  page	  provides	  ecosystem	  values	  for	  two	  metrics:	  one	  for	  the	  tree	  species	  as	  a	  whole	  and	  one	  for	  the	  individual	  tree.	  For	  the	  final	  analyses	  I	  looked	  at	  the	  combined	  total	  ecosystem	  values	  for	  the	  above	  metrics,	  #1	  –	  5,	  by	  species	  by	  individual	  tree	  (for	  more	  detail	  on	  i-­‐Tree	  protocols	  for	  data-­‐entry	  see	  appendices	  A	  and	  B).	  	  In	  addition	  to	  the	  values	  provided	  by	  i-­‐Tree	  for	  ecosystem	  services,	  I	  estimated	  the	  merchantable	  lumber	  value	  for	  a	  select	  number	  of	  trees	  in	  each	  of	  the	  inventories	  thought	  to	  possess	  valuable	  lumber	  	  
	  
	  
Benefit-­‐Costs	  Values	  i-­‐Tree	  Streets	  calculated	  the	  benefit-­‐costs	  values	  according	  to	  a	  set	  of	  parameters	  I	  input.	  These	  parameters	  included	  a	  small	  number	  of	  city	  characteristics	  and	  several	  of	  the	  costs	  associated	  with	  the	  urban	  forestry	  budget	  for	  a	  given	  city	  inventory.	  The	  city	  parameters	  were:	  1)	  “Total	  Municipal	  Budget”,	  	  2)	  “Population”,	  3)	  “Total	  Land	  Area”,	  4)	  “Average	  Sidewalk	  Width	  (ft.)”,	  5)	  “Total	  
City Columns+in+Original+inventory+ Columns+Added Total+inventory Total+for+i6Trees Date+of+inventory
Champaign Common+names,+Scientific+names i6tree+codes 26,682 21,646 2011+6+2013
Evanston Sceintific+names Common+names,+i6Tree+codes 33,745 31,611 2005
Oak+Park+ Common+names Scientific+names,+i6Tree+codes 18,324 18,311 2003
Orlando i6Tree+codes Common+names,+scientific+names 89,197 69,948 2014+6+2013
Urbana Sceintific+names Common+names,+i6Tree+codes 15,562 11,456 2103
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Linear	  Miles	  of	  Street	  (mile)”	  and	  6)	  “Average	  Street	  Width	  (ft.)”	  (i-­‐Tree	  Streets	  	  Version	  5.1.3,	  n.d.-­‐a).	  	  The	  annual	  cost	  parameters	  are:	  1)	  “Annual	  Planting	  ($)”,	  	  2)	  “Annual	  Pruning	  ($)”,	  3)	  “Annual	  Tree	  And	  Stump	  Removal	  And	  Disposal	  ($)”,	  4)	  “Annual	  Pest	  and	  Disease	  Control	  ($)”,	  5)	  “Annual	  Establishment/Irrigation	  ($)”,	  6)	  “Annual	  Price	  of	  Repair/Irrigation	  of	  Infrastructure	  Damage	  ($)”,	  7)	  “Annual	  Price	  of	  Litter/Storm	  Clean	  up	  ($)”,	  8)	  “Average	  Annual	  Litigation	  And	  Settlements	  due	  to	  Tree-­‐Related	  Claims	  ($)”,	  9)	  “Annual	  Expenditure	  for	  Program	  Administration	  ($)”,	  10)	  “Annual	  Expenditures	  for	  Inspection/Answer	  Service	  Requests	  ($)”,	  and	  11)	  “Other	  Annual	  Expenditures	  ($)”	  (i-­‐Tree	  Streets	  version	  5.1.3,	  n.d.-­‐a).	  I	  set	  costs	  to	  zero	  for	  values	  for	  which	  information	  was	  not	  available.	  Thus,	  the	  costs,	  and	  benefit/cost	  ratios	  given	  by	  i-­‐Tree	  are	  likely	  lower	  and	  higher,	  respectively,	  than	  they	  actually	  are	  in	  practice.	  Nevertheless,	  the	  line	  item	  values	  listed	  here	  are	  representative	  of	  the	  relative	  amounts	  spent	  by	  the	  municipal	  forestry	  departments	  of	  the	  cities	  studied	  here	  to	  perform	  their	  given	  tasks.	  For	  a	  list	  of	  the	  municipal	  statistics	  and	  urban	  forestry	  budget	  items	  entered	  into	  i-­‐Tree	  see	  table	  2.	  	  Table	  2:	  Municipal	  statistics	  and	  budget	  items	  for	  the	  five	  cities	  
	  	  	  	  
!City!Parameters Champaign Evanston Oak!Park Orlando Urbana
Total!Municipal!Budget!($) 114,600,000 221,558,100 124,191,895 953,605,223 56,000,000
Population 81,291 74,486 52,104 249,925 41,518
Total!Land!Area!(sq.!mi) 22.43 7.8 4.5 114 11.6
Average!Sidewalk!Width!(ft) 4.5 5 5 4 5
Total!Linear!Miles!of!Street!(mile) 252 147 103 625.15 135
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Table	  2	  Cont’d:	  
	  
Note:	  Information	  for	  the	  above	  table	  was	  obtained	  through	  municipal	  documents	  and	  email	  communications	  with	  city	  officials:	  Champaign	  (City	  of	  Champaign,	  2013-­‐2014;	  City	  of	  Champaign,	  2014)	  J.	  Karduck,	  email	  communications,	  January,	  23,	  2015),	  Evanston	  (D’agostino,	  email	  communications,	  December	  9,	  2014;	  City	  of	  Evanston,	  2015),	  Oak	  Park	  (R.	  Sproule,	  email	  communications,	  January	  23,	  2015;	  The	  Village	  of	  Oak	  Park,	  n.d.),	  Orlando	  (Peper,	  2009;	  B.	  Redecki,	  email	  communications,	  April	  7,	  2014;	  City	  of	  Orlando,	  2014)	  and	  Urbana	  (M.	  Brunk,	  email	  communications,	  December	  24,	  2014	  and	  William	  Gray,	  email	  communication,	  October	  15,	  2015;	  City	  of	  Urbana,	  2010-­‐a;	  City	  of	  Urbana,	  2010-­‐b)	  	  	  
	  
Merchantable	  Lumber	  Trees	  For	  Analyses	  
Determining	  Street	  Tree	  Lumber	  Value2	  The	  pricing	  for	  street	  tree	  lumber	  used	  in	  this	  research	  was	  established	  through	  interviews	  with	  millers	  and	  sawyers	  in	  the	  Midwest	  (hardwood	  distributers,	  personal	  communications,	  September	  22,	  2014;	  sawmill	  workers,	  personal	  communications,	  September	  24,	  2014;	  foresters,	  personal	  communications,	  September	  23,	  2014;	  and	  sawyers,	  personal	  communications,	  October	  15,	  2014),	  Northwest	  (forester,	  personal	  communications,	  September	  24,	  2014)	  and	  South	  (exotic	  lumber	  distributor,	  personal	  communications,	  May	  6,	  2014)	  as	  well	  as	  through	  published	  lumber	  prices	  for	  hardwoods	  and	  softwood	  in	  the	  Midwest	  (Michigan	  State	  Univeristy	  Extension,	  Natural	  Resource	  Document	  Library	  of	  Bill	  Cook,	  Extension	  Forester	  in	  the	  Upper	  Peninsula	  of	  Michigan,	  2003;	  Illinois	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  2	  Unless	  pricing	  information	  was	  published,	  the	  names	  of	  companies	  and	  the	  individuals	  who	  disclosed	  lumber	  pricing	  schemes	  shall	  remain	  anonymous.	  	  
!City!Parameters Champaign Evanston Oak!Park Orlando Urbana
Annual!Planting!($) 97,584 420,000 150,000 237,588 47,440
Annual!Pruning!($) 155,168 675,000 135,000 308,121 165,000
Annual!Tree!And!Stump!Removal!And!Disposal!($) 195,584 800,000 495,000 475,666 138,250
Annual!Pest!and!Disease!Control!($) 1,400 446,000 7,860
Annual!Establishment/Irrigation!($) 19,396 54,000 30,000 25,956 7,860
Annual!Price!of!Repair/Irrigation!of!Infrastructure!Damage!($) 100,000 2,500 547,500
Annual!Price!of!Litter/Storm!Clean!up!($) 100,000 190,210 19,650
Average!Annual!Litigation!And!Settlements!due!to!TreeRRelated!Claims!($) 14,709 5,000
Annual!Expenditure!for!Program!Administration!($) 58,188 325,000 238,000 143,442 110,000
Annual!Expenditures!for!Inspection/Answer!Service!Requests!($) 77,584 76,000 70,750 154,100 12,000
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Department	  of	  Natural	  Resources	  Division	  of	  Forestry,	  2013)	  and	  Northwest	  (Washington	  Department	  of	  Natural	  Resources,	  2014).	  For	  the	  more	  common	  and	  marketable	  woods,	  like	  oaks	  and	  maples,	  a	  range	  of	  prices	  was	  found.	  For	  the	  exotic	  woods,	  like	  rosewood	  and	  mahogany,	  and	  the	  boutique	  woods,	  like	  apple	  and	  pear,	  only	  single	  references	  for	  pricing	  were	  found.	  Averages	  were	  taken	  of	  lumber	  pricing	  for	  which	  there	  was	  more	  than	  one	  source	  and/or	  for	  which	  research	  resulted	  in	  a	  range	  of	  values.	  	  Only	  the	  street	  trees	  considered	  here	  to	  have	  marketable	  wood	  were	  listed	  with	  lumber	  prices.	  These	  include	  trees	  with	  woods	  possessing	  qualities	  sought	  after	  for	  boxes,	  furniture	  and/or	  veneer,	  specialty	  woods	  desired	  by	  artisans,	  but	  also	  woods	  with	  characteristics	  for	  quality	  dimension	  lumber,	  as	  well	  as	  poles	  and	  pallets.	  Street	  trees	  were	  priced,	  where	  possible,	  according	  to	  the	  value	  of	  the	  merchantable	  lumber	  category	  they	  fell	  under.	  Maples	  were	  categorized	  as	  either	  soft	  or	  hard	  and	  all	  but	  one	  species	  of	  oak	  was	  labeled	  as	  either	  red	  or	  white.	  In	  the	  softwood	  category,	  an	  average	  price	  was	  used	  to	  represent	  species	  for	  which	  there	  were	  different	  values	  for	  different	  grades	  of	  lumber.	  In	  this	  way	  one	  value	  was	  listed	  for	  each	  species	  with	  valuable	  wood.	  Only	  the	  species	  listed	  in	  the	  inventories	  were	  priced.	  Genus	  listings	  were	  not	  priced	  because	  the	  actual	  species	  that	  were	  inventoried	  for	  those	  listing	  were	  unverifiable.	  Cultivars	  were	  priced	  if	  they	  were	  a	  cultivar	  of	  a	  known	  lumber	  species.	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Average	  dbh	  Because	  commercial	  mills	  are	  unlikely	  to	  take	  logs	  with	  a	  dbh	  less	  than	  12	  inches	  (Indiana	  DNR,	  personal	  conversation,	  May	  6,	  2014),	  only	  the	  species	  in	  the	  inventories	  with	  merchantable	  lumber	  and	  possessing	  an	  average	  dbh	  of	  12	  inches	  or	  greater	  were	  listed	  with	  board	  feet	  values.	  For	  this	  reason	  not	  all	  the	  inventoried	  trees	  with	  merchantable	  lumber	  were	  priced.	  	  
Number	  of	  Board	  Feet	  The	  number	  of	  board	  feet	  in	  a	  log	  can	  be	  determined	  by	  length	  of	  log,	  diameter	  and	  taper.	  Though	  these	  calculations	  can	  be	  done	  manually,	  there	  are	  a	  number	  of	  volume	  tables	  incorporating	  log	  rules	  designed	  to	  provide	  gross	  volume	  measurements	  for	  trees.	  Each	  log	  rule	  employs	  a	  different	  calculation	  to	  derive	  number	  of	  board	  feet.	  Though	  the	  most	  often	  used	  log	  rule	  in	  the	  Midwest	  is	  the	  Doyle	  rule,	  this	  research	  defers	  to	  the	  “International	  ¼	  inch	  rule”,	  which	  is	  considered	  by	  several	  sources	  to	  give	  a	  more	  accurate	  estimation	  of	  lumber	  volume	  than	  the	  other	  two	  log	  rules	  in	  common	  use,	  the	  Doyle	  and	  Scribner	  rules	  (United	  States	  Department	  of	  Agriculture	  Forest	  Service,	  2006).	  The	  International	  ¼	  inch	  rule	  used	  here	  incorporates	  Girard	  form	  class	  78	  in	  its	  calculations	  (University	  of	  Kentucky,	  2006).	  Form	  class	  takes	  into	  account	  the	  taper	  of	  the	  tree	  for	  more	  accurate	  volume	  measurements	  and	  form	  factor	  78	  is	  the	  one	  most	  commonly	  used	  and	  most	  broadly	  applied	  across	  species	  (Cassens,	  n.d.).	  Because	  the	  ¼	  inch	  International	  log	  rules	  used	  for	  this	  research	  calculates	  the	  number	  of	  board	  feet	  based	  on	  either	  a	  16-­‐foot	  log	  length	  (University	  of	  Kentucky,	  2006)	  or	  a	  12-­‐foot	  log	  length	  (Cassens,	  n.d.),	  trees	  in	  the	  inventory	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assigned	  24	  feet	  of	  merchantable	  lumber	  were	  considered	  to	  have	  a	  1	  ½	  x	  16	  feet	  log	  length.	  	  One	  tree	  had	  a	  DBH	  greater	  than	  the	  ones	  listed	  in	  the	  log	  rules	  used	  for	  the	  other	  trees.	  To	  determine	  the	  merchantable	  volume	  for	  this	  tree	  an	  International	  ¼	  inch	  rule	  without	  form	  class	  was	  consulted	  (Helligman,	  n.d.).	  	  	  
Tree	  Height	  The	  per	  tree	  lumber	  values	  are	  determined	  by	  the	  species	  of	  tree	  the	  log	  comes	  from,	  its	  value	  per	  board	  foot	  and	  the	  number	  of	  millable	  board	  feet	  in	  that	  tree.	  Millable	  board	  feet	  was	  determined	  by	  height	  of	  tree	  and	  number	  of	  board	  feet	  but	  because	  tree	  height	  was	  only	  given	  in	  one	  of	  the	  inventories,	  a	  system	  for	  height	  designation	  was	  developed	  for	  this	  research	  and	  applied	  across	  all	  inventories.	  	  Tree	  heights	  were	  assigned	  according	  to	  the	  following:	  1)	  any	  inventoried	  species	  with	  average	  heights	  in	  situ	  of	  50	  feet	  or	  taller	  was	  assigned	  24	  feet	  of	  merchantable	  lumber	  height	  2)	  any	  inventoried	  species	  with	  average	  heights	  in	  situ	  between	  20	  feet	  and	  50	  feet	  was	  assigned	  16	  feet	  of	  merchantable	  lumber,	  and	  3)	  any	  inventoried	  species	  with	  average	  heights	  in	  situ	  of	  20	  feet	  and	  under	  was	  assigned	  12	  feet	  of	  merchantable	  lumber.	  Information	  for	  tree	  height	  designations	  came	  from	  several	  online	  sources	  (Gilman	  E.,	  2015;	  Minnesota	  Department	  of	  Natural	  Resources,	  2014;	  University	  of	  California	  Oak	  Woodland	  Management,	  2014;	  University	  of	  Minnesota,	  2014;	  Friedman,	  2013;	  Missouri	  Botanical	  Garden,	  n.d.;	  Virginia	  Tech,	  Department	  of	  Forest	  Resources	  and	  Environmental	  Conservation,	  n.d.;	  Woodland	  Trust,	  n.d.)(see	  appendix	  C	  for	  a	  list	  of	  tree	  species	  and	  assigned	  tree	  heights).	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Inventory	  log	  lengths	  were	  assigned	  to	  inventory	  trees	  based	  on	  a	  conversation	  with	  a	  Department	  of	  Natural	  Resources	  forester	  who	  said	  city	  trees	  do	  not	  grow	  as	  tall	  as	  their	  counterparts	  in	  the	  forest	  and	  who	  gave	  26	  feet	  as	  a	  reasonable	  millable	  height	  for	  a	  tall	  hardwood	  street	  tree	  (Indiana	  DNR,	  personal	  conversation,	  May	  4,	  2014).	  Because	  the	  International	  ¼	  inch	  rule	  log	  book	  “form	  78”	  begins	  its	  listing	  with	  16	  foot	  logs	  and	  increases	  in	  eight	  foot	  increments,	  for	  simplicity,	  24	  feet	  was	  the	  designated	  longest	  log	  length	  given	  to	  inventory	  trees	  and,	  as	  described	  above,	  the	  length	  given	  for	  all	  trees	  over	  50	  feet.	  Because	  inventory	  softwood	  trees	  can	  be	  milled	  in	  the	  same	  8	  feet	  and	  16	  feet	  (How	  Products	  are	  Made,	  2014)	  length	  increments	  as	  the	  hardwoods,	  the	  softwoods	  were	  assigned	  the	  same	  millable	  heights.	  	  Information	  was	  added	  to	  Excel	  spreadsheets	  to	  reflect	  MLV	  for	  all	  the	  tree	  species	  in	  each	  dataset	  which	  have	  merchantable	  lumber	  and,	  as	  a	  group,	  have	  an	  average	  dbh	  of	  12	  inches	  and	  greater.	  	  	  
	  
Assigning	  Tree	  Values	  
Merchantable	  Lumber	  Once	  the	  dbh	  for	  a	  species’	  group	  was	  determined,	  the	  tree	  height	  was	  assigned	  and	  number	  of	  board	  feet	  was	  established.	  As	  mentioned,	  MLV	  species’	  groups	  were	  only	  those	  in	  which	  the	  average	  dbh	  of	  all	  the	  trees	  in	  that	  group	  equaled	  12	  inches	  or	  higher.	  Dollar	  values	  were	  first	  determined	  for	  one	  tree,	  a	  “representative	  tree”,	  and	  then	  multiplied	  by	  all	  the	  trees	  in	  that	  species’	  group.	  Only	  the	  tree	  species	  listed	  with	  MLV	  were	  calculated	  for	  board	  foot	  values.	  Calculations	  were	  as	  follows:	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• $/board	  feet	  	  x	  	  #	  board	  ft.	  in	  representative	  tree	  =	  $	  Value	  of	  representative	  tree	  log	  
• $	  Value	  of	  representative	  tree	  log	  	  x	  	  total	  number	  trees	  in	  representative	  tree	  log’s	  species’	  group	  =	  total	  $	  Value	  of	  tree	  lumber	  for	  species’	  group,	  i.e.	  total	  species’	  MLV	  
	  
	  
Ecosystem	  Benefits	  Likewise,	  species’	  EV	  was	  determined	  by	  multiplying	  the	  i-­‐Tree	  ecosystem	  value	  presented	  in	  the	  i-­‐Tree	  report	  per	  tree	  in	  a	  given	  species’	  group	  times	  the	  number	  of	  trees	  in	  that	  species’	  group.	  Calculation	  were	  as	  follows:	  




Why	  Manipulate	  Inventories?	  Tree	  species	  numbers	  were	  manipulated	  in	  an	  effort	  to	  demonstrate	  the	  potential	  not	  only	  to	  manage	  trees	  for	  ecosystem	  values	  and	  urban	  environmental	  constraints	  but	  also	  for	  their	  merchantable	  lumber	  values.	  In	  manipulating	  the	  species	  composition	  of	  the	  street	  tree	  inventories,	  I	  took	  into	  consideration	  many	  of	  the	  criteria	  foresters	  take	  into	  account	  when	  selecting	  street	  trees,	  including	  tree	  tolerance	  of	  urban	  conditions,	  susceptibility	  to	  disease,	  overall	  urban	  forest	  diversity,	  tree	  size	  and	  ability	  to	  provide	  shade.	  Thus,	  the	  manipulations	  are	  intended	  to	  reflect	  the	  complexity	  of	  decisions	  an	  urban	  forester	  must	  make	  when	  managing	  street	  trees.	  	  I	  chose	  to	  enrich	  tree	  inventories	  by	  demonstrating	  the	  effect	  of	  reasonable	  adjustments	  in	  frequency	  of	  a	  tree	  species	  appearance	  on	  the	  street.	  In	  order	  to	  demonstrate	  that	  a	  street	  tree	  inventory	  managed	  for	  MLV	  can	  increase	  in	  value,	  the	  MLV	  trees	  in	  each	  inventory,	  particularly	  those	  with	  the	  highest	  value,	  were	  enriched	  25%.	  Thus,	  in	  my	  simulations,	  tree	  species	  with	  merchantable	  lumber	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were	  increased	  by	  25%	  of	  their	  current	  abundance	  (+25%).	  Alternatively,	  trees	  with	  no	  or	  low	  valued	  merchantable	  lumber,	  prone	  to	  disease,	  possessing	  a	  marginal	  capacity	  to	  handle	  street	  conditions,	  and/or	  tree	  species	  for	  which	  city	  quotas	  had	  been	  exceeded	  were	  reduced	  by	  25%	  (-­‐25%).	  When	  one	  species	  in	  an	  inventory	  was	  enriched	  by	  X	  percent,	  than	  another	  species	  in	  the	  same	  inventory	  was	  decreased	  by	  X	  percent.	  In	  this	  way	  the	  more	  valuable	  MLV	  trees	  were	  increased	  while	  at	  the	  same	  time	  keeping	  the	  original	  total	  number	  of	  trees	  in	  the	  inventory	  constant.	  Twenty	  five	  percent	  was	  the	  number	  considered	  large	  enough	  to	  demonstrate	  a	  correlation	  between	  increasing	  numbers	  of	  merchantable	  logs	  and	  higher	  street	  tree	  inventory	  values	  without	  overly	  changing	  inventory	  species	  distributions.	  See	  appendix	  D	  for	  a	  list	  of	  manipulated	  species	  with	  explanations.	  Though	  the	  only	  species	  in	  inventories	  designated	  for	  enrichment	  were	  those	  deemed	  to	  have	  merchantable	  lumber,	  because	  of	  environmental	  or	  quota	  constraints	  some	  of	  the	  lesser	  valued	  lumber	  species	  were	  increased	  while	  the	  more	  valued	  species	  were	  left	  alone	  or	  decreased	  in	  the	  -­‐25%	  column.	  For	  each	  city,	  I	  manipulated	  tree	  inventories	  according	  to	  management	  guidelines	  and	  constraints	  for	  that	  city.	  	  	  
	  
Species	  Enriched	  By	  +25%	  In	  this	  category	  the	  primary	  consideration	  for	  increasing	  a	  species	  number	  was	  the	  value	  of	  the	  lumber.	  However,	  species	  that	  had	  valuable	  lumber	  but	  were	  also	  prone	  to	  disease	  were	  not	  enriched,	  like	  the	  ashes	  and	  elms.	  Additionally,	  any	  species	  for	  which	  the	  increase	  would	  sum	  to	  totals	  above	  the	  desired	  quota	  for	  a	  given	  species	  and	  genus	  in	  the	  inventoried	  city	  also	  was	  not	  enriched.	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To	  keep	  the	  numbers	  simple	  and	  easily	  replicable	  across	  datasets,	  three	  values	  were	  used	  to	  increase	  percentages	  of	  MLV:	  1)	  3.33%,	  1%	  and	  .69%.	  Thus,	  in	  each	  inventory	  seven	  species	  were	  enriched	  by	  3.33%,	  one	  species	  was	  enriched	  by	  1%	  and	  one	  species	  was	  enriched	  by.69%	  for	  a	  total	  enrichment	  of	  +25%	  MLV	  trees.	  3.33%	  was	  used	  because	  this	  percentage	  can	  considerably	  enrich	  numbers	  of	  a	  given	  tree	  species	  but	  after	  manipulation	  still	  maintain	  most	  species	  numbers	  below	  city	  quotas.	  One	  percent	  was	  used	  in	  each	  of	  the	  inventories	  exclusively	  to	  enrich	  black	  maple,	  a	  highly	  valued	  lumber	  but	  not	  a	  species	  that	  is	  considered	  an	  adaptive	  street	  tree.	  One	  percent	  was	  chosen	  because	  it	  will	  allow	  for	  some	  increase	  in	  numbers	  but	  still	  maintain	  a	  relatively	  low	  distribution	  of	  black	  maple.	  0.69%	  was	  the	  last	  percent	  applied	  and	  was	  used	  to	  bring	  the	  percentage	  increases	  to	  an	  even	  25%.	  0.69	  percent	  was	  used	  to	  increase	  the	  numbers	  of	  low	  to	  moderately	  valued	  tree	  species.	  For	  example,	  after	  the	  black	  walnut	  trees	  were	  enriched	  by	  1%	  in	  the	  Champaign	  inventory,	  the	  black	  walnut	  numbers	  increased	  from	  70	  trees	  to	  286	  trees	  or	  from	  0.32%	  of	  the	  inventory	  to	  1.32%	  of	  the	  inventory.	  More	  specifically,	  multiplying	  the	  enriched	  1.32%	  against	  the	  total	  number	  of	  trees	  represented	  in	  the	  Champaign	  inventory,	  which	  was	  21,646,	  derived	  the	  enriched	  number	  of	  286	  black	  walnuts.	  The	  same	  procedure	  was	  followed	  for	  the	  species	  chosen	  for	  the	  -­‐25%	  reduction	  (see	  below).	  In	  this	  way	  the	  total	  number	  of	  trees	  in	  inventories	  was	  kept	  the	  same	  as	  the	  original	  tree	  number	  totals	  for	  each	  of	  the	  inventories.	  
	  
Species	  Reduced	  By	  -­‐25%	  The	  percentages	  used	  to	  decrease	  tree	  species	  numbers	  ranged	  from	  .33%	  to	  18%.	  Any	  species	  with	  an	  original	  inventory	  distribution	  of	  1%	  or	  below	  was	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considered	  too	  low	  for	  “decrease”	  manipulations.	  Any	  species	  with	  distributions	  1%	  or	  greater	  was	  considered	  for	  “decrease”.	  In	  this	  latter	  group	  priority	  for	  decrease	  was	  given	  in	  this	  order:	  1)	  first	  to	  species	  with	  distributions	  that	  needed	  to	  meet	  lower	  quotas	  despite	  possibly	  having	  merchantable	  lumber,	  2)	  second	  to	  the	  species	  prone	  to	  diseases	  like	  the	  ashes	  and	  elms,	  3)	  third	  to	  species	  that	  were	  not	  priced	  with	  valuable	  lumber	  or	  had	  average	  dbh’s	  lower	  than	  12	  inches,	  and	  4)	  fourth	  to	  species	  considered	  sensitive	  to	  street	  environments.	  This	  order	  for	  “decrease”	  was	  followed	  for	  all	  the	  inventories	  until	  the	  percent	  decreased	  equaled	  -­‐25%.	  	  As	  with	  the	  protocols	  for	  the	  enriched	  	  +25%	  column,	  one	  manipulation	  in	  the	  -­‐25%	  column	  was	  not	  a	  multiple	  of	  0.33%.	  It	  was	  the	  percentage	  intended	  to	  make	  up	  the	  difference	  to	  the	  -­‐25%	  value.	  	  
	  
Total	  Values	  for	  Enriched	  and	  Reduced	  Scenarios	  Total	  values	  were	  summed	  for	  the	  following:	  1)	  MLV	  for	  all	  trees	  in	  all	  species	  categories	  before	  and	  after	  the	  25%	  manipulations,	  and	  2)	  EV	  for	  all	  trees	  in	  all	  species	  categories	  before	  and	  after	  the	  25%	  manipulations.	  
	  
Distinctions	  Between	  felled	  merchantable	  lumber	  values	  of	  1.3%	  (FMLV@1.3)	  
and	  0.195%	  (FMLV@0.195)	  To	  distinguish	  between	  MLV,	  which	  represents	  the	  lifetime	  values	  of	  trees	  taken	  down	  and	  sold	  as	  lumber,	  and	  annual	  values	  of	  trees	  felled	  in	  a	  year	  and	  sold	  for	  lumber,	  the	  FMLV@	  (felled	  merchantable	  lumber	  values)	  category	  was	  created.	  The	  “FMLV@”	  is	  intended	  to	  capture	  the	  approximate	  number	  of	  trees	  actually	  felled	  annually	  and	  their	  values.	  Thus,	  FMLV@1.3	  represents	  the	  approximate	  1.3%	  number	  of	  street	  trees	  felled	  each	  year	  in	  each	  of	  the	  inventories	  (see	  table	  3),	  and	  FMLV@0.195	  is	  used	  to	  represent	  the	  0.195%	  approximate	  number	  of	  trees	  felled	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each	  year	  that	  qualify	  for	  high-­‐end	  wood	  markets.	  The	  former,	  1.3%,	  is	  the	  average	  of	  the	  estimates	  given	  by	  the	  city	  forestry	  departments	  for	  the	  number	  of	  trees	  felled	  each	  year	  in	  their	  cities	  (see	  table	  3).	  The	  latter,	  0.195%	  represents	  the	  product	  of	  1.3%	  times	  15%	  (see	  table	  3).	  Fifteen	  percent	  was	  chosen	  as	  the	  percent	  that	  best	  captures	  the	  average	  number	  of	  trees	  in	  these	  five	  inventories	  most	  likely	  to	  have	  high	  quality	  lumber.	  The	  15%	  was	  derived	  from	  information	  gleaned	  during	  interviews	  with	  Midwest	  and	  West	  Coast	  experts	  (Midwest,	  personal	  communications,	  July	  2,	  2103;	  West	  Coast,	  personal	  communications,	  July	  22,	  2014).	  
	  Table	  3:	  City	  Estimates	  for	  the	  Number	  of	  Trees	  Felled	  Each	  Year	  
	  
Note:	  Information	  for	  the	  above	  table	  was	  provided	  through	  personal	  and	  email	  communications	  for	  each	  of	  the	  cities:	  Champaign	  (M.	  Brunk,	  Urbana	  City	  Arborist,	  personal	  communications,	  July	  18,	  2014),	  Evanston	  (P.	  D’Agostino,	  email	  communications,	  March	  23,	  2015),	  Oak	  Park	  (R.	  Sproule,	  email	  communications,	  March	  23,	  2015),	  Orlando	  (B.	  Redecki,	  email	  communications,	  March	  23,	  2015)	  and	  Urbana	  (J.	  Karduck,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  30,	  2014).	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The	  number	  used	  to	  derive	  the	  AnMLV	  was	  23.5	  years,	  the	  average	  of	  two	  numbers,	  19	  and	  28,	  estimated	  by	  previous	  research	  as	  the	  mean	  life	  expectancies	  for	  street	  trees	  (Roman,	  2011).	  However,	  AnMLV	  here	  does	  not	  reflect	  the	  compounded	  value	  from	  one	  year	  to	  the	  next	  of	  the	  value	  added	  to	  MLV	  after	  each	  year’s	  worth	  of	  lumber	  growth.	  It	  simply	  calculates	  the	  amortized	  value	  for	  one	  year	  for	  a	  given	  tree	  species’	  MLV	  based	  on	  an	  amortization	  schedule	  of	  23.5	  years.	  Thus,	  AnMLV	  values	  are	  likely	  higher	  than	  the	  ones	  actually	  used	  here.	  Nevertheless,	  the	  amortized	  estimates	  listed	  in	  the	  AnMLV	  is	  one	  solution	  chosen	  here	  to	  normalize	  MLV	  values	  so	  that	  they	  can	  be	  compared	  more	  equally	  to	  EV.	  
	  
	  
City	  Tree	  Quotas	  Used	  Enrich	  and	  Reduce	  Tree	  Numbers	  	  
Champaign	  	  The	  preferred	  quotas	  for	  Champaign	  Street	  trees	  were	  10%	  per	  species,	  20%	  per	  genus	  and	  30%	  per	  family	  (J.	  Karduck,	  email	  communication,	  September	  9,	  2014).	  	  	  
	  
Evanston	  	  The	  preferred	  quotas	  for	  Evanston	  street	  trees	  were	  10%	  per	  species	  (P.	  	  
	  D’Agostino,	  email	  communication,	  September	  5,	  2014).	  
	  
	  
Oak	  Park	  	  The	  preferred	  quotas	  for	  Oak	  Park	  street	  trees	  were	  to	  maintain	  diverse	  inventories.	  There	  were	  no	  specific	  directives	  for	  quotas	  (R.	  Sproule,	  email	  communication,	  August	  27,	  2014).	  However,	  Oak	  Park	  has	  a	  list	  of	  trees	  recommended	  for	  “general	  use”	  and	  another	  list	  recommended	  for	  “deferred	  use”	  (R.	  Sproule,	  email	  communication,	  August	  27,	  2014).	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Orlando	  	  The	  preferred	  quotas	  for	  Orlando	  street	  trees	  were	  10%	  per	  species	  (Peper,	  2009).	  	  
	  
Urbana	  	  The	  preferred	  quotas	  for	  Urbana	  street	  trees	  were	  5%	  per	  species	  (M.	  Brunk,	  email	  communication,	  August	  26,	  2014).	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Interest	  In	  Street	  Tree	  Lumber	  There	  is	  increasing	  interest	  and	  a	  growing	  market	  for	  upcycled	  and	  reused	  urban	  lumber	  (West	  Coast,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  22,	  2014).	  One	  individual	  declared	  that	  the	  upcycling	  and	  reusing	  of	  urban	  trees	  is	  a	  fashion	  statement	  for	  people	  working	  in	  the	  design	  world	  and	  for	  those	  working	  with	  “green	  architecture”	  (West	  Coast,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  22,	  2014).	  “People	  do	  it’,	  the	  individual	  said,	  ‘because	  they	  love	  it”	  (West	  Coast,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  22,	  2014).	  For	  others	  it	  is	  about	  saving	  space	  in	  landfills	  (West	  Coast,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  4,	  2014)	  and	  for	  yet	  others	  it	  is	  about	  not	  wasting	  a	  good	  resource.	  As	  one	  interviewee	  said	  “it	  is	  a	  waste	  to	  chip	  a	  large	  300-­‐year-­‐old	  street	  tree	  when	  it	  can	  be	  sold	  for	  lumber”	  (Midwest,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  19,	  2014).	  	  
Obstacles	  of	  Milling	  Street	  Trees	  Interviews	  conducted	  and	  articles	  read	  for	  this	  section	  reveal	  that	  the	  number	  and	  types	  of	  obstacles	  to	  the	  upcycling	  and	  reusing	  of	  street	  trees	  varied	  according	  to	  level	  of	  commitment,	  financial	  capacity	  and/or	  how	  diversified	  was	  an	  individual’s	  business.	  Those	  who	  worked	  exclusively	  to	  convert	  street	  trees	  to	  higher	  end	  wood	  markets	  appear	  to	  encounter	  more	  obstacles	  than	  those	  who	  only	  convert	  felled	  street	  trees	  into	  fire	  wood	  (Midwest,	  personal	  communications,	  July	  16,	  2014)	  and/or	  wood	  chips	  (Midwest,	  personal	  communications,	  July	  2,	  1013),	  an	  equally	  viable	  option.	  This	  is	  because	  the	  conversion	  of	  downed	  street	  trees	  to	  high-­‐end	  lumber	  is	  expensive	  (West	  Coast,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  22,	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2014;	  Midwest,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  5,	  2014)	  and	  because	  so	  few	  street	  trees,	  10%	  (Midwest,	  July	  2,	  2103,	  Midwest)	  to	  20%,	  (West	  Coast,	  personal	  communications,	  July	  22,	  2014)	  are	  of	  good	  enough	  quality	  for	  those	  markets.	  In	  contrast,	  those	  who	  deal	  in	  street	  tree	  lumber	  who	  are	  well-­‐financed	  seem	  better	  able	  to	  work	  around	  these	  constraints	  and	  focus	  on	  street	  tree	  logs	  with	  higher	  value	  like	  those,	  for	  example,	  intended	  for	  furniture,	  cabinetry,	  veneer,	  flooring,	  jewelry	  boxes	  and	  cutting	  boards.	  	  Across	  all	  interviews,	  there	  was	  agreement	  on	  the	  difficulties	  of	  milling	  street	  trees	  with	  embedded	  metals	  (Midwest,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  19,	  2014),	  concrete	  (West	  Coast,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  12,	  2014)	  and/or	  other	  foreign	  objects	  (Midwest,	  personal	  communications,	  July	  18,	  2014)	  in	  tree	  trunks.	  The	  most	  common	  types	  of	  metals,	  nails	  (Midwest,	  personal	  communications,	  July	  16,	  2014),	  used	  to	  hang	  clothes	  lines,	  hammocks,	  tree	  houses,	  (Midwest,	  personal	  communications,	  July	  16,	  2014)	  and	  posters,	  are	  a	  problem	  for	  millers	  because	  mill	  saw	  blades	  that	  hit	  these	  objects	  must	  be	  replaced	  (Midwest,	  personal	  communications,	  July	  16,	  2014).	  This	  involves	  both	  time	  and	  money;	  money	  to	  purchase	  new	  blades	  and	  money	  lost	  for	  the	  time	  it	  takes	  an	  employee	  to	  replace	  a	  blade.	  It	  can	  cost	  a	  large	  commercial	  mill	  several	  thousand	  dollars	  (Northeast,	  personal	  communications,	  January	  1,	  2015)	  to	  replace	  one	  blade.	  Even	  commercial	  mills	  with	  machines	  for	  X-­‐ray	  detection	  of	  metal	  objects	  in	  trunks,	  and	  computer	  systems	  programmed	  to	  cut	  around	  obstructions	  are	  reluctant	  to	  accept	  street	  trees.	  This	  reluctance	  is	  made	  more	  resolute	  because	  metal	  objects	  are	  usually	  posted	  in	  tree	  trunks	  at	  breast	  height	  (Midwest,	  personal	  communications,	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December	  19,	  2014),	  usually	  the	  area	  of	  a	  tree	  where	  the	  most	  valuable	  lumber	  is	  found.	  One	  interviewee	  even	  described	  finding	  telephone	  receivers	  and	  bicycle	  parts	  embedded	  in	  trunks	  (Midwest,	  personal	  communications,	  July	  18,	  2014).	  Additionally,	  street	  trees	  tend	  to	  have	  more	  defects	  (Northeast,	  personal	  communications,	  July	  12,	  2013),	  including	  knots	  and	  bends	  (West	  Coast,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  4,	  2014),	  than	  trees	  growing	  in	  forests	  that	  usually	  grow	  straighter	  (Midwest,	  personal	  communications,	  July	  16,	  2014)	  or	  trees	  specifically	  grown	  for	  the	  lumber	  markets.	  Knots	  and	  bends	  are	  an	  example	  of	  defect	  that	  can	  make	  a	  street	  tree	  undesirable	  for	  high-­‐end	  wood	  markets.	  Furthermore,	  street	  trees	  are	  usually	  felled	  one	  at	  a	  time,	  from	  different	  areas	  and	  often	  under	  different	  growth	  conditions.	  One	  street	  tree	  is	  usually	  not	  of	  the	  same	  quality,	  grain	  and/or	  species,	  as	  the	  next,	  making	  it	  hard	  to	  establish	  consistency	  between	  the	  different	  street	  tree	  woods,	  a	  problem	  for	  those	  working	  on	  large	  wood	  projects.	  In	  contrast,	  trees	  managed	  for	  the	  commercial	  wood	  markets	  tend	  to	  be	  felled	  in	  larger	  numbers,	  often	  from	  the	  same	  area	  (West	  Coast,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  4,	  2014)	  and,	  thus,	  tend	  to	  share	  similar	  characteristics,	  which	  make	  them	  easier	  to	  work	  with	  on	  big	  projects.	  As	  one	  interviewee	  pointed	  out,	  if	  Crate	  and	  Barrel	  wanted	  to	  build	  500	  tables	  he	  would	  not	  immediately	  be	  able	  to	  find	  enough	  lumber	  from	  street	  trees	  to	  fill	  the	  order	  (West	  coast,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  12,	  2014).	  In	  other	  words,	  the	  quantity	  of	  quality	  product	  from	  street	  trees	  is	  usually	  too	  small	  (Midwest,	  personal	  communications,	  July	  15,	  2014)	  and	  from	  a	  commercial	  standpoint	  is	  often	  not	  consistent	  enough	  (Midwest,	  personal	  communications,	  July	  15,	  2014).	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Because	  tree	  logs	  intended	  for	  the	  higher	  end	  wood	  markets	  must	  be	  milled	  into	  dimension	  lumber	  appropriate	  for	  that	  market,	  and	  not	  everyone	  has	  access	  to	  a	  portable	  Wood-­‐Mizer	  (portable	  mill),	  logs	  have	  to	  be	  hauled	  to	  a	  mill.	  For	  those	  working	  with	  street	  trees,	  hauling	  costs	  can	  prove	  prohibitive	  (Midwest,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  19,	  2014)	  as	  the	  street	  trees	  with	  good	  quality	  lumber	  are	  often	  felled	  in	  quantities	  too	  low	  to	  cover	  hauling	  costs	  to	  a	  mill.	  One	  interviewee	  from	  the	  Northeast	  said	  it	  costs	  approximately	  $2,500	  to	  rent	  a	  truck	  able	  to	  haul	  10-­‐12	  tree	  logs	  (North	  East,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  15,	  2014).	  The	  implication	  is	  that	  companies	  will	  have	  to	  wait	  to	  ship	  street	  trees	  until	  they	  have	  the	  requisite	  number	  of	  tree	  logs	  to	  make	  hauling	  cost-­‐effective.	  However,	  this	  too	  can	  prove	  problematic,	  as	  street	  tree	  logs	  must	  be	  removed	  quickly	  from	  streets	  to	  storage	  facilities	  (West	  Coast,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  4,	  2014;	  Midwest,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  19,	  2014)	  to	  protect	  them	  from	  theft	  (Midwest,	  12/19/14)	  and/or	  bad	  weather.	  Additional	  funds	  are	  then	  required	  to	  lease,	  buy	  or	  rent	  a	  storage	  facility.	  And	  finally,	  the	  lumber,	  if	  intended	  for	  indoor	  use,	  must	  be	  dried.	  This	  can	  take	  place	  either	  in	  open	  air,	  approximately	  6	  –	  11	  months	  (Midwest,	  personal	  communications,	  July	  17,	  2014),	  or,	  with	  more	  funds,	  in	  a	  dry	  kiln,	  approximately	  25	  –	  32	  days	  (Midwest,	  personal	  communications,	  July	  17,	  2014).	  At	  the	  very	  least	  both	  processes	  take	  weeks	  to	  months	  and	  both	  will	  incur	  storage	  fees	  whether	  for	  an	  outdoor	  lot	  or	  an	  indoor	  facility.	  Though	  kiln	  drying	  is	  faster	  than	  air	  drying,	  usually	  by	  several	  months,	  and	  can	  result	  in	  faster	  sales,	  cost	  less	  in	  facility	  fees,	  the	  electricity	  bills	  will	  be	  higher.	  In	  other	  words,	  wood	  can	  take	  a	  year	  to	  be	  ready	  for	  sale	  from	  the	  time	  a	  tree	  is	  cut	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into	  lumber	  to	  the	  time	  it	  is	  dried	  –	  “it	  is	  not	  a	  quick	  process”	  (Midwest,	  personal	  communications,	  July	  17,	  2014).	  Furthermore,	  drying	  time	  varies	  according	  to	  the	  species	  (Midwest,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  5,	  2014)	  and	  level	  of	  ambient	  humidity	  (Midwest,	  personal	  communications,	  July	  17,	  2014).	  	  While	  lumber	  is	  prepared	  for	  sale,	  it	  does	  not	  generate	  income,	  a	  compounding	  factor	  for	  small	  sawyer	  operations,	  mostly	  undercapitalized,	  to	  keep	  large	  inventories	  (Midwest,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  12,	  2014).	  Coupled	  with	  the	  labor	  costs,	  says	  one	  interviewee,	  street	  tree	  lumber	  is	  hard	  to	  market	  (West	  Coast,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  22,	  2014)	  making	  it	  expedient	  to	  keep	  transactions	  local.	  One	  interviewee	  admitted	  that	  he	  is	  always	  looking	  for	  closer	  places	  to	  ship	  his	  wood	  (Midwest,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  5,	  2014).	  Nevertheless,	  there	  are	  high-­‐end	  wood	  designers	  who	  will	  pay	  large	  fees	  to	  have	  certain	  types	  of	  street	  tree	  species	  hauled	  long	  distances,	  from	  coast	  to	  coast,	  for	  example	  (West	  Coast,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  22,	  2014)	  if	  they	  cannot	  source	  the	  lumber	  locally	  (West	  Coast,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  5,	  2014).	  	  	  Though	  high	  prices	  are	  often	  paid	  to	  purchase	  street	  trees	  (west	  coast	  12/5/14),	  of	  the	  18	  people	  interviewed	  only	  one,	  mentioned	  above,	  said	  he	  will	  haul	  lumber	  long	  distances,	  and	  this	  he	  says	  he	  does	  to	  meet	  a	  client	  request	  for	  specific	  grades	  and/or	  types	  of	  lumber	  (West	  Coast,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  22,	  2014).	  The	  implications	  here	  are	  that	  while	  most	  people	  who	  work	  with	  street	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tree	  lumber	  do	  so	  locally,	  obstacles	  presented	  by	  hauling	  can	  be	  overcome	  under	  certain	  circumstances.	  	  Another	  practical	  consideration	  with	  street	  tree	  lumber	  is	  the	  logistics	  of	  felling	  trees	  located	  on	  streets.	  This	  can	  vary	  in	  complication	  depending	  on	  tree	  location,	  pedestrian	  and	  vehicular	  traffic.	  Removing	  such	  a	  tree	  can	  be	  difficult	  especially	  if	  the	  desire	  is	  to	  fell	  it	  in	  a	  manner	  that	  is	  necessary	  to	  preserve	  the	  integrity	  of	  its	  lumber.	  Removal	  of	  trees	  on	  streets	  can	  also	  prove	  prohibitively	  expensive	  and	  not	  all	  cities	  have	  the	  equipment	  to	  do	  so.	  As	  a	  result,	  many	  municipalities	  contract	  out	  tree	  removals	  (Northeast,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  12,	  2014).	  If	  lumber	  is	  not	  the	  end	  goal	  for	  a	  street	  tree	  the	  tree	  is	  often	  chipped	  for	  mulch	  or	  biofuel	  or	  cut	  for	  firewood	  at	  the	  location	  where	  it	  is	  taken	  down,	  a	  much	  less	  expensive	  endeavor	  than	  preparing	  the	  tree	  for	  sale	  as	  lumber.	  If	  it	  is	  chipped	  or	  converted	  to	  firewood	  it	  is	  usually	  the	  company	  the	  city	  has	  given	  the	  tree	  removal	  contract	  to	  to	  which	  the	  proceeds	  from	  sales	  of	  the	  lumber	  go	  (Northeast,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  15,	  2014;	  Midwest,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  19,	  2014).	  	  
Portable	  Mills	  Verses	  Commercial	  Mills	  When	  it	  comes	  to	  street	  tree	  lumber,	  it	  is	  important	  to	  understand	  the	  distinctions	  between	  large	  commercial	  mill	  operations	  and	  the	  individual	  mill	  operator	  working	  with	  a	  portable	  mill,	  like	  the	  portable	  Wood-­‐Mizer,	  for	  example,	  which	  can	  be	  moved	  to	  a	  site	  where	  a	  tree	  is	  to	  come	  down.	  The	  band	  saw	  blades	  used	  in	  a	  portable	  Wood-­‐Mizer	  is	  a	  relatively	  inexpensive	  blade.	  According	  to	  one	  interviewee,	  blades	  for	  his	  portable	  Wood-­‐Mizer	  costs	  $30.00	  each	  (West	  Coast,	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personal	  communications,	  December	  22,	  2014).	  This	  is	  a	  cost,	  he	  says,	  he	  can	  recover	  through	  lumber	  sales.	  Another	  positive	  for	  the	  Wood-­‐Mizer	  is	  how	  easy	  it	  is	  to	  replace	  blades	  as	  compared	  to	  the	  saw	  blades	  used	  in	  large	  commercial	  mills	  (also	  discussed	  above).	  	  	  
Market	  For	  Street	  Trees	  Because	  most	  of	  the	  large	  commercial	  mills	  do	  not	  accept	  street	  tree	  logs	  the	  markets	  open	  for	  the	  sale	  of	  this	  lumber	  is	  limited.	  While	  one	  interviewee	  said	  the	  real	  problem	  is	  in	  the	  marketing	  (Southwest,	  personal	  communications,	  July	  5,	  2013)	  two	  others	  interviewed	  said	  they	  have	  had	  some	  success	  selling	  street	  tree	  lumber	  on	  the	  Internet	  (Northeast,	  personal	  communications,	  January	  14,	  2015;	  Midwest,	  personal	  communications,	  July	  17,	  2014).	  One	  of	  those	  individuals,	  in	  particular,	  sells	  75%	  of	  his	  lumber	  inventory	  on	  eBay	  (Midwest,	  personal	  communications,	  July	  17,	  2014).	  In	  fact,	  he	  said	  he	  can	  sell	  sycamore,	  not	  traditionally	  an	  expensive	  wood,	  for	  “$35.00	  a	  board	  foot”	  on	  eBay	  (Midwest,	  personal	  communications,	  July	  17,	  2014).	  He	  ships	  with	  UPS	  or	  the	  postal	  service,	  stating	  that	  costs	  will	  vary	  according	  to	  the	  size	  and/or	  quantity	  of	  wood	  shipped	  (Midwest,	  personal	  communications,	  July	  17,	  2014).	  Another	  interviewee	  stated	  that	  it	  is	  very	  important	  to	  have	  a	  website	  with	  a	  good	  presence	  (Midwest,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  12,	  2014).	  A	  number	  of	  individuals	  interviewed	  said	  that	  developing	  good	  stories	  around	  the	  wood	  being	  sold	  has	  proven	  successful	  (Midwest,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  5,	  2014).	  A	  “story”	  associated	  with	  street	  trees	  is	  also	  important	  to	  builders	  who	  build	  for	  LEED	  certification	  (West	  Coast,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  22,	  2014).	  If	  a	  builder	  can	  build	  a	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structure	  with	  sustainable	  wood	  then,	  according	  to	  the	  guidelines	  for	  some	  types	  of	  certification,	  they	  are	  permitted	  to	  construct	  another	  section	  of	  the	  building	  less	  sustainably	  (West	  Coast,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  22,	  2014).	  	  
Importance	  of	  Education	  Two	  interviews	  revealed	  the	  important	  roles	  education	  can	  play	  in	  the	  upcycling	  and	  reusing	  of	  urban	  lumber.	  When	  one	  East	  Coast	  company	  formed	  a	  working	  relationship	  with	  the	  local	  municipality,	  the	  city	  began	  cutting	  down	  street	  trees	  into	  lengths	  more	  appropriate	  for	  higher	  end	  uses	  (Northeast,	  personal	  communications,	  January	  16,	  2015).	  	  The	  second	  interview	  in	  which	  education	  was	  discussed	  as	  an	  important	  issue	  came	  up	  in	  the	  form	  of	  three	  illustrative	  stories	  (West	  Coast,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  22,	  2014).	  The	  first	  story	  involved	  the	  removal	  of	  a	  number	  of	  olive	  trees.	  Olive	  trees	  have	  a	  “very	  beautiful”	  wood	  and	  when	  the	  interviewee	  heard	  that	  some	  were	  to	  come	  down	  in	  his	  area	  he	  expressed	  interest	  in	  acquiring	  them	  (West	  Coast,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  15,	  2014).	  Initially,	  when	  he	  asked	  for	  the	  trees	  the	  town	  showed	  no	  interest,	  but	  eventually	  they	  capitulated	  (West	  Coast,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  22,	  2014).	  However,	  when	  they	  felled	  the	  trees	  the	  town	  cut	  the	  logs	  into	  18	  inch	  segments;	  in	  other	  words,	  the	  trees	  were	  cut	  into	  firewood	  and	  now	  too	  small	  for	  higher	  end	  wood	  uses	  (West	  Coast,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  22,	  2014).	  	  The	  second	  story	  involved	  a	  rare	  baldcypress	  with	  an	  eight-­‐foot	  DBH	  that	  the	  interviewee	  said	  he	  wanted	  and	  that	  was	  scheduled	  for	  removal	  (West	  Coast,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  22,	  2014).	  He	  told	  the	  arborist	  in	  charge	  to	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make	  sure	  the	  tree	  was	  taken	  down	  “very	  carefully”	  (West	  Coast,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  22,	  2014).	  Nevertheless,	  when	  the	  tree	  was	  finally	  taken	  down,	  it	  was	  removed	  roughly	  with	  a	  loss	  to	  part	  of	  the	  tree	  (West	  Coast,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  22,	  2014).	  	  The	  third	  story	  involved	  a	  big	  blow	  down	  of	  trees	  in	  a	  large	  urban	  park	  (West	  Coast,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  22,	  2014).	  The	  interviewee	  put	  out	  a	  $15,000	  bid	  for	  the	  trees	  blown	  down	  (West	  Coast,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  22,	  2014).	  His	  was	  the	  only	  bid,	  he	  had	  a	  pulp	  broker	  interested	  in	  purchasing	  them	  and	  had	  the	  wood	  lined	  up	  to	  ship	  to	  South	  East	  Asia	  for	  the	  paper	  pulp	  market	  (West	  Coast,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  22,	  2014).	  His	  bid	  was	  turned	  down.	  In	  fact,	  the	  city	  wanted	  him	  to	  pay	  them	  for	  the	  privilege	  of	  taking	  the	  trees	  (West	  Coast,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  22,	  2014).	  In	  the	  end,	  having	  no	  other	  interested	  buyers,	  the	  wood	  stayed	  with	  the	  city	  for	  many	  years	  until	  finally	  the	  city	  had	  to	  pay	  someone	  $50,000	  to	  pulp	  the	  majority	  of	  the	  wood	  (West	  Coast,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  22,	  2014);	  a	  few	  select	  logs	  were	  sold	  to	  a	  mill	  (West	  Coast,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  22,	  2014).	  	  
	  
Successful	  Partnerships	  Since	  street	  trees	  are	  most	  often	  managed	  by	  the	  municipalities	  in	  which	  they	  are	  located	  it	  is	  important	  to	  understand	  some	  of	  the	  working	  relationships	  facilitated	  by	  municipalities	  in	  an	  effort	  to	  upcycle	  and	  reuse	  their	  street	  trees.	  The	  following	  section	  will	  focus	  on	  this	  effort.	  Though	  all	  individuals	  interviewed	  for	  this	  work	  have	  worked	  with	  some	  aspect	  of	  street	  trees,	  there	  are	  two	  papers	  in	  particular,	  (Donnelly,	  2014;	  Bratkovich,	  2010)	  reviewed	  for	  this	  study,	  that	  focus	  on	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the	  relationships	  pursued	  by	  local	  wood	  workers	  in	  their	  cities	  and,	  in	  some	  cases,	  with	  their	  cities.	  One	  paper	  looks	  exclusively	  at	  these	  relationships	  in	  the	  city	  of	  Minneapolis-­‐Saint	  Paul,	  Minnesota	  (Bratkovich,	  2010)	  while	  the	  other	  paper	  takes	  a	  more	  state-­‐wide	  approach	  detailing	  the	  different	  types	  of	  working	  relationships	  in	  the	  state	  of	  Connecticut	  that	  have	  formed	  around	  street	  trees	  in	  the	  cities	  located	  in	  that	  state	  (Donnelly,	  2014).	  The	  section	  below	  will	  combine	  excerpts	  from	  interviews	  with	  reference	  material	  from	  these	  two	  papers.	  In	  the	  city	  of	  Minneapolis-­‐Saint	  Paul	  a	  number	  of	  commercial	  enterprises	  working	  with	  street	  tree	  lumber	  (Bratkovich,	  2010)	  have	  formed	  successful	  partnerships	  with	  the	  city.	  Of	  note	  are	  the	  working	  relationships	  formed	  with	  the	  company	  Wood	  From	  the	  Hood	  (WFTH)	  and	  the	  District	  Energy	  St.	  Paul,	  the	  local	  combined	  heat	  and	  power	  plant	  (CHP)	  in	  the	  Saint	  Paul	  Minneapolis	  area	  (Bratkovich,	  2010).	  	  WFTH,	  started	  in	  2008,	  acquires	  urban	  logs	  from	  tree	  service	  firms	  and	  upcycles	  them	  into	  a	  number	  of	  specialty	  items	  including:	  flooring,	  picture	  frames,	  cutting	  boards,	  cribbage	  boards,	  and	  drink	  coasters	  (Bratkovich,	  2010).	  These	  items	  are	  then	  sold	  in	  a	  number	  of	  “green-­‐focused”	  outlet	  stores	  (Bratkovich,	  2010).	  WFHT	  primarily	  uses	  trees	  felled	  from	  storms,	  disease	  and	  insect	  attacks	  (Bratkovich,	  2010).	  While	  some	  of	  the	  logs	  come	  from	  local	  tree	  service	  firms	  (Bratkovich,	  2010),	  others	  come	  directly	  from	  the	  city	  (Midwest,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  5,	  2014).	  Parks	  and	  Recreation	  mark	  the	  trees	  intended	  for	  removal	  with	  an	  X	  and	  communicates	  their	  location	  to	  WFTH	  (Midwest,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  5,	  2014).	  WFHT	  then	  goes	  to	  those	  locations	  and	  places	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a	  dot	  on	  the	  trees	  they	  want	  from	  the	  selection	  of	  street	  trees	  to	  be	  removed	  (Midwest,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  5,	  2014).	  Once	  felled,	  the	  trees	  with	  dots	  are	  taken	  to	  a	  certain	  location	  where	  WFHT	  retrieves	  them	  (Midwest,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  5,	  2014).	  WFHT	  pays	  the	  city	  $0.15	  per	  board	  foot	  for	  the	  chosen	  logs	  (Midwest,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  5,	  2014).	  Another	  beneficiary	  of	  the	  WFHT	  wood	  source	  is	  The	  Original	  Tree	  Swing	  (TOTS),	  a	  producer	  of	  open-­‐ended	  children’s	  toys	  including:	  tree	  swings,	  castle	  blocks,	  bowls,	  spoons	  and	  board	  play	  sets,	  traditional	  tops,	  tree	  puzzles	  and	  growth	  sticks	  (Bratkovich,	  2010).	  Ninety-­‐five	  percent	  of	  the	  lumber	  used	  by	  TOTS	  comes	  from	  WFTH	  (Bratkovich,	  2010).	  As	  of	  2010	  TOTS	  products	  were	  sold	  in	  more	  than	  50	  retail	  stores	  throughout	  the	  United	  States	  as	  well	  as	  three	  international	  locations	  (Bratkovich,	  2010).	  In	  addition	  to	  fostering	  relationships	  with	  local	  entities	  to	  upcycle	  urban	  trees	  Minneapolis	  -­‐	  Saint	  Paul	  also	  had	  an	  agreement	  with	  the	  company	  Metro	  Wood	  Recycling	  (MWR),	  to	  provide	  wood	  chips	  to	  District	  Energy	  St.	  Paul	  an	  affiliate	  CHP	  plant.	  At	  the	  time,	  the	  city	  leased	  to	  Midtown	  Eco	  Energy	  one	  of	  their	  city	  yards	  and	  Midtown	  Eco	  Energy	  contracted	  MWR	  to	  process	  the	  wood.	  There	  some	  of	  the	  urban	  logs	  with	  diameters	  greater	  than	  18	  inches	  (Bratkovich,	  2010)	  were	  processed	  into	  biomass	  (Midwest,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  5,	  2014)	  or	  mulched	  before	  going	  to	  their	  respective	  destinations,	  the	  CHP	  plant	  (Midwest,	  personal	  communications,	  December	  5,	  2014;	  Bratkovich,	  2010)	  or	  a	  local	  nursery,	  respectively	  (Bratkovich,	  2010).	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For	  its	  part	  the	  CHP	  plant	  is	  the	  largest	  wood-­‐fired	  CHP	  plant	  serving	  a	  district	  energy	  system	  in	  the	  United	  States	  (Distric	  Energy	  St.	  Paul,	  2015).	  It	  uses	  close	  to	  280,000	  tons	  (Distric	  Energy	  St.	  Paul,	  2015;	  Bratkovich,	  2010)	  of	  urban	  tree	  residuals	  per	  year,	  a	  good	  percentage	  of	  which	  is	  made	  up	  of	  tree	  trimmings,	  storm	  damaged	  trees,	  municipal	  and	  private	  trees	  (Distric	  Energy	  St.	  Paul,	  2015).	  The	  wood	  for	  the	  CHP	  plant	  is	  primarily	  sourced	  from	  within	  60	  miles	  of	  the	  plant	  (Distric	  Energy	  St.	  Paul,	  2015).	  	  Across	  the	  country	  on	  the	  East	  Coast	  in	  the	  state	  of	  Connecticut	  there	  are	  a	  number	  of	  similar	  efforts	  underway	  between	  cities	  and	  local	  private	  and	  commercial	  enterprises	  to	  reuse	  urban	  trees.	  Of	  note	  is	  the	  working	  relationship	  the	  city	  of	  New	  Haven	  has	  fostered	  with	  City-­‐Bench,	  a	  small	  high-­‐end	  wood	  design	  company	  that	  produces	  several	  products	  including:	  furniture,	  wall	  art	  and	  benches	  (New	  England,	  personal	  communications,	  January	  16,	  2015).	  In	  return	  for	  street	  tree	  logs,	  some	  work	  consists	  of	  custom	  milling	  lumber	  for	  the	  city	  and	  for	  a	  nominal	  fee	  New	  Haven	  leases	  City-­‐Bench	  a	  space	  where	  the	  company	  can	  mill	  and	  dry	  wood	  and	  generally	  conduct	  its	  business	  (New	  England,	  personal	  communications,	  January	  16,	  2015).	  	  For	  example,	  if	  the	  city	  of	  New	  Haven	  wants	  a	  certain	  number	  of	  boards	  to	  refurbish	  park	  benches,	  City-­‐Bench	  will	  cut	  the	  boards	  from	  the	  street	  trees	  given	  to	  them	  by	  the	  city	  according	  to	  the	  specifications	  for	  the	  slabs	  required	  for	  the	  benches	  (New	  England,	  personal	  communications,	  January	  16,	  2015).	  If	  the	  city	  wants	  the	  lumber	  dried,	  City-­‐Bench	  will	  dry	  it	  in	  their	  kiln	  (New	  England,	  personal	  communications,	  January	  16,	  2015).	  The	  street	  trees	  that	  the	  city	  of	  New	  Haven	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gives	  to	  City-­‐Bench	  for	  the	  company’s	  use	  can	  be	  sold	  by	  City-­‐Bench	  for	  City-­‐Bench	  at	  market	  value	  (New	  England,	  personal	  communications,	  January	  16,	  2015).	  	  For	  the	  last	  three	  years	  City-­‐Bench	  has	  milled	  approximately	  300	  trees	  for	  the	  city	  of	  New	  Haven	  (New	  England,	  personal	  communications,	  January	  16,	  2015).	  Along	  the	  way,	  City-­‐Bench	  has	  helped	  New	  Haven	  cut	  their	  trees	  into	  more	  millable,	  i.e.	  usable	  lengths	  (New	  England,	  personal	  communications,	  January	  16,	  2015).	  For	  their	  part	  the	  City	  of	  New	  Haven	  gets	  custom	  cut	  lumber	  and	  saves	  on	  tipping	  fees	  and	  hauling	  costs	  the	  city	  would	  otherwise	  incur	  for	  logs	  if	  City-­‐Bench	  did	  not	  take	  them	  (New	  England,	  personal	  communications,	  January	  16,	  2015).	  In	  the	  Connecticut	  towns	  of	  Glastonbury	  and	  East	  Hartford,	  populations	  of	  approximately	  35,000	  and	  51,000	  people,	  respectively,	  wood	  mulch	  from	  street	  trees	  is	  made	  available	  to	  the	  public	  (Donnelly,	  2014).	  Before	  this	  arrangement	  East	  Hartford	  used	  to	  pay	  for	  wood	  removal	  but	  now	  the	  town	  brings	  in	  a	  tub	  grinder	  (Donnelly,	  2014).	  Glastonbury	  also	  sells	  firewood	  to	  the	  public	  (Donnelly,	  2014).	  In	  Bristol,	  population	  60,000	  people,	  and	  Glastonbury,	  Connecticut	  firewood	  is	  made	  available	  to	  residents	  (Donnelly,	  2014).	  Bristol	  has	  also	  begun	  a	  pilot	  program	  with	  a	  local	  miller	  to	  process	  30	  to	  40	  of	  the	  town	  logs	  each	  year	  (Donnelly,	  2014).	  New	  London,	  Connecticut,	  population	  27,620	  thousand	  people,	  is	  another	  town	  that	  often	  provides	  firewood	  to	  its	  population	  (Donnelly,	  2014).	  Fairfield	  Connecticut,	  population	  59,000	  and	  Danbury,	  population	  81,000,	  both	  contract	  with	  a	  mulch	  producer	  who	  is	  given	  land	  rent-­‐free	  in	  exchange	  for	  the	  wood	  from	  town	  tree	  care	  operations	  which	  the	  contractor	  chips	  into	  mulch	  (Donnelly,	  2014).	  This	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relationship	  saves	  both	  towns	  having	  to	  pay	  for	  wood	  disposal	  costs	  and	  costs	  for	  equipment.	  It	  also	  decreases	  time-­‐demand	  on	  staff	  (Donnelly,	  2014).	  	  In	  Minneapolis	  Saint-­‐Paul	  there	  are	  also	  a	  number	  of	  small	  companies,	  tree	  service	  firms	  and	  individuals	  who	  have	  formed	  productive	  working	  relationship	  with	  each	  other	  in	  the	  processing	  of	  municipal	  trees.	  Some	  good	  examples	  are:	  The	  Original	  Tree	  Swing,	  Bailey	  Nurseries,	  Scheftel	  Construction,	  Natural	  Built	  Home,	  Len	  Busch	  Roses	  and	  Holasek	  Greenhouses.	  These	  companies	  work	  with	  urban	  lumber	  in	  a	  number	  of	  different	  ways.	  Some	  use	  urban	  tree	  lumber	  to	  make	  children’s	  toys,	  others	  use	  it	  to	  make	  custom	  wood	  products	  such	  as	  trim,	  wood	  counters,	  built-­‐ins	  and	  furniture	  and	  still	  others	  use	  it	  to	  manufacture	  flooring	  (Bratkovich,	  2010).	  In	  addition,	  the	  Minneapolis-­‐Saint	  Paul	  markets	  have	  developed	  ways	  to	  process	  street	  tree	  waste	  into	  plant	  growing	  medias,	  into	  wood	  chips	  to	  heat	  greenhouses,	  and	  into	  pellet	  feedstock	  as	  biofuel	  (Bratkovich,	  2010).	  In	  other	  parts	  of	  the	  country	  like	  Vermont,	  Montana,	  Pennsylvania,	  Nevada,	  Idaho	  and	  North	  Dakota	  schools	  are	  supplying	  forest-­‐product-­‐production-­‐facilities	  with	  woody	  debris	  as	  fuel	  for	  heating	  purposes	  (Donnelly,	  2014).	  	  Across	  the	  country	  upcycling	  and/or	  reusing	  street	  trees	  saves	  municipalities	  money	  in	  tipping	  fees	  and	  potentially	  hauling	  costs	  if	  the	  diversion	  of	  the	  tree	  log	  results	  in	  a	  shorter	  hauling	  distance.	  These	  types	  of	  savings	  translate	  into	  avoidance	  costs.	  The	  amount	  saved	  will	  vary	  from	  state	  to	  state	  depending	  on	  tipping	  fees	  and	  energy	  prices	  in	  a	  given	  state.	  A	  good	  example	  of	  the	  money	  that	  can	  be	  saved	  in	  avoidance	  costs	  was	  detailed	  in	  an	  article	  titled	  “Creating	  a	  Niche	  for	  Urban	  Wood	  Residuals”	  by	  Steven	  Bratkovich	  (2002)	  in	  which	  Bratkovich	  recounted	  the	  efforts	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made	  by	  the	  city	  of	  Lompoc,	  California	  in	  2000	  to	  accommodate	  new	  laws	  limiting	  the	  dumping	  of	  trees	  into	  landfill.	  In	  response,	  Bratkovich	  (2002)	  explains,	  the	  city	  of	  Lompoc	  decided	  to	  upcycle	  its	  old	  hard	  wood	  trees	  into	  park	  benches,	  replacing	  the	  less	  durable	  pine	  park	  benches	  the	  city	  had	  in	  place	  at	  the	  time.	  According	  to	  Bratkovich,	  (2002)	  milling	  wood	  for	  this	  and	  other	  municipal	  projects	  resulted	  in	  the	  city	  saving	  $40,000	  in	  avoidance	  costs.	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5.	  RESULTS:	  INVENTORY	  DATA	  
	  
	  
MLV	  Pricing	  As	  shown	  in	  table	  4,	  the	  MLV	  ranged	  from	  $0.07/board	  ft.	  -­‐	  $13.00/	  board	  ft.	  The	  exotic	  woods,	  India	  Rosewood	  at	  $13.00/	  board	  ft.	  and	  mahogany	  at	  	  $5.00/	  board	  ft.,	  are	  the	  most	  valuable	  in	  the	  inventories.	  Next	  in	  value	  are	  the	  English	  and	  black	  walnuts,	  $2.63/	  board	  ft.	  and	  $2.58/	  board	  ft.	  respectively,	  some	  of	  the	  cedars,	  $2.04	  /	  board	  ft.,	  black	  locust,	  $1.16/	  board	  ft.,	  butternut,	  $1.15/	  board	  ft.,	  some	  of	  the	  maples	  (the	  hard	  maples),	  $1.08/	  board	  ft.,	  and	  white	  oaks,	  $0.98/	  board	  ft.	  On	  the	  lower	  end	  of	  the	  value	  scale	  are	  the	  crabapple	  and	  the	  soft	  pines,	  white	  spruce	  and	  jack	  pine,	  all	  four	  listed	  at	  $0.20/	  board	  ft.,	  American	  linden,	  northern	  hackberry	  and	  sugarberry	  all	  valued	  at	  $0.18	  and	  bigtooth	  and	  quaking	  Aspen	  listed	  at	  $0.07/	  board	  ft.	  	  
	  
	  
MLV	  Pre-­‐	  and	  Post-­‐	  Manipulations:	  Across	  Inventories	  See	  tables	  5	  –	  9	  for	  complete	  inventories	  of	  the	  five	  cities	  including	  value	  gains	  and	  losses	  before	  and	  after	  +25%	  and	  -­‐25%	  manipulations.	  See	  tables	  10	  –	  14	  for	  complete	  inventories	  of	  the	  MLV-­‐only	  group	  of	  trees	  and	  table	  15	  for	  a	  list	  of	  the	  monetary	  gains	  to	  inventories	  before	  and	  after	  the	  	  +25%	  and	  -­‐25%	  manipulations.	  As	  listed	  in	  table	  15	  gains	  ranged	  from	  $1,183,867	  to	  $4,978,614.	  After	  manipulations	  MLV	  gains	  to	  inventories	  ranged	  from	  $2,177,741	  to	  $9,341,168.	  This	  translates	  into	  percentage	  gains	  that	  range	  from	  186%	  to	  308%	  when	  unmanipulated	  and	  manipulated	  MLV	  are	  considered.	  The	  total	  EV	  values	  for	  the	  MLV	  group	  of	  trees	  before	  manipulations	  ranged	  from	  $707,543	  to	  $5,027,339.	  After	  manipulations,	  EV	  for	  the	  same	  trees	  ranged	  from	  $762,539	  to	  $5,344,451.	  This	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takes	  into	  account	  only	  the	  number	  of	  trees	  for	  which	  there	  were	  log	  values.	  Total	  ecosystem	  benefits	  after	  manipulations	  reflect	  little	  change,	  remaining	  close	  to	  0%.	  Changes	  for	  this	  category	  ranged	  from	  -­‐5%	  to	  8%	  for	  an	  average	  change	  of	  1.4%.	  As	  discussed,	  all	  the	  inventories	  increased	  in	  value	  when	  calculations	  for	  merchantable	  lumber	  were	  added	  to	  the	  EV	  only	  inventory	  (i.e.	  an	  inventory	  that	  does	  not	  take	  into	  account	  values	  of	  MLV	  trees).	  	  	  Table	  4:	  Inventory	  of	  merchantable	  lumber	  trees	  by	  price	  per	  board	  foot	  (highest	  to	  lowest).	  
	  
Species' $/Board'Feet Species' $/Board'Feet
India&rosewood 13.00 Pumpkin&ash 0.40
West&Indies&mahogany 5.00 White&ash 0.40
English&walnut 2.63 White&ash&'Autumn&Purple' 0.40
Black&walnut 2.58 American&larch 0.39
Black&cherry 2.08 Balsam&fir 0.39
Eastern&red&cedar 2.04 Bitternut&hickory 0.39
Northern&white&cedar 2.04 Douglas&fir 0.39
Red&cedar 2.04 Eastern&hemlock 0.39
Black&locust 1.16 Fraser&fir 0.39
Butternut 1.15 Mockernut&hickory 0.39
Black&maple 1.08 Pecan 0.39
Sugar&maple 1.08 Pignut&hickory 0.39
Sycamore&maple 1.08 Shagbark&hickory 0.39
Bur&oak 0.98 Shellbark&hickory 0.39
Chestnut&oak 0.98 White&fir 0.39
Chinkapin&oak 0.98 American&sycamore 0.38
English&oak 0.98 Freeman&maple 0.38
Overcup&oak 0.98 Freeman&maple&'Autumn&blaze' 0.38
Post&oak 0.98 London&planetree 0.38
Swamp&chestnut&oak 0.98 Red&maple 0.38
Swamp&white&oak 0.98 Silver&maple 0.38
White&oak 0.98 Pin&oak 0.38
Osage&orange 0.78 American&beech 0.32
American&elm 0.75 European&beech 0.32
Cucumber&tree 0.75 Honeylocust 0.32
English&elm 0.75 Kentucky&coffeetree 0.32
Slippery&elm 0.75 Northern&catalpa 0.32
Southern&magnolia 0.75 Ohio&buckeye 0.32
Winged&elm 0.75 Sassafras 0.32
American&holly 0.63 Thornless&honeylocust 0.32
Common&alder 0.47 Thornless&honeylocust&Honeylocust 0.32
Bluejack&oak 0.43 Yellow&buckeye 0.32
Cherrybark&oak 0.43 White&poplar 0.30
Engelmann&oak 0.43 Norway&spruce 0.30
Laurel&oak 0.43 Tulip&tree 0.28
Live&oak 0.43 Ponderosa&pine 0.26
Northern&pin&oak 0.43 Black&tupelo 0.25
Northern&red&oak 0.43 Gray&birch 0.25
Pin&oak&x&Willow&oak 0.43 Paper&birch 0.25
Scarlet&oak 0.43 River&birch 0.25
Shingle&oak 0.43 Sawtooth&oak 0.25
Shumard&oak 0.43 Cottonwood 0.24
Southern&red&oak 0.43 Eastern&cottonwood 0.24
Turkey&oak 0.43 American&sweetgum 0.23
Water&oak 0.43 Crabapple 0.20
Willow&oak 0.43 Jack&pine 0.20
Black&ash 0.40 Sweet&crabapple 0.20
Black&oak 0.40 White&spruce 0.20
Blue&ash 0.40 American&linden 0.18
Carolina&ash 0.40 Northern&hackberry 0.18
European&ash 0.40 Sugarberry 0.18
European&mountain&ash 0.40 Bigtooth&Aspen 0.07
Green&ash 0.40 Quaking&aspen 0.07
Green&ash&‘Patmore’ 0.40
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Black'walnut 70''''''''''''' 0.32 1.00 6''''' 1.32 286.46''''''''''' 24 25 2.58 380 980.40''''' 68,628.00'''''' 892.16''''' 133.82''''''''' 280,845.38''''' 3,650.99''''' 547.65'''''''''' 67.22''''''' 4,705.40''''''' 19,255.84''''''
Black'cherry' 39''''''''''''' 0.18 3.33 6''''' 3.51 759.81''''''''''' 24 19 2.08 209 434.72''''' 16,954.08'''''' 220.40''''' 33.06'''''''''' 330,305.39''''' 4,293.97''''' 644.10'''''''''' 58.92''''''' 2,297.88''''''' 44,768.11''''''
Eastern'red'cedar 36''''''''''''' 0.17 6''''' 6''''' 0.17 36.00'''''''''''' 16 15 2.04 92 187.68''''' 6,756.48'''''''' 87.83''''''' 13.18'''''''''' 6,756.48''''''''' 87.83'''''''''' 13.18'''''''''''' 32.27''''''' 1,161.72''''''' 1,161.72''''''''
Northern'white'cedar 106''''''''''' 0.49 6''''' 6''''' 0.49 106.00''''''''''' 16 12 2.04 56 114.24''''' 12,109.44'''''' 157.42''''' 23.61'''''''''' 12,109.44''''''' 157.42'''''''' 23.61'''''''''''' 23.58''''''' 2,499.48''''''' 2,499.48''''''''
Black'locust 8''''''''''''''' 0.04 3.33 6''''' 3.37 728.81''''''''''' 16 23 1.16 231 267.96''''' 2,143.68'''''''' 27.87''''''' 4.18'''''''''''' 195,292.41''''' 2,538.80''''' 380.82'''''''''' 61.99''''''' 495.92'''''''''' 45,179.04''''''
Butternut 2''''''''''''''' 0.01 6''''' 6''''' 0.01 2.00'''''''''''''' 24 18 1.15 184 211.60''''' 423.20'''''''''' 5.50'''''''' 0.83'''''''''''' 423.20''''''''''' 5.50''''''''''' 0.83''''''''''''' 57.94''''''' 115.88'''''''''' 115.88''''''''''
Sugar'maple 1,637''''''''' 7.56 6''''' 2.33 5.23 1,132.65'''''''' 24 21 1.08 262 282.96''''' 463,205.52'''' 6,021.67' 903.25''''''''' 320,494.13''''' 4,166.42''''' 624.96'''''''''' 67.34''''''' 110,235.58''' 76,272.53''''''
Sycamore'maple 4''''''''''''''' 0.02 3.33 6''''' 3.35 724.81''''''''''' 24 25 1.08 380 410.40''''' 1,641.60'''''''' 21.34''''''' 3.20'''''''''''' 297,462.76''''' 3,867.02''''' 580.05'''''''''' 52.59''''''' 210.36'''''''''' 38,117.85''''''
Bur'oak 578''''''''''' 2.67 3.33 6''''' 6.00 1,298.81'''''''' 24 17 0.98 164 160.72''''' 92,896.16'''''' 1,207.65' 181.15''''''''' 208,745.03''''' 2,713.69''''' 407.05'''''''''' 59.53''''''' 34,408.34''''' 77,318.27''''''
Chinkapin'oak 262''''''''''' 1.21 6''''' 6''''' 1.21 262.00''''''''''' 24 14 0.98 105 102.90''''' 26,959.80'''''' 350.48''''' 52.57'''''''''' 26,959.80''''''' 350.48'''''''' 52.57'''''''''''' 46.01''''''' 12,054.62''''' 12,054.62''''''
English'oak 105''''''''''' 0.49 6''''' 6''''' 0.49 105.00''''''''''' 24 27 0.98 448 439.04''''' 46,099.20'''''' 599.29''''' 89.89'''''''''' 46,099.20''''''' 599.29'''''''' 89.89'''''''''''' 108.30''''' 11,371.50''''' 11,371.50''''''
Overcup'oak 20''''''''''''' 0.09 6''''' 6''''' 0.09 20.00'''''''''''' 24 18 0.98 184 180.32''''' 3,606.40'''''''' 46.88''''''' 7.03'''''''''''' 3,606.40''''''''' 46.88'''''''''' 7.03''''''''''''' 35.41''''''' 708.20'''''''''' 708.20''''''''''
Post'oak 10''''''''''''' 0.05 3.33 6''''' 3.38 730.81''''''''''' 16 26 0.98 299 293.02''''' 2,930.20'''''''' 38.09''''''' 5.71'''''''''''' 214,142.47''''' 2,783.85''''' 417.58'''''''''' 56.32''''''' 563.20'''''''''' 41,159.32''''''
Swamp'white'oak 1,212''''''''' 5.60 6''''' 3.66 1.94 419.76''''''''''' 24 15 0.98 124 121.52''''' 147,282.24'''' 1,914.67' 287.20''''''''' 51,008.80''''''' 663.11'''''''' 99.47'''''''''''' 61.31''''''' 74,307.72''''' 25,735.26''''''
White'oak 144''''''''''' 0.67 6''''' 6''''' 0.67 144.00''''''''''' 24 23 0.98 318 311.64''''' 44,876.16'''''' 583.39''''' 87.51'''''''''' 44,876.16''''''' 583.39'''''''' 87.51'''''''''''' 81.49''''''' 11,734.56''''' 11,734.56''''''
American'elm 136''''''''''' 0.63 6''''' 6''''' 0.63 136.00''''''''''' 24 21 0.75 262 196.50''''' 26,724.00'''''' 347.41''''' 52.11'''''''''' 26,724.00''''''' 347.41'''''''' 52.11'''''''''''' 72.07''''''' 9,801.52''''''' 9,801.52''''''''
American'holly 3''''''''''''''' 0.01 3.33 6''''' 3.34 723.81''''''''''' 16 16 0.63 106 66.78''''''' 200.34'''''''''' 2.60'''''''' 0.39'''''''''''' 48,336.15''''''' 628.37'''''''' 94.26'''''''''''' 16.60''''''' 49.80''''''''''' 12,015.28''''''
Common'alder 20''''''''''''' 0.09 0.69 6''''' 0.78 169.36''''''''''' 16 19 0.47 154 72.38''''''' 1,447.60'''''''' 18.82''''''' 2.82'''''''''''' 12,258.09''''''' 159.36'''''''' 23.90'''''''''''' 47.18''''''' 943.60'''''''''' 7,990.28''''''''
Cherrybark'oak 13''''''''''''' 0.06 6''''' 6''''' 0.06 13.00'''''''''''' 24 27 0.43 448 192.64''''' 2,504.32'''''''' 32.56''''''' 4.88'''''''''''' 2,504.32''''''''' 32.56'''''''''' 4.88''''''''''''' 124.83''''' 1,622.79''''''' 1,622.79''''''''
Northern'red'oak 1,447''''''''' 6.68 6''''' 3.33 3.35 726.19''''''''''' 24 23 0.43 318 136.74''''' 197,862.78'''' 2,572.22' 385.83''''''''' 99,298.97''''''' 1,290.89''''' 193.63'''''''''' 91.05''''''' 131,749.35''' 66,119.44''''''
Scarlet'oak 33''''''''''''' 0.15 6''''' 6''''' 0.15 33.00'''''''''''' 24 22 0.43 290 124.70''''' 4,115.10'''''''' 53.50''''''' 8.02'''''''''''' 4,115.10''''''''' 53.50'''''''''' 8.02''''''''''''' 81.68''''''' 2,695.44''''''' 2,695.44''''''''
Shingle'oak 78''''''''''''' 0.36 6''''' 6''''' 0.36 78.00'''''''''''' 24 29 0.43 521 224.03''''' 17,474.34'''''' 227.17''''' 34.07'''''''''' 17,474.34''''''' 227.17'''''''' 34.07'''''''''''' 75.25''''''' 5,869.50''''''' 5,869.50''''''''
Turkey'oak 4''''''''''''''' 0.02 6''''' 6''''' 0.02 4.00'''''''''''''' 24 21 0.43 262 112.66''''' 450.64'''''''''' 5.86'''''''' 0.88'''''''''''' 450.64''''''''''' 5.86''''''''''' 0.88''''''''''''' 42.11''''''' 168.44'''''''''' 168.44''''''''''
Black'oak 8''''''''''''''' 0.04 6''''' 6''''' 0.04 8.00'''''''''''''' 24 23 0.40 318 127.20''''' 1,017.60'''''''' 13.23''''''' 1.98'''''''''''' 1,017.60''''''''' 13.23'''''''''' 1.98''''''''''''' 87.95''''''' 703.60'''''''''' 703.60''''''''''
Blue'ash 31''''''''''''' 0.14 6''''' 6''''' 0.14 31.00'''''''''''' 24 30 0.40 560 224.00''''' 6,944.00'''''''' 90.27''''''' 13.54'''''''''' 6,944.00''''''''' 90.27'''''''''' 13.54'''''''''''' 41.44''''''' 1,284.64''''''' 1,284.64''''''''
Green'ash 866''''''''''' 4.00 6''''' 0.66 3.34 723.14''''''''''' 24 22 0.40 290 116.00''''' 100,456.00'''' 1,305.93' 195.89''''''''' 83,883.82''''''' 1,090.49''''' 163.57'''''''''' 75.81''''''' 65,651.46''''' 54,820.97''''''
Pumpkin'ash 10''''''''''''' 0.05 6''''' 6''''' 0.05 10.00'''''''''''' 24 14 0.40 105 42.00''''''' 420.00'''''''''' 5.46'''''''' 0.82'''''''''''' 420.00''''''''''' 5.46''''''''''' 0.82''''''''''''' 54.77''''''' 547.70'''''''''' 547.70''''''''''
White'ash 1,076''''''''' 4.97 6''''' 1.00 3.97 859.54''''''''''' 24 17 0.40 164 65.60''''''' 70,585.60'''''' 917.61''''' 137.64''''''''' 56,385.82''''''' 733.02'''''''' 109.95'''''''''' 56.12''''''' 60,385.12''''' 48,237.38''''''
American'larch 2''''''''''''''' 0.01 6''''' 6''''' 0.01 2.00'''''''''''''' 24 23 0.39 318 124.02''''' 248.04'''''''''' 3.22'''''''' 0.48'''''''''''' 248.04''''''''''' 3.22''''''''''' 0.48''''''''''''' 53.14''''''' 106.28'''''''''' 106.28''''''''''
Balsam'fir 9''''''''''''''' 0.04 6''''' 6''''' 0.04 9.00'''''''''''''' 24 18 0.39 184 71.76''''''' 645.84'''''''''' 8.40'''''''' 1.26'''''''''''' 645.84''''''''''' 8.40''''''''''' 1.26''''''''''''' 35.30''''''' 317.70'''''''''' 317.70''''''''''
Douglas'fir 14''''''''''''' 0.06 6''''' 6''''' 0.06 14.00'''''''''''' 24 16 0.39 143 55.77''''''' 780.78'''''''''' 10.15''''''' 1.52'''''''''''' 780.78''''''''''' 10.15'''''''''' 1.52''''''''''''' 52.01''''''' 728.14'''''''''' 728.14''''''''''
Eastern'hemlock 24''''''''''''' 0.11 6''''' 6''''' 0.11 24.00'''''''''''' 24 15 0.39 124 48.36''''''' 1,160.64'''''''' 15.09''''''' 2.26'''''''''''' 1,160.64''''''''' 15.09'''''''''' 2.26''''''''''''' 27.88''''''' 669.12'''''''''' 669.12''''''''''
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Fraser'fir 3'''''''''' 0.01 6' 6' 0.01 3.00''''''''' 16 15 0.39 92 35.88'''' 107.64'''''''' 1.40'''''''' 0.21'''''''''''''' 107.64'''''''''' 1.40''''''''' 0.21''''''''''''' 34.19'''''' 102.57'''''''' 102.57'''''''''''
Pecan 2'''''''''' 0.01 6' 6' 0.01 2.00''''''''' 24 22 0.39 290 113.10' 226.20'''''''' 2.94'''''''' 0.44'''''''''''''' 226.20'''''''''' 2.94''''''''' 0.44''''''''''''' 78.71'''''' 157.42'''''''' 157.42'''''''''''
American'sycamore 413''''''' 1.91 3.33 6' 5.24 1,133.81''' 24 30 0.38 560 212.80' 87,886.40''' 1,142.52' 171.38'''''''''' 241,275.15'''' 3,136.58''' 470.49'''''''''' 79.46'''''' 32,816.98''' 90,092.69'''''''
Freeman'maple 587''''''' 2.71 6' 1.66 1.05 227.68'''''' 16 16 0.38 106 40.28'''' 23,644.36''' 307.38''''' 46.11'''''''''''' 9,170.81'''''''' 119.22'''''' 17.88''''''''''' 25.45'''''' 14,939.15''' 5,794.36''''''''
London'planetree 79''''''''' 0.36 6' 6' 0.36 79.00''''''' 24 28 0.38 482 183.16' 14,469.64''' 188.11''''' 28.22'''''''''''' 14,469.64'''''' 188.11'''''' 28.22''''''''''' 59.79'''''' 4,723.41''''' 4,723.41''''''''
Pin'oak 426''''''' 1.97 6' 6' 1.97 426.00'''''' 24 29 0.38 521 197.98' 84,339.48''' 1,096.41' 164.46'''''''''' 84,339.48'''''' 1,096.41''' 164.46'''''''''' 130.96'''' 55,788.96''' 55,788.96'''''''
Red'maple 2,453'''' 11.33 6' 7.03 4.30 931.29'''''' 24 20 0.38 234 88.92'''' 218,120.76' 2,835.57' 425.34'''''''''' 82,809.97'''''' 1,076.53''' 161.48'''''''''' 65.01'''''' 159,469.53' 60,542.92'''''''
Silver'maple 1,524'''' 7.04 6' 3.00 4.04 874.62'''''' 24 28 0.38 482 183.16' 279,135.84' 3,628.77' 544.31'''''''''' 160,195.40'''' 2,082.54''' 312.38'''''''''' 86.63'''''' 132,024.12' 75,768.33'''''''
American'beech 12''''''''' 0.06 6' 6' 0.06 12.00''''''' 24 28 0.32 482 154.24' 1,850.88''''' 24.06'''''' 3.61'''''''''''''' 1,850.88'''''''' 24.06''''''' 3.61''''''''''''' 59.85'''''' 718.20'''''''' 718.20'''''''''''
Honeylocust 6'''''''''' 0.03 6' 6' 0.03 6.00''''''''' 16 28 0.32 347 111.04' 666.24'''''''' 8.66'''''''' 1.30'''''''''''''' 666.24'''''''''' 8.66''''''''' 1.30''''''''''''' 61.41'''''' 368.46'''''''' 368.46'''''''''''
Kentucky'coffeetree 75''''''''' 0.35 6' 6' 0.35 75.00''''''' 24 23 0.32 318 101.76' 7,632.00''''' 99.22'''''' 14.88'''''''''''' 7,632.00'''''''' 99.22''''''' 14.88''''''''''' 46.62'''''' 3,496.50''''' 3,496.50''''''''
Northern'catalpa 26''''''''' 0.12 6' 6' 0.12 26.00''''''' 24 27 0.32 448 143.36' 3,727.36''''' 48.46'''''' 7.27'''''''''''''' 3,727.36'''''''' 48.46''''''' 7.27''''''''''''' 46.23'''''' 1,201.98''''' 1,201.98''''''''
Ohio'buckeye 17''''''''' 0.08 6' 6' 0.08 17.00''''''' 16 23 0.32 231 73.92'''' 1,256.64''''' 16.34'''''' 2.45'''''''''''''' 1,256.64'''''''' 16.34''''''' 2.45''''''''''''' 36.79'''''' 625.43'''''''' 625.43'''''''''''
Thornless'honeylocust 449''''''' 2.07 6' 6' 2.07 449.00'''''' 24 25 0.32 380 121.60' 54,598.40''' 709.78''''' 106.47'''''''''' 54,598.40'''''' 709.78'''''' 106.47'''''''''' 76.20'''''' 34,213.80''' 34,213.80'''''''
Norway'spruce 131''''''' 0.61 6' 6' 0.61 131.00'''''' 24 17 0.30 164 49.20'''' 6,445.20''''' 83.79'''''' 12.57'''''''''''' 6,445.20'''''''' 83.79''''''' 12.57''''''''''' 30.54'''''' 4,000.74''''' 4,000.74''''''''
White'poplar 3'''''''''' 0.01 6' 6' 0.01 3.00''''''''' 24 28 0.30 482 144.60' 433.80'''''''' 5.64'''''''' 0.85'''''''''''''' 433.80'''''''''' 5.64''''''''' 0.85''''''''''''' 97.42'''''' 292.26'''''''' 292.26'''''''''''
Tulip'tree 373''''''' 1.72 6' 6' 1.72 373.00'''''' 24 25 0.28 380 106.40' 39,687.20''' 515.93''''' 77.39'''''''''''' 39,687.20'''''' 515.93'''''' 77.39''''''''''' 72.19'''''' 26,926.87''' 26,926.87'''''''
Black'tupelo 51''''''''' 0.24 6' 6' 0.24 51.00''''''' 16 15 0.25 92 23.00'''' 1,173.00''''' 15.25'''''' 2.29'''''''''''''' 1,173.00'''''''' 15.25''''''' 2.29''''''''''''' 19.17'''''' 977.67'''''''' 977.67'''''''''''
Gray'birch 11''''''''' 0.05 6' 6' 0.05 11.00''''''' 16 19 0.25 154 38.50'''' 423.50'''''''' 5.51'''''''' 0.83'''''''''''''' 423.50'''''''''' 5.51''''''''' 0.83''''''''''''' 35.17'''''' 386.87'''''''' 386.87'''''''''''
Paper'birch 36''''''''' 0.17 6' 6' 0.17 36.00''''''' 24 15 0.25 124 31.00'''' 1,116.00''''' 14.51'''''' 2.18'''''''''''''' 1,116.00'''''''' 14.51''''''' 2.18''''''''''''' 55.53'''''' 1,999.08''''' 1,999.08''''''''
River'birch 109''''''' 0.50 6' 6' 0.50 109.00'''''' 24 17 0.25 164 41.00'''' 4,469.00''''' 58.10'''''' 8.71'''''''''''''' 4,469.00'''''''' 58.10''''''' 8.71''''''''''''' 65.83'''''' 7,175.47''''' 7,175.47''''''''
Sawtooth'oak 12''''''''' 0.06 6' 6' 0.06 12.00''''''' 24 15 0.25 124 31.00'''' 372.00'''''''' 4.84'''''''' 0.73'''''''''''''' 372.00'''''''''' 4.84''''''''' 0.73''''''''''''' 40.60'''''' 487.20'''''''' 487.20'''''''''''
Eastern'cottonwood 12''''''''' 0.06 6' 6' 0.06 12.00''''''' 24 29 0.24 521 125.04' 1,500.48''''' 19.51'''''' 2.93'''''''''''''' 1,500.48'''''''' 19.51''''''' 2.93''''''''''''' 68.43'''''' 821.16'''''''' 821.16'''''''''''
American'sweetgum 554''''''' 2.56 6' 6' 2.56 554.00'''''' 24 23 0.23 318 73.14'''' 40,519.56''' 526.75''''' 79.01'''''''''''' 40,519.56'''''' 526.75'''''' 79.01''''''''''' 78.11'''''' 43,272.94''' 43,272.94'''''''
American'linden 293''''''' 1.35 6' 6' 1.35 293.00'''''' 24 18 0.18 184 33.12'''' 9,704.16''''' 126.15''''' 18.92'''''''''''' 9,704.16'''''''' 126.15'''''' 18.92''''''''''' 61.53'''''' 18,028.29''' 18,028.29'''''''
Northern'hackberry 443''''''' 2.05 6' 6' 2.05 443.00'''''' 24 26 0.18 414 74.52'''' 33,012.36''' 429.16''''' 64.37'''''''''''' 33,012.36'''''' 429.16'''''' 64.37''''''''''' 83.25'''''' 36,879.75''' 36,879.75'''''''
Quaking'aspen 6'''''''''' 0.03 6' 6' 0.03 6.00''''''''' 16 16 0.07 106 7.42'''''' 44.52'''''''''' 0.58'''''''' 0.09'''''''''''''' 44.52'''''''''''' 0.58''''''''' 0.09''''''''''''' 36.15'''''' 216.90'''''''' 216.90'''''''''''
American'hornbeam 55''''''''' 0.25 6' 6' 0.25 55.00''''''' 6'''''' 6'' 6''''''''' 6'''''' 6''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 24.34'''''' 1,338.70''''' 1,338.70''''''''
American'mountain'ash 1'''''''''' 0.00 6' 6' 0.00 1.00''''''''' 6'''''' 6'' 6''''''''' 6'''''' 6''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 21.77'''''' 21.77'''''''''' 21.77'''''''''''''
Amur'corktree 17''''''''' 0.08 6' 6' 0.08 17.00''''''' 6'''''' 6'' 6''''''''' 6'''''' 6''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 44.96'''''' 764.32'''''''' 764.32'''''''''''
Amur'maple'ginnala 34''''''''' 0.16 6' 6' 0.16 34.00''''''' 6'''''' 6'' 6''''''''' 6'''''' 6''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 56.26'''''' 1,912.84''''' 1,912.84''''''''
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Austrian'pine 30'''''''' 0.14 6' 6' 0.14 30.00''''''''''' 6'''' 6' 6'''''''''' 6'''''''''' 6'''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 43.97' 1,319.10'''' 1,319.10'''''''
Baldcypress 190''''''' 0.88 6' 6' 0.88 190.00''''''''' 6'''' 6' 6'''''''''' 6'''''''''' 6'''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 44.50' 8,455.00'''' 8,455.00'''''''
Baldcypress''Shawnee'Brave' 10'''''''' 0.05 6' 6' 0.05 10.00''''''''''' 6'''' 6' 6'''''''''' 6'''''''''' 6'''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 24.81' 248.10''''''' 248.10'''''''''
Banana 1'''''''''' 0.00 6' 6' 0.00 1.00'''''''''''' 6'''' 6' 6'''''''''' 6'''''''''' 6'''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 2.94''' 2.94'''''''''' 2.94'''''''''''''
Bebb's'oak 5'''''''''' 0.02 6' 6' 0.02 5.00'''''''''''' 6'''' 6' 6'''''''''' 6'''''''''' 6'''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 15.67' 78.35''''''''' 78.35'''''''''''
Black'ash 2'''''''''' 0.01 6' 6' 0.01 2.00'''''''''''' 6'''' 6' 6'''''''''' 6'''''''''' 6'''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 77.33' 154.66''''''' 154.66'''''''''
Black'maple 33'''''''' 0.15 6' 6' 0.15 33.00''''''''''' 6'''' 6' 6'''''''''' 6'''''''''' 6'''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 22.17' 731.61''''''' 731.61'''''''''
Blue'spruce 207''''''' 0.96 6' 6' 0.96 207.00''''''''' 6'''' 6' 6'''''''''' 6'''''''''' 6'''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 27.20' 5,630.40'''' 5,630.40'''''''
Boxelder 11'''''''' 0.05 6' 6' 0.05 11.00''''''''''' 6'''' 6' 6'''''''''' 6'''''''''' 6'''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 72.88' 801.68''''''' 801.68'''''''''
Callery'pear 455''''''' 2.10 6' 6' 2.10 455.00''''''''' 6'''' 6' 6'''''''''' 6'''''''''' 6'''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 21.18' 9,636.90'''' 9,636.90'''''''
Cherry/Plum'species 125''''''' 0.58 6' 6' 0.58 125.00''''''''' 6'''' 6' 6'''''''''' 6'''''''''' 6'''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 20.70' 2,587.50'''' 2,587.50'''''''
Chinese'chestnut 4'''''''''' 0.02 6' 6' 0.02 4.00'''''''''''' 6'''' 6' 6'''''''''' 6'''''''''' 6'''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 44.83' 179.32''''''' 179.32'''''''''
Chinese'elm 79'''''''' 0.36 6' 6' 0.36 79.00''''''''''' 6'''' 6' 6'''''''''' 6'''''''''' 6'''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 70.55' 5,573.45'''' 5,573.45'''''''
Common'lilac 17'''''''' 0.08 6' 6' 0.08 17.00''''''''''' 6'''' 6' 6'''''''''' 6'''''''''' 6'''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 20.90' 355.30''''''' 355.30'''''''''
Common'pawpaw 1'''''''''' 0.00 6' 6' 0.00 1.00'''''''''''' 6'''' 6' 6'''''''''' 6'''''''''' 6'''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 19.43' 19.43''''''''' 19.43'''''''''''
Common'peach 3'''''''''' 0.01 6' 6' 0.01 3.00'''''''''''' 6'''' 6' 6'''''''''' 6'''''''''' 6'''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 21.77' 65.31''''''''' 65.31'''''''''''
Common'pear 9'''''''''' 0.04 6' 6' 0.04 9.00'''''''''''' 6'''' 6' 6'''''''''' 6'''''''''' 6'''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 23.21' 208.89''''''' 208.89'''''''''
Common'persimmon 4'''''''''' 0.02 6' 6' 0.02 4.00'''''''''''' 6'''' 6' 6'''''''''' 6'''''''''' 6'''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 28.09' 112.36''''''' 112.36'''''''''
Common'witch'hazel 2'''''''''' 0.01 6' 6' 0.01 2.00'''''''''''' 6'''' 6' 6'''''''''' 6'''''''''' 6'''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 19.43' 38.86''''''''' 38.86'''''''''''
Corkscrew'willow 2'''''''''' 0.01 6' 6' 0.01 2.00'''''''''''' 6'''' 6' 6'''''''''' 6'''''''''' 6'''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 46.43' 92.86''''''''' 92.86'''''''''''
Cucumber'tree 2'''''''''' 0.01 6' 6' 0.01 2.00'''''''''''' 6'''' 6' 6'''''''''' 6'''''''''' 6'''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 12.77' 25.54''''''''' 25.54'''''''''''
Dawn'redwood 22'''''''' 0.10 6' 6' 0.10 22.00''''''''''' 6'''' 6' 6'''''''''' 6'''''''''' 6'''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 38.24' 841.28''''''' 841.28'''''''''
Eastern'hophornbeam 31'''''''' 0.14 6' 6' 0.14 31.00''''''''''' 6'''' 6' 6'''''''''' 6'''''''''' 6'''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 22.18' 687.58''''''' 687.58'''''''''
Eastern'redbud 189''''''' 0.87 6' 6' 0.87 189.00''''''''' 6'''' 6' 6'''''''''' 6'''''''''' 6'''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 20.41' 3,857.49'''' 3,857.49'''''''
Eastern'white'pine 159''''''' 0.73 6' 6' 0.73 159.00''''''''' 6'''' 6' 6'''''''''' 6'''''''''' 6'''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 50.33' 8,002.47'''' 8,002.47'''''''
Elm''Accolade' 14'''''''' 0.06 6' 6' 0.06 14.00''''''''''' 6'''' 6' 6'''''''''' 6'''''''''' 6'''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 72.82' 1,019.48'''' 1,019.48'''''''
Elm''Emerald'Sunshine' 9'''''''''' 0.04 6' 6' 0.04 9.00'''''''''''' 6'''' 6' 6'''''''''' 6'''''''''' 6'''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 60.40' 543.60''''''' 543.60'''''''''
Elm''Frontier' 7'''''''''' 0.03 6' 6' 0.03 7.00'''''''''''' 6'''' 6' 6'''''''''' 6'''''''''' 6'''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 72.14' 504.98''''''' 504.98'''''''''
Elm'hybrid 174''''''' 0.80 6' 6' 0.80 174.00''''''''' 6'''' 6' 6'''''''''' 6'''''''''' 6'''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 65.44' 11,386.56'' 11,386.56'''''
European'ash 1'''''''''' 0.00 6' 6' 0.00 1.00'''''''''''' 6'''' 6' 6'''''''''' 6'''''''''' 6'''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 52.89' 52.89''''''''' 52.89'''''''''''
European'beech 20'''''''' 0.09 6' 6' 0.09 20.00''''''''''' 6'''' 6' 6'''''''''' 6'''''''''' 6'''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 30.47' 609.40''''''' 609.40'''''''''
European'larch 1'''''''''' 0.00 6' 6' 0.00 1.00'''''''''''' 6'''' 6' 6'''''''''' 6'''''''''' 6'''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 6'''''''' 6''''''''''''''' 82.92' 82.92''''''''' 82.92'''''''''''
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European'mountain'ash 2''''''''''' 0.01 6'' 6' 0.01 2.00''''''''''''' 6''''' 6'' 6'''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''' 6''''''' 6''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 21.77''' 43.54'''''''' 43.54'''''''''''
European'white'birch 3''''''''''' 0.01 6'' 6' 0.01 3.00''''''''''''' 6''''' 6'' 6'''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''' 6''''''' 6''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 28.67''' 86.01'''''''' 86.01'''''''''''
Flowering'crabapple 584'''''''' 2.70 6'' 6' 2.70 584.00''''''''' 6''''' 6'' 6'''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''' 6''''''' 6''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 23.63''' 13,799.92' 13,799.92'''''
Flowering'dogwood 89''''''''' 0.41 6'' 6' 0.41 89.00''''''''''' 6''''' 6'' 6'''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''' 6''''''' 6''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 21.08''' 1,876.12'''' 1,876.12'''''''
Ginkgo 235'''''''' 1.09 6'' 6' 1.09 235.00''''''''' 6''''' 6'' 6'''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''' 6''''''' 6''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 46.71''' 10,976.85' 10,976.85'''''
Goldenrain'tree 5''''''''''' 0.02 6'' 6' 0.02 5.00''''''''''''' 6''''' 6'' 6'''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''' 6''''''' 6''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 21.01''' 105.05''''''' 105.05'''''''''
Gray'dogwood 1''''''''''' 0.00 6'' 6' 0.00 1.00''''''''''''' 6''''' 6'' 6'''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''' 6''''''' 6''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 21.28''' 21.28'''''''' 21.28'''''''''''
Hardy'rubber'tree 32''''''''' 0.15 6'' 6' 0.15 32.00''''''''''' 6''''' 6'' 6'''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''' 6''''''' 6''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 27.46''' 878.72''''''' 878.72'''''''''
Hawthorn'species 189'''''''' 0.87 6'' 6' 0.87 189.00''''''''' 6''''' 6'' 6'''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''' 6''''''' 6''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 21.22''' 4,010.58'''' 4,010.58'''''''
Hedge'maple 76''''''''' 0.35 6'' 6' 0.35 76.00''''''''''' 6''''' 6'' 6'''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''' 6''''''' 6''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 37.34''' 2,837.84'''' 2,837.84'''''''
Horsechestnut 26''''''''' 0.12 6'' 6' 0.12 26.00''''''''''' 6''''' 6'' 6'''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''' 6''''''' 6''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 27.93''' 726.18''''''' 726.18'''''''''
Jack'pine 2''''''''''' 0.01 6'' 6' 0.01 2.00''''''''''''' 6''''' 6'' 6'''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''' 6''''''' 6''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 30.28''' 60.56'''''''' 60.56'''''''''''
Japanese'cherry 2''''''''''' 0.01 6'' 6' 0.01 2.00''''''''''''' 6''''' 6'' 6'''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''' 6''''''' 6''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 21.28''' 42.56'''''''' 42.56'''''''''''
Japanese'false'cypress' 1''''''''''' 0.00 6'' 6' 0.00 1.00''''''''''''' 6''''' 6'' 6'''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''' 6''''''' 6''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 5.06''''' 5.06'''''''''' 5.06'''''''''''''
Japanese'lilac'tree 50''''''''' 0.23 6'' 6' 0.23 50.00''''''''''' 6''''' 6'' 6'''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''' 6''''''' 6''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 20.55''' 1,027.50'''' 1,027.50'''''''
Japanese'maple 30''''''''' 0.14 6'' 6' 0.14 30.00''''''''''' 6''''' 6'' 6'''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''' 6''''''' 6''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 29.44''' 883.20''''''' 883.20'''''''''
Japanese'zelkova 28''''''''' 0.13 6'' 6' 0.13 28.00''''''''''' 6''''' 6'' 6'''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''' 6''''''' 6''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 30.99''' 867.72''''''' 867.72'''''''''
Juniper'species 37''''''''' 0.17 6'' 6' 0.17 37.00''''''''''' 6''''' 6'' 6'''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''' 6''''''' 6''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 19.11''' 707.07''''''' 707.07'''''''''
Katsura'tree 3''''''''''' 0.01 6'' 6' 0.01 3.00''''''''''''' 6''''' 6'' 6'''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''' 6''''''' 6''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 32.14''' 96.42'''''''' 96.42'''''''''''
Kentucky'yellowood 24''''''''' 0.11 6'' 6' 0.11 24.00''''''''''' 6''''' 6'' 6'''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''' 6''''''' 6''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 27.66''' 663.84''''''' 663.84'''''''''
Kousa'dogwood 12''''''''' 0.06 6'' 6' 0.06 12.00''''''''''' 6''''' 6'' 6'''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''' 6''''''' 6''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 20.55''' 246.60''''''' 246.60'''''''''
Lacebark'pine 1''''''''''' 0.00 6'' 6' 0.00 1.00''''''''''''' 6''''' 6'' 6'''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''' 6''''''' 6''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6.21''''' 6.21'''''''''' 6.21'''''''''''''
Littleleaf'linden 733'''''''' 3.39 6'' 6' 3.39 733.00''''''''' 6''''' 6'' 6'''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''' 6''''''' 6''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 42.20''' 30,932.60' 30,932.60'''''
Mimosa 2''''''''''' 0.01 6'' 6' 0.01 2.00''''''''''''' 6''''' 6'' 6'''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''' 6''''''' 6''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 21.52''' 43.04'''''''' 43.04'''''''''''
Miyabe'maple 85''''''''' 0.39 6'' 6' 0.39 85.00''''''''''' 6''''' 6'' 6'''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''' 6''''''' 6''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 14.57''' 1,238.45'''' 1,238.45'''''''
Norway'maple 674'''''''' 3.11 6'' 2.33 0.78 169.65''''''''' 6''''' 6'' 6'''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''' 6''''''' 6''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 61.78''' 41,639.72' 10,480.87'''''
Oak'species 2''''''''''' 0.01 6'' 6' 0.01 2.00''''''''''''' 6''''' 6'' 6'''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''' 6''''''' 6''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 51.53''' 103.06''''''' 103.06'''''''''
Oriental'spruce 1''''''''''' 0.00 6'' 6' 0.00 1.00''''''''''''' 6''''' 6'' 6'''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''' 6''''''' 6''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 24.18''' 24.18'''''''' 24.18'''''''''''
Osage'orange 1''''''''''' 0.00 6'' 6' 0.00 1.00''''''''''''' 6''''' 6'' 6'''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''' 6''''''' 6''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 12.77''' 12.77'''''''' 12.77'''''''''''
Pagoda'dogwood 1''''''''''' 0.00 6'' 6' 0.00 1.00''''''''''''' 6''''' 6'' 6'''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''' 6''''''' 6''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 19.43''' 19.43'''''''' 19.43'''''''''''
Paperbark'maple 3''''''''''' 0.01 6'' 6' 0.01 3.00''''''''''''' 6''''' 6'' 6'''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''' 6''''''' 6''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 20.83''' 62.49'''''''' 62.49'''''''''''
Paradise'apple 5''''''''''' 0.02 6'' 6' 0.02 5.00''''''''''''' 6''''' 6'' 6'''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''' 6''''''' 6''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 22.01''' 110.05''''''' 110.05'''''''''
Persian'ironwood 2''''''''''' 0.01 6'' 6' 0.01 2.00''''''''''''' 6''''' 6'' 6'''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''' 6''''''' 6''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 6''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 19.43''' 38.86'''''''' 38.86'''''''''''
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Pussy'willow 2'''''''''' 0.01 6'''''' 6'''' 0.01 2.00''''''''''''' 6'''''' 6' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 20.60''''''' 41.20''''''''''''' 41.20'''''''''''''
Red'pine 3'''''''''' 0.01 6'''''' 6'''' 0.01 3.00''''''''''''' 6'''''' 6' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 54.64''''''' 163.92''''''''''' 163.92''''''''''''
Royal'paulownia 6'''''''''' 0.03 6'''''' 6'''' 0.03 6.00''''''''''''' 6'''''' 6' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 22.07''''''' 132.42''''''''''' 132.42''''''''''''
Sassafras 3'''''''''' 0.01 6'''''' 6'''' 0.01 3.00''''''''''''' 6'''''' 6' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 16.35''''''' 49.05''''''''''''' 49.05'''''''''''''
Saucer'magnolia 66''''''''' 0.30 6'''''' 6'''' 0.30 66.00''''''''''' 6'''''' 6' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 20.04''''''' 1,322.64'''''''' 1,322.64'''''''''
Scotch'pine 21''''''''' 0.10 6'''''' 6'''' 0.10 21.00''''''''''' 6'''''' 6' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 58.12''''''' 1,220.52'''''''' 1,220.52'''''''''
Serbian'spruce 1'''''''''' 0.00 6'''''' 6'''' 0.00 1.00''''''''''''' 6'''''' 6' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 24.18''''''' 24.18''''''''''''' 24.18'''''''''''''
Serviceberry'species 44''''''''' 0.20 6'''''' 6'''' 0.20 44.00''''''''''' 6'''''' 6' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 17.59''''''' 773.96''''''''''' 773.96''''''''''''
Shadblow'serviceberry 2'''''''''' 0.01 6'''''' 6'''' 0.01 2.00''''''''''''' 6'''''' 6' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 21.28''''''' 42.56''''''''''''' 42.56'''''''''''''
Shumard'oak 7'''''''''' 0.03 6'''''' 6'''' 0.03 7.00''''''''''''' 6'''''' 6' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 40.24''''''' 281.68''''''''''' 281.68''''''''''''
Siberian'elm 172''''''' 0.79 6'''''' 6'''' 0.79 172.00''''''''' 6'''''' 6' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 85.91''''''' 14,776.52''''''' 14,776.52'''''''
Silver'linden 12''''''''' 0.06 6'''''' 6'''' 0.06 12.00''''''''''' 6'''''' 6' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 40.34''''''' 484.08''''''''''' 484.08''''''''''''
Slippery'elm 15''''''''' 0.07 6'''''' 6'''' 0.07 15.00''''''''''' 6'''''' 6' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 86.87''''''' 1,303.05'''''''' 1,303.05'''''''''
Smoke'tree 16''''''''' 0.07 6'''''' 6'''' 0.07 16.00''''''''''' 6'''''' 6' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 20.45''''''' 327.20''''''''''' 327.20''''''''''''
Southern'magnolia 2'''''''''' 0.01 6'''''' 6'''' 0.01 2.00''''''''''''' 6'''''' 6' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 23.79''''''' 47.58''''''''''''' 47.58'''''''''''''
Speckled'alder 2'''''''''' 0.01 6'''''' 6'''' 0.01 2.00''''''''''''' 6'''''' 6' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 21.77''''''' 43.54''''''''''''' 43.54'''''''''''''
Staghorn'sumac 7'''''''''' 0.03 6'''''' 6'''' 0.03 7.00''''''''''''' 6'''''' 6' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 21.49''''''' 150.43''''''''''' 150.43''''''''''''
Star'magnolia 3'''''''''' 0.01 6'''''' 6'''' 0.01 3.00''''''''''''' 6'''''' 6' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 20.05''''''' 60.15''''''''''''' 60.15'''''''''''''
Striped'maple 3'''''''''' 0.01 6'''''' 6'''' 0.01 3.00''''''''''''' 6'''''' 6' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 46.19''''''' 138.57''''''''''' 138.57''''''''''''
Sweet'mountain'pine 6'''''''''' 0.03 6'''''' 6'''' 0.03 6.00''''''''''''' 6'''''' 6' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 18.78''''''' 112.68''''''''''' 112.68''''''''''''
Sweetbay'magnolia 1'''''''''' 0.00 6'''''' 6'''' 0.00 1.00''''''''''''' 6'''''' 6' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 2.94''''''''' 2.94'''''''''''''' 2.94'''''''''''''''
Tatar'maple 4'''''''''' 0.02 6'''''' 6'''' 0.02 4.00''''''''''''' 6'''''' 6' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 19.89''''''' 79.56''''''''''''' 79.56'''''''''''''
Tree'of'heaven 7'''''''''' 0.03 6'''''' 6'''' 0.03 7.00''''''''''''' 6'''''' 6' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 57.56''''''' 402.92''''''''''' 402.92''''''''''''
Turkish'filbert 68''''''''' 0.31 6'''''' 6'''' 0.31 68.00''''''''''' 6'''''' 6' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 48.75''''''' 3,315.00'''''''' 3,315.00'''''''''
Unknown'tree 99''''''''' 0.46 6'''''' 6'''' 0.46 99.00''''''''''' 6'''''' 6' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 9.48''''''''' 938.52''''''''''' 938.52''''''''''''
Weeping'higan'cherry 2'''''''''' 0.01 6'''''' 6'''' 0.01 2.00''''''''''''' 6'''''' 6' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 20.35''''''' 40.70''''''''''''' 40.70'''''''''''''
Weeping'willow 1'''''''''' 0.00 6'''''' 6'''' 0.00 1.00''''''''''''' 6'''''' 6' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 33.47''''''' 33.47''''''''''''' 33.47'''''''''''''
White'fir 2'''''''''' 0.01 6'''''' 6'''' 0.01 2.00''''''''''''' 6'''''' 6' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 37.00''''''' 74.00''''''''''''' 74.00'''''''''''''
White'mulberry 56''''''''' 0.26 6'''''' 6'''' 0.26 56.00''''''''''' 6'''''' 6' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 19.89''''''' 1,113.84'''''''' 1,113.84'''''''''
White'spruce 29''''''''' 0.13 6'''''' 6'''' 0.13 29.00''''''''''' 6'''''' 6' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 23.11''''''' 670.19''''''''''' 670.19''''''''''''
Willow'oak 4'''''''''' 0.02 6'''''' 6'''' 0.02 4.00''''''''''''' 6'''''' 6' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''''' 6''''''''''''' 6'''''''''''''' 47.35''''''' 189.40''''''''''' 189.40''''''''''''
Totals 21,646'' 100.00 25.00' 25.00 100.00 21,646.00''''' 9,039.40''' 2,286,112.40' 29,719.46''' 4,457.92'''''' 3,203,001.81' 41,639.02'''' 6,245.85'''''' 6,785.12''' 1,342,770.06' 1,275,545.57'''
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Black!walnut 26        !!!!!!!!0.08! !1.00! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!1.08! !!!!!!!!!!!342.11! 24!!!!!! 20!!! 2.58!!!!!!!!! 234!!!!!!!!! 603.72!! 15,696.72!!!!!!! 204.06!!!!!!! 30.61!!!!!!!!!!!!! 206,538.65!!!! 2,685.00!!!! 402.75!!!!!!!!!!! 62.46!!!!! 1,623.98!!!!!! 21,368.51!!!!!!
Black!cherry 20        !!!!!!!!0.06! !3.33! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!3.39! !!!!!!!!1,072.65! 24!!!!!! 17!!! 2.08!!!!!!!!! 164!!!!!!!!! 341.12!! 6,822.40!!!!!!!!! 88.69!!!!!!!! 13.30!!!!!!!!!!!!! 365,901.11!!!! 4,756.71!!!! 713.51!!!!!!!!!!! 40.06!!!!! 801.20!!!!!!!!! 42,970.29!!!!!!
Eastern!red!cedar 56        !!!!!!!!0.18! !!!!!6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.18! !!!!!!!!!!!!56.00! 16!!!!!! 13!!! 2.04!!!!!!!!! 67!!!!!!!!!!! 136.68!! 7,654.08!!!!!!!!! 99.50!!!!!!!! 14.93!!!!!!!!!!!!! 7,654.08!!!!!!! 99.50!!!!!!!! 14.93!!!!!!!!!!!!! 25.69!!!!! 1,438.43!!!!!! 1,438.43!!!!!!!!
Northern!white!cedar 259      !!!!!!!!0.82! !!!!!6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.82! !!!!!!!!!!!259.00! 16!!!!!! 12!!! 2.04!!!!!!!!! 56!!!!!!!!!!! 114.24!! 29,588.16!!!!!!! 384.65!!!!!!! 57.70!!!!!!!!!!!!! 29,588.16!!!!!! 384.65!!!!!!! 57.70!!!!!!!!!!!!! 20.03!!!!! 5,188.79!!!!!! 5,188.79!!!!!!!!
Black!locust 19        !!!!!!!!0.06! !3.33! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!3.39! !!!!!!!!1,071.65! 16!!!!!! 19!!! 1.16!!!!!!!!! 154!!!!!!!!! 178.64!! 3,394.16!!!!!!!!! 44.12!!!!!!!! 6.62!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 191,438.90!!!! 2,488.71!!!! 373.31!!!!!!!!!!! 63.87!!!!! 1,213.46!!!!!! 68,441.93!!!!!!
Sugar!maple 971      !!!!!!!!3.07! !3.33! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!6.40! !!!!!!!!2,023.65! 24!!!!!! 19!!! 1.08!!!!!!!!! 209!!!!!!!!! 225.72!! 219,174.12!!!!! 2,849.26!!!! 427.39!!!!!!!!!!! 456,777.44!!!! 5,938.11!!!! 890.72!!!!!!!!!!! 72.57!!!!! 70,460.76!!!!! 146,846.19!!!!!
Bur!oak 395      !!!!!!!!1.25! !3.33! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!4.58! !!!!!!!!1,447.65! 24!!!!!! 30!!! 0.98!!!!!!!!! 560!!!!!!!!! 548.80!! 216,776.00!!!!! 2,818.09!!!! 422.71!!!!!!!!!!! 794,468.29!!!! 10,328.09! 1,549.21!!!!!!!! 111.53!! 44,055.55!!!!! 161,460.40!!!!!
English!oak 140      !!!!!!!!0.44! !3.33! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!3.77! !!!!!!!!1,192.65! 24!!!!!! 16!!! 0.98!!!!!!!!! 143!!!!!!!!! 140.14!! 19,619.60!!!!!!! 255.05!!!!!!! 38.26!!!!!!!!!!!!! 167,137.45!!!! 2,172.79!!!! 325.92!!!!!!!!!!! 75.30!!!!! 10,542.50!!!!! 89,810.51!!!!!!
Swamp!white!oak 254      !!!!!!!!0.80! !3.33! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!4.13! !!!!!!!!1,306.65! 24!!!!!! 27!!! 0.98!!!!!!!!! 448!!!!!!!!! 439.04!! 111,516.16!!!!! 1,449.71!!!! 217.46!!!!!!!!!!! 573,669.99!!!! 7,457.71!!!! 1,118.66!!!!!!!! 107.93!! 27,414.17!!!!! 141,026.06!!!!!
White!oak 60        !!!!!!!!0.19! !3.33! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!3.52! !!!!!!!!1,112.65! 24!!!!!! 25!!! 0.98!!!!!!!!! 380!!!!!!!!! 372.40!! 22,344.00!!!!!!! 290.47!!!!!!! 43.57!!!!!!!!!!!!! 414,349.48!!!! 5,386.54!!!! 807.98!!!!!!!!!!! 115.20!! 6,912.10!!!!!! 128,178.65!!!!!
American!elm 3,511    !!!!!!11.11! !!!!!6!!! 6.69! !!!!!!!!!!!!!4.42! !!!!!!!!1,396.22! 24!!!!!! 29!!! 0.75!!!!!!!!! 521!!!!!!!!! 390.75!! 1,371,923.25!! 17,835.00! 2,675.25!!!!!!!! 545,574.57!!!! 7,092.47!!!! 1,063.87!!!!!!!! 109.06!! 382,904.41!!! 152,270.11!!!!!
Slippery!elm 2          !!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!2.00! 24!!!!!! 28!!! 0.75!!!!!!!!! 482!!!!!!!!! 361.50!! 723.00!!!!!!!!!!! 9.40!!!!!!!!!! 1.41!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 723.00!!!!!!!!!! 9.40!!!!!!!!!! 1.41!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 89.16!!!!! 178.31!!!!!!!!! 178.31!!!!!!!!!!!
Common!alder 52        !!!!!!!!0.16! !!!!!6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.16! !!!!!!!!!!!!52.00! 24!!!!!! 15!!! 0.47!!!!!!!!! 124!!!!!!!!! 58.28!!!!! 3,030.56!!!!!!!!! 39.40!!!!!!!! 5.91!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 3,030.56!!!!!!! 39.40!!!!!!!! 5.91!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 59.63!!!!! 3,100.91!!!!!! 3,100.91!!!!!!!!
Engelmann!oak 16        !!!!!!!!0.05! !!!!!6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.05! !!!!!!!!!!!!16.00! 16!!!!!! 13!!! 0.43!!!!!!!!! 67!!!!!!!!!!! 28.81!!!!! 460.96!!!!!!!!!!! 5.99!!!!!!!!!! 0.90!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 460.96!!!!!!!!!! 5.99!!!!!!!!!! 0.90!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 40.76!!!!! 652.19!!!!!!!!! 652.19!!!!!!!!!!!
Northern!red!oak 611       !!!!!!!!1.93! !!!!!6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!1.93! !!!!!!!!!!!611.00! 24!!!!!! 18!!! 0.43!!!!!!!!! 184!!!!!!!!! 79.12!!!!! 48,342.32!!!!!!! 628.45!!!!!!! 94.27!!!!!!!!!!!!! 48,342.32!!!!!! 628.45!!!!!!! 94.27!!!!!!!!!!!!! 80.17!!!!! 48,981.08!!!!! 48,981.08!!!!!!
Scarlet!oak 8          !!!!!!!!0.03! !!!!!6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.03! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!8.00! 24!!!!!! 21!!! 0.43!!!!!!!!! 262!!!!!!!!! 112.66!! 901.28!!!!!!!!!!! 11.72!!!!!!!! 1.76!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 901.28!!!!!!!!!! 11.72!!!!!!!! 1.76!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 98.53!!!!! 788.26!!!!!!!!! 788.26!!!!!!!!!!!
Shingle!oak 104      !!!!!!!!0.33! !!!!!6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.33! !!!!!!!!!!!104.00! 24!!!!!! 13!!! 0.43!!!!!!!!! 90!!!!!!!!!!! 38.70!!!!! 4,024.80!!!!!!!!! 52.32!!!!!!!! 7.85!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 4,024.80!!!!!!! 52.32!!!!!!!! 7.85!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 42.13!!!!! 4,381.05!!!!!! 4,381.05!!!!!!!!
Black!oak 2          !!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!2.00! 24!!!!!! 12!!! 0.40!!!!!!!!! 74!!!!!!!!!!! 29.60!!!!! 59.20!!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.77!!!!!!!!!! 0.12!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 59.20!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.77!!!!!!!!!! 0.12!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 86.36!!!!! 172.72!!!!!!!!! 172.72!!!!!!!!!!!
Blue!ash 66        !!!!!!!!0.21! !!!!!6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.21! !!!!!!!!!!!!66.00! 24!!!!!! 15!!! 0.40!!!!!!!!! 124!!!!!!!!! 49.60!!!!! 3,273.60!!!!!!!!! 42.56!!!!!!!! 6.38!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 3,273.60!!!!!!! 42.56!!!!!!!! 6.38!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 51.65!!!!! 3,408.67!!!!!! 3,408.67!!!!!!!!
European!ash 30        !!!!!!!!0.09! !!!!!6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.09! !!!!!!!!!!!!30.00! 24!!!!!! 21!!! 0.40!!!!!!!!! 262!!!!!!!!! 104.80!! 3,144.00!!!!!!!!! 40.87!!!!!!!! 6.13!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 3,144.00!!!!!!! 40.87!!!!!!!! 6.13!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 77.25!!!!! 2,317.42!!!!!! 2,317.42!!!!!!!!
White!ash 451      !!!!!!!!1.43! !!!!!6!!! 1.33! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.10! !!!!!!!!!!!!30.57! 24!!!!!! 17!!! 0.40!!!!!!!!! 164!!!!!!!!! 65.60!!!!! 29,585.60!!!!!!! 384.61!!!!!!! 57.69!!!!!!!!!!!!! 2,005.63!!!!!!! 26.07!!!!!!!! 3.91!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 62.96!!!!! 28,393.51!!!!! 1,924.82!!!!!!!!
White!ash!'Autumn!Purple' 647      !!!!!!!!2.05! !!!!!6!!! 1.33! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.72! !!!!!!!!!!!226.57! 24!!!!!! 15!!! 0.40!!!!!!!!! 124!!!!!!!!! 49.60!!!!! 32,091.20!!!!!!! 417.19!!!!!!! 62.58!!!!!!!!!!!!! 11,238.06!!!!!! 146.09!!!!!!! 21.91!!!!!!!!!!!!! 54.14!!!!! 35,028.12!!!!! 12,266.54!!!!!!
Douglas!fir 12        !!!!!!!!0.04! !!!!!6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.04! !!!!!!!!!!!!12.00! 24!!!!!! 12!!! 0.39!!!!!!!!! 74!!!!!!!!!!! 28.86!!!!! 346.32!!!!!!!!!!! 4.50!!!!!!!!!! 0.68!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 346.32!!!!!!!!!! 4.50!!!!!!!!!! 0.68!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 33.35!!!!! 400.26!!!!!!!!! 400.26!!!!!!!!!!!
Shagbark!hickory 16        !!!!!!!!0.05! !0.69! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.74! !!!!!!!!!!!234.12! 24!!!!!! 19!!! 0.39!!!!!!!!! 209!!!!!!!!! 81.51!!!!! 1,304.16!!!!!!!!! 16.95!!!!!!!! 2.54!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19,082.79!!!!!! 248.08!!!!!!! 37.21!!!!!!!!!!!!! 71.48!!!!! 1,143.65!!!!!! 16,734.12!!!!!!
American!sycamore 228      !!!!!!!!0.72! !!!!!6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.72! !!!!!!!!!!!228.00! 24!!!!!! 21!!! 0.38!!!!!!!!! 262!!!!!!!!! 99.56!!!!! 22,699.68!!!!!!! 295.10!!!!!!! 44.26!!!!!!!!!!!!! 22,699.68!!!!!! 295.10!!!!!!! 44.26!!!!!!!!!!!!! 78.05!!!!! 17,795.96!!!!! 17,795.96!!!!!!
London!planetree 5          !!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!5.00! 24!!!!!! 17!!! 0.38!!!!!!!!! 164!!!!!!!!! 62.32!!!!! 311.60!!!!!!!!!!! 4.05!!!!!!!!!! 0.61!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 311.60!!!!!!!!!! 4.05!!!!!!!!!! 0.61!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 73.31!!!!! 366.55!!!!!!!!! 366.55!!!!!!!!!!!
Red!maple 448      !!!!!!!!1.42! !!!!!6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!1.42! !!!!!!!!!!!448.00! 24!!!!!! 15!!! 0.38!!!!!!!!! 124!!!!!!!!! 47.12!!!!! 21,109.76!!!!!!! 274.43!!!!!!! 41.16!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21,109.76!!!!!! 274.43!!!!!!! 41.16!!!!!!!!!!!!! 62.67!!!!! 28,076.77!!!!! 28,076.77!!!!!!
Silver!maple 672      !!!!!!!!2.13! !!!!!6!!! 0.33! !!!!!!!!!!!!!1.80! !!!!!!!!!!!567.68! 24!!!!!! 26!!! 0.38!!!!!!!!! 414!!!!!!!!! 157.32!! 105,719.04!!!!! 1,374.35!!!! 206.15!!!!!!!!!!! 89,308.00!!!!!! 1,161.00!!!! 174.15!!!!!!!!!!! 80.55!!!!! 54,127.63!!!!! 45,725.26!!!!!!
Pin!oak 78        !!!!!!!!0.25! !!!!!6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.25! !!!!!!!!!!!!78.00! 24!!!!!! 18!!! 0.38!!!!!!!!! 184!!!!!!!!! 69.00!!!!! 5,382.00!!!!!!!!! 69.97!!!!!!!! 10.49!!!!!!!!!!!!! 5,382.00!!!!!!! 69.97!!!!!!!! 10.49!!!!!!!!!!!!! 95.31!!!!! 7,433.94!!!!!! 7,433.94!!!!!!!!
American!beech 71        !!!!!!!!0.22! !!!!!6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.22! !!!!!!!!!!!!71.00! 24!!!!!! 19!!! 0.32!!!!!!!!! 209!!!!!!!!! 66.88!!!!! 4,748.48!!!!!!!!! 61.73!!!!!!!! 9.26!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 4,748.48!!!!!!! 61.73!!!!!!!! 9.26!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 54.28!!!!! 3,853.91!!!!!! 3,853.91!!!!!!!!
European!beech 64        !!!!!!!!0.20! !!!!!6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.20! !!!!!!!!!!!!64.00! 24!!!!!! 16!!! 0.32!!!!!!!!! 143!!!!!!!!! 45.76!!!!! 2,928.64!!!!!!!!! 38.07!!!!!!!! 5.71!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 2,928.64!!!!!!! 38.07!!!!!!!! 5.71!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 33.17!!!!! 2,123.02!!!!!! 2,123.02!!!!!!!!
Honeylocust 2,765   !!!!!!!!8.75! !!!!!6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!8.75! !!!!!!!!2,765.00! 16!!!!!! 19!!! 0.32!!!!!!!!! 154!!!!!!!!! 49.28!!!!! 136,259.20!!!!! 1,771.37!!!! 265.71!!!!!!!!!!! 136,259.20!!!! 1,771.37!!!! 265.71!!!!!!!!!!! 68.55!!!!! 189,529.49!!! 189,529.49!!!!!
Kentucky!coffeetree 686      !!!!!!!!2.17! !!!!!6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!2.17! !!!!!!!!!!!686.00! 24!!!!!! 14!!! 0.32!!!!!!!!! 105!!!!!!!!! 33.60!!!!! 23,049.60!!!!!!! 299.64!!!!!!! 44.95!!!!!!!!!!!!! 23,049.60!!!!!! 299.64!!!!!!! 44.95!!!!!!!!!!!!! 45.21!!!!! 31,014.41!!!!! 31,014.41!!!!!!
Northern!catalpa 67        !!!!!!!!0.21! !!!!!6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.21! !!!!!!!!!!!!67.00! 24!!!!!! 26!!! 0.32!!!!!!!!! 414!!!!!!!!! 132.48!! 8,876.16!!!!!!!!! 115.39!!!!!!! 17.31!!!!!!!!!!!!! 8,876.16!!!!!!! 115.39!!!!!!! 17.31!!!!!!!!!!!!! 48.37!!!!! 3,241.10!!!!!! 3,241.10!!!!!!!!
Ohio!buckeye 173      !!!!!!!!0.55! !!!!!6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.55! !!!!!!!!!!!173.00! 16!!!!!! 17!!! 0.32!!!!!!!!! 121!!!!!!!!! 38.72!!!!! 6,698.56!!!!!!!!! 87.08!!!!!!!! 13.06!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6,698.56!!!!!!! 87.08!!!!!!!! 13.06!!!!!!!!!!!!! 36.03!!!!! 6,233.66!!!!!! 6,233.66!!!!!!!!
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Yellow!buckeye 81       !!!!!!0.26! !!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.26! !!!!!!!!!!!81.00! 24!!!!!! 18!!! 0.32!!!!!!!!! 184!!!!!!!!! 58.88!!!!! 4,769.28!!!!! 62.00!!!! 9.30!!!!!!!!!!!! 4,769.28!!!!!!! 62.00!!!! 9.30!!!!!!!!!!!! 48.98!! 3,967.52!!!!!! 3,967.52!!!!!!!
White!poplar 22       !!!!!!0.07! !!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.07! !!!!!!!!!!!22.00! 24!!!!!! 19!!! 0.30!!!!!!!!! 209!!!!!!!!! 62.70!!!!! 1,379.40!!!!! 17.93!!!! 2.69!!!!!!!!!!!! 1,379.40!!!!!!! 17.93!!!! 2.69!!!!!!!!!!!! 73.06!! 1,607.27!!!!!! 1,607.27!!!!!!!
Norway!spruce 25       !!!!!!0.08! !!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.08! !!!!!!!!!!!25.00! 24!!!!!! 14!!! 0.30!!!!!!!!! 105!!!!!!!!! 30.98!!!!! 774.38!!!!!!!! 10.07!!!! 1.51!!!!!!!!!!!! 774.38!!!!!!!!!! 10.07!!!! 1.51!!!!!!!!!!!! 26.67!! 666.74!!!!!!!!! 666.74!!!!!!!!!!
Tulip!tree 91       !!!!!!0.29! !!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.29! !!!!!!!!!!!91.00! 24!!!!!! 18!!! 0.28!!!!!!!!! 184!!!!!!!!! 50.60!!!!! 4,604.60!!!!! 59.86!!!! 8.98!!!!!!!!!!!! 4,604.60!!!!!!! 59.86!!!! 8.98!!!!!!!!!!!! 73.09!! 6,650.88!!!!!! 6,650.88!!!!!!!
Paper!birch 29       !!!!!!0.09! !!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.09! !!!!!!!!!!!29.00! 24!!!!!! 14!!! 0.25!!!!!!!!! 105!!!!!!!!! 26.25!!!!! 761.25!!!!!!!! 9.90!!!!!! 1.48!!!!!!!!!!!! 761.25!!!!!!!!!! 9.90!!!!!! 1.48!!!!!!!!!!!! 36.41!! 1,055.82!!!!!! 1,055.82!!!!!!!
River!birch 98       !!!!!!0.31! !!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.31! !!!!!!!!!!!98.00! 24!!!!!! 14!!! 0.25!!!!!!!!! 105!!!!!!!!! 26.25!!!!! 2,572.50!!!!! 33.44!!!! 5.02!!!!!!!!!!!! 2,572.50!!!!!!! 33.44!!!! 5.02!!!!!!!!!!!! 53.30!! 5,223.70!!!!!! 5,223.70!!!!!!!
Cottonwood 6         !!!!!!0.02! !!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!6.00! 24!!!!!! 17!!! 0.24!!!!!!!!! 164!!!!!!!!! 39.36!!!!! 236.16!!!!!!!! 3.07!!!!!! 0.46!!!!!!!!!!!! 236.16!!!!!!!!!! 3.07!!!!!! 0.46!!!!!!!!!!!! 79.56!! 477.38!!!!!!!!! 477.38!!!!!!!!!!
Eastern!cottonwood 448     !!!!!!1.42! !!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!1.42! !!!!!!!!!!448.00! 24!!!!!! 27!!! 0.24!!!!!!!!! 448!!!!!!!!! 107.52!! 48,168.96!!! 626.20!! 93.93!!!!!!!!!! 48,168.96!!!!!! 626.20! 93.93!!!!!!!!!!! 92.13!! 41,272.15!!!! 41,272.15!!!!!!
American!sweetgum 92       !!!!!!0.29! !!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.29! !!!!!!!!!!!92.00! 24!!!!!! 16!!! 0.23!!!!!!!!! 143!!!!!!!!! 32.89!!!!! 3,025.88!!!!! 39.34!!!! 5.90!!!!!!!!!!!! 3,025.88!!!!!!! 39.34!!!! 5.90!!!!!!!!!!!! 68.59!! 6,310.70!!!!!! 6,310.70!!!!!!!
Sweet!crabapple 100     !!!!!!0.32! !!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.32! !!!!!!!!!!100.00! 12!!!!!! 14!!! 0.20!!!!!!!!! 62!!!!!!!!!!! 12.40!!!!! 1,240.00!!!!! 16.12!!!! 2.42!!!!!!!!!!!! 1,240.00!!!!!!! 16.12!!!! 2.42!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.02!! 2,101.98!!!!!! 2,101.98!!!!!!!
White!spruce 7         !!!!!!0.02! !!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!7.00! 24!!!!!! 13!!! 0.20!!!!!!!!! 90!!!!!!!!!!! 18.00!!!!! 126.00!!!!!!!! 1.64!!!!!! 0.25!!!!!!!!!!!! 126.00!!!!!!!!!! 1.64!!!!!! 0.25!!!!!!!!!!!! 24.62!! 172.36!!!!!!!!! 172.36!!!!!!!!!!
American!linden 220     !!!!!!0.70! !!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.70! !!!!!!!!!!220.00! 24!!!!!! 20!!! 0.18!!!!!!!!! 234!!!!!!!!! 42.12!!!!! 9,266.40!!!!! 120.46!! 18.07!!!!!!!!!! 9,266.40!!!!!!! 120.46! 18.07!!!!!!!!!!! 75.65!! 16,643.17!!!! 16,643.17!!!!!!
Northern!hackberry 1,426  !!!!!!4.51! !!!6!!! 3.33!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!1.18! !!!!!!!!!!373.35! 24!!!!!! 18!!! 0.18!!!!!!!!! 184!!!!!!!!! 33.12!!!!! 47,229.12!!! 613.98!! 92.10!!!!!!!!!! 12,365.47!!!!!! 160.75! 24.11!!!!!!!!!!! 87.25!! 124,414.81!! 32,574.14!!!!!!
Allegheni!serviceberry 7         !!!!!!0.02! !!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!7.00! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 20.03!! 140.21!!!!!!!!! 140.21!!!!!!!!!!
American!elm!'New!Harmony' 3         !!!!!!0.01! !!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!3.00! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 73.51!! 220.52!!!!!!!!! 220.52!!!!!!!!!!
American!hornbeam 13       !!!!!!0.04! !!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.04! !!!!!!!!!!!13.00! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.89!! 284.63!!!!!!!!! 284.63!!!!!!!!!!
American!larch 1         !!!!!!0.00! !!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!1.00! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 18.80!! 18.80!!!!!!!!!! 18.80!!!!!!!!!!!!
American!linden!'Redmond' 762     !!!!!!2.41! !!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!2.41! !!!!!!!!!!762.00! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 64.14!! 48,873.20!!!! 48,873.20!!!!!!
American!mountain!ash 1         !!!!!!0.00! !!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!1.00! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.77!! 21.77!!!!!!!!!! 21.77!!!!!!!!!!!!
American!plum 14       !!!!!!0.04! !!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.04! !!!!!!!!!!!14.00! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 20.69!! 289.72!!!!!!!!! 289.72!!!!!!!!!!
Amur!corktree 176     !!!!!!0.56! !!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.56! !!!!!!!!!!176.00! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 38.48!! 6,771.69!!!!!! 6,771.69!!!!!!!
Amur!maple 33       !!!!!!0.10! !!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.10! !!!!!!!!!!!33.00! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 46.53!! 1,535.58!!!!!! 1,535.58!!!!!!!
Apple!species 827     !!!!!!2.62! !!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!2.62! !!!!!!!!!!827.00! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 22.52!! 18,625.37!!!! 18,625.37!!!!!!
Ash!species 31       !!!!!!0.10! !!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.10! !!!!!!!!!!!31.00! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 53.69!! 1,664.41!!!!!! 1,664.41!!!!!!!
Austrian!pine 141     !!!!!!0.45! !!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.45! !!!!!!!!!!141.00! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 37.38!! 5,270.57!!!!!! 5,270.57!!!!!!!
Baldcypress 23       !!!!!!0.07! !!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.07! !!!!!!!!!!!23.00! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 61.31!! 1,410.22!!!!!! 1,410.22!!!!!!!
Beech!species 16       !!!!!!0.05! !!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.05! !!!!!!!!!!!16.00! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 46.47!! 743.55!!!!!!!!! 743.55!!!!!!!!!!
Birch!species 11        !!!!!!0.03! !!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.03! !!!!!!!!!!!11.00! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 26.56!! 292.12!!!!!!!!! 292.12!!!!!!!!!!
Bitternut!hickory 1         !!!!!!0.00! !!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!1.00! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 30.75!! 30.75!!!!!!!!!! 30.75!!!!!!!!!!!!
Black!plum 1         !!!!!!0.00! !!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!1.00! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.77!! 21.77!!!!!!!!!! 21.77!!!!!!!!!!!!
Blue!spruce 145     !!!!!!0.46! !!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.46! !!!!!!!!!!145.00! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 25.54!! 3,703.42!!!!!! 3,703.42!!!!!!!
Boxelder 117      !!!!!!0.37! !!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.37! !!!!!!!!!!117.00! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 68.69!! 8,037.08!!!!!! 8,037.08!!!!!!!
Burning!bush 29       !!!!!!0.09! !!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.09! !!!!!!!!!!!29.00! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.12!! 612.57!!!!!!!!! 612.57!!!!!!!!!!
Butternut 2         !!!!!!0.01! !!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!2.00! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 48.60!! 97.20!!!!!!!!!! 97.20!!!!!!!!!!!!
Callery!pear 57       !!!!!!0.18! !!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.18! !!!!!!!!!!!57.00! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 20.61!! 1,174.89!!!!!! 1,174.89!!!!!!!
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Callery!pear!'Bradford' 276      !!!!!!!0.87! !!!6!!! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.87! !!!!!!!!!!!276.00! 6!!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 20.38! 5,625.15!!!! 5,625.15!!!!!!
Callery!pear!'Chanticleer' 6          !!!!!!!0.02! !!!6!!! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!6.00! 6!!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 17.25! 103.48!!!!!!! 103.48!!!!!!!!!
Callery!pear!'Red!spire' 113      !!!!!!!0.36! !!!6!!! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.36! !!!!!!!!!!!113.00! 6!!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 22.29! 2,518.53!!!! 2,518.53!!!!!!
Cedar!species 36        !!!!!!!0.11! !!!6!!! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.11! !!!!!!!!!!!!!36.00! 6!!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 27.30! 982.78!!!!!!! 982.78!!!!!!!!!
Cockspur!hawthorn 101      !!!!!!!0.32! !!!6!!! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.32! !!!!!!!!!!!101.00! 6!!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.32! 2,153.39!!!! 2,153.39!!!!!!
Common!eldeberry 2          !!!!!!!0.01! !!!6!!! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2.00! 6!!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.43! 38.86!!!!!!!! 38.86!!!!!!!!!!
Common!juniper 8          !!!!!!!0.03! !!!6!!! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.03! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!8.00! 6!!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 32.25! 258.00!!!!!!! 258.00!!!!!!!!!
Common!witch!hazel 1          !!!!!!!0.00! !!!6!!! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1.00! 6!!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.28! 21.28!!!!!!!! 21.28!!!!!!!!!!
Copper!beech 1          !!!!!!!0.00! !!!6!!! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1.00! 6!!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 73.91! 73.91!!!!!!!! 73.91!!!!!!!!!!
Cornelian!cherry 29        !!!!!!!0.09! !!!6!!! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.09! !!!!!!!!!!!!!29.00! 6!!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.38! 619.94!!!!!!! 619.94!!!!!!!!!
Dawn!redwood 1          !!!!!!!0.00! !!!6!!! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1.00! 6!!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 30.75! 30.75!!!!!!!! 30.75!!!!!!!!!!
Dogwood!species 21        !!!!!!!0.07! !!!6!!! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.07! !!!!!!!!!!!!!21.00! 6!!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 20.77! 436.21!!!!!!! 436.21!!!!!!!!!
Domestic!apple 1          !!!!!!!0.00! !!!6!!! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1.00! 6!!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 25.02! 25.02!!!!!!!! 25.02!!!!!!!!!!
Downy!serviceberry 10        !!!!!!!0.03! !!!6!!! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.03! !!!!!!!!!!!!!10.00! 6!!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.01! 210.05!!!!!!! 210.05!!!!!!!!!
Eastern!hemlock 9          !!!!!!!0.03! !!!6!!! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.03! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!9.00! 6!!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 17.40! 156.60!!!!!!! 156.60!!!!!!!!!
Eastern!hophornbeam 47        !!!!!!!0.15! !!!6!!! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.15! !!!!!!!!!!!!!47.00! 6!!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 29.74! 1,397.70!!!! 1,397.70!!!!!!
Eastern!redbud 51        !!!!!!!0.16! !!!6!!! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.16! !!!!!!!!!!!!!51.00! 6!!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.01! 1,071.41!!!! 1,071.41!!!!!!
Eastern!white!pine 87        !!!!!!!0.28! !!!6!!! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.28! !!!!!!!!!!!!!87.00! 6!!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 41.43! 3,604.63!!!! 3,604.63!!!!!!
Elm!'Frontier' 26        !!!!!!!0.08! !!!6!!! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.08! !!!!!!!!!!!!!26.00! 6!!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 69.79! 1,814.67!!!! 1,814.67!!!!!!
Elm!'Homestead' 42        !!!!!!!0.13! !!!6!!! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.13! !!!!!!!!!!!!!42.00! 6!!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 71.07! 2,985.07!!!! 2,985.07!!!!!!
Elm!'Pioneer' 166      !!!!!!!0.53! !!!6!!! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.53! !!!!!!!!!!!166.00! 6!!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 70.14! 11,643.57! 11,643.57!!!!
Elm!'Regal' 73        !!!!!!!0.23! !!!6!!! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.23! !!!!!!!!!!!!!73.00! 6!!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 70.98! 5,181.32!!!! 5,181.32!!!!!!
Elm!species 63        !!!!!!!0.20! !!!6!!! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.20! !!!!!!!!!!!!!63.00! 6!!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 70.75! 4,457.54!!!! 4,457.54!!!!!!
European!buckthorn 30        !!!!!!!0.09! !!!6!!! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.09! !!!!!!!!!!!!!30.00! 6!!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 20.57! 617.22!!!!!!! 617.22!!!!!!!!!
European!larch 15        !!!!!!!0.05! !!!6!!! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.05! !!!!!!!!!!!!!15.00! 6!!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 28.63! 429.43!!!!!!! 429.43!!!!!!!!!
European!mountain!ash 3          !!!!!!!0.01! !!!6!!! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3.00! 6!!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.44! 64.32!!!!!!!! 64.32!!!!!!!!!!
European!spindle 2          !!!!!!!0.01! !!!6!!! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2.00! 6!!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.43! 38.86!!!!!!!! 38.86!!!!!!!!!!
Fir!species 13        !!!!!!!0.04! !!!6!!! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.04! !!!!!!!!!!!!!13.00! 6!!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 28.10! 365.33!!!!!!! 365.33!!!!!!!!!
Flowering!dogwood 9          !!!!!!!0.03! !!!6!!! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.03! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!9.00! 6!!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 20.87! 187.79!!!!!!! 187.79!!!!!!!!!
Ginkgo 456      !!!!!!!1.44! !!!6!!! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1.44! !!!!!!!!!!!456.00! 6!!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 42.05! 19,174.15! 19,174.15!!!!
Green!ash!'Emerald' 51        !!!!!!!0.16! !!!6!!! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.16! !!!!!!!!!!!!!51.00! 6!!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 61.83! 3,153.49!!!! 3,153.49!!!!!!
Green!ash!'Regal' 7          !!!!!!!0.02! !!!6!!! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!7.00! 6!!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 55.73! 390.13!!!!!!! 390.13!!!!!!!!!
Green!ash!'Summit' 771      !!!!!!!2.44! !!!6!!! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!2.44! !!!!!!!!!!!771.00! 6!!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 55.83! 43,045.11! 43,045.11!!!!
Hawthorn!species 218      !!!!!!!0.69! !!!6!!! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.69! !!!!!!!!!!!218.00! 6!!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.24! 4,630.42!!!! 4,630.42!!!!!!
Hedge!maple 3          !!!!!!!0.01! !!!6!!! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3.00! 6!!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 63.72! 191.17!!!!!!! 191.17!!!!!!!!!
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Hickory!species 2           !!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!2.00! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 78.41!!!! 156.83!!!!!!!!!! 156.83!!!!!!!!!
Honeysuckle!species 3           !!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!3.00! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.43!!!! 58.30!!!!!!!!!!!! 58.30!!!!!!!!!!!
Hornbeam!species 2           !!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!2.00! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 33.47!!!! 66.95!!!!!!!!!!!! 66.95!!!!!!!!!!!
Horsechestnut 130       !!!!!!!0.41! !!!!!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.41! !!!!!!!!!!130.00! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 57.53!!!! 7,478.34!!!!!!! 7,478.34!!!!!!!
Hortulan!plum 5           !!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!5.00! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.77!!!! 108.85!!!!!!!!!! 108.85!!!!!!!!!
Hybrid!planetree 91         !!!!!!!0.29! !!!!!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.29! !!!!!!!!!!!!91.00! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 74.83!!!! 6,809.89!!!!!!! 6,809.89!!!!!!!
Japanese!flowering!crabapple 4           !!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!4.00! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.28!!!! 85.10!!!!!!!!!!!! 85.10!!!!!!!!!!!
Japanese!lilac!tree 1           !!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1.00! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.28!!!! 21.28!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.28!!!!!!!!!!!
Japanese!lilac!tree!'Regent' 77         !!!!!!!0.24! !!!!!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.24! !!!!!!!!!!!!77.00! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.07!!!! 1,622.75!!!!!!! 1,622.75!!!!!!!
Japanese!maple 31         !!!!!!!0.10! !!!!!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.10! !!!!!!!!!!!!31.00! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 33.71!!!! 1,045.05!!!!!!! 1,045.05!!!!!!!
Japanese!pagoda!tree 2           !!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!2.00! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 39.95!!!! 79.90!!!!!!!!!!!! 79.90!!!!!!!!!!!
Japanese!yew 34         !!!!!!!0.11! !!!!!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.11! !!!!!!!!!!!!34.00! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 15.89!!!! 540.25!!!!!!!!!! 540.25!!!!!!!!!
Japanese!zelkova 2           !!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!2.00! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 30.75!!!! 61.50!!!!!!!!!!!! 61.50!!!!!!!!!!!
Juniper!species 27         !!!!!!!0.09! !!!!!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.09! !!!!!!!!!!!!27.00! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 25.30!!!! 683.05!!!!!!!!!! 683.05!!!!!!!!!
Katsura!tree 93         !!!!!!!0.29! !!!!!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.29! !!!!!!!!!!!!93.00! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 56.81!!!! 5,283.76!!!!!!! 5,283.76!!!!!!!
Kentucky!yellowood 2           !!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!2.00! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 26.63!!!! 53.26!!!!!!!!!!!! 53.26!!!!!!!!!!!
Larch!species 1           !!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1.00! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 30.75!!!! 30.75!!!!!!!!!!!! 30.75!!!!!!!!!!!
Lilac!species 66         !!!!!!!0.21! !!!!!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.21! !!!!!!!!!!!!66.00! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 20.27!!!! 1,337.88!!!!!!! 1,337.88!!!!!!!
Linden!species 65         !!!!!!!0.21! !!!!!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.21! !!!!!!!!!!!!65.00! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 35.88!!!! 2,331.96!!!!!!! 2,331.96!!!!!!!
Littleleaf!linden!'Greenspire' 1,955    !!!!!!!6.18! !!!!!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!6.18! !!!!!!!!1,955.00! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 41.05!!!! 80,245.47!!!!!! 80,245.47!!!!!
Lodgepole!pine 1           !!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1.00! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 54.40!!!! 54.40!!!!!!!!!!!! 54.40!!!!!!!!!!!
Magnolia!hybrid 3           !!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!3.00! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.79!!!! 59.37!!!!!!!!!!!! 59.37!!!!!!!!!!!
Magnolia!species 61         !!!!!!!0.19! !!!!!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.19! !!!!!!!!!!!!61.00! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 20.69!!!! 1,261.82!!!!!!! 1,261.82!!!!!!!
Maple!species 49         !!!!!!!0.16! !!!!!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.16! !!!!!!!!!!!!49.00! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 38.79!!!! 1,900.57!!!!!!! 1,900.57!!!!!!!
Moraine!ash 96         !!!!!!!0.30! !!!!!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.30! !!!!!!!!!!!!96.00! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 48.27!!!! 4,633.75!!!!!!! 4,633.75!!!!!!!
Morton!Stalwart!Elm!'Commendation' 6           !!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!6.00! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 70.31!!!! 421.87!!!!!!!!!! 421.87!!!!!!!!!
Norway!maple 1,971    !!!!!!!6.24! !!!!!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!6.24! !!!!!!!!1,971.00! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 63.03!!!! 124,228.07!!!! 124,228.07!!!
Norway!maple!'Cleveland' 2           !!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!2.00! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 46.19!!!! 92.39!!!!!!!!!!!! 92.39!!!!!!!!!!!
Norway!maple!'Columnar' 6           !!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!6.00! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 41.63!!!! 249.77!!!!!!!!!! 249.77!!!!!!!!!
Norway!maple!'Crimson!King' 2,795    !!!!!!!8.84! !!!!!!6!!! 6.66! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!2.18! !!!!!!!!!!689.71! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 50.12!!!! 140,097.84!!!! 34,571.21!!!!!
Norway!maple!'Globe' 7           !!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!7.00! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 38.61!!!! 270.29!!!!!!!!!! 270.29!!!!!!!!!
Norway!maple!'Superform' 56         !!!!!!!0.18! !!!!!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.18! !!!!!!!!!!!!56.00! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 53.62!!!! 3,002.65!!!!!!! 3,002.65!!!!!!!
Oak!species 19         !!!!!!!0.06! !!!!!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.06! !!!!!!!!!!!!19.00! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 51.43!!!! 977.09!!!!!!!!!! 977.09!!!!!!!!!
Pear!species 24         !!!!!!!0.08! !!!!!!6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.08! !!!!!!!!!!!!24.00! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 23.56!!!! 565.35!!!!!!!!!! 565.35!!!!!!!!!
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Pine!species 49        !!!!!!!0.16! !!!!!!!!6!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.16! !!!!!!!!!!!49.00! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 41.06!!!!!!!! 2,011.77!!!!!!!!!! 2,011.77!!!!!!!!
Pumpkin!ash 1,909   !!!!!!!6.04! !!!!!!!!6!!! 5.33!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.71! !!!!!!!!!!224.13! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 67.89!!!!!!!! 129,597.49!!!!!!! 15,215.91!!!!!!!
Red!cedar!species 10        !!!!!!!0.03! !!!!!!!!6!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.03! !!!!!!!!!!!10.00! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 17.52!!!!!!!! 175.16!!!!!!!!!!!!! 175.16!!!!!!!!!!!
Red!mulberry 76        !!!!!!!0.24! !!!!!!!!6!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.24! !!!!!!!!!!!76.00! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 57.56!!!!!!!! 4,374.28!!!!!!!!!! 4,374.28!!!!!!!!
Red!pine 103      !!!!!!!0.33! !!!!!!!!6!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.33! !!!!!!!!!!103.00! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 40.65!!!!!!!! 4,186.46!!!!!!!!!! 4,186.46!!!!!!!!
Russian!olive 21        !!!!!!!0.07! !!!!!!!!6!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.07! !!!!!!!!!!!21.00! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.37!!!!!!!! 406.70!!!!!!!!!!!!! 406.70!!!!!!!!!!!
Scotch!pine 16        !!!!!!!0.05! !!!!!!!!6!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.05! !!!!!!!!!!!16.00! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 34.90!!!!!!!! 558.46!!!!!!!!!!!!! 558.46!!!!!!!!!!!
Serviceberry!species 28        !!!!!!!0.09! !!!!!!!!6!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.09! !!!!!!!!!!!28.00! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 20.85!!!!!!!! 583.92!!!!!!!!!!!!! 583.92!!!!!!!!!!!
Shadblow!serviceberry 1          !!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!6!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!1.00! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.77!!!!!!!! 21.77!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.77!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Siberian!elm 255      !!!!!!!0.81! !!!!!!!!6!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.81! !!!!!!!!!!255.00! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 96.62!!!!!!!! 24,638.12!!!!!!!! 24,638.12!!!!!!!
Silver!birch 1          !!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!6!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!1.00! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 53.56!!!!!!!! 53.56!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 53.56!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Silver!linden 7          !!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!6!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!7.00! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 34.39!!!!!!!! 240.72!!!!!!!!!!!!! 240.72!!!!!!!!!!!
Skunkbush!sumac 24        !!!!!!!0.08! !!!!!!!!6!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.08! !!!!!!!!!!!24.00! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.74!!!!!!!! 473.75!!!!!!!!!!!!! 473.75!!!!!!!!!!!
Smoothleaf!elm 200      !!!!!!!0.63! !!!!!!!!6!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.63! !!!!!!!!!!200.00! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 67.87!!!!!!!! 13,574.14!!!!!!!! 13,574.14!!!!!!!
Spruce!species 95        !!!!!!!0.30! !!!!!!!!6!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.30! !!!!!!!!!!!95.00! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24.62!!!!!!!! 2,339.08!!!!!!!!!! 2,339.08!!!!!!!!
Star!magnolia 1          !!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!6!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!1.00! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.28!!!!!!!! 21.28!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.28!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Stone fruit species 67        !!!!!!!0.21! !!!!!!!!6!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.21! !!!!!!!!!!!67.00! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 20.65!!!!!!!! 1,383.58!!!!!!!!!! 1,383.58!!!!!!!!
Sumac!species 3          !!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!6!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!3.00! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.28!!!!!!!! 63.83!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 63.83!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Swamp!bur!oak 1          !!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!6!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!1.00! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.79!!!!!!!! 19.79!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.79!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Sweet!crabapple!'Snowdrift' 1          !!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!6!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!1.00! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.77!!!!!!!! 21.77!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.77!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Sweet!mountain!pine 5          !!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!6!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!5.00! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 26.89!!!!!!!! 134.44!!!!!!!!!!!!! 134.44!!!!!!!!!!!
Tibetan!cherry 1          !!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!6!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!1.00! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.77!!!!!!!! 21.77!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.77!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Tree!of!heaven 4          !!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!6!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!4.00! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 81.12!!!!!!!! 324.46!!!!!!!!!!!!! 324.46!!!!!!!!!!!
Turkish!filbert 54        !!!!!!!0.17! !!!!!!!!6!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.17! !!!!!!!!!!!54.00! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 44.20!!!!!!!! 2,386.60!!!!!!!!!! 2,386.60!!!!!!!!
Unknown!shrub 12        !!!!!!!0.04! !!!!!!!!6!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.04! !!!!!!!!!!!12.00! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 20.48!!!!!!!! 245.73!!!!!!!!!!!!! 245.73!!!!!!!!!!!
Washington!hawthorn 114      !!!!!!!0.36! !!!!!!!!6!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.36! !!!!!!!!!!114.00! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.24!!!!!!!! 2,421.39!!!!!!!!!! 2,421.39!!!!!!!!
Weeping!willow 6          !!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!6!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!6.00! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 46.59!!!!!!!! 279.53!!!!!!!!!!!!! 279.53!!!!!!!!!!!
Western!burning!bush 3          !!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!6!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!3.00! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.43!!!!!!!! 58.30!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 58.30!!!!!!!!!!!!!
White!mulberry 2          !!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!6!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!2.00! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.52!!!!!!!! 43.04!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 43.04!!!!!!!!!!!!!
White!willow 11        !!!!!!!0.03! !!!!!!!!6!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.03! !!!!!!!!!!!11.00! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 79.44!!!!!!!! 873.81!!!!!!!!!!!!! 873.81!!!!!!!!!!!
Willow!species 22        !!!!!!!0.07! !!!!!!!!6!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.07! !!!!!!!!!!!22.00! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 37.11!!!!!!!! 816.43!!!!!!!!!!!!! 816.43!!!!!!!!!!!
Winged!euonymus 26        !!!!!!!0.08! !!!!!!!!6!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.08! !!!!!!!!!!!26.00! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 20.86!!!!!!!! 542.39!!!!!!!!!!!!! 542.39!!!!!!!!!!!
Yellow!birch 2          !!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!6!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!2.00! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 30.75!!!!!!!! 61.50!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 61.50!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Yew!species 3          !!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!6!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!3.00! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 18.84!!!!!!!! 56.53!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 56.53!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Totals 31,611!!! 100.00!!! 25.00! 25.00! 100.00!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!31,611.00! 5,923.00! 2,613,732.30!! 33,978.52! 5,096.78!!!!!!! 4,260,392.59!!! 55,385.10!!!! 8,307.77!!!!! 7,713.89!!!! 2,032,327.62!!!! 2,084,981.08!
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Black!walnut 16!!!!!!!! 0.09!!!!!! 1.00! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1.09! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!199! 24!!!!!!! 20!!!! 2.58!!!!!!!!!! 234!!!!!!!!!! 603.72!! 9,659.52!!!!!!! 125.57!!!!! 18.84!!!!!!!!!!!! 120,218.76!!!! 1,562.84! 234.43!!!!!!!!!!! 57.84!!!!! 925.44!!!!!!!! 11,517.68!!!!!!
Black!locust 249!!!!!! 1.36!!!!!! 3.33! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!4.69! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!859! 16!!!!!!! 22!!!! 1.16!!!!!!!!!! 211!!!!!!!!!! 244.76!! 60,945.24!!!!! 792.29!!!!! 118.84!!!!!!!!!! 210,205.49!!!! 2,732.67! 409.90!!!!!!!!!!! 25.29!!!!! 6,297.21!!!!!! 21,719.63!!!!!!
Sugar!maple 482!!!!!! 2.63!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!2.63! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!482! 24!!!!!!! 18!!!! 1.08!!!!!!!!!! 184!!!!!!!!!! 198.72!! 95,783.04!!!!! 1,245.18! 186.78!!!!!!!!!! 95,783.04!!!!!! 1,245.18! 186.78!!!!!!!!!!! 71.33!!!!! 34,381.06!!!! 34,381.06!!!!!!
Bur!oak 232!!!!!! 1.27!!!!!! 3.33! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!4.60! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!842! 24!!!!!!! 22!!!! 0.98!!!!!!!!!! 290!!!!!!!!!! 284.20!! 65,934.40!!!!! 857.15!!!!! 128.57!!!!!!!!!! 239,246.07!!!! 3,110.20! 466.53!!!!!!!!!!! 51.65!!!!! 11,982.80!!!! 43,480.15!!!!!!
English!oak 141!!!!!! 0.77!!!!!! 3.33! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!4.10! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!751! 24!!!!!!! 18!!!! 0.98!!!!!!!!!! 184!!!!!!!!!! 180.32!! 25,425.12!!!!! 330.53!!!!! 49.58!!!!!!!!!!!! 135,388.39!!!! 1,760.05! 264.01!!!!!!!!!!! 83.80!!!!! 11,815.80!!!! 62,918.96!!!!!!
Swamp!white!oak 354!!!!!! 1.93!!!!!! 3.33! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!5.26! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!964! 24!!!!!!! 16!!!! 0.98!!!!!!!!!! 143!!!!!!!!!! 140.14!! 49,609.56!!!!! 644.92!!!!! 96.74!!!!!!!!!!!! 135,070.14!!!! 1,755.91! 263.39!!!!!!!!!!! 53.11!!!!! 18,800.94!!!! 51,188.63!!!!!!
White!oak 23!!!!!!!! 0.13!!!!!! 3.33! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!3.46! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!633! 24!!!!!!! 24!!!! 0.98!!!!!!!!!! 346!!!!!!!!!! 339.08!! 7,798.84!!!!!!! 101.38!!!!! 15.21!!!!!!!!!!!! 214,577.59!!!! 2,789.51! 418.43!!!!!!!!!!! 80.90!!!!! 1,860.70!!!!!! 51,195.37!!!!!!
Osage!orange 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 3.33! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!3.34! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!611! 16!!!!!!! 21!!!! 0.78!!!!!!!!!! 191!!!!!!!!!! 148.98!! 148.98!!!!!!!!! 1.94!!!!!!!! 0.29!!!!!!!!!!!!! 91,000.40!!!!!! 1,183.01! 177.45!!!!!!!!!!! 82.92!!!!! 82.92!!!!!!!!!! 50,649.43!!!!!!
American!elm 1,274!!! 6.96!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!6.96! !!!!!!!!!!!!1,274! 24!!!!!!! 31!!!! 0.75!!!!!!!!!! 602!!!!!!!!!! 451.50!! 575,211.00!!! 7,477.74! 1,121.66!!!!!!! 575,211.00!!!! 7,477.74! 1,121.66!!!!!!!! 114.95!!! 146,446.30! 146,446.30!!!!!
English!elm 5!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.03! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!5! 24!!!!!!! 34!!!! 0.75!!!!!!!!!! 728!!!!!!!!!! 546.00!! 2,730.00!!!!!!! 35.49!!!!!! 5.32!!!!!!!!!!!!! 2,730.00!!!!!!!! 35.49!!!!!!! 5.32!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 118.70!!! 593.50!!!!!!!! 593.50!!!!!!!!!!!
Common!alder 55!!!!!!!! 0.30!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.30! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!55! 24!!!!!!! 16!!!! 0.47!!!!!!!!!! 143!!!!!!!!!! 67.21!!!!! 3,696.55!!!!!!! 48.06!!!!!! 7.21!!!!!!!!!!!!! 3,696.55!!!!!!!! 48.06!!!!!!! 7.21!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 60.32!!!!! 3,317.60!!!!!! 3,317.60!!!!!!!!
Northern!pin!oak 15!!!!!!!! 0.08!!!!!! 3.33! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!3.41! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!625! 24!!!!!!! 13!!!! 0.43!!!!!!!!!! 90!!!!!!!!!!! 38.70!!!!! 580.50!!!!!!!!! 7.55!!!!!!!! 1.13!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24,180.65!!!!!! 314.35!!!!! 47.15!!!!!!!!!!!! 31.22!!!!! 468.30!!!!!!!! 19,506.97!!!!!!
Northern!red!oak 327!!!!!! 1.79!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1.79! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!327! 24!!!!!!! 20!!!! 0.43!!!!!!!!!! 234!!!!!!!!!! 100.62!! 32,902.74!!!!! 427.74!!!!! 64.16!!!!!!!!!!!! 32,902.74!!!!!! 427.74!!!!! 64.16!!!!!!!!!!!! 82.85!!!!! 27,091.95!!!! 27,091.95!!!!!!
Shingle!oak 63!!!!!!!! 0.34!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.34! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!63! 24!!!!!!! 12!!!! 0.43!!!!!!!!!! 74!!!!!!!!!!! 31.82!!!!! 2,004.66!!!!!!! 26.06!!!!!! 3.91!!!!!!!!!!!!! 2,004.66!!!!!!!! 26.06!!!!!!! 3.91!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 44.15!!!!! 2,781.45!!!!!! 2,781.45!!!!!!!!
Black!ash 24!!!!!!!! 0.13!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.13! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!24! 16!!!!!!! 21!!!! 0.40!!!!!!!!!! 191!!!!!!!!!! 76.40!!!!! 1,833.60!!!!!!! 23.84!!!!!! 3.58!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1,833.60!!!!!!!! 23.84!!!!!!! 3.58!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 72.23!!!!! 1,733.52!!!!!! 1,733.52!!!!!!!!
Blue!ash 15!!!!!!!! 0.08!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.08! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!15! 24!!!!!!! 15!!!! 0.40!!!!!!!!!! 124!!!!!!!!!! 49.60!!!!! 744.00!!!!!!!!! 9.67!!!!!!!! 1.45!!!!!!!!!!!!! 744.00!!!!!!!!!! 9.67!!!!!!!! 1.45!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 70.91!!!!! 1,063.65!!!!!! 1,063.65!!!!!!!!
European!ash 3!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3! 24!!!!!!! 21!!!! 0.40!!!!!!!!!! 262!!!!!!!!!! 104.80!! 314.40!!!!!!!!! 4.09!!!!!!!! 0.61!!!!!!!!!!!!! 314.40!!!!!!!!!! 4.09!!!!!!!! 0.61!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 82.92!!!!! 248.76!!!!!!!! 248.76!!!!!!!!!!!
European!mountain!ash 3!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3! 16!!!!!!! 18!!!! 0.40!!!!!!!!!! 136!!!!!!!!!! 54.40!!!!! 163.20!!!!!!!!! 2.12!!!!!!!! 0.32!!!!!!!!!!!!! 163.20!!!!!!!!!! 2.12!!!!!!!! 0.32!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 49.53!!!!! 148.59!!!!!!!! 148.59!!!!!!!!!!!
Green!ash 554!!!!!! 3.03!!!!!! 6!!! 2.33! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.70! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!127! 24!!!!!!! 20!!!! 0.40!!!!!!!!!! 234!!!!!!!!!! 93.60!!!!! 51,854.40!!!!! 674.11!!!!! 101.12!!!!!!!!!! 11,915.94!!!!!! 154.91!!!!! 23.24!!!!!!!!!!!! 76.33!!!!! 42,286.82!!!! 9,717.35!!!!!!!!
Green!ash!‘Patmore’ 17!!!!!!!! 0.09!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.09! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!17! 24!!!!!!! 15!!!! 0.40!!!!!!!!!! 124!!!!!!!!!! 49.60!!!!! 843.20!!!!!!!!! 10.96!!!!!! 1.64!!!!!!!!!!!!! 843.20!!!!!!!!!! 10.96!!!!!!! 1.64!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 62.08!!!!! 1,055.36!!!!!! 1,055.36!!!!!!!!
White!ash 740!!!!!! 4.04!!!!!! 6!!! 3.33! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.71! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!130! 24!!!!!!! 21!!!! 0.40!!!!!!!!!! 262!!!!!!!!!! 104.80!! 77,552.00!!!!! 1,008.18! 151.23!!!!!!!!!! 13,642.56!!!!!! 177.35!!!!! 26.60!!!!!!!!!!!! 69.93!!!!! 51,748.20!!!! 9,103.28!!!!!!!!
Douglas!fir 2!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2! 24!!!!!!! 14!!!! 0.39!!!!!!!!!! 105!!!!!!!!!! 40.95!!!!! 81.90!!!!!!!!!!! 1.06!!!!!!!! 0.16!!!!!!!!!!!!! 81.90!!!!!!!!!!!! 1.06!!!!!!!! 0.16!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 39.50!!!!! 79.00!!!!!!!!!! 79.00!!!!!!!!!!!!
Freeman!maple 24!!!!!!!! 0.13!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.13! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!24! 16!!!!!!! 14!!!! 0.38!!!!!!!!!! 78!!!!!!!!!!! 29.64!!!!! 711.36!!!!!!!!! 9.25!!!!!!!! 1.39!!!!!!!!!!!!! 711.36!!!!!!!!!! 9.25!!!!!!!! 1.39!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 49.84!!!!! 1,196.16!!!!!! 1,196.16!!!!!!!!
Freeman!maple!'Autumn!blaze' 403!!!!!! 2.20!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!2.20! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!403! 16!!!!!!! 14!!!! 0.38!!!!!!!!!! 78!!!!!!!!!!! 29.64!!!!! 11,944.92!!!!! 155.28!!!!! 23.29!!!!!!!!!!!! 11,944.92!!!!!! 155.28!!!!! 23.29!!!!!!!!!!!! 43.13!!!!! 17,381.39!!!! 17,381.39!!!!!!
Pin!oak 114!!!!!! 0.62!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.62! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!114! 24!!!!!!! 21!!!! 0.38!!!!!!!!!! 262!!!!!!!!!! 99.56!!!!! 11,349.84!!!!! 147.55!!!!! 22.13!!!!!!!!!!!! 11,349.84!!!!!! 147.55!!!!! 22.13!!!!!!!!!!!! 106.44!!! 12,134.16!!!! 12,134.16!!!!!!
Red!maple 441!!!!!! 2.41!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!2.41! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!441! 24!!!!!!! 16!!!! 0.38!!!!!!!!!! 143!!!!!!!!!! 54.34!!!!! 23,963.94!!!!! 311.53!!!!! 46.73!!!!!!!!!!!! 23,963.94!!!!!! 311.53!!!!! 46.73!!!!!!!!!!!! 70.17!!!!! 30,944.97!!!! 30,944.97!!!!!!
Silver!maple 656!!!!!! 3.58!!!!!! 6!!! 3.33! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.25! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!46! 24!!!!!!! 27!!!! 0.38!!!!!!!!!! 448!!!!!!!!!! 170.24!! 111,677.44!!! 1,451.81! 217.77!!!!!!!!!! 7,861.19!!!!!!!! 102.20!!!!! 15.33!!!!!!!!!!!! 85.24!!!!! 55,917.44!!!! 3,936.14!!!!!!!!
Honeylocust 832!!!!!! 4.54!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!4.54! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!832! 16!!!!!!! 18!!!! 0.32!!!!!!!!!! 136!!!!!!!!!! 43.52!!!!! 36,208.64!!!!! 470.71!!!!! 70.61!!!!!!!!!!!! 36,208.64!!!!!! 470.71!!!!! 70.61!!!!!!!!!!!! 73.69!!!!! 61,310.08!!!! 61,310.08!!!!!!
Kentucky!coffeetree 654!!!!!! 3.57!!!!!! 0.69! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!4.26! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!780! 24!!!!!!! 14!!!! 0.32!!!!!!!!!! 105!!!!!!!!!! 33.60!!!!! 21,974.40!!!!! 285.67!!!!! 42.85!!!!!!!!!!!! 26,220.09!!!!!! 340.86!!!!! 51.13!!!!!!!!!!!! 36.71!!!!! 24,008.34!!!! 28,647.00!!!!!!
Northern!catalpa 316!!!!!! 1.73!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1.73! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!316! 24!!!!!!! 26!!!! 0.32!!!!!!!!!! 414!!!!!!!!!! 132.48!! 41,863.68!!!!! 544.23!!!!! 81.63!!!!!!!!!!!! 41,863.68!!!!!! 544.23!!!!! 81.63!!!!!!!!!!!! 43.71!!!!! 13,812.36!!!! 13,812.36!!!!!!
Ohio!buckeye 86!!!!!!!! 0.47!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.47! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!86! 16!!!!!!! 18!!!! 0.32!!!!!!!!!! 136!!!!!!!!!! 43.52!!!!! 3,742.72!!!!!!! 48.66!!!!!! 7.30!!!!!!!!!!!!! 3,742.72!!!!!!!! 48.66!!!!!!! 7.30!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 36.15!!!!! 3,108.90!!!!!! 3,108.90!!!!!!!!
White!poplar 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 24!!!!!!! 32!!!! 0.30!!!!!!!!!! 644!!!!!!!!!! 193.20!! 193.20!!!!!!!!! 2.51!!!!!!!! 0.38!!!!!!!!!!!!! 193.20!!!!!!!!!! 2.51!!!!!!!! 0.38!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 63.81!!!!! 63.81!!!!!!!!!! 63.81!!!!!!!!!!!!
Tulip!tree 93!!!!!!!! 0.51!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.51! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!93! 24!!!!!!! 17!!!! 0.28!!!!!!!!!! 164!!!!!!!!!! 45.92!!!!! 4,270.56!!!!!!! 55.52!!!!!! 8.33!!!!!!!!!!!!! 4,270.56!!!!!!!! 55.52!!!!!!! 8.33!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 67.97!!!!! 6,321.21!!!!!! 6,321.21!!!!!!!!
Paper!birch 11!!!!!!!! 0.06!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.06! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!11! 24!!!!!!! 15!!!! 0.25!!!!!!!!!! 124!!!!!!!!!! 31.00!!!!! 341.00!!!!!!!!! 4.43!!!!!!!! 0.66!!!!!!!!!!!!! 341.00!!!!!!!!!! 4.43!!!!!!!! 0.66!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 58.52!!!!! 643.72!!!!!!!! 643.72!!!!!!!!!!!
River!birch 57!!!!!!!! 0.31!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.31! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!57! 24!!!!!!! 16!!!! 0.25!!!!!!!!!! 106!!!!!!!!!! 26.50!!!!! 1,510.50!!!!!!! 19.64!!!!!! 2.95!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1,510.50!!!!!!!! 19.64!!!!!!! 2.95!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 37.83!!!!! 2,156.31!!!!!! 2,156.31!!!!!!!!
Eastern!cottonwood 3!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3! 24!!!!!!! 36!!!! 0.24!!!!!!!!!! 826!!!!!!!!!! 198.24!! 594.72!!!!!!!!! 7.73!!!!!!!! 1.16!!!!!!!!!!!!! 594.72!!!!!!!!!! 7.73!!!!!!!! 1.16!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 80.61!!!!! 241.83!!!!!!!! 241.83!!!!!!!!!!!
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American!sweetgum 21!!!!!!!!! 0.11!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.11! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!21! 24!!!!!! 19!!!! 0.23!!!!!!!!!! 209!!!!!!!!!! 48.07!!! 1,009.47!!!!! 13.12!!!!!!! 1.97!!!!!!!!!!!! 1,009.47!!!!!!! 13.12!!!!!!!! 1.97!!!!!!!!!!! 70.43!!!!!!!! 1,479.03!!!!!! 1,479.03!!!!!!!!
Crabapple 124!!!!!!! 0.68!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.68! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!124! !!!!!!!12! 15!!!! !!!!!!!!!!0.20! 73!!!!!!!!!!!! 14.60!!! 1,810.40!!!!! 23.54!!!!!!! 3.53!!!!!!!!!!!! 1,810.40!!!!!!! 23.54!!!!!!!! 3.53!!!!!!!!!!! 24.33!!!!!!!! 3,016.92!!!!!! 3,016.92!!!!!!!!
American!linden 1,804!!!!! 9.85!!!!!! 6! 3.33! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!6.52! !!!!!!!!!!!1,194! 24!!!!!! 19!!!! 0.18!!!!!!!!!! 209!!!!!!!!!! 37.62!!! 67,866.48!!! 882.26!!!!! 132.34!!!!!!!!! 44,924.94!!!!! 584.02!!!!!! 87.60!!!!!!!!!! 75.00!!!!!!!! 135,300.00!! 89,563.28!!!!!!
Northern!hackberry 1,477!!!!! 8.07!!!!!! 6! 3.33! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!4.74! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!867! 24!!!!!! 30!!!! 0.18!!!!!!!!!! 560!!!!!!!!!! 100.80! 148,881.60! 1,935.46! 290.32!!!!!!!!! 87,411.45!!!!! 1,136.35!!!! 170.45!!!!!!!! 67.54!!!!!!!! 99,756.58!!!! 58,569.14!!!!!!
American!beech 12!!!!!!!!! 0.07!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.07! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!12! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 14.27!!!!!!!! 171.24!!!!!!!!! 171.24!!!!!!!!!!
American!chestnut 1!!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 52.89!!!!!!!! 52.89!!!!!!!!!! 52.89!!!!!!!!!!!!
American!elm!'Princeton' 1!!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 60.40!!!!!!!! 60.40!!!!!!!!!! 60.40!!!!!!!!!!!!
American!elm!‘Valley!Forge’ 10!!!!!!!!! 0.05!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.05! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!10! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 70.28!!!!!!!! 702.80!!!!!!!!! 702.80!!!!!!!!!!
American!hornbeam 25!!!!!!!!! 0.14!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.14! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!25! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 33.79!!!!!!!! 844.75!!!!!!!!! 844.75!!!!!!!!!!
American!linden!'Redmond' 187!!!!!!! 1.02!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!187! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 60.95!!!!!!!! 11,397.65!!!! 11,397.65!!!!!!
Amur!chokecherry 2!!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.52!!!!!!!! 43.04!!!!!!!!!! 43.04!!!!!!!!!!!!
Amur!corktree 66!!!!!!!!! 0.36!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.36! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!66! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 38.95!!!!!!!! 2,570.70!!!!!! 2,570.70!!!!!!!!
Amur!maple 10!!!!!!!!! 0.05!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.05! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!10! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 60.89!!!!!!!! 608.90!!!!!!!!! 608.90!!!!!!!!!!
Arborvitae 1!!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 29.38!!!!!!!! 29.38!!!!!!!!!! 29.38!!!!!!!!!!!!
Austrian!pine 3!!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 33.50!!!!!!!! 100.50!!!!!!!!! 100.50!!!!!!!!!!
Birch!cutleaf 1!!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.79!!!!!!!! 19.79!!!!!!!!!! 19.79!!!!!!!!!!!!
Black!maple!‘Green!Column’ 13!!!!!!!!! 0.07!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.07! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!13! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24.55!!!!!!!! 319.15!!!!!!!!! 319.15!!!!!!!!!!
Black!oak 3!!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 48.36!!!!!!!! 145.08!!!!!!!!! 145.08!!!!!!!!!!
Black!sugar!maple 15!!!!!!!!! 0.08!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.08! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!15! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 23.55!!!!!!!! 353.25!!!!!!!!! 353.25!!!!!!!!!!
Black!tupelo 5!!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.03! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!5! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.79!!!!!!!! 98.95!!!!!!!!!! 98.95!!!!!!!!!!!!
Bottlebrush!buckeye 2!!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 39.95!!!!!!!! 79.90!!!!!!!!!! 79.90!!!!!!!!!!!!
Boxelder!maple 6!!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.03! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!6! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 68.47!!!!!!!! 410.82!!!!!!!!! 410.82!!!!!!!!!!
Cherry/Plum!species 41!!!!!!!!! 0.22!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.22! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!41! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.12!!!!!!!! 865.92!!!!!!!!! 865.92!!!!!!!!!!
Chinkapin!oak 101!!!!!!! 0.55!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.55! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!101! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 33.36!!!!!!!! 3,369.36!!!!!! 3,369.36!!!!!!!!
Cockspur!hawthorn 2!!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.77!!!!!!!! 43.54!!!!!!!!!! 43.54!!!!!!!!!!!!
Colorado!spruce 19!!!!!!!!! 0.10!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.10! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!19! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 25.48!!!!!!!! 484.12!!!!!!!!! 484.12!!!!!!!!!!
Common!baldcypress 263!!!!!!! 1.44!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1.44! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!263! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 43.05!!!!!!!! 11,322.15!!!! 11,322.15!!!!!!
Common!zelkova 8!!!!!!!!!!! 0.04!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.04! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!8! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 67.01!!!!!!!! 536.08!!!!!!!!! 536.08!!!!!!!!!!
Crabapple!‘Adams’ 2!!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 25.02!!!!!!!! 50.04!!!!!!!!!! 50.04!!!!!!!!!!!!
Crabapple!‘Beverly’ 2!!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 25.02!!!!!!!! 50.04!!!!!!!!!! 50.04!!!!!!!!!!!!
Crabapple!‘Sugar!Time’ 4!!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 16.32!!!!!!!! 65.28!!!!!!!!!! 65.28!!!!!!!!!!!!
Cutleaf!Norway!Maple 1!!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 46.19!!!!!!!! 46.19!!!!!!!!!! 46.19!!!!!!!!!!!!
Dawn!redwood 18!!!!!!!!! 0.10!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.10! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!18! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 57.44!!!!!!!! 1,033.92!!!!!! 1,033.92!!!!!!!!
Dogwood!species 1!!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.43!!!!!!!! 19.43!!!!!!!!!! 19.43!!!!!!!!!!!!
Downy!hawthorn 1!!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 16.11!!!!!!!! 16.11!!!!!!!!!! 16.11!!!!!!!!!!!!
Eastern!hemlock 2!!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 12.50!!!!!!!! 25.00!!!!!!!!!! 25.00!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Eastern!redbud 11!!!!!!!!! 0.06!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.06! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!11! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.47! 214.17!!!!!!! 214.17!!!!!!!!!!
Elm!'Accolade' 156!!!!!!! 0.85!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.85! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!156! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 68.08! 10,620.48!! 10,620.48!!!!!
Elm!'Danada' 33!!!!!!!!! 0.18!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.18! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!33! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 63.89! 2,108.37!!!! 2,108.37!!!!!!!
Elm!'Frontier' 127!!!!!!! 0.69!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.69! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!127! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 67.43! 8,563.61!!!! 8,563.61!!!!!!!
Elm!'Homestead' 258!!!!!!! 1.41!!!!!! 6! 1.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.41! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!75! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 73.43! 18,944.94!! 5,497.70!!!!!!!
Elm!'Patriot' 4!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 68.63! 274.52!!!!!!! 274.52!!!!!!!!!!
Elm!'Pioneer' 14!!!!!!!!! 0.08!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.08! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!14! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 73.85! 1,033.90!!!! 1,033.90!!!!!!!
Elm!'Regal' 16!!!!!!!!! 0.09!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.09! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!16! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 60.40! 966.40!!!!!!! 966.40!!!!!!!!!!
Elm!'Triumph' 149!!!!!!! 0.81!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.81! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!149! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 64.42! 9,598.58!!!! 9,598.58!!!!!!!
Elm!"Prospector' 13!!!!!!!!! 0.07!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.07! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!13! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 70.53! 916.89!!!!!!! 916.89!!!!!!!!!!
English!hawthorn 17!!!!!!!!! 0.09!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.09! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!17! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.57! 366.69!!!!!!! 366.69!!!!!!!!!!
English!oak!'Crimson!Spire' 4!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 42.03! 168.12!!!!!!! 168.12!!!!!!!!!!
English!oak!'Skymaster' 10!!!!!!!!! 0.05!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.05! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!10! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 53.22! 532.20!!!!!!! 532.20!!!!!!!!!!
English!Oak!‘Heritage’ 53!!!!!!!!! 0.29!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.29! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!53! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 31.75! 1,682.75!!!! 1,682.75!!!!!!!
English!oak!‘Regal’ 15!!!!!!!!! 0.08!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.08! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!15! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 44.56! 668.40!!!!!!! 668.40!!!!!!!!!!
English!walnut 1!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 48.60! 48.60!!!!!!!!!! 48.60!!!!!!!!!!!!
European!beech 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.03! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!6! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 38.13! 228.78!!!!!!! 228.78!!!!!!!!!!
European!beech!'Riversii' 49!!!!!!!!! 0.27!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.27! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!49! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 17.91! 877.59!!!!!!! 877.59!!!!!!!!!!
European!beech!'Tricolor' 19!!!!!!!!! 0.10!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.10! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!19! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 22.23! 422.37!!!!!!! 422.37!!!!!!!!!!
European!larch 3!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 38.13! 114.39!!!!!!! 114.39!!!!!!!!!!
Filbert 1!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.77! 21.77!!!!!!!!!! 21.77!!!!!!!!!!!!
Flowering!dogwood 1!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.77! 21.77!!!!!!!!!! 21.77!!!!!!!!!!!!
Flowering!pear 73!!!!!!!!! 0.40!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.40! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!73! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.74! 1,587.02!!!! 1,587.02!!!!!!!
Flowering!pear!'Bradford' 157!!!!!!! 0.86!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.86! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!157! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 15.47! 2,428.79!!!! 2,428.79!!!!!!!
Flowering!pear!'Chanticleer' 96!!!!!!!!! 0.52!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.52! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!96! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 27.48! 2,638.08!!!! 2,638.08!!!!!!!
Flowering!pear!'Cleveland!Select' 2!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 27.52! 55.04!!!!!!!!!! 55.04!!!!!!!!!!!!
Flowering!pear!'Edgewood' 10!!!!!!!!! 0.05!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.05! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!10! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 27.52! 275.20!!!!!!! 275.20!!!!!!!!!!
Flowering!pear!‘Autumn!Blaze’ 11!!!!!!!!! 0.06!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.06! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!11! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 26.90! 295.90!!!!!!! 295.90!!!!!!!!!!
Freeman!maple!‘Marmo’ 14!!!!!!!!! 0.08!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.08! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!14! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 43.40! 607.60!!!!!!! 607.60!!!!!!!!!!
Freeman!maple!‘Siena’ 10!!!!!!!!! 0.05!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.05! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!10! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 22.18! 221.80!!!!!!! 221.80!!!!!!!!!!
Gingko!(F) 63!!!!!!!!! 0.34!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.34! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!63! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 70.68! 4,452.84!!!! 4,452.84!!!!!!!
Ginkgo 542!!!!!!! 2.96!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2.96! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!542! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 56.26! 30,492.92!! 30,492.92!!!!!
Goldenrain!tree 1!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 18.97! 18.97!!!!!!!!!! 18.97!!!!!!!!!!!!
Green!ash!'Summit' 4!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 47.35! 189.40!!!!!!! 189.40!!!!!!!!!!
Green!ash!‘Cimmaron’ 3!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 52.89! 158.67!!!!!!! 158.67!!!!!!!!!!
Hawthorn!species 8!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.04!!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.04! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!8! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 20.36! 162.88!!!!!!! 162.88!!!!!!!!!!
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Honeylocust!!'Shademaster' 7!!!!!!!!!! 0.04!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.04! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!7! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 15.37!!! 107.59!!!!!!!! 107.59!!!!!!!!!!
Honeylocust!'Skyline' 77!!!!!!!!! 0.42!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.42! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!77! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 20.24!!! 1,558.48!!!!! 1,558.48!!!!!!!!
Hophornbeam 17!!!!!!!!! 0.09!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.09! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!17! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 33.46!!! 568.82!!!!!!!! 568.82!!!!!!!!!!
Horsechestnut 76!!!!!!!!! 0.42!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.42! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!76! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 55.09!!! 4,186.84!!!!! 4,186.84!!!!!!!!
Horsechestnut!‘Fort!McNair’ 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.79!!! 19.79!!!!!!!!! 19.79!!!!!!!!!!!!
Hybrid!elm 28!!!!!!!!! 0.15!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.15! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!28! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 72.54!!! 2,031.12!!!!! 2,031.12!!!!!!!!
Japanese!lilac!‘Chinese!Snow’ 35!!!!!!!!! 0.19!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.19! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!35! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 20.88!!! 730.80!!!!!!!! 730.80!!!!!!!!!!
Japanese!lilac!tree 22!!!!!!!!! 0.12!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.12! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!22! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.26!!! 467.72!!!!!!!! 467.72!!!!!!!!!!
Japanese!lilac!tree!'Ivory!Silk' 71!!!!!!!!! 0.39!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.39! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!71! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 20.71!!! 1,470.41!!!!! 1,470.41!!!!!!!!
Japanese!maple 4!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 26.69!!! 106.76!!!!!!!! 106.76!!!!!!!!!!
Japanese!pagoda!‘Regent’ 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 46.43!!! 46.43!!!!!!!!! 46.43!!!!!!!!!!!!
Japanese!pagoda!tree 4!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 49.71!!! 198.84!!!!!!!! 198.84!!!!!!!!!!
Juniper!species 11!!!!!!!!! 0.06!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.06! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!11! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.21!!! 233.31!!!!!!!! 233.31!!!!!!!!!!
Katsura!tree 36!!!!!!!!! 0.20!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.20! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!36! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 66.24!!! 2,384.64!!!!! 2,384.64!!!!!!!!
Kentucky!Yellowwood 4!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 23.21!!! 92.84!!!!!!!!! 92.84!!!!!!!!!!!!
Lacebark!elm 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 81.50!!! 81.50!!!!!!!!! 81.50!!!!!!!!!!!!
Lilac!species 9!!!!!!!!!! 0.05!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.05! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!9! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.49!!! 193.41!!!!!!!! 193.41!!!!!!!!!!
Littleleaf!linden 60!!!!!!!!! 0.33!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.33! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!60! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 48.13!!! 2,887.80!!!!! 2,887.80!!!!!!!!
Littleleaf!linden!'Glenleven' 2!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.79!!! 39.58!!!!!!!!! 39.58!!!!!!!!!!!!
Littleleaf!linden!'Greenspire' 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 46.43!!! 46.43!!!!!!!!! 46.43!!!!!!!!!!!!
London!planetree 258!!!!!!! 1.41!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1.41! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!258! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 18.76!!! 4,840.08!!!!! 4,840.08!!!!!!!!
Magnolia!'Galaxy' 4!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.79!!! 79.16!!!!!!!!! 79.16!!!!!!!!!!!!
Magnolia!species 5!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.03! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!5! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.01!!! 105.05!!!!!!!! 105.05!!!!!!!!!!
Miyabe!maple!‘State!Street’ 81!!!!!!!!! 0.44!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.44! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!81! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 14.73!!! 1,193.13!!!!! 1,193.13!!!!!!!!
Mulberry!species 14!!!!!!!!! 0.08!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.08! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!14! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 121.30! 1,698.20!!!!! 1,698.20!!!!!!!!
Northern!hackberry 24!!!!!!!!! 0.13!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.13! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!24! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 73.51!!! 1,764.24!!!!! 1,764.24!!!!!!!!
Northern!hackberry!‘Windy!City’ 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 68.29!!! 68.29!!!!!!!!! 68.29!!!!!!!!!!!!
Norway!maple 2,063!!!! 11.27!!! 6! 8.35! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2.92! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!534! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 64.26!!! 132,568.38! 34,306.13!!!!!!
Norway!maple!'Crimson!King' 209!!!!!!! 1.14!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1.14! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!209! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 51.01!!! 10,661.09!!! 10,661.09!!!!!!
Norway!maple!‘Crimson!Sentry’ 4!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 50.45!!! 201.80!!!!!!!! 201.80!!!!!!!!!!
Norway!maple!‘Deborah’ 5!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.03! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!5! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24.24!!! 121.20!!!!!!!! 121.20!!!!!!!!!!
Norway!maple!‘Emerald!Lustre’ 10!!!!!!!!! 0.05!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.05! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!10! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 32.50!!! 325.00!!!!!!!! 325.00!!!!!!!!!!
Norway!maple!‘Royal!Red’ 47!!!!!!!!! 0.26!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.26! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!47! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 31.91!!! 1,499.77!!!!! 1,499.77!!!!!!!!
Norway!maple!‘Schwedleri’ 7!!!!!!!!!! 0.04!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.04! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!7! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 63.07!!! 441.49!!!!!!!! 441.49!!!!!!!!!!
Norway!spruce 2!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!! 6! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 23.56!!! 47.12!!!!!!!!! 47.12!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Pear!species 4!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4! 6!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.81!!!!!!! 87.24!!!!!!!!!!!! 87.24!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Plains!cottonwood 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 30.75!!!!!!! 30.75!!!!!!!!!!!! 30.75!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Red!maple!'Red!Sunset' 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 57.13!!!!!!! 57.13!!!!!!!!!!!! 57.13!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
River!birch!‘Heritage’ 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 12.77!!!!!!! 12.77!!!!!!!!!!!! 12.77!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Rose!of!Sharon 2!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2! 6!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.52!!!!!!! 43.04!!!!!!!!!!!! 43.04!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Rubber!tree 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 30.75!!!!!!! 30.75!!!!!!!!!!!! 30.75!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Russian!olive 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 16.11!!!!!!! 16.11!!!!!!!!!!!! 16.11!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Saucer!magnolia 3!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3! 6!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.77!!!!!!! 65.31!!!!!!!!!!!! 65.31!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Scarlet!oak 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 42.03!!!!!!! 42.03!!!!!!!!!!!! 42.03!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Scotch!pine 4!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4! 6!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 33.64!!!!!!! 134.56!!!!!!!!!!! 134.56!!!!!!!!!!!!
Serviceberry!species 17!!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.09!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.09! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!17! 6!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 20.95!!!!!!! 356.15!!!!!!!!!!! 356.15!!!!!!!!!!!!
Siberian!elm 66!!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.36!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.36! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!66! 6!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 104.47!!!!! 6,895.02!!!!!!!! 6,895.02!!!!!!!!!
Silver!linden!'Green!Mountain' 8!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.04!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.04! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!8! 6!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 26.63!!!!!!! 213.04!!!!!!!!!!! 213.04!!!!!!!!!!!!
Silver!linden!'Sterling!Silver' 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.79!!!!!!! 19.79!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.79!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Silver!maple!‘Cutleaf’ 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 47.42!!!!!!! 47.42!!!!!!!!!!!! 47.42!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Smoke!tree 2!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2! 6!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 20.12!!!!!!! 40.24!!!!!!!!!!!! 40.24!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Sugar!hackberry 13!!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.07!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.07! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!13! 6!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 26.67!!!!!!! 346.71!!!!!!!!!!! 346.71!!!!!!!!!!!!
Sugar!maple!‘Flax!Mill!Majesty’ 5!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.03! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!5! 6!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 43.04!!!!!!! 215.20!!!!!!!!!!! 215.20!!!!!!!!!!!!
Sugar!maple!‘Green!Mountain' 19!!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.10!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.10! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!19! 6!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 45.65!!!!!!! 867.35!!!!!!!!!!! 867.35!!!!!!!!!!!!
Sugar!maple!‘Legacy’ 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 43.04!!!!!!! 43.04!!!!!!!!!!!! 43.04!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Swamp/bur!oak 8!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.04!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.04! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!8! 6!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 44.11!!!!!!! 352.88!!!!!!!!!!! 352.88!!!!!!!!!!!!
Sycamore!species 313!!!!!!!!!!! 1.71!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!1.71! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!313! 6!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 43.70!!!!!!! 13,678.10!!!!!! 13,678.10!!!!!!!!
Tree!of!heaven 4!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4! 6!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 81.41!!!!!!! 325.64!!!!!!!!!!! 325.64!!!!!!!!!!!!
Turkish!filbert 85!!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.46!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.46! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!85! 6!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 48.87!!!!!!! 4,153.95!!!!!!!! 4,153.95!!!!!!!!!
Viburnum 2!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2! 6!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.77!!!!!!! 43.54!!!!!!!!!!!! 43.54!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Washington!hawthorn 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 16.11!!!!!!! 16.11!!!!!!!!!!!! 16.11!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
White!ash!'Applause' 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.03! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!6! 6!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 50.19!!!!!!! 301.14!!!!!!!!!!! 301.14!!!!!!!!!!!!
White!ash!‘Autumn!Purple’ 19!!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.10!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.10! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!19! 6!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 52.57!!!!!!! 998.83!!!!!!!!!!! 998.83!!!!!!!!!!!!
White!ash!‘Fall!Festival’ 9!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.05!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.05! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!9! 6!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 53.01!!!!!!! 477.09!!!!!!!!!!! 477.09!!!!!!!!!!!!
White!fir 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 23.57!!!!!!! 23.57!!!!!!!!!!!! 23.57!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
White!pine 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 37.00!!!!!!! 37.00!!!!!!!!!!!! 37.00!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
White!redbud 2!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2! 6!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.52!!!!!!! 43.04!!!!!!!!!!!! 43.04!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Yellow!buckeye 11!!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.06!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.06! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!11! 6!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 16.04!!!!!!! 176.44!!!!!!!!!!! 176.44!!!!!!!!!!!!
Yew!species 4!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4! 6!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 30.67!!!!!!! 122.68!!!!!!!!!!! 122.68!!!!!!!!!!!!
Totals 18,313.00! 100.00!! 25.00! 25.00! 100.00!!!!!!!!! 18,313.00!!!!! 5,282.41!!! 1,555,731.72!!! 20,224.51!! 3,033.68!!!!!!! 2,217,686.90! 28,829.93! 4,324.49!!!!!! 7,870.36! 1,175,300.62! 1,114,052.68!!!
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India!rosewood 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!! 3.33! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!3.33! !!!!!!!!!!!!2,330! 24!!!!! 14!!! 13.00!!!!!!! 105!!!!!!!!!! 1,365.00!! 1,365.00!!!!!!!! 17.75!!!!!!!! 2.66!!!!!!!!!!!! 3,180,816.37!!! 41,350.61!!! 6,202.59!!!!!!!! 114.26!!!!!! 114.26!!!!!!!!!! 266,256.47!!!!
Black!cherry 108!!!!!!! 0.15!!!!!! 3.33! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!3.48! !!!!!!!!!!!!2,437! 24!!!!! 15!!! 2.08!!!!!!!!! 124!!!!!!!!!! 257.92!!!!! 27,855.36!!!!!! 362.12!!!!!! 54.32!!!!!!!!!!! 628,620.27!!!!!! 8,172.06!!!!! 1,225.81!!!!!!!! 75.79!!!!!!! 8,185.32!!!!!!!! 184,720.57!!!!
Red!cedar 46!!!!!!!! 0.07!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.07! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!46! 16!!!!! 17!!! 2.04!!!!!!!!! 121!!!!!!!!!! 246.84!!!!! 11,354.64!!!!!! 147.61!!!!!! 22.14!!!!!!!!!!! 11,354.64!!!!!!! 147.61!!!!!!! 22.14!!!!!!!!!!!! 16.95!!!!!!! 779.70!!!!!!!!!! 779.70!!!!!!!!!!
West!Indies!mahogany 3!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!! 3.33! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!3.33! !!!!!!!!!!!!2,332! 24!!!!! 13!!! 5.00!!!!!!!!! 90!!!!!!!!!!! 450.00!!!!! 1,350.00!!!!!!!! 17.55!!!!!!!! 2.63!!!!!!!!!!!! 1,049,520.78!!! 13,643.77!!! 2,046.57!!!!!!!! 59.66!!!!!!! 178.98!!!!!!!!!! 139,143.13!!!!
Swamp!chestnut!oak 7!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 3.33! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!3.34! !!!!!!!!!!!!2,336! 24!!!!! 16!!! 0.98!!!!!!!!! 143!!!!!!!!!! 140.14!!!!! 980.98!!!!!!!!!! 12.75!!!!!!!! 1.91!!!!!!!!!!!! 327,404.65!!!!!! 4,256.26!!!!! 638.44!!!!!!!!!! 88.87!!!!!!! 622.09!!!!!!!!!! 207,624.17!!!!
American!elm 9!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!9! 24!!!!! 20!!! 0.75!!!!!!!!! 234!!!!!!!!!! 175.50!!!!! 1,579.50!!!!!!!! 20.53!!!!!!!! 3.08!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!1,579.50! 20.53!!!!!!!!! 3.08!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 77.53!!!!!!! 697.77!!!!!!!!!! 697.77!!!!!!!!!!
Slippery!elm 11!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!11! 24!!!!! 17!!! 0.75!!!!!!!!! 164!!!!!!!!!! 123.00!!!!! 1,353.00!!!!!!!! 17.59!!!!!!!! 2.64!!!!!!!!!!!! 1,353.00!!!!!!!!! 17.59!!!!!!!!! 2.64!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 97.60!!!!!!! 1,073.60!!!!!!!! 1,073.60!!!!!!!!
Southern!magnolia 2,835!!!! 4.06!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!4.05! !!!!!!!!!!!!2,835! 24!!!!! 17!!! 0.75!!!!!!!!! 164!!!!!!!!!! 123.00!!!!! 348,705.00!!!! 4,533.17!!!! 679.97!!!!!!!!! 348,705.00!!!!!! 4,533.17!!!!! 679.97!!!!!!!!!! 37.08!!!!!!! 105,121.80!!!! 105,121.80!!!!
Winged!elm 139!!!!!!! 0.20!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.20! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!139! 16!!!!! 13!!! 0.75!!!!!!!!! 67!!!!!!!!!!! 50.25!!!!!!! 6,984.75!!!!!!!! 90.80!!!!!!!! 13.62!!!!!!!!!!! 6,984.75!!!!!!!!! 90.80!!!!!!!!! 13.62!!!!!!!!!!!! 31.87!!!!!!! 4,429.93!!!!!!!! 4,429.93!!!!!!!!
American!holly 19!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!! 3.33! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!3.36! !!!!!!!!!!!!2,348! 16!!!!! 14!!! 0.63!!!!!!!!! 78!!!!!!!!!!! 49.14!!!!!!! 933.66!!!!!!!!!! 12.14!!!!!!!! 1.82!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!115,393.91! 1,500.12!!!!! 225.02!!!!!!!!!! 31.81!!!!!!! 604.39!!!!!!!!!! 74,698.42!!!!!!
Bluejack!oak 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 16!!!!! 18!!! 0.43!!!!!!!!! 136!!!!!!!!!! 58.48!!!!!!! 58.48!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.76!!!!!!!!!! 0.11!!!!!!!!!!!! 58.48!!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.76!!!!!!!!!!! 0.11!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 20.37!!!!!!! 20.37!!!!!!!!!!!! 20.37!!!!!!!!!!!!
Laurel!oak 9,826!!!! 14.02!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!14.05! !!!!!!!!!!!!9,826! 24!!!!! 25!!! 0.43!!!!!!!!! 380!!!!!!!!!! 163.40!!!!! 1,605,568.40! 20,872.39! 3,130.86!!!!!! 1,605,568.40!!! 20,872.39!!! 3,130.86!!!!!!!! 147.88!!!!!! 1,453,068.88! 1,453,068.88!
Live!oak 18,278! 26.15!!!! 6!!!! 12.33! !!!!!!!!!!!13.80! !!!!!!!!!!!!9,653! 24!!!!! 24!!! 0.43!!!!!!!!! 346!!!!!!!!!! 148.78!!!!! 2,719,400.84! 35,352.21! 5,302.83!!!!!! 1,436,234.58!!! 18,671.05!!! 2,800.66!!!!!!!! 122.88!!!!!! 2,246,000.64! 1,186,211.22!
Shumard!oak 1,486!!!! 2.13!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!2.12! !!!!!!!!!!!!1,486! 24!!!!! 15!!! 0.43!!!!!!!!! 124!!!!!!!!!! 53.32!!!!!!! 79,233.52!!!!!! 1,030.04!!!! 154.51!!!!!!!!! 79,233.52!!!!!!! 1,030.04!!!!! 154.51!!!!!!!!!! 82.95!!!!!!! 123,263.70!!!! 123,263.70!!!!
Southern!red!oak 6!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!6! 24!!!!! 15!!! 0.43!!!!!!!!! 124!!!!!!!!!! 53.32!!!!!!! 319.92!!!!!!!!!! 4.16!!!!!!!!!! 0.62!!!!!!!!!!!! 319.92!!!!!!!!!!!! 4.16!!!!!!!!!!! 0.62!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 67.73!!!!!!! 406.38!!!!!!!!!! 406.38!!!!!!!!!!
Turkey!oak 6!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!6! 24!!!!! 18!!! 0.43!!!!!!!!! 184!!!!!!!!!! 79.12!!!!!!! 474.72!!!!!!!!!! 6.17!!!!!!!!!! 0.93!!!!!!!!!!!! 474.72!!!!!!!!!!!! 6.17!!!!!!!!!!! 0.93!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 147.40!!!!!! 884.40!!!!!!!!!! 884.40!!!!!!!!!!
Water!oak 141!!!!!!! 0.20!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.20! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!141! 24!!!!! 23!!! 0.43!!!!!!!!! 318!!!!!!!!!! 136.74!!!!! 19,280.34!!!!!! 250.64!!!!!! 37.60!!!!!!!!!!! 19,280.34!!!!!!! 250.64!!!!!!! 37.60!!!!!!!!!!!! 136.09!!!!!! 19,188.69!!!!!! 19,188.69!!!!!!
Willow!oak 109!!!!!!! 0.16!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.16! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!109! 24!!!!! 25!!! 0.43!!!!!!!!! 380!!!!!!!!!! 163.40!!!!! 17,810.60!!!!!! 231.54!!!!!! 34.73!!!!!!!!!!! 17,810.60!!!!!!! 231.54!!!!!!! 34.73!!!!!!!!!!!! 155.07!!!!!! 16,902.63!!!!!! 16,902.63!!!!!!
Carolina!ash 4!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4! 16!!!!! 28!!! 0.40!!!!!!!!! 347!!!!!!!!!! 138.80!!!!! 555.20!!!!!!!!!! 7.22!!!!!!!!!! 1.08!!!!!!!!!!!! 555.20!!!!!!!!!!!! 7.22!!!!!!!!!!! 1.08!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 74.51!!!!!!! 298.04!!!!!!!!!! 298.04!!!!!!!!!!
Green!ash 10!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!10! 24!!!!! 16!!! 0.40!!!!!!!!! 143!!!!!!!!!! 57.20!!!!!!! 572.00!!!!!!!!!! 7.44!!!!!!!!!! 1.12!!!!!!!!!!!! 572.00!!!!!!!!!!!! 7.44!!!!!!!!!!! 1.12!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 91.65!!!!!!! 916.50!!!!!!!!!! 916.50!!!!!!!!!!
Mockernut!hickory 3!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!! 3.33! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!3.33! !!!!!!!!!!!!2,332! 24!!!!! 20!!! 0.39!!!!!!!!! 234!!!!!!!!!! 91.26!!!!!!! 273.78!!!!!!!!!! 3.56!!!!!!!!!! 0.53!!!!!!!!!!!! 212,842.81!!!!!! 2,766.96!!!!! 415.04!!!!!!!!!! 121.67!!!!!! 365.01!!!!!!!!!! 283,767.10!!!!
Pecan 49!!!!!!!! 0.07!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.07! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!49! 24!!!!! 21!!! 0.39!!!!!!!!! 262!!!!!!!!!! 102.18!!!!! 5,006.82!!!!!!!! 65.09!!!!!!!! 9.76!!!!!!!!!!!! 5,006.82!!!!!!!!! 65.09!!!!!!!!! 9.76!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 105.75!!!!!! 5,181.75!!!!!!!! 5,181.75!!!!!!!!
Pignut!hickory 6!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!6! 24!!!!! 21!!! 0.39!!!!!!!!! 262!!!!!!!!!! 102.18!!!!! 613.08!!!!!!!!!! 7.97!!!!!!!!!! 1.20!!!!!!!!!!!! 613.08!!!!!!!!!!!! 7.97!!!!!!!!!!! 1.20!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 117.92!!!!!! 707.52!!!!!!!!!! 707.52!!!!!!!!!!
Shagbark!hickory 4!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 1.69! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!1.70! !!!!!!!!!!!!1,186! 24!!!!! 21!!! 0.39!!!!!!!!! 262!!!!!!!!!! 102.18!!!!! 408.72!!!!!!!!!! 5.31!!!!!!!!!! 0.80!!!!!!!!!!!! 121,197.86!!!!!! 1,575.57!!!!! 236.34!!!!!!!!!! 140.28!!!!!! 561.12!!!!!!!!!! 166,389.08!!!!
American!sycamore 278!!!!!!! 0.40!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.40! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!278! 24!!!!! 17!!! 0.38!!!!!!!!! 164!!!!!!!!!! 62.32!!!!!!! 17,324.96!!!!!! 225.22!!!!!! 33.78!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!17,324.96! 225.22!!!!!!! 33.78!!!!!!!!!!!! 157.92!!!!!! 43,901.76!!!!!! 43,901.76!!!!!!
Red!maple 1,468!!!! 2.10!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!2.10! !!!!!!!!!!!!1,468! 24!!!!! 17!!! 0.38!!!!!!!!! 164!!!!!!!!!! 62.32!!!!!!! 91,485.76!!!!!! 1,189.31!!!! 178.40!!!!!!!!! 91,485.76!!!!!!! 1,189.31!!!!! 178.40!!!!!!!!!! 71.73!!!!!!! 105,299.64!!!! 105,299.64!!!!
River!birch 8!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 3.33! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!3.34! !!!!!!!!!!!!2,337! 24!!!!! 12!!! 0.25!!!!!!!!! 74!!!!!!!!!!! 18.50!!!!!!! 148.00!!!!!!!!!! 1.92!!!!!!!!!! 0.29!!!!!!!!!!!! 43,239.47!!!!!!! 562.11!!!!!!! 84.32!!!!!!!!!!!! 74.41!!!!!!! 595.28!!!!!!!!!! 173,916.14!!!!
American!sweetgum 290!!!!!!! 0.42!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.41! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!290! 24!!!!! 19!!! 0.23!!!!!!!!! 209!!!!!!!!!! 48.07!!!!!!! 13,940.30!!!!!! 181.22!!!!!! 27.18!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!13,940.30! 181.22!!!!!!! 27.18!!!!!!!!!!!! 67.92!!!!!!! 19,696.80!!!!!! 19,696.80!!!!!!
Tulip!tree 11!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!11! 24!!!!! 18!!! 0.28!!!!!!!!! 184!!!!!!!!!! 51.52!!!!!!! 566.72!!!!!!!!!! 7.37!!!!!!!!!! 1.11!!!!!!!!!!!! 566.72!!!!!!!!!!!! 7.37!!!!!!!!!!! 1.11!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 53.94!!!!!!! 593.34!!!!!!!!!! 593.34!!!!!!!!!!
Loblolly!pine 65!!!!!!!! 0.09!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.09! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!65! 24!!!!! 18!!! 0.26!!!!!!!!! 184!!!!!!!!!! 47.84!!!!!!! 3,109.60!!!!!!!! 31.10!!!!!!!! 4.66!!!!!!!!!!!! 3,109.60!!!!!!!!! 31.10!!!!!!!!! 4.66!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 46.29!!!!!!! 3,008.85!!!!!!!! 3,008.85!!!!!!!!
Acacia!amarilla 5!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!5! 6!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 75.34!!!!!!! 376.70!!!!!!!!!! 376.70!!!!!!!!!!
Acacia!species 6!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!6! 6!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 44.08!!!!!!! 264.48!!!!!!!!!! 264.48!!!!!!!!!!
American!hornbeam 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 139.17!!!!!! 139.17!!!!!!!!!! 139.17!!!!!!!!!!
Areca!palm 51!!!!!!!! 0.07!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.07! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!51! 6!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 10.53!!!!!!! 537.03!!!!!!!!!! 537.03!!!!!!!!!!
Arizona!cypress 10!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!10! 6!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 12.39!!!!!!! 123.90!!!!!!!!!! 123.90!!!!!!!!!!
Atlas!cedar 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.00 6!!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.00 0.00 0.00
Australian!pine 10!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!!!! 6!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!10! 6!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 70.16!!!!!!! 701.60!!!!!!!!!! 701.60!!!!!!!!!!
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Avocado 43!!!!!!!!! 0.06!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.06! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!43! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 47.36!!!! 2,036.48!!!!!! 2,036.48!!!!!!!!
Baldcypress 335!!!!!!! 0.48!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.48! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!335! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 64.43!!!! 21,584.05!!!! 21,584.05!!!!!!
Bamboo!species 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 5.99!!!!!! 5.99!!!!!!!!!!!! 5.99!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Bishop!wood 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 88.60!!!! 88.60!!!!!!!!!! 88.60!!!!!!!!!!!!
Bismarckia!palm 7!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!7! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 11.54!!!! 80.78!!!!!!!!!! 80.78!!!!!!!!!!!!
Black!tupelo 2!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 85.93!!!! 171.86!!!!!!!! 171.86!!!!!!!!!!
Bottle!palm 11!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!11! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 12.38!!!! 136.18!!!!!!!! 136.18!!!!!!!!!!
Bottlebrush!species 8!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!8! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 10.96!!!! 87.68!!!!!!!!!! 87.68!!!!!!!!!!!!
Bougainvillea 11!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!11! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.07!!!! 209.77!!!!!!!! 209.77!!!!!!!!!!
Boxelder 2!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 88.31!!!! 176.62!!!!!!!! 176.62!!!!!!!!!!
Brazilian!pepper 21!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.03! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!21! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 15.66!!!! 328.86!!!!!!!! 328.86!!!!!!!!!!
Broad!leaf!podocarpus 15!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!15! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 68.61!!!! 1,029.15!!!!!! 1,029.15!!!!!!!!
Burmese!fishtail!palm 11!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!11! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 10.27!!!! 112.97!!!!!!!! 112.97!!!!!!!!!!
Cabbage!palmetto 2,921!!!! 4.18!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!4.18! !!!!!!!!!!!!2,921! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6.60!!!!!! 19,278.60!!!! 19,278.60!!!!!!
California!palm 5!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!5! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6.07!!!!!! 30.35!!!!!!!!!! 30.35!!!!!!!!!!!!
Callery!pear 101!!!!!!! 0.14!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.14! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!101! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 28.08!!!! 2,836.08!!!!!! 2,836.08!!!!!!!!
Camphor!tree 904!!!!!!! 1.29!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1.29! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!904! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 90.73!!!! 82,019.92!!!! 82,019.92!!!!!!
Canary!island!date!palm 145!!!!!!! 0.21!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.21! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!145! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 9.24!!!!!! 1,339.80!!!!!! 1,339.80!!!!!!!!
Carnauba!wax!palm 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 13.04!!!! 13.04!!!!!!!!!! 13.04!!!!!!!!!!!!
Carolina!laurelcherry 460!!!!!!! 0.66!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.66! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!460! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 69.69!!!! 32,057.40!!!! 32,057.40!!!!!!
Carrotwood 9!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!9! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 49.29!!!! 443.61!!!!!!!! 443.61!!!!!!!!!!
Cassia!species 19!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.03! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!19! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 9.66!!!!!! 183.54!!!!!!!! 183.54!!!!!!!!!!
Chickasaw!plum 5!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!5! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.80!!!! 99.00!!!!!!!!!! 99.00!!!!!!!!!!!!
Chinaberry!tree 93!!!!!!!!! 0.13!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.13! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!93! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 103.62!! 9,636.66!!!!!! 9,636.66!!!!!!!!
Chinese!elm 2,520!!!! 3.61!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!3.60! !!!!!!!!!!!!2,520! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 64.20!!!! 161,784.00! 161,784.00!!!!
Chinese!fan!palm 98!!!!!!!!! 0.14!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.14! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!98! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 8.48!!!!!! 831.04!!!!!!!! 831.04!!!!!!!!!!
Chinese!fringe!tree 2!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 72.10!!!! 144.20!!!!!!!! 144.20!!!!!!!!!!
Chinese!holly 22!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.03! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!22! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 18.51!!!! 407.22!!!!!!!! 407.22!!!!!!!!!!
Chinese!juniper 8!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!8! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 16.15!!!! 129.20!!!!!!!! 129.20!!!!!!!!!!
Chinese!magnolia;!Saucer!magnolia 4!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 8.87!!!!!! 35.48!!!!!!!!!! 35.48!!!!!!!!!!!!
Chinese!rain!tree 299!!!!!!! 0.43!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.43! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!299! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 51.16!!!! 15,296.84!!!! 15,296.84!!!!!!
Chinese!tallowtree 370!!!!!!! 0.53!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.53! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!370! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 61.41!!!! 22,721.70!!!! 22,721.70!!!!!!
Christmas!palm 29!!!!!!!!! 0.04!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.04! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!29! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 11.44!!!! 331.76!!!!!!!! 331.76!!!!!!!!!!
Citrus!species 210!!!!!!! 0.30!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.30! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!210! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24.75!!!! 5,197.50!!!!!! 5,197.50!!!!!!!!
Coconut!palm 4!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 15.91!!!! 63.64!!!!!!!!!! 63.64!!!!!!!!!!!!
Common!crapemyrtle 15,767!! 22.59!!!!! 6! 12.67! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!9.87! !!!!!!!!!!!!6,905! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 12.23!!!! 192,830.41! 84,443.12!!!!!!
Common!fig 3!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 7.20!!!!!! 21.60!!!!!!!!!! 21.60!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Common!peach 15!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!15! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 13.67!!! 205.05!!!!!!!!! 205.05!!!!!!!!!
Common!pear 1!!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 37.45!!! 37.45!!!!!!!!!! 37.45!!!!!!!!!!!
Common!persimmon 11!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!11! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 64.58!!! 710.38!!!!!!!!! 710.38!!!!!!!!!
Coral!tree 4!!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 44.08!!! 176.32!!!!!!!!! 176.32!!!!!!!!!
Date!palm 324!!!!!!! 0.46!!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.46! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!324! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 5.29!!!!! 1,713.96!!!!!! 1,713.96!!!!!!!
Datura!species 1!!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 5.99!!!!! 5.99!!!!!!!!!!!! 5.99!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Deodar!cedar 2!!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 45.38!!! 90.76!!!!!!!!!! 90.76!!!!!!!!!!!
Dwarf!poinciana 2!!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 32.38!!! 64.76!!!!!!!!!! 64.76!!!!!!!!!!!
Ear!pod!tree 39!!!!!!!!! 0.05!!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.06! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!39! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 121.81! 4,750.59!!!!!! 4,750.59!!!!!!!
Eastern!cottonwood 1!!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 71.49!!! 71.49!!!!!!!!!! 71.49!!!!!!!!!!!
Eastern!red!cedar 1!!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24.62!!! 24.62!!!!!!!!!! 24.62!!!!!!!!!!!
Eastern!redbud 40!!!!!!!!! 0.06!!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.06! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!40! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 12.38!!! 495.20!!!!!!!!! 495.20!!!!!!!!!
Elm!hybrid 5!!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!5! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 70.36!!! 351.80!!!!!!!!! 351.80!!!!!!!!!
Elm!species 8!!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!8! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 64.73!!! 517.84!!!!!!!!! 517.84!!!!!!!!!
Eucalyptus!species 11!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!11! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 55.82!!! 614.02!!!!!!!!! 614.02!!!!!!!!!
European!black!elderberry 6!!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!6! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 17.81!!! 106.86!!!!!!!!! 106.86!!!!!!!!!
False!Banyan 1!!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 51.05!!! 51.05!!!!!!!!!! 51.05!!!!!!!!!!!
Fiddle!leaf!fig 3!!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 30.04!!! 90.12!!!!!!!!!! 90.12!!!!!!!!!!!
Fig!species 18!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.03! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!18! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 52.97!!! 953.46!!!!!!!!! 953.46!!!!!!!!!
Flowering!dogwood 73!!!!!!!!! 0.10!!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.10! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!73! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 14.93!!! 1,089.89!!!!!! 1,089.89!!!!!!!
Foxtail!palm 46!!!!!!!!! 0.07!!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.07! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!46! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 10.42!!! 479.32!!!!!!!!! 479.32!!!!!!!!!
Frangipani 5!!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!5! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 26.78!!! 133.90!!!!!!!!! 133.90!!!!!!!!!
Fraser!photinia 99!!!!!!!!! 0.14!!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.14! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!99! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 39.54!!! 3,914.46!!!!!! 3,914.46!!!!!!!
Giant!crapemyrtle 1!!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 23.06!!! 23.06!!!!!!!!!! 23.06!!!!!!!!!!!
Glossy!privet 30!!!!!!!!! 0.04!!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.04! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!30! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.75!!! 652.50!!!!!!!!! 652.50!!!!!!!!!
Golden!shower!tree 4!!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 34.01!!! 136.04!!!!!!!!! 136.04!!!!!!!!!
Golden!trumpet!tree 232!!!!!!! 0.33!!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.33! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!232! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 49.69!!! 11,528.08!!!! 11,528.08!!!!!
Goldenrain!tree 20!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.03! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!20! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 29.88!!! 597.60!!!!!!!!! 597.60!!!!!!!!!
Grapefruit 1!!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 27.01!!! 27.01!!!!!!!!!! 27.01!!!!!!!!!!!
Grugru!palm 1!!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 13.04!!! 13.04!!!!!!!!!! 13.04!!!!!!!!!!!
Hickory!species 8!!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!8! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 41.43!!! 331.44!!!!!!!!! 331.44!!!!!!!!!
Holly!species 1,341!!!!! 1.92!!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1.92! !!!!!!!!!!!!1,341! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 26.06!!! 34,946.46!!!! 34,946.46!!!!!
India!tamarind 3!!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 42.21!!! 126.63!!!!!!!!! 126.63!!!!!!!!!
Indian!hawthorn 11!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!11! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 13.09!!! 143.99!!!!!!!!! 143.99!!!!!!!!!
Indian!rubber!plant 27!!!!!!!!! 0.04!!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.04! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!27! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 30.93!!! 835.11!!!!!!!!! 835.11!!!!!!!!!
Indiantree!spurge 4!!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 12.20!!! 48.80!!!!!!!!!! 48.80!!!!!!!!!!!
Italian!cypress 39!!!!!!!!! 0.06!!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.06! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!39! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 18.99!!! 740.61!!!!!!!!! 740.61!!!!!!!!!
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Jacaranda 23!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.03! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!23! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 58.14!!!!! 1,337.22!!! 1,337.22!!!!!!!!
Japanese!blueberry!tree 283!!!!!!!!! 0.41!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.40! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!283! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 31.54!!!!! 8,925.82!!! 8,925.82!!!!!!!!
Japanese!maple 1!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 7.20!!!!!! 7.20!!!!!!!!! 7.20!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Japanese!privet 587!!!!!!!!! 0.84!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.84! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!587! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 22.48!!!!! 13,195.76! 13,195.76!!!!!!
Jelly!palm 286!!!!!!!!! 0.41!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.41! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!286! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 8.53!!!!!! 2,439.58!!! 2,439.58!!!!!!!!
Jerusalem!thorn 10!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!10! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 13.05!!!!! 130.50!!!!!! 130.50!!!!!!!!!!!
Juniper!species 51!!!!!!!!!! 0.07!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.07! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!51! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 26.84!!!!! 1,368.84!!! 1,368.84!!!!!!!!
King!sago 2!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 11.99!!!!! 23.98!!!!!!!! 23.98!!!!!!!!!!!!
Lady!palm 1!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 12.16!!!!! 12.16!!!!!!!! 12.16!!!!!!!!!!!!
Lakeview!jessamine 11!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!11! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 9.54!!!!!! 104.94!!!!!! 104.94!!!!!!!!!!!
Lemon!scented!gum 1!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 27.01!!!!! 27.01!!!!!!!! 27.01!!!!!!!!!!!!
Leyland!cypress 9!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!9! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 38.30!!!!! 344.70!!!!!! 344.70!!!!!!!!!!!
Loblolly!bay 17!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!17! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 28.08!!!!! 477.36!!!!!! 477.36!!!!!!!!!!!
Longleaf!pine 144!!!!!!!!! 0.21!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.21! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!144! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 61.96!!!!! 8,922.24!!! 8,922.24!!!!!!!!
Loquat!tree 264!!!!!!!!! 0.38!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.38! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!264! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 25.41!!!!! 6,708.24!!! 6,708.24!!!!!!!!
Macadamia!nut!tree 2!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 56.70!!!!! 113.40!!!!!! 113.40!!!!!!!!!!!
Magnolia!species 21!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.03! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!21! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 20.47!!!!! 429.87!!!!!! 429.87!!!!!!!!!!!
Majesty!palm 4!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 10.86!!!!! 43.44!!!!!!!! 43.44!!!!!!!!!!!!
Mango 10!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!10! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 17.85!!!!! 178.50!!!!!! 178.50!!!!!!!!!!!
Maypan!coconut!Palm 1!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 18.03!!!!! 18.03!!!!!!!! 18.03!!!!!!!!!!!!
Mediterranean!fan!palm 19!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.03! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!19! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 12.44!!!!! 236.36!!!!!! 236.36!!!!!!!!!!!
Mexican!fan!palm 1,394!!!!!! 2.00!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!1.99! !!!!!!!!!!!!!1,394! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 9.66!!!!!! 13,466.04! 13,466.04!!!!!!
Mexican!holdback 7!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!7! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 11.57!!!!! 80.99!!!!!!!! 80.99!!!!!!!!!!!!
Mimosa 52!!!!!!!!!! 0.07!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.07! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!52! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.69!!!!! 1,127.88!!! 1,127.88!!!!!!!!
Mountain!ebony 97!!!!!!!!!! 0.14!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.14! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!97! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 57.85!!!!! 5,611.45!!! 5,611.45!!!!!!!!
Mulberry!species 1!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 137.20!! 137.20!!!!!! 137.20!!!!!!!!!!!
Myrtle!oak 1!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 72.10!!!!! 72.10!!!!!!!! 72.10!!!!!!!!!!!!
Norfolk!Island!pine 146!!!!!!!!! 0.21!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.21! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!146! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.59!!!!! 2,860.14!!! 2,860.14!!!!!!!!
Northern!hackberry 1!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 150.43!! 150.43!!!!!! 150.43!!!!!!!!!!!
Nuttal!oak 108!!!!!!!!! 0.15!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.15! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!108! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24.37!!!!! 2,631.96!!! 2,631.96!!!!!!!!
Oak!hybrid 5!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!5! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 188.38!! 941.90!!!!!! 941.90!!!!!!!!!!!
Oak!species 15!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!15! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 43.95!!!!! 659.25!!!!!! 659.25!!!!!!!!!!!
Oleander 20!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.03! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!20! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 18.39!!!!! 367.80!!!!!! 367.80!!!!!!!!!!!
Orange!Wattle 9!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!9! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 43.36!!!!! 390.24!!!!!! 390.24!!!!!!!!!!!
Oriental!arborvitae 448!!!!!!!!! 0.64!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.64! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!448! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 16.61!!!!! 7,441.28!!! 7,441.28!!!!!!!!
Oriental!sweetgum 87!!!!!!!!!! 0.12!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.12! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!87! 6!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 63.34!!!!! 5,510.58!!! 5,510.58!!!!!!!!
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Pagoda!flower 9!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!9! 6!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 8.88!!!!!! 79.92!!!!!!!! 79.92!!!!!!!!!!!
Papaya 21!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.03! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!21! 6!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.02!!!! 441.42!!!!!! 441.42!!!!!!!!!!
Paper!mulberry 22!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.03! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!22! 6!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 86.15!!!! 1,895.30!!! 1,895.30!!!!!!!
Paradise!apple 2!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2! 6!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.89!!!! 43.78!!!!!!!! 43.78!!!!!!!!!!!
Paradise!tree 2!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2! 6!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 36.11!!!! 72.22!!!!!!!! 72.22!!!!!!!!!!!
Paurotis!palm 16!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!16! 6!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 12.22!!!! 195.52!!!!!! 195.52!!!!!!!!!!
Peltophorum!species 8!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!8! 6!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 134.18! 1,073.44!!! 1,073.44!!!!!!!
Photinia!species 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.00!!!! 19.00!!!!!!!! 19.00!!!!!!!!!!!
Pine!species 4!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4! 6!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 41.18!!!! 164.72!!!!!! 164.72!!!!!!!!!!
Pineapple!guava 10!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!10! 6!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 5.99!!!!!! 59.90!!!!!!!! 59.90!!!!!!!!!!!
Pink!powder!puff!tree 8!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!8! 6!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 12.50!!!! 100.00!!!!!! 100.00!!!!!!!!!!
Pond!cypress 4!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4! 6!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 123.31! 493.24!!!!!! 493.24!!!!!!!!!!
Pongam 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 69.32!!!! 69.32!!!!!!!! 69.32!!!!!!!!!!!
Pony6tail!palm 4!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4! 6!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 12.16!!!! 48.64!!!!!!!! 48.64!!!!!!!!!!!
Privet!species 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 36.11!!!! 36.11!!!!!!!! 36.11!!!!!!!!!!!
Punktree 46!!!!!!!! 0.07!!!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.07! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!46! 6!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 62.61!!!! 2,880.06!!! 2,880.06!!!!!!!
Purple!glory!tree 13!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!13! 6!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 14.06!!!! 182.78!!!!!! 182.78!!!!!!!!!!
Pygmy!date!palm 160!!!!!!! 0.23!!!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.23! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!160! 6!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 12.26!!!! 1,961.60!!! 1,961.60!!!!!!!
Queen!palm 824!!!!!!! 1.18!!!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!1.18! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!824! 6!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 16.01!!!! 13,192.24! 13,192.24!!!!!
Queen!sago 2!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2! 6!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 7.26!!!!!! 14.52!!!!!!!! 14.52!!!!!!!!!!!
Queensland!umbrella!tree 22!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.03! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!22! 6!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 32.80!!!! 721.60!!!!!! 721.60!!!!!!!!!!
Rattlebox 3!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3! 6!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 7.20!!!!!! 21.60!!!!!!!! 21.60!!!!!!!!!!!
Redbay 4!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4! 6!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 61.83!!!! 247.32!!!!!! 247.32!!!!!!!!!!
Ribbon!palm 13!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!13! 6!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 8.05!!!!!! 104.65!!!!!! 104.65!!!!!!!!!!
Rose!mallow!hibiscus 3!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3! 6!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 11.65!!!! 34.95!!!!!!!! 34.95!!!!!!!!!!!
Royal!paulownia 2!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2! 6!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.89!!!! 43.78!!!!!!!! 43.78!!!!!!!!!!!
Royal!poinciana 7!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!7! 6!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24.01!!!! 168.07!!!!!! 168.07!!!!!!!!!!
Rusty!pittosporum 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.00!!!! 19.00!!!!!!!! 19.00!!!!!!!!!!!
Sand!live!oak 77!!!!!!!! 0.11!!!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.11! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!77! 6!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 191.79! 14,767.83! 14,767.83!!!!!
Sand!pine 6!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!6! 6!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 31.50!!!! 189.00!!!!!! 189.00!!!!!!!!!!
Sawtooth!oak 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 23.06!!!! 23.06!!!!!!!! 23.06!!!!!!!!!!!
Sea!grape 9!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!9! 6!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.24!!!! 173.16!!!!!! 173.16!!!!!!!!!!
Sea!hibiscus 3!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3! 6!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 27.08!!!! 81.24!!!!!!!! 81.24!!!!!!!!!!!
Senegal!date!palm 55!!!!!!!! 0.08!!!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.08! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!55! 6!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 16.08!!!! 884.40!!!!!! 884.40!!!!!!!!!!
Shooting!star 3!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3! 6!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.00!!!! 57.00!!!!!!!! 57.00!!!!!!!!!!!
Shortleaf!pine 11!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!11! 6!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 55.12!!!! 606.32!!!!!! 606.32!!!!!!!!!!
Siberian!elm 2!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!!!!!! 6! 6! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2! 6!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 71.49!!!! 142.98!!!!!! 142.98!!!!!!!!!!
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Silk!floss!tree 11!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!11! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 58.43!!!!!!!!! 642.73!!!!!!!!!!!! 642.73!!!!!!!!!!!!
Silk!oak 2!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 51.05!!!!!!!!! 102.10!!!!!!!!!!!! 102.10!!!!!!!!!!!!
Silver!trumpet!tree 9!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!9! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 52.50!!!!!!!!! 472.50!!!!!!!!!!!! 472.50!!!!!!!!!!!!
Slash!pine 946!!!!!!! 1.36!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!1.35! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!946! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 39.93!!!!!!!!! 37,773.78!!!!!!! 37,773.78!!!!!!!!
Southern!bayberry 25!!!!!!!! 0.04!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.04! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!25! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 27.05!!!!!!!!! 676.25!!!!!!!!!!!! 676.25!!!!!!!!!!!!
Southern!hackberry 7!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!7! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 29.94!!!!!!!!! 209.58!!!!!!!!!!!! 209.58!!!!!!!!!!!!
Southern!redcedar 166!!!!!!! 0.24!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.24! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!166! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 49.11!!!!!!!!! 8,152.26!!!!!!!!! 8,152.26!!!!!!!!!!
Spicy!jatropha 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 5.99!!!!!!!!!!! 5.99!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 5.99!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Star!fruit 3!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 14.67!!!!!!!!! 44.01!!!!!!!!!!!!! 44.01!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Star!magnolia 2!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 13.87!!!!!!!!! 27.74!!!!!!!!!!!!! 27.74!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Stone!fruit!species 25!!!!!!!! 0.04!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.04! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!25! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 10.34!!!!!!!!! 258.50!!!!!!!!!!!! 258.50!!!!!!!!!!!!
Surinam!cherry 16!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!16! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 54.00!!!!!!!!! 864.00!!!!!!!!!!!! 864.00!!!!!!!!!!!!
Sweet!viburnum 2!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 32.38!!!!!!!!! 64.76!!!!!!!!!!!!! 64.76!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Sweetbay!magnolia 3!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 38.06!!!!!!!!! 114.18!!!!!!!!!!!! 114.18!!!!!!!!!!!!
Thornless!honeylocust 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 41.65!!!!!!!!! 41.65!!!!!!!!!!!!! 41.65!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Tipu!tree 8!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!8! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 96.44!!!!!!!!! 771.52!!!!!!!!!!!! 771.52!!!!!!!!!!!!
Toddy!palm 51!!!!!!!! 0.07!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.07! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!51! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6.50!!!!!!!!!!! 331.50!!!!!!!!!!!! 331.50!!!!!!!!!!!!
Triangle!palm 7!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!7! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 12.24!!!!!!!!! 85.68!!!!!!!!!!!!! 85.68!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Trumpet6tree 371!!!!!!! 0.53!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.53! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!371! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 46.10!!!!!!!!! 17,103.10!!!!!!! 17,103.10!!!!!!!!
Unknown!shrub 2!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 32.03!!!!!!!!! 64.06!!!!!!!!!!!!! 64.06!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Unknown!tree 91!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.13! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!91! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 37.41!!!!!!!!! 3,404.31!!!!!!!!! 3,404.31!!!!!!!!!!
Viburnum 29!!!!!!!! 0.04!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.04! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!29! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 31.03!!!!!!!!! 899.87!!!!!!!!!!!! 899.87!!!!!!!!!!!!
Walsh!River!palm 20!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.03! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!20! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6.64!!!!!!!!!!! 132.80!!!!!!!!!!!! 132.80!!!!!!!!!!!!
Weeping!bottlebrush 120!!!!!!! 0.17!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.17! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!120! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 60.91!!!!!!!!! 7,309.20!!!!!!!!! 7,309.20!!!!!!!!!!
Weeping!fig 56!!!!!!!! 0.08!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.08! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!56! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 33.56!!!!!!!!! 1,879.36!!!!!!!!! 1,879.36!!!!!!!!!!
Weeping!willow 8!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!8! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 22.94!!!!!!!!! 183.52!!!!!!!!!!!! 183.52!!!!!!!!!!!!
White!cedar 28!!!!!!!! 0.04!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.04! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!28! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 32.51!!!!!!!!! 910.28!!!!!!!!!!!! 910.28!!!!!!!!!!!!
White!mulberry 24!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.03! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!24! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 51.13!!!!!!!!! 1,227.12!!!!!!!!! 1,227.12!!!!!!!!!!
White!oak 2!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 56.57!!!!!!!!! 113.14!!!!!!!!!!!! 113.14!!!!!!!!!!!!
Winter!cassia 3!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 9.42!!!!!!!!!!! 28.26!!!!!!!!!!!!! 28.26!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Yaupon 3!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 32.51!!!!!!!!! 97.53!!!!!!!!!!!!! 97.53!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Yellow!trumpet!tree 13!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!13! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6.33!!!!!!!!!!! 82.29!!!!!!!!!!!!! 82.29!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Yew!podocarpus 156!!!!!!! 0.22!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.22! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!156! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 64.33!!!!!!!!! 10,035.48!!!!!!! 10,035.48!!!!!!!!
Yucca!species 3!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 11.01!!!!!!!!! 33.03!!!!!!!!!!!!! 33.03!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Totals 69,948! 100.00!! 25.00!! 25.00! 100.00!!!!!!!!! 69,948!!!!!!!!! 4,721.72!!! 4,978,613.65! 64,712.65! 9,706.90!!!!!! 9,341,168.01! 121,425.86! 18,213.88!!!!! 9,550.37!!!!! 5,027,339.42!!! 5,344,451.34!!!!
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English!walnut 2!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!!!!! 3.33! 6!!! 3.35!!!!!!!!!!!!! 383!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 21!!!!!! 2.63!!!!!!!!!!! 262!!!!!!!!!! 689.06!!!!! 1,378.12!!!!!!!! 17.92!!!!!! 2.69!!!!!!!!!!! 264,244.04!!!!!! 3,435.17!!!! 515.28!!!!!!!!! 67.28!!!!!!! 134.56!!!!!!!!! 25,800.86!!!!!
Black!walnut 61!!!!!!!! 0.53!!!!!!!!! 1.00! 6!!! 1.53!!!!!!!!!!!!! 176!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 26!!!!!! 2.58!!!!!!!!!!! 414!!!!!!!!!! 1,068.12! 65,155.32!!!!!!! 847.02!!!!! 127.05!!!!!!!! 187,519.15!!!!!! 2,437.75!!!! 365.66!!!!!!!!! 69.84!!!!!!! 4,260.24!!!!!! 12,261.11!!!!!
Black!cherry 24!!!!!!!! 0.21!!!!!!!!! 3.33! 6!!! 3.54!!!!!!!!!!!!! 405!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 20!!!!!! 2.08!!!!!!!!!!! 234!!!!!!!!!! 486.72!!!!! 11,681.28!!!!!!! 151.86!!!!! 22.78!!!!!!!!!! 197,357.56!!!!!! 2,565.65!!!! 384.85!!!!!!!!! 77.39!!!!!!! 1,857.36!!!!!! 31,380.47!!!!!
Eastern!red!cedar 32!!!!!!!! 0.28!!!!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 0.28!!!!!!!!!!!!! 32!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 16!!!!!!! 17!!!!!! 2.04!!!!!!!!!!! 121!!!!!!!!!! 246.84!!!!! 7,898.88!!!!!!!! 102.69!!!!! 15.40!!!!!!!!!! 7,898.88!!!!!!!!! 102.69!!!!!!! 15.40!!!!!!!!!!! 28.72!!!!!!! 919.04!!!!!!!!! 919.04!!!!!!!!!!
Northern!white!cedar 68!!!!!!!! 0.59!!!!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 0.59!!!!!!!!!!!!! 68!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 16!!!!!!! 12!!!!!! 2.04!!!!!!!!!!! 56!!!!!!!!!!! 114.24!!!!! 7,768.32!!!!!!!! 100.99!!!!! 15.15!!!!!!!!!! 7,768.32!!!!!!!!! 100.99!!!!!!! 15.15!!!!!!!!!!! 15.31!!!!!!! 1,041.08!!!!!! 1,041.08!!!!!!!
Black!locust 24!!!!!!!! 0.21!!!!!!!!! 3.33! 6!!! 3.54!!!!!!!!!!!!! 405!!!!!!!!!!!!! 16!!!!!!! 29!!!!!! 1.16!!!!!!!!!!! 375!!!!!!!!!! 435.00!!!!! 10,440.00!!!!!!! 135.72!!!!! 20.36!!!!!!!!!! 176,385.89!!!!!! 2,293.02!!!! 343.95!!!!!!!!! 70.90!!!!!!! 1,701.60!!!!!! 28,748.87!!!!!
Black!maple 9!!!!!!!!!! 0.08!!!!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 0.08!!!!!!!!!!!!! 9!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 1.08!!!!!!!!!!! 346!!!!!!!!!! 373.68!!!!! 3,363.12!!!!!!!! 43.72!!!!!! 6.56!!!!!!!!!!! 3,363.12!!!!!!!!! 43.72!!!!!!!! 6.56!!!!!!!!!!!! 58.07!!!!!!! 522.63!!!!!!!!! 522.63!!!!!!!!!!
Sugar!maple 868!!!!!!! 7.58!!!!!!!!! 6!!! 3.33! 4.25!!!!!!!!!!!!! 487!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 22!!!!!! 1.08!!!!!!!!!!! 290!!!!!!!!!! 313.20!!!!! 271,857.60!!!!! 3,534.15! 530.12!!!!!!!! 152,376.56!!!!!! 1,980.90!!!! 297.13!!!!!!!!! 71.22!!!!!!! 61,818.96!!!! 34,649.61!!!!!
Bur!oak 174!!!!!!! 1.52!!!!!!!!! 3.33! 6!!! 4.85!!!!!!!!!!!!! 555!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 25!!!!!! 0.98!!!!!!!!!!! 380!!!!!!!!!! 372.40!!!!! 64,797.60!!!!!!! 842.37!!!!! 126.36!!!!!!!! 206,862.54!!!!!! 2,689.21!!!! 403.38!!!!!!!!! 99.52!!!!!!! 17,316.48!!!! 55,281.85!!!!!
Chestnut!oak 2!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!!!!! 3.33! 6!!! 3.35!!!!!!!!!!!!! 383!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 13!!!!!! 0.98!!!!!!!!!!! 90!!!!!!!!!!! 88.20!!!!!! 176.40!!!!!!!!!!! 2.29!!!!!!!! 0.34!!!!!!!!!!! 33,823.36!!!!!!! 439.70!!!!!!! 65.96!!!!!!!!!!! 64.20!!!!!!! 128.40!!!!!!!!! 24,619.72!!!!!
Chinkapin!oak 8!!!!!!!!!! 0.07!!!!!!!!! 3.33! 6!!! 3.40!!!!!!!!!!!!! 389!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 34!!!!!! 0.98!!!!!!!!!!! 728!!!!!!!!!! 713.44!!!!! 5,707.52!!!!!!!! 74.20!!!!!! 11.13!!!!!!!!!! 277,874.04!!!!!! 3,612.36!!!! 541.85!!!!!!!!! 74.38!!!!!!! 595.04!!!!!!!!! 28,969.88!!!!!
English!oak 205!!!!!!! 1.79!!!!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 1.79!!!!!!!!!!!!! 205!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 20!!!!!! 0.98!!!!!!!!!!! 234!!!!!!!!!! 229.32!!!!! 47,010.60!!!!!!! 611.14!!!!! 91.67!!!!!!!!!! 47,010.60!!!!!!! 611.14!!!!!!! 91.67!!!!!!!!!!! 78.82!!!!!!! 16,158.10!!!! 16,158.10!!!!!
Swamp!white!oak 161!!!!!!! 1.41!!!!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 1.41!!!!!!!!!!!!! 161!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 17!!!!!! 0.98!!!!!!!!!!! 164!!!!!!!!!! 160.72!!!!! 25,875.92!!!!!!! 336.39!!!!! 50.46!!!!!!!!!! 25,875.92!!!!!!! 336.39!!!!!!! 50.46!!!!!!!!!!! 64.43!!!!!!! 10,373.23!!!! 10,373.23!!!!!
White!oak 155!!!!!!! 1.35!!!!!!!!! 3.33! 6!!! 4.68!!!!!!!!!!!!! 536!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 20!!!!!! 0.98!!!!!!!!!!! 234!!!!!!!!!! 229.32!!!!! 35,544.60!!!!!!! 462.08!!!!! 69.31!!!!!!!!!! 123,026.69!!!!!! 1,599.35!!!! 239.90!!!!!!!!! 100.41!!!!! 15,563.55!!!! 53,868.44!!!!!
Osage!orange 5!!!!!!!!!! 0.04!!!!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 0.04!!!!!!!!!!!!! 5!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 37!!!!!! 0.78!!!!!!!!!!! 622!!!!!!!!!! 485.16!!!!! 2,425.80!!!!!!!! 31.54!!!!!! 4.73!!!!!!!!!!! 2,425.80!!!!!!!!! 31.54!!!!!!!! 4.73!!!!!!!!!!!! 77.09!!!!!!! 385.45!!!!!!!!! 385.45!!!!!!!!!!
American!elm 5!!!!!!!!!! 0.04!!!!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 0.04!!!!!!!!!!!!! 5!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 28!!!!!! 0.75!!!!!!!!!!! 482!!!!!!!!!! 361.50!!!!! 1,807.50!!!!!!!! 23.50!!!!!! 3.52!!!!!!!!!!! 1,807.50!!!!!!!!! 23.50!!!!!!!! 3.52!!!!!!!!!!!! 101.80!!!!! 509.00!!!!!!!!! 509.00!!!!!!!!!!
Cucumber!tree 11!!!!!!!! 0.10!!!!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 0.10!!!!!!!!!!!!! 11!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 16!!!!!!! 26!!!!!! 0.75!!!!!!!!!!! 414!!!!!!!!!! 310.50!!!!! 3,415.50!!!!!!!! 44.40!!!!!! 6.66!!!!!!!!!!! 3,415.50!!!!!!!!! 44.40!!!!!!!! 6.66!!!!!!!!!!!! 26.83!!!!!!! 295.13!!!!!!!!! 295.13!!!!!!!!!!
Common!alder 18!!!!!!!! 0.16!!!!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 0.16!!!!!!!!!!!!! 18!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 16!!!!!!! 14!!!!!! 0.47!!!!!!!!!!! 105!!!!!!!!!! 49.35!!!!!! 888.30!!!!!!!!!!! 11.55!!!!!! 1.73!!!!!!!!!!! 888.30!!!!!!!!!!!! 11.55!!!!!!!! 1.73!!!!!!!!!!!! 48.31!!!!!!! 869.58!!!!!!!!! 869.58!!!!!!!!!!
Northern!red!oak 616!!!!!!! 5.38!!!!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 5.38!!!!!!!!!!!!! 616!!!!!!!!!!!!! 16!!!!!!! 23!!!!!! 0.43!!!!!!!!!!! 318!!!!!!!!!! 136.74!!!!! 84,231.84!!!!!!! 1,095.01! 164.25!!!!!!!! 84,231.84!!!!!!! 1,095.01!!!! 164.25!!!!!!!!! 109.00!!!!! 67,144.00!!!! 67,144.00!!!!!
Pin!oak!x!Willow!oak 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 22!!!!!! 0.43!!!!!!!!!!! 290!!!!!!!!!! 124.70!!!!! 124.70!!!!!!!!!!! 1.62!!!!!!!! 0.24!!!!!!!!!!! 124.70!!!!!!!!!!!! 1.62!!!!!!!!!! 0.24!!!!!!!!!!!! 109.61!!!!! 109.61!!!!!!!!! 109.61!!!!!!!!!!
Scarlet!oak 11!!!!!!!! 0.10!!!!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 0.10!!!!!!!!!!!!! 11!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 28!!!!!! 0.43!!!!!!!!!!! 482!!!!!!!!!! 207.26!!!!! 2,279.86!!!!!!!! 29.64!!!!!! 4.45!!!!!!!!!!! 2,279.86!!!!!!!!! 29.64!!!!!!!! 4.45!!!!!!!!!!!! 81.64!!!!!!! 898.04!!!!!!!!! 898.04!!!!!!!!!!
Shingle!oak 37!!!!!!!! 0.32!!!!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 0.32!!!!!!!!!!!!! 37!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 19!!!!!! 0.43!!!!!!!!!!! 209!!!!!!!!!! 89.87!!!!!! 3,325.19!!!!!!!! 43.23!!!!!! 6.48!!!!!!!!!!! 3,325.19!!!!!!!!! 43.23!!!!!!!! 6.48!!!!!!!!!!!! 88.98!!!!!!! 3,292.26!!!!!! 3,292.26!!!!!!!
Shumard!oak 10!!!!!!!! 0.09!!!!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 0.09!!!!!!!!!!!!! 10!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 23!!!!!! 0.43!!!!!!!!!!! 318!!!!!!!!!! 136.74!!!!! 1,367.40!!!!!!!! 17.78!!!!!! 2.67!!!!!!!!!!! 1,367.40!!!!!!!!! 17.78!!!!!!!! 2.67!!!!!!!!!!!! 51.25!!!!!!! 512.50!!!!!!!!! 512.50!!!!!!!!!!
Willow!oak 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 42!!!!!! 0.43!!!!!!!!!!! 1,100!!!!!!! 473.00!!!!! 473.00!!!!!!!!!!! 6.15!!!!!!!! 0.92!!!!!!!!!!! 473.00!!!!!!!!!!!! 6.15!!!!!!!!!! 0.92!!!!!!!!!!!! 168.13!!!!! 168.13!!!!!!!!! 168.13!!!!!!!!!!
Black!oak 14!!!!!!!! 0.12!!!!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 0.12!!!!!!!!!!!!! 14!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 31!!!!!! 0.40!!!!!!!!!!! 602!!!!!!!!!! 240.80!!!!! 3,371.20!!!!!!!! 43.83!!!!!! 6.57!!!!!!!!!!! 3,371.20!!!!!!!!! 43.83!!!!!!!! 6.57!!!!!!!!!!!! 92.86!!!!!!! 1,300.04!!!!!! 1,300.04!!!!!!!
Blue!ash 7!!!!!!!!!! 0.06!!!!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 0.06!!!!!!!!!!!!! 7!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 19!!!!!! 0.40!!!!!!!!!!! 209!!!!!!!!!! 83.60!!!!!! 585.20!!!!!!!!!!! 7.61!!!!!!!! 1.14!!!!!!!!!!! 585.20!!!!!!!!!!!! 7.61!!!!!!!!!! 1.14!!!!!!!!!!!! 67.56!!!!!!! 472.92!!!!!!!!! 472.92!!!!!!!!!!
European!ash 4!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 0.03!!!!!!!!!!!!! 4!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 0.40!!!!!!!!!!! 346!!!!!!!!!! 138.40!!!!! 553.60!!!!!!!!!!! 7.20!!!!!!!! 1.08!!!!!!!!!!! 553.60!!!!!!!!!!!! 7.20!!!!!!!!!! 1.08!!!!!!!!!!!! 64.75!!!!!!! 259.00!!!!!!!!! 259.00!!!!!!!!!!
Green!ash 334!!!!!!! 2.92!!!!!!!!! 6!!! 2.00! 0.92!!!!!!!!!!!!! 105!!!!!!!!!!!!! 16!!!!!!! 22!!!!!! 0.40!!!!!!!!!!! 290!!!!!!!!!! 116.00!!!!! 38,744.00!!!!!!! 503.67!!!!! 75.55!!!!!!!!!! 12,166.08!!!!!!! 158.16!!!!!!! 23.72!!!!!!!!!!! 74.23!!!!!!! 24,792.82!!!! 7,785.24!!!!!!!
White!ash 161!!!!!!! 1.41!!!!!!!!! 6!!! 1.00! 0.41!!!!!!!!!!!!! 46!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 18!!!!!! 0.40!!!!!!!!!!! 184!!!!!!!!!! 73.60!!!!!! 11,849.60!!!!!!! 154.04!!!!! 23.11!!!!!!!!!! 3,417.98!!!!!!!!! 44.43!!!!!!!! 6.67!!!!!!!!!!!! 62.21!!!!!!! 10,015.81!!!! 2,889.03!!!!!!!
Bitternut!hickory 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 13!!!!!! 0.39!!!!!!!!!!! 90!!!!!!!!!!! 35.10!!!!!! 35.10!!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.46!!!!!!!! 0.07!!!!!!!!!!! 35.10!!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.46!!!!!!!!!! 0.07!!!!!!!!!!!! 73.91!!!!!!! 73.91!!!!!!!!!! 73.91!!!!!!!!!!!
Douglas!fir 11!!!!!!!! 0.10!!!!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 0.10!!!!!!!!!!!!! 11!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 14!!!!!! 0.39!!!!!!!!!!! 105!!!!!!!!!! 40.95!!!!!! 450.45!!!!!!!!!!! 5.86!!!!!!!! 0.88!!!!!!!!!!! 450.45!!!!!!!!!!!! 5.86!!!!!!!!!! 0.88!!!!!!!!!!!! 45.37!!!!!!! 499.07!!!!!!!!! 499.07!!!!!!!!!!
Pecan 7!!!!!!!!!! 0.06!!!!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 0.06!!!!!!!!!!!!! 7!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 20!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!0.39! 234!!!!!!!!!! 91.26!!!!!! 638.82!!!!!!!!!!! 8.30!!!!!!!! 1.25!!!!!!!!!!! 638.82!!!!!!!!!!!! 8.30!!!!!!!!!! 1.25!!!!!!!!!!!! 75.54!!!!!!! 528.78!!!!!!!!! 528.78!!!!!!!!!!
Shellbark!hickory 36!!!!!!!! 0.31!!!!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 0.31!!!!!!!!!!!!! 36!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 18!!!!!! 0.39!!!!!!!!!!! 184!!!!!!!!!! 71.76!!!!!! 2,583.36!!!!!!!! 33.58!!!!!! 5.04!!!!!!!!!!! 2,583.36!!!!!!!!! 33.58!!!!!!!! 5.04!!!!!!!!!!!! 72.71!!!!!!! 2,617.56!!!!!! 2,617.56!!!!!!!
White!fir 8!!!!!!!!!! 0.07!!!!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 0.07!!!!!!!!!!!!! 8!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 16!!!!!! 0.39!!!!!!!!!!! 143!!!!!!!!!! 55.77!!!!!! 446.16!!!!!!!!!!! 5.80!!!!!!!! 0.87!!!!!!!!!!! 446.16!!!!!!!!!!!! 5.80!!!!!!!!!! 0.87!!!!!!!!!!!! 56.35!!!!!!! 450.80!!!!!!!!! 450.80!!!!!!!!!!
American!sycamore 316!!!!!!! 2.76!!!!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 2.76!!!!!!!!!!!!! 316!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 32!!!!!! 0.38!!!!!!!!!!! 644!!!!!!!!!! 244.72!!!!! 77,331.52!!!!!!! 1,005.31! 150.80!!!!!!!! 77,331.52!!!!!!! 1,005.31!!!! 150.80!!!!!!!!! 78.39!!!!!!! 24,771.24!!!! 24,771.24!!!!!
Freeman!maple 82!!!!!!!! 0.72!!!!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 0.72!!!!!!!!!!!!! 82!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 14!!!!!! 0.38!!!!!!!!!!! 78!!!!!!!!!!! 29.64!!!!!! 2,430.48!!!!!!!! 31.60!!!!!! 4.74!!!!!!!!!!! 2,430.48!!!!!!!!! 31.60!!!!!!!! 4.74!!!!!!!!!!!! 34.73!!!!!!! 2,847.86!!!!!! 2,847.86!!!!!!!
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London!planetree 60!!!!!!!! 0.52!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 0.52!!!!!!!!!!!! 60!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 25!!!! 0.38!!!!!!!!! 380!!!!!!!!!! 144.40! 8,664.00!!!!!! 112.63!!!! 16.89!!!!!!!!!!! 8,664.00!!!!!!!! 112.63!!! 16.89!!!!!!!!!!! 80.37!!! 4,822.20!!!!! 4,822.20!!!!!!!!
Pin!oak 251!!!!!! 2.19!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 2.19!!!!!!!!!!!! 251!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 29!!!! 0.38!!!!!!!!! 521!!!!!!!!!! 197.98! 49,692.98!!!! 646.01!!!! 96.90!!!!!!!!!!! 49,692.98!!!!!! 646.01!!! 96.90!!!!!!!!!!! 119.42! 29,974.42!!! 29,974.42!!!!!!
Red!maple 855!!!!!! 7.46!!!!!! 6!!! 4.66! 2.80!!!!!!!!!!!! 321!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 19!!!! 0.38!!!!!!!!! 209!!!!!!!!!! 79.42!!!! 67,904.10!!!! 882.75!!!! 132.41!!!!!!!!!! 25,505.76!!!!!! 331.57!!! 49.74!!!!!!!!!!! 67.54!!! 57,746.70!!! 21,690.50!!!!!!
Silver!maple 683!!!!!! 5.96!!!!!! 6!!! 3.33! 2.63!!!!!!!!!!!! 302!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 30!!!! 0.38!!!!!!!!! 560!!!!!!!!!! 212.80! 145,342.40! 1,889.45! 283.42!!!!!!!!!! 64,162.43!!!!!! 834.11!!! 125.12!!!!!!!!! 92.01!!! 62,842.83!!! 27,742.41!!!!!!
American!beech 26!!!!!!!! 0.23!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 0.23!!!!!!!!!!!! 26!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 18!!!! 0.32!!!!!!!!! 184!!!!!!!!!! 58.88!!!! 1,530.88!!!!!! 19.90!!!!!! 2.99!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1,530.88!!!!!!!! 19.90!!!!! 2.99!!!!!!!!!!!!! 62.83!!! 1,633.58!!!!! 1,633.58!!!!!!!!
European!beech 9!!!!!!!!!! 0.08!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 0.08!!!!!!!!!!!! 9!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 21!!!! 0.32!!!!!!!!! 262!!!!!!!!!! 83.84!!!! 754.56!!!!!!!! 9.81!!!!!!!! 1.47!!!!!!!!!!!!! 754.56!!!!!!!!!!! 9.81!!!!!!! 1.47!!!!!!!!!!!!! 61.43!!! 552.87!!!!!!!! 552.87!!!!!!!!!!!
Honeylocust 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 21!!!! 0.32!!!!!!!!! 191!!!!!!!!!! 61.12!!!! 61.12!!!!!!!!!! 0.79!!!!!!!! 0.12!!!!!!!!!!!!! 61.12!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.79!!!!!!! 0.12!!!!!!!!!!!!! 80.47!!! 80.47!!!!!!!!! 80.47!!!!!!!!!!!!
Kentucky!coffeetree 147!!!!!! 1.28!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 1.28!!!!!!!!!!!! 147!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 17!!!! 0.32!!!!!!!!! 164!!!!!!!!!! 52.48!!!! 7,714.56!!!!!! 100.29!!!! 15.04!!!!!!!!!!! 7,714.56!!!!!!!! 100.29!!! 15.04!!!!!!!!!!! 44.99!!! 6,613.53!!!!! 6,613.53!!!!!!!!
Northern!catalpa 33!!!!!!!! 0.29!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 0.29!!!!!!!!!!!! 33!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 27!!!! 0.32!!!!!!!!! 448!!!!!!!!!! 143.36! 4,730.88!!!!!! 61.50!!!!!! 9.23!!!!!!!!!!!!! 4,730.88!!!!!!!! 61.50!!!!! 9.23!!!!!!!!!!!!! 45.63!!! 1,505.79!!!!! 1,505.79!!!!!!!!
Ohio!buckeye 16!!!!!!!! 0.14!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 0.14!!!!!!!!!!!! 16!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 20!!!! 0.32!!!!!!!!! 171!!!!!!!!!! 54.72!!!! 875.52!!!!!!!! 11.38!!!!!! 1.71!!!!!!!!!!!!! 875.52!!!!!!!!!!! 11.38!!!!! 1.71!!!!!!!!!!!!! 36.55!!! 584.80!!!!!!!! 584.80!!!!!!!!!!!
Sassafras 14!!!!!!!! 0.12!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 0.12!!!!!!!!!!!! 14!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 17!!!! 0.32!!!!!!!!! 121!!!!!!!!!! 38.72!!!! 542.08!!!!!!!! 7.05!!!!!!!! 1.06!!!!!!!!!!!!! 542.08!!!!!!!!!!! 7.05!!!!!!! 1.06!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.39!!! 271.46!!!!!!!! 271.46!!!!!!!!!!!
Thornless!honeylocust 144!!!!!! 1.26!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 1.26!!!!!!!!!!!! 144!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 24!!!! 0.32!!!!!!!!! 346!!!!!!!!!! 110.72! 15,943.68!!!! 207.27!!!! 31.09!!!!!!!!!!! 15,943.68!!!!!! 207.27!!! 31.09!!!!!!!!!!! 76.13!!! 10,962.72!!! 10,962.72!!!!!!
Norway!spruce 21!!!!!!!! 0.18!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 0.18!!!!!!!!!!!! 21!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 16!!!!!! 19!!!! !!!!!!0.30! 209!!!!!!!!!! 62.70!!!! 1,316.70!!!!!! 17.12!!!!!! 2.57!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1,316.70!!!!!!!! 17.12!!!!! 2.57!!!!!!!!!!!!! 31.84!!! 668.64!!!!!!!! 668.64!!!!!!!!!!!
Tulip!tree 200!!!!!! 1.75!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 1.75!!!!!!!!!!!! 200!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 27!!!! 0.28!!!!!!!!! 448!!!!!!!!!! 125.44! 25,088.00!!!! 326.14!!!! 48.92!!!!!!!!!!! 25,088.00!!!!!! 326.14!!! 48.92!!!!!!!!!!! 74.53!!! 14,906.00!!! 14,906.00!!!!!!
Ponderosa!pine 3!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 0.03!!!!!!!!!!!! 3!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 16!!!! 0.26!!!!!!!!! 143!!!!!!!!!! 37.18!!!! 111.54!!!!!!!! 1.45!!!!!!!! 0.22!!!!!!!!!!!!! 111.54!!!!!!!!!!! 1.45!!!!!!! 0.22!!!!!!!!!!!!! 54.20!!! 162.60!!!!!!!! 162.60!!!!!!!!!!!
Black!tupelo 41!!!!!!!! 0.36!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 0.36!!!!!!!!!!!! 41!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 19!!!! 0.25!!!!!!!!! 154!!!!!!!!!! 38.50!!!! 1,578.50!!!!!! 20.52!!!!!! 3.08!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1,578.50!!!!!!!! 20.52!!!!! 3.08!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24.93!!! 1,022.13!!!!! 1,022.13!!!!!!!!
Gray!birch 3!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 0.03!!!!!!!!!!!! 3!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 15!!!! 0.25!!!!!!!!! 92!!!!!!!!!!!! 23.00!!!! 69.00!!!!!!!!!! 0.90!!!!!!!! 0.13!!!!!!!!!!!!! 69.00!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.90!!!!!!! 0.13!!!!!!!!!!!!! 42.11!!! 126.33!!!!!!!! 126.33!!!!!!!!!!!
Paper!birch 11!!!!!!!! 0.10!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 0.10!!!!!!!!!!!! 11!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 15!!!! 0.25!!!!!!!!! 124!!!!!!!!!! 31.00!!!! 341.00!!!!!!!! 4.43!!!!!!!! 0.66!!!!!!!!!!!!! 341.00!!!!!!!!!!! 4.43!!!!!!! 0.66!!!!!!!!!!!!! 63.16!!! 694.76!!!!!!!! 694.76!!!!!!!!!!!
River!birch 33!!!!!!!! 0.29!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 0.29!!!!!!!!!!!! 33!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 17!!!! 0.25!!!!!!!!! 164!!!!!!!!!! 41.00!!!! 1,353.00!!!!!! 17.59!!!!!! 2.64!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1,353.00!!!!!!!! 17.59!!!!! 2.64!!!!!!!!!!!!! 66.39!!! 2,190.87!!!!! 2,190.87!!!!!!!!
Sawtooth!oak 60!!!!!!!! 0.52!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 0.52!!!!!!!!!!!! 60!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 16!!!!!! 14!!!! 0.25!!!!!!!!! 105!!!!!!!!!! 26.25!!!! 1,575.00!!!!!! 20.48!!!!!! 3.07!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1,575.00!!!!!!!! 20.48!!!!! 3.07!!!!!!!!!!!!! 62.07!!! 3,724.20!!!!! 3,724.20!!!!!!!!
Eastern!cottonwood 12!!!!!!!! 0.10!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 0.10!!!!!!!!!!!! 12!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 36!!!! 0.24!!!!!!!!! 826!!!!!!!!!! 198.24! 2,378.88!!!!!! 30.93!!!!!! 4.64!!!!!!!!!!!!! 2,378.88!!!!!!!! 30.93!!!!! 4.64!!!!!!!!!!!!! 73.05!!! 876.60!!!!!!!! 876.60!!!!!!!!!!!
American!sweetgum 280!!!!!! 2.44!!!!!! 0.69! 6!!! 3.13!!!!!!!!!!!! 359!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 24!!!! 0.23!!!!!!!!! 346!!!!!!!!!! 79.58!!!! 22,282.40!!!! 289.67!!!! 43.45!!!!!!!!!!! 28,572.91!!!!!! 371.45!!! 55.72!!!!!!!!!!! 80.68!!! 22,590.40!!! 28,967.86!!!!!!
Jack!pine 5!!!!!!!!!! 0.04!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 0.04!!!!!!!!!!!! 5!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 16!!!!!! 12!!!! 0.20!!!!!!!!! 56!!!!!!!!!!!! 11.20!!!! 56.00!!!!!!!!!! 0.73!!!!!!!! 0.11!!!!!!!!!!!!! 56.00!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.73!!!!!!! 0.11!!!!!!!!!!!!! 38.00!!! 190.00!!!!!!!! 190.00!!!!!!!!!!!
White!spruce 20!!!!!!!! 0.17!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 0.17!!!!!!!!!!!! 20!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 16!!!!!! 13!!!! 0.20!!!!!!!!! 90!!!!!!!!!!!! 18.00!!!! 360.00!!!!!!!! 4.68!!!!!!!! 0.70!!!!!!!!!!!!! 360.00!!!!!!!!!!! 4.68!!!!!!! 0.70!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.75!!! 435.00!!!!!!!! 435.00!!!!!!!!!!!
Northern!hackberry 294!!!!!! 2.57!!!!!! 6!!! 0.66! 1.91!!!!!!!!!!!! 218!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 28!!!! 0.18!!!!!!!!! 482!!!!!!!!!! 86.76!!!! 25,507.44!!!! 331.60!!!! 49.74!!!!!!!!!!! 18,947.55!!!!!! 246.32!!! 36.95!!!!!!!!!!! 108.60! 31,928.40!!! 23,717.20!!!!!!
Sugarberry 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 25!!!! 0.18!!!!!!!!! 380!!!!!!!!!! 68.40!!!! 68.40!!!!!!!!!! 0.89!!!!!!!! 0.13!!!!!!!!!!!!! 68.40!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.89!!!!!!! 0.13!!!!!!!!!!!!! 83.52!!! 83.52!!!!!!!!! 83.52!!!!!!!!!!!!
Bigtooth!Aspen 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 19!!!! 0.07!!!!!!!!! 154!!!!!!!!!! 10.78!!!! 10.78!!!!!!!!!! 0.14!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!!!!!!!!! 10.78!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.14!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!!!!!!!!! 82.92!!! 82.92!!!!!!!!! 82.92!!!!!!!!!!!!
Alternateleaf!dogwood 3!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 0.03!!!!!!!!!!!! 3!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.43!!! 58.29!!!!!!!!! 58.29!!!!!!!!!!!!
American!elm!'Valley!Forge' 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 60.40!!! 60.40!!!!!!!!! 60.40!!!!!!!!!!!!
American!holly 4!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 0.03!!!!!!!!!!!! 4!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 4.75!!!!! 19.00!!!!!!!!! 19.00!!!!!!!!!!!!
American!hornbeam 56!!!!!!!! 0.49!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 0.49!!!!!!!!!!!! 56!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 20.79!!! 1,164.24!!!!! 1,164.24!!!!!!!!
American!larch 2!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 0.02!!!!!!!!!!!! 2!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 33.45!!! 66.90!!!!!!!!! 66.90!!!!!!!!!!!!
American!linden 87!!!!!!!! 0.76!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 0.76!!!!!!!!!!!! 87!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 76.29!!! 6,637.23!!!!! 6,637.23!!!!!!!!
American!Mountain6ash 2!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 0.02!!!!!!!!!!!! 2!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 9.48!!!!! 18.96!!!!!!!!! 18.96!!!!!!!!!!!!
Amur!corktree 54!!!!!!!! 0.47!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 0.47!!!!!!!!!!!! 54!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 35.54!!! 1,919.16!!!!! 1,919.16!!!!!!!!
Amur!maackia 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.43!!! 19.43!!!!!!!!! 19.43!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Amur!maple!ginnala 69!!!!!!!!! 0.60!!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.60!!!!!!!!!!!!! 69!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.39! 1,475.91!!!! 1,475.91!!!!!!
Apple!species 721!!!!!!! 6.29!!!!!!! 6! 3.39! 2.90!!!!!!!!!!!!! 333!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 22.85! 16,474.85!! 7,600.86!!!!!!
Armenian!plum 3!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.03!!!!!!!!!!!!! 3!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 44.30! 132.90!!!!!!! 132.90!!!!!!!!!
Austrian!pine 17!!!!!!!!! 0.15!!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.15!!!!!!!!!!!!! 17!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 45.55! 774.35!!!!!!! 774.35!!!!!!!!!
Baldcypress 273!!!!!!! 2.38!!!!!!! 6! 0.66! 1.72!!!!!!!!!!!!! 197!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 60.06! 16,396.38!! 11,855.27!!!!!
Baldcypress!'Shawnee!Brave' 2!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.02!!!!!!!!!!!!! 2!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 12.77! 25.54!!!!!!!!! 25.54!!!!!!!!!!!
Ballerina!Serviceberry 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.43! 19.43!!!!!!!!! 19.43!!!!!!!!!!!
Balsam!fir 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 37.00! 37.00!!!!!!!!! 37.00!!!!!!!!!!!
Bigleaf!magnolia 4!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.03!!!!!!!!!!!!! 4!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 12.77! 51.08!!!!!!!!! 51.08!!!!!!!!!!!
Black!haw 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.28! 21.28!!!!!!!!! 21.28!!!!!!!!!!!
Blue!spruce 76!!!!!!!!! 0.66!!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.66!!!!!!!!!!!!! 76!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 26.86! 2,041.36!!!! 2,041.36!!!!!!
Border!Forsythia 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.43! 19.43!!!!!!!!! 19.43!!!!!!!!!!!
Boxelder 6!!!!!!!!!! 0.05!!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.05!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 67.07! 402.42!!!!!!! 402.42!!!!!!!!!
Burning!bush 6!!!!!!!!!! 0.05!!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.05!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 20.52! 123.12!!!!!!! 123.12!!!!!!!!!
Callery!pear 393!!!!!!! 3.43!!!!!!! 6! 1.66! 1.77!!!!!!!!!!!!! 203!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 18.31! 7,195.83!!!! 3,713.82!!!!!!
Carolina!Silverbell 3!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.03!!!!!!!!!!!!! 3!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.79! 59.37!!!!!!!!! 59.37!!!!!!!!!!!
Chinese!chestnut 3!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.03!!!!!!!!!!!!! 3!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 33.23! 99.69!!!!!!!!! 99.69!!!!!!!!!!!
Chinese!elm 63!!!!!!!!! 0.55!!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.55!!!!!!!!!!!!! 63!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 73.24! 4,614.12!!!! 4,614.12!!!!!!
Chinese!fringe!tree 4!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.03!!!!!!!!!!!!! 4!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.43! 77.72!!!!!!!!! 77.72!!!!!!!!!!!
Chinese!magnolia;!Saucer!magnolia 15!!!!!!!!! 0.13!!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.13!!!!!!!!!!!!! 15!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.39! 290.85!!!!!!! 290.85!!!!!!!!!
Chinese!witch!hazel 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.43! 19.43!!!!!!!!! 19.43!!!!!!!!!!!
Common!crapemyrtle 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 9.48!!!! 9.48!!!!!!!!!! 9.48!!!!!!!!!!!!
Common!hoptree 4!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.03!!!!!!!!!!!!! 4!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.43! 77.72!!!!!!!!! 77.72!!!!!!!!!!!
Common!lilac 20!!!!!!!!! 0.17!!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.17!!!!!!!!!!!!! 20!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 20.26! 405.20!!!!!!! 405.20!!!!!!!!!
Common!pawpaw 7!!!!!!!!!! 0.06!!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.06!!!!!!!!!!!!! 7!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.96! 139.72!!!!!!! 139.72!!!!!!!!!
Common!pear 4!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.03!!!!!!!!!!!!! 4!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 33.47! 133.88!!!!!!! 133.88!!!!!!!!!
Common!Plum 2!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.02!!!!!!!!!!!!! 2!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.43! 38.86!!!!!!!!! 38.86!!!!!!!!!!!
Corkscrew!hazel 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.43! 19.43!!!!!!!!! 19.43!!!!!!!!!!!
Cornelian!cherry 15!!!!!!!!! 0.13!!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.13!!!!!!!!!!!!! 15!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 20.48! 307.20!!!!!!! 307.20!!!!!!!!!
Cornus!mas!'Golden!Glory' 3!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.03!!!!!!!!!!!!! 3!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.43! 58.29!!!!!!!!! 58.29!!!!!!!!!!!
Cornus!mas!'Spring!Sun' 2!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.02!!!!!!!!!!!!! 2!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.43! 38.86!!!!!!!!! 38.86!!!!!!!!!!!
Crabapple!'Adirondack' 2!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.02!!!!!!!!!!!!! 2!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.43! 38.86!!!!!!!!! 38.86!!!!!!!!!!!
Dawn!redwood 2!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.02!!!!!!!!!!!!! 2!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 77.74! 155.48!!!!!!! 155.48!!!!!!!!!
Downy!hawthorn 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.77! 21.77!!!!!!!!! 21.77!!!!!!!!!!!
Eastern!hemlock 18!!!!!!!!! 0.16!!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.16!!!!!!!!!!!!! 18!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 23.10! 415.80!!!!!!! 415.80!!!!!!!!!
Eastern!hophornbeam 30!!!!!!!!! 0.26!!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.26!!!!!!!!!!!!! 30!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 35.54! 1,066.20!!!! 1,066.20!!!!!!
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Elm!"Morton!Glossy' 4!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.03!!!!!!!!!!!!! 4!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 60.40! 241.60!!!! 241.60!!!!!!!!!
Elm!hybrid 99!!!!!!!! 0.86!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.86!!!!!!!!!!!!! 99!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 67.26! 6,658.74! 6,658.74!!!!!!
Elm!x!'Frontier' 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 9.48!!!! 9.48!!!!!!!! 9.48!!!!!!!!!!!!
Engelmann!spruce 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 18.80! 18.80!!!!!! 18.80!!!!!!!!!!!
European!hornbeam 4!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.03!!!!!!!!!!!!! 4!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 14.63! 58.52!!!!!! 58.52!!!!!!!!!!!
European!larch 61!!!!!!!! 0.53!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.53!!!!!!!!!!!!! 61!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 77.24! 4,711.64! 4,711.64!!!!!!
European!smoke!bush!x!American!smoke!tree 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.43! 19.43!!!!!! 19.43!!!!!!!!!!!
Flowering!dogwood 80!!!!!!!! 0.70!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.70!!!!!!!!!!!!! 80!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 20.98! 1,678.40! 1,678.40!!!!!!
Fraser!fir 2!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.02!!!!!!!!!!!!! 2!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 26.17! 52.34!!!!!! 52.34!!!!!!!!!!!
Freeman!maple!'Autumn!Blaze' 3!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.03!!!!!!!!!!!!! 3!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 12.77! 38.31!!!!!! 38.31!!!!!!!!!!!
Ginkgo 176!!!!!!! 1.54!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 1.54!!!!!!!!!!!!! 176!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 52.46! 9,232.96! 9,232.96!!!!!!
Ginkgo!'Autumn!Gold' 5!!!!!!!!!! 0.04!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.04!!!!!!!!!!!!! 5!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 12.77! 63.85!!!!!! 63.85!!!!!!!!!!!
Goldenrain!tree 12!!!!!!!! 0.10!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.10!!!!!!!!!!!!! 12!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.02! 252.24!!!! 252.24!!!!!!!!!
Goldenrain!tree!'September' 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 9.48!!!! 9.48!!!!!!!! 9.48!!!!!!!!!!!!
Halka!Zelkova 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 9.48!!!! 9.48!!!!!!!! 9.48!!!!!!!!!!!!
Hardy!rubber!tree 17!!!!!!!! 0.15!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.15!!!!!!!!!!!!! 17!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 29.45! 500.65!!!! 500.65!!!!!!!!!
Hawthorn!species 29!!!!!!!! 0.25!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.25!!!!!!!!!!!!! 29!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.16! 613.64!!!! 613.64!!!!!!!!!
Hedge!maple 45!!!!!!!! 0.39!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.39!!!!!!!!!!!!! 45!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 62.06! 2,792.70! 2,792.70!!!!!!
Heritage!oak 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 31.35! 31.35!!!!!! 31.35!!!!!!!!!!!
Horsechestnut 3!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.03!!!!!!!!!!!!! 3!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 40.94! 122.82!!!! 122.82!!!!!!!!!
Japanese!bigleaf!magnolia 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 9.48!!!! 9.48!!!!!!!! 9.48!!!!!!!!!!!!
Japanese!cherry 9!!!!!!!!!! 0.08!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.08!!!!!!!!!!!!! 9!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.59! 176.31!!!! 176.31!!!!!!!!!
Japanese!fir 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 15.35! 15.35!!!!!! 15.35!!!!!!!!!!!
Japanese!lilac!tree 126!!!!!!! 1.10!!!!!! 6! 0.33! 0.77!!!!!!!!!!!!! 88!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 20.70! 2,608.20! 1,825.64!!!!!!
Japanese!lilac!tree!'Ivory!Silk' 2!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.02!!!!!!!!!!!!! 2!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.43! 38.86!!!!!! 38.86!!!!!!!!!!!
Japanese!maple 27!!!!!!!! 0.24!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.24!!!!!!!!!!!!! 27!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24.84! 670.68!!!! 670.68!!!!!!!!!
Japanese!pagoda!tree 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 9.48!!!! 9.48!!!!!!!! 9.48!!!!!!!!!!!!
Japanese!white!pine 5!!!!!!!!!! 0.04!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.04!!!!!!!!!!!!! 5!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 33.45! 167.25!!!! 167.25!!!!!!!!!
Japanese!zelkova 79!!!!!!!! 0.69!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.69!!!!!!!!!!!!! 79!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 53.73! 4,244.67! 4,244.67!!!!!!
Juniper!species 22!!!!!!!! 0.19!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.19!!!!!!!!!!!!! 22!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 17.17! 377.74!!!! 377.74!!!!!!!!!
Katsura!tree 10!!!!!!!! 0.09!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.09!!!!!!!!!!!!! 10!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 38.72! 387.20!!!! 387.20!!!!!!!!!
Kentucky!coffeetree!'Espresso' 3!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.03!!!!!!!!!!!!! 3!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 12.77! 38.31!!!!!! 38.31!!!!!!!!!!!
Kentucky!yellowwood 26!!!!!!!! 0.23!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.23!!!!!!!!!!!!! 26!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 37.16! 966.16!!!! 966.16!!!!!!!!!
Konara!oak 3!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.03!!!!!!!!!!!!! 3!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 31.35! 94.05!!!!!! 94.05!!!!!!!!!!!
Korean!mountain!ash 2!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.02!!!!!!!!!!!!! 2!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 9.48!!!! 18.96!!!!!! 18.96!!!!!!!!!!!
Kousa!dogwood 40!!!!!!!! 0.35!!!!!! 6! 6!!! 0.35!!!!!!!!!!!!! 40!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 20.10! 804.00!!!! 804.00!!!!!!!!!
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Kousa!dogwood!'Milkyway' 3!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!! 6!! 6!!! 0.03!!!!!!!!!!!!! 3!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.43!!!! 58.29!!!!!!!! 58.29!!!!!!!!!!!!
Kousa!dogwood!'Satomi' 4!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!! 6!! 6!!! 0.03!!!!!!!!!!!!! 4!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1.22!!!!!! 4.88!!!!!!!!!! 4.88!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Lacebark!pine 2!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!! 6!! 6!!! 0.02!!!!!!!!!!!!! 2!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 43.93!!!! 87.86!!!!!!!! 87.86!!!!!!!!!!!!
Leonard!Messel!Magnolia 4!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!! 6!! 6!!! 0.03!!!!!!!!!!!!! 4!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 9.48!!!!!! 37.92!!!!!!!! 37.92!!!!!!!!!!!!
Lilac!tree!'Beijing!Gold' 2!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!! 6!! 6!!! 0.02!!!!!!!!!!!!! 2!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.43!!!! 38.86!!!!!!!! 38.86!!!!!!!!!!!!
Lilac!tree!'Great!Wall' 6!!!!!!!!!! 0.05!!!!!! 6!! 6!!! 0.05!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.43!!!! 116.58!!!!!!! 116.58!!!!!!!!!!
Lilac!tree!'Morton' 3!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!! 6!! 6!!! 0.03!!!!!!!!!!!!! 3!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.43!!!! 58.29!!!!!!!! 58.29!!!!!!!!!!!!
Limber!pine 4!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!! 6!! 6!!! 0.03!!!!!!!!!!!!! 4!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 26.16!!!! 104.64!!!!!!! 104.64!!!!!!!!!!
Littleleaf!linden 535!!!!!!! 4.67!!!!!! 6!! 0.66! 4.01!!!!!!!!!!!!! 459!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 46.38!!!! 24,813.30! 21,306.53!!!!!!
Magnolia!'Butterflies' 8!!!!!!!!!! 0.07!!!!!! 6!! 6!!! 0.07!!!!!!!!!!!!! 8!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.43!!!! 155.44!!!!!!! 155.44!!!!!!!!!!
Magnolia!'Galaxy' 10!!!!!!!! 0.09!!!!!! 6!! 6!!! 0.09!!!!!!!!!!!!! 10!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.43!!!! 194.30!!!!!!! 194.30!!!!!!!!!!
Magnolia!species 3!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!! 6!! 6!!! 0.03!!!!!!!!!!!!! 3!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 20.21!!!! 60.63!!!!!!!! 60.63!!!!!!!!!!!!
Maple!species 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!! 6!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 35.40!!!! 35.40!!!!!!!! 35.40!!!!!!!!!!!!
Meyer!Lilac 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!! 6!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.43!!!! 19.43!!!!!!!! 19.43!!!!!!!!!!!!
Mimosa 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!! 6!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.77!!!! 21.77!!!!!!!! 21.77!!!!!!!!!!!!
Miyabe!maple 34!!!!!!!! 0.30!!!!!! 6!! 6!!! 0.30!!!!!!!!!!!!! 34!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 23.48!!!! 798.32!!!!!!! 798.32!!!!!!!!!!
Miyabe!maple!'State!Street' 3!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!! 6!! 6!!! 0.03!!!!!!!!!!!!! 3!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 9.48!!!!!! 28.44!!!!!!!! 28.44!!!!!!!!!!!!
Moonglow!sweetbay!magnolia 4!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!! 6!! 6!!! 0.03!!!!!!!!!!!!! 4!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1.22!!!!!! 4.88!!!!!!!!!! 4.88!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Nannyberry 3!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!! 6!! 6!!! 0.03!!!!!!!!!!!!! 3!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 20.05!!!! 60.15!!!!!!!! 60.15!!!!!!!!!!!!
Narrow6leaved!gimlet 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!! 6!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.43!!!! 19.43!!!!!!!! 19.43!!!!!!!!!!!!
Nikko!maple 2!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!! 6!! 6!!! 0.02!!!!!!!!!!!!! 2!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 9.48!!!!!! 18.96!!!!!!!! 18.96!!!!!!!!!!!!
Northern!pin!oak 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!! 6!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 31.35!!!! 31.35!!!!!!!! 31.35!!!!!!!!!!!!
Norway!maple 338!!!!!!! 2.95!!!!!! 6!! 2.66! 0.29!!!!!!!!!!!!! 33!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 56.97!!!! 19,255.86! 1,895.41!!!!!!!!
Oak!species 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!! 6!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 168.13! 168.13!!!!!!! 168.13!!!!!!!!!!
Osage!orange!'White!Sheild' 4!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!! 6!! 6!!! 0.03!!!!!!!!!!!!! 4!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 9.48!!!!!! 37.92!!!!!!!! 37.92!!!!!!!!!!!!
Overcup!oak 2!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!! 6!! 6!!! 0.02!!!!!!!!!!!!! 2!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 9.48!!!!!! 18.96!!!!!!!! 18.96!!!!!!!!!!!!
Paperbark!maple 46!!!!!!!! 0.40!!!!!! 6!! 6!!! 0.40!!!!!!!!!!!!! 46!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 20.68!!!! 951.28!!!!!!! 951.28!!!!!!!!!!
Paperbark!maple!x!Nikko!maple 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!! 6!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 9.48!!!!!! 9.48!!!!!!!!!! 9.48!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Paradise!apple 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!! 6!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 25.02!!!! 25.02!!!!!!!! 25.02!!!!!!!!!!!!
Persian!ironwood 3!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!! 6!! 6!!! 0.03!!!!!!!!!!!!! 3!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 9.48!!!!!! 28.44!!!!!!!! 28.44!!!!!!!!!!!!
Pin!cherry 2!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!! 6!! 6!!! 0.02!!!!!!!!!!!!! 2!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.20!!!! 38.40!!!!!!!! 38.40!!!!!!!!!!!!
Prospector!Elm 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!! 6!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 60.40!!!! 60.40!!!!!!!! 60.40!!!!!!!!!!!!
Purple!blow!maple 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!! 6!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.43!!!! 19.43!!!!!!!! 19.43!!!!!!!!!!!!
Pussy!willow 2!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!! 6!! 6!!! 0.02!!!!!!!!!!!!! 2!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 20.60!!!! 41.20!!!!!!!! 41.20!!!!!!!!!!!!
Red!buckeye 6!!!!!!!!!! 0.05!!!!!! 6!! 6!!! 0.05!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.43!!!! 116.58!!!!!!! 116.58!!!!!!!!!!
Red!cedar 13!!!!!!!! 0.11!!!!!! 6!! 6!!! 0.11!!!!!!!!!!!!! 13!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 20.77!!!! 270.01!!!!!!! 270.01!!!!!!!!!!
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Red!maple!'Sun!Valley' 2!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!!!!!!!!! 2!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 17.98!!!!!! 35.96!!!!!!!!!! 35.96!!!!!!!!!!!
Red!pine 3!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!!!!!!!!! 3!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 25.31!!!!!! 75.93!!!!!!!!!! 75.93!!!!!!!!!!!
Redbud!crabapple 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 9.48!!!!!!!! 9.48!!!!!!!!!!! 9.48!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Rose6of6Sharon 19!!!!!!!!! 0.17!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!! 0.17!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.72!!!!!! 374.68!!!!!!!! 374.68!!!!!!!!!
Royal!paulownia 2!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!!!!!!!!! 2!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 39.95!!!!!! 79.90!!!!!!!!!! 79.90!!!!!!!!!!!
Sargent!cherry 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 9.48!!!!!!!! 9.48!!!!!!!!!!! 9.48!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Scotch!pine 8!!!!!!!!!! 0.07!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!! 0.07!!!!!!!!!!!!! 8!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 43.91!!!!!! 351.28!!!!!!!! 351.28!!!!!!!!!
Serviceberry!species 182!!!!!!! 1.59!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!! 1.59!!!!!!!!!!!!! 182!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 20.12!!!!!! 3,661.84!!!!! 3,661.84!!!!!!!
Seven!Sons!plant 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 9.48!!!!!!!! 9.48!!!!!!!!!!! 9.48!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Shadblow!serviceberry 2!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!!!!!!!!! 2!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 20.35!!!!!! 40.70!!!!!!!!!! 40.70!!!!!!!!!!!
Siberian!elm 61!!!!!!!!! 0.53!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!! 0.53!!!!!!!!!!!!! 61!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 100.93!!!! 6,156.73!!!!! 6,156.73!!!!!!!
Silver!linden 19!!!!!!!!! 0.17!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!! 0.17!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 34.03!!!!!! 646.57!!!!!!!! 646.57!!!!!!!!!
Smoke!tree 4!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!!!!!!!!! 4!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 20.81!!!!!! 83.24!!!!!!!!!! 83.24!!!!!!!!!!!
Snow!Goose!Japanese!Flowering!Cherry 2!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!!!!!!!!! 2!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 9.48!!!!!!!! 18.96!!!!!!!!!! 18.96!!!!!!!!!!!
Sourwood 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 12.77!!!!!! 12.77!!!!!!!!!! 12.77!!!!!!!!!!!
Spring!flurry!serviceberry 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.43!!!!!! 19.43!!!!!!!!!! 19.43!!!!!!!!!!!
Star!magnolia 15!!!!!!!!! 0.13!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!! 0.13!!!!!!!!!!!!! 15!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 20.48!!!!!! 307.20!!!!!!!! 307.20!!!!!!!!!
Stone!fruit!species 64!!!!!!!!! 0.56!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!! 0.56!!!!!!!!!!!!! 64!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 20.51!!!!!! 1,312.64!!!!! 1,312.64!!!!!!!
Sugar!maple!'Bailsta' 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 31.46!!!!!! 31.46!!!!!!!!!! 31.46!!!!!!!!!!!
Sumac!species 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.43!!!!!! 19.43!!!!!!!!!! 19.43!!!!!!!!!!!
Swamp!chestnut!oak 5!!!!!!!!!! 0.04!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!! 0.04!!!!!!!!!!!!! 5!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 33.48!!!!!! 167.40!!!!!!!! 167.40!!!!!!!!!
Sweet!mountain!pine 2!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!!!!!!!!! 2!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 32.25!!!!!! 64.50!!!!!!!!!! 64.50!!!!!!!!!!!
Sweetbay!magnolia 15!!!!!!!!! 0.13!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!! 0.13!!!!!!!!!!!!! 15!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6.67!!!!!!!! 100.05!!!!!!!! 100.05!!!!!!!!!
The!Pagoda!Tree 20!!!!!!!!! 0.17!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!! 0.17!!!!!!!!!!!!! 20!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 54.16!!!!!! 1,083.20!!!!! 1,083.20!!!!!!!
Tree!of!heaven 16!!!!!!!!! 0.14!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!! 0.14!!!!!!!!!!!!! 16!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 54.04!!!!!! 864.64!!!!!!!! 864.64!!!!!!!!!
Trident!maple 4!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!!!!!!!!! 4!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.43!!!!!! 77.72!!!!!!!!!! 77.72!!!!!!!!!!!
Turkey!oak 3!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!!!!!!!!! 3!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 54.70!!!!!! 164.10!!!!!!!! 164.10!!!!!!!!!
Turkish!filbert 32!!!!!!!!! 0.28!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!! 0.28!!!!!!!!!!!!! 32!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 46.89!!!!!! 1,500.48!!!!! 1,500.48!!!!!!!
Unknown!shrub 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.28!!!!!! 21.28!!!!!!!!!! 21.28!!!!!!!!!!!
Unknown!tree 7!!!!!!!!!! 0.06!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!! 0.06!!!!!!!!!!!!! 7!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 9.48!!!!!!!! 66.36!!!!!!!!!! 66.36!!!!!!!!!!!
Viburnum!species 15!!!!!!!!! 0.13!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!! 0.13!!!!!!!!!!!!! 15!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.56!!!!!! 293.40!!!!!!!! 293.40!!!!!!!!!
Warrenred!'Pacific!Sunset'!maple 4!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!!!!!!!!! 4!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 33.95!!!!!! 135.80!!!!!!!! 135.80!!!!!!!!!
Weeping!willow 2!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!!!!!!!!! 2!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 33.11!!!!!! 66.22!!!!!!!!!! 66.22!!!!!!!!!!!
White!mulberry 24!!!!!!!!! 0.21!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!! 0.21!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 72.68!!!!!! 1,744.32!!!!! 1,744.32!!!!!!!
Winterberry 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.43!!!!!! 19.43!!!!!!!!!! 19.43!!!!!!!!!!!
Yellow!buckeye 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 12.77!!!!!! 12.77!!!!!!!!!! 12.77!!!!!!!!!!!
Yew!species 29!!!!!!!!! 0.25!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!!!!!! 0.25!!!!!!!!!!!!! 29!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!! 6!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!! 6!!!!!!!!!!!!! 16.10!!!!!! 466.90!!!!!!!! 466.90!!!!!!!!!
Totals 11,456!! 100.00! 25.00! 25.00!!! 100.00!!!!!!!!!! 11,456!!!!!!!!!! 11,213.15! 1,183,867.26!!! 15,390.27!! 2,308.54!!!!!! 2,177,741.43! 28,310.64! 4,246.60!!!!!! 8,616.62! 707,543.32! 762,539.20!!!
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Black'walnut 70'''''''' 0.32 1.00 6' 1.32 286.46''''''''''' 24 25 2.58 380 980.40' 68,628.00''''' 892.16''''' 133.82''''''''' 280,845.38'''' 3,650.99''' 547.65''''''''''' 67.22'''''''' 4,705.40''''' 19,255.84''''''
Black'cherry' 39'''''''' 0.18 3.33 6' 3.51 759.81''''''''''' 24 19 2.08 209 434.72' 16,954.08''''' 220.40''''' 33.06'''''''''' 330,305.39'''' 4,293.97''' 644.10''''''''''' 58.92'''''''' 2,297.88''''' 44,768.11''''''
Eastern'red'cedar 36'''''''' 0.17 6'''' 6' 0.17 36.00'''''''''''' 16 15 2.04 92 187.68' 6,756.48'''''' 87.83'''''' 13.18'''''''''' 6,756.48'''''''' 87.83'''''''' 13.18''''''''''''' 32.27'''''''' 1,161.72''''' 1,161.72''''''''
Northern'white'cedar 106'''''' 0.49 6'''' 6' 0.49 106.00''''''''''' 16 12 2.04 56 114.24' 12,109.44''''' 157.42''''' 23.61'''''''''' 12,109.44'''''' 157.42'''''' 23.61''''''''''''' 23.58'''''''' 2,499.48''''' 2,499.48''''''''
Black'locust 8'''''''''' 0.04 3.33 6' 3.37 728.81''''''''''' 16 23 1.16 231 267.96' 2,143.68'''''' 27.87'''''' 4.18'''''''''''' 195,292.41'''' 2,538.80''' 380.82''''''''''' 61.99'''''''' 495.92'''''''' 45,179.04''''''
Butternut 2'''''''''' 0.01 6'''' 6' 0.01 2.00'''''''''''''' 24 18 1.15 184 211.60' 423.20''''''''' 5.50'''''''' 0.83'''''''''''' 423.20'''''''''' 5.50''''''''' 0.83''''''''''''''' 57.94'''''''' 115.88'''''''' 115.88''''''''''
Sugar'maple 1,637''' 7.56 6'''' 2.33 5.23 1,132.65'''''''' 24 21 1.08 262 282.96' 463,205.52''' 6,021.67' 903.25''''''''' 320,494.13'''' 4,166.42''' 624.96''''''''''' 67.34'''''''' 110,235.58' 76,272.53''''''
Sycamore'maple 4'''''''''' 0.02 3.33 6' 3.35 724.81''''''''''' 24 25 1.08 380 410.40' 1,641.60'''''' 21.34'''''' 3.20'''''''''''' 297,462.76'''' 3,867.02''' 580.05''''''''''' 52.59'''''''' 210.36'''''''' 38,117.85''''''
Bur'oak 578'''''' 2.67 3.33 6' 6.00 1,298.81'''''''' 24 17 0.98 164 160.72' 92,896.16''''' 1,207.65' 181.15''''''''' 208,745.03'''' 2,713.69''' 407.05''''''''''' 59.53'''''''' 34,408.34''' 77,318.27''''''
Chinkapin'oak 262'''''' 1.21 6'''' 6' 1.21 262.00''''''''''' 24 14 0.98 105 102.90' 26,959.80''''' 350.48''''' 52.57'''''''''' 26,959.80'''''' 350.48'''''' 52.57''''''''''''' 46.01'''''''' 12,054.62''' 12,054.62''''''
English'oak 105'''''' 0.49 6'''' 6' 0.49 105.00''''''''''' 24 27 0.98 448 439.04' 46,099.20''''' 599.29''''' 89.89'''''''''' 46,099.20'''''' 599.29'''''' 89.89''''''''''''' 108.30'''''' 11,371.50''' 11,371.50''''''
Overcup'oak 20'''''''' 0.09 6'''' 6' 0.09 20.00'''''''''''' 24 18 0.98 184 180.32' 3,606.40'''''' 46.88'''''' 7.03'''''''''''' 3,606.40'''''''' 46.88'''''''' 7.03''''''''''''''' 35.41'''''''' 708.20'''''''' 708.20''''''''''
Post'oak 10'''''''' 0.05 3.33 6' 3.38 730.81''''''''''' 16 26 0.98 299 293.02' 2,930.20'''''' 38.09'''''' 5.71'''''''''''' 214,142.47'''' 2,783.85''' 417.58''''''''''' 56.32'''''''' 563.20'''''''' 41,159.32''''''
Swamp'white'oak 1,212''' 5.60 6'''' 3.66 1.94 419.76''''''''''' 24 15 0.98 124 121.52' 147,282.24''' 1,914.67' 287.20''''''''' 51,008.80'''''' 663.11'''''' 99.47''''''''''''' 61.31'''''''' 74,307.72''' 25,735.26''''''
White'oak 144'''''' 0.67 6'''' 6' 0.67 144.00''''''''''' 24 23 0.98 318 311.64' 44,876.16''''' 583.39''''' 87.51'''''''''' 44,876.16'''''' 583.39'''''' 87.51''''''''''''' 81.49'''''''' 11,734.56''' 11,734.56''''''
American'elm 136'''''' 0.63 6'''' 6' 0.63 136.00''''''''''' 24 21 0.75 262 196.50' 26,724.00''''' 347.41''''' 52.11'''''''''' 26,724.00'''''' 347.41'''''' 52.11''''''''''''' 72.07'''''''' 9,801.52''''' 9,801.52''''''''
American'holly 3'''''''''' 0.01 3.33 6' 3.34 723.81''''''''''' 16 16 0.63 106 66.78''' 200.34''''''''' 2.60'''''''' 0.39'''''''''''' 48,336.15'''''' 628.37'''''' 94.26''''''''''''' 16.60'''''''' 49.80''''''''' 12,015.28''''''
Common'alder 20'''''''' 0.09 0.69 6' 0.78 169.36''''''''''' 16 19 0.47 154 72.38''' 1,447.60'''''' 18.82'''''' 2.82'''''''''''' 12,258.09'''''' 159.36'''''' 23.90''''''''''''' 47.18'''''''' 943.60'''''''' 7,990.28''''''''
Cherrybark'oak 13'''''''' 0.06 6'''' 6' 0.06 13.00'''''''''''' 24 27 0.43 448 192.64' 2,504.32'''''' 32.56'''''' 4.88'''''''''''' 2,504.32'''''''' 32.56'''''''' 4.88''''''''''''''' 124.83'''''' 1,622.79''''' 1,622.79''''''''
Northern'red'oak 1,447''' 6.68 6'''' 3.33 3.35 726.19''''''''''' 24 23 0.43 318 136.74' 197,862.78''' 2,572.22' 385.83''''''''' 99,298.97'''''' 1,290.89''' 193.63''''''''''' 91.05'''''''' 131,749.35' 66,119.44''''''
Scarlet'oak 33'''''''' 0.15 6'''' 6' 0.15 33.00'''''''''''' 24 22 0.43 290 124.70' 4,115.10'''''' 53.50'''''' 8.02'''''''''''' 4,115.10'''''''' 53.50'''''''' 8.02''''''''''''''' 81.68'''''''' 2,695.44''''' 2,695.44''''''''
Shingle'oak 78'''''''' 0.36 6'''' 6' 0.36 78.00'''''''''''' 24 29 0.43 521 224.03' 17,474.34''''' 227.17''''' 34.07'''''''''' 17,474.34'''''' 227.17'''''' 34.07''''''''''''' 75.25'''''''' 5,869.50''''' 5,869.50''''''''
Turkey'oak 4'''''''''' 0.02 6'''' 6' 0.02 4.00'''''''''''''' 24 21 0.43 262 112.66' 450.64''''''''' 5.86'''''''' 0.88'''''''''''' 450.64'''''''''' 5.86''''''''' 0.88''''''''''''''' 42.11'''''''' 168.44'''''''' 168.44''''''''''
Black'oak 8'''''''''' 0.04 6'''' 6' 0.04 8.00'''''''''''''' 24 23 0.40 318 127.20' 1,017.60'''''' 13.23'''''' 1.98'''''''''''' 1,017.60'''''''' 13.23'''''''' 1.98''''''''''''''' 87.95'''''''' 703.60'''''''' 703.60''''''''''
Blue'ash 31'''''''' 0.14 6'''' 6' 0.14 31.00'''''''''''' 24 30 0.40 560 224.00' 6,944.00'''''' 90.27'''''' 13.54'''''''''' 6,944.00'''''''' 90.27'''''''' 13.54''''''''''''' 41.44'''''''' 1,284.64''''' 1,284.64''''''''
Green'ash 866'''''' 4.00 6'''' 0.66 3.34 723.14''''''''''' 24 22 0.40 290 116.00' 100,456.00''' 1,305.93' 195.89''''''''' 83,883.82'''''' 1,090.49''' 163.57''''''''''' 75.81'''''''' 65,651.46''' 54,820.97''''''
Pumpkin'ash 10'''''''' 0.05 6'''' 6' 0.05 10.00'''''''''''' 24 14 0.40 105 42.00''' 420.00''''''''' 5.46'''''''' 0.82'''''''''''' 420.00'''''''''' 5.46''''''''' 0.82''''''''''''''' 54.77'''''''' 547.70'''''''' 547.70''''''''''
White'ash 1,076''' 4.97 6'''' 1.00 3.97 859.54''''''''''' 24 17 0.40 164 65.60''' 70,585.60''''' 917.61''''' 137.64''''''''' 56,385.82'''''' 733.02'''''' 109.95''''''''''' 56.12'''''''' 60,385.12''' 48,237.38''''''
American'larch 2'''''''''' 0.01 6'''' 6' 0.01 2.00'''''''''''''' 24 23 0.39 318 124.02' 248.04''''''''' 3.22'''''''' 0.48'''''''''''' 248.04'''''''''' 3.22''''''''' 0.48''''''''''''''' 53.14'''''''' 106.28'''''''' 106.28''''''''''
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Balsam'fir 9''''''''''' 0.04 6' 6' 0.04 9.00'''''''''''' 24 18 0.39 184 71.76'''' 645.84'''''''' 8.40'''''''' 1.26'''''''''''' 645.84''''''''' 8.40'''''''' 1.26''''''''''''' 35.30''''' 317.70'''''''' 317.70'''''''''
Douglas'fir 14''''''''' 0.06 6' 6' 0.06 14.00''''''''''' 24 16 0.39 143 55.77'''' 780.78'''''''' 10.15'''''' 1.52'''''''''''' 780.78''''''''' 10.15'''''' 1.52''''''''''''' 52.01''''' 728.14'''''''' 728.14'''''''''
Eastern'hemlock 24''''''''' 0.11 6' 6' 0.11 24.00''''''''''' 24 15 0.39 124 48.36'''' 1,160.64'''''' 15.09'''''' 2.26'''''''''''' 1,160.64'''''' 15.09'''''' 2.26''''''''''''' 27.88''''' 669.12'''''''' 669.12'''''''''
Fraser'fir 3''''''''''' 0.01 6' 6' 0.01 3.00'''''''''''' 16 15 0.39 92 35.88'''' 107.64'''''''' 1.40'''''''' 0.21'''''''''''' 107.64''''''''' 1.40'''''''' 0.21''''''''''''' 34.19''''' 102.57'''''''' 102.57'''''''''
Pecan 2''''''''''' 0.01 6' 6' 0.01 2.00'''''''''''' 24 22 0.39 290 113.10'' 226.20'''''''' 2.94'''''''' 0.44'''''''''''' 226.20''''''''' 2.94'''''''' 0.44''''''''''''' 78.71''''' 157.42'''''''' 157.42'''''''''
American'sycamore 413'''''''' 1.91 3.33 6' 5.24 1,133.81'''''' 24 30 0.38 560 212.80'' 87,886.40'''' 1,142.52' 171.38''''''''' 241,275.15'' 3,136.58' 470.49''''''''' 79.46''''' 32,816.98''' 90,092.69'''''
Freeman'maple 587'''''''' 2.71 6' 1.66 1.05 227.68''''''''' 16 16 0.38 106 40.28'''' 23,644.36'''' 307.38''''' 46.11'''''''''' 9,170.81'''''' 119.22''''' 17.88''''''''''' 25.45''''' 14,939.15''' 5,794.36''''''
London'planetree 79''''''''' 0.36 6' 6' 0.36 79.00''''''''''' 24 28 0.38 482 183.16'' 14,469.64'''' 188.11''''' 28.22'''''''''' 14,469.64'''' 188.11''''' 28.22''''''''''' 59.79''''' 4,723.41''''' 4,723.41''''''
Pin'oak 426'''''''' 1.97 6' 6' 1.97 426.00''''''''' 24 29 0.38 521 197.98'' 84,339.48'''' 1,096.41' 164.46''''''''' 84,339.48'''' 1,096.41' 164.46''''''''' 130.96''' 55,788.96''' 55,788.96'''''
Red'maple 2,453''''' 11.33 6' 7.03 4.30 931.29''''''''' 24 20 0.38 234 88.92'''' 218,120.76' 2,835.57' 425.34''''''''' 82,809.97'''' 1,076.53' 161.48''''''''' 65.01''''' 159,469.53' 60,542.92'''''
Silver'maple 1,524''''' 7.04 6' 3.00 4.04 874.62''''''''' 24 28 0.38 482 183.16'' 279,135.84' 3,628.77' 544.31''''''''' 160,195.40'' 2,082.54' 312.38''''''''' 86.63''''' 132,024.12' 75,768.33'''''
American'beech 12''''''''' 0.06 6' 6' 0.06 12.00''''''''''' 24 28 0.32 482 154.24'' 1,850.88'''''' 24.06'''''' 3.61'''''''''''' 1,850.88'''''' 24.06'''''' 3.61''''''''''''' 59.85''''' 718.20'''''''' 718.20'''''''''
Honeylocust 6''''''''''' 0.03 6' 6' 0.03 6.00'''''''''''' 16 28 0.32 347 111.04'' 666.24'''''''' 8.66'''''''' 1.30'''''''''''' 666.24''''''''' 8.66'''''''' 1.30''''''''''''' 61.41''''' 368.46'''''''' 368.46'''''''''
Kentucky'coffeetree 75''''''''' 0.35 6' 6' 0.35 75.00''''''''''' 24 23 0.32 318 101.76'' 7,632.00'''''' 99.22'''''' 14.88'''''''''' 7,632.00'''''' 99.22'''''' 14.88''''''''''' 46.62''''' 3,496.50''''' 3,496.50''''''
Northern'catalpa 26''''''''' 0.12 6' 6' 0.12 26.00''''''''''' 24 27 0.32 448 143.36'' 3,727.36'''''' 48.46'''''' 7.27'''''''''''' 3,727.36'''''' 48.46'''''' 7.27''''''''''''' 46.23''''' 1,201.98''''' 1,201.98''''''
Ohio'buckeye 17''''''''' 0.08 6' 6' 0.08 17.00''''''''''' 16 23 0.32 231 73.92'''' 1,256.64'''''' 16.34'''''' 2.45'''''''''''' 1,256.64'''''' 16.34'''''' 2.45''''''''''''' 36.79''''' 625.43'''''''' 625.43'''''''''
Thornless'honeylocust 449'''''''' 2.07 6' 6' 2.07 449.00''''''''' 24 25 0.32 380 121.60'' 54,598.40'''' 709.78''''' 106.47''''''''' 54,598.40'''' 709.78''''' 106.47''''''''' 76.20''''' 34,213.80''' 34,213.80'''''
Norway'spruce 131'''''''' 0.61 6' 6' 0.61 131.00''''''''' 24 17 0.30 164 49.20'''' 6,445.20'''''' 83.79'''''' 12.57'''''''''' 6,445.20'''''' 83.79'''''' 12.57''''''''''' 30.54''''' 4,000.74''''' 4,000.74''''''
White'poplar 3''''''''''' 0.01 6' 6' 0.01 3.00'''''''''''' 24 28 0.30 482 144.60'' 433.80'''''''' 5.64'''''''' 0.85'''''''''''' 433.80''''''''' 5.64'''''''' 0.85''''''''''''' 97.42''''' 292.26'''''''' 292.26'''''''''
Tulip'tree 373'''''''' 1.72 6' 6' 1.72 373.00''''''''' 24 25 0.28 380 106.40'' 39,687.20'''' 515.93''''' 77.39'''''''''' 39,687.20'''' 515.93''''' 77.39''''''''''' 72.19''''' 26,926.87''' 26,926.87'''''
Black'tupelo 51''''''''' 0.24 6' 6' 0.24 51.00''''''''''' 16 15 0.25 92 23.00'''' 1,173.00'''''' 15.25'''''' 2.29'''''''''''' 1,173.00'''''' 15.25'''''' 2.29''''''''''''' 19.17''''' 977.67'''''''' 977.67'''''''''
Gray'birch 11''''''''' 0.05 6' 6' 0.05 11.00''''''''''' 16 19 0.25 154 38.50'''' 423.50'''''''' 5.51'''''''' 0.83'''''''''''' 423.50''''''''' 5.51'''''''' 0.83''''''''''''' 35.17''''' 386.87'''''''' 386.87'''''''''
Paper'birch 36''''''''' 0.17 6' 6' 0.17 36.00''''''''''' 24 15 0.25 124 31.00'''' 1,116.00'''''' 14.51'''''' 2.18'''''''''''' 1,116.00'''''' 14.51'''''' 2.18''''''''''''' 55.53''''' 1,999.08''''' 1,999.08''''''
River'birch 109'''''''' 0.50 6' 6' 0.50 109.00''''''''' 24 17 0.25 164 41.00'''' 4,469.00'''''' 58.10'''''' 8.71'''''''''''' 4,469.00'''''' 58.10'''''' 8.71''''''''''''' 65.83''''' 7,175.47''''' 7,175.47''''''
Sawtooth'oak 12''''''''' 0.06 6' 6' 0.06 12.00''''''''''' 24 15 0.25 124 31.00'''' 372.00'''''''' 4.84'''''''' 0.73'''''''''''' 372.00''''''''' 4.84'''''''' 0.73''''''''''''' 40.60''''' 487.20'''''''' 487.20'''''''''
Eastern'cottonwood 12''''''''' 0.06 6' 6' 0.06 12.00''''''''''' 24 29 0.24 521 125.04'' 1,500.48'''''' 19.51'''''' 2.93'''''''''''' 1,500.48'''''' 19.51'''''' 2.93''''''''''''' 68.43''''' 821.16'''''''' 821.16'''''''''
American'sweetgum 554'''''''' 2.56 6' 6' 2.56 554.00''''''''' 24 23 0.23 318 73.14'''' 40,519.56'''' 526.75''''' 79.01'''''''''' 40,519.56'''' 526.75''''' 79.01''''''''''' 78.11''''' 43,272.94''' 43,272.94'''''
American'linden 293'''''''' 1.35 6' 6' 1.35 293.00''''''''' 24 18 0.18 184 33.12'''' 9,704.16'''''' 126.15''''' 18.92'''''''''' 9,704.16'''''' 126.15''''' 18.92''''''''''' 61.53''''' 18,028.29''' 18,028.29'''''
Northern'hackberry 443'''''''' 2.05 6' 6' 2.05 443.00''''''''' 24 26 0.18 414 74.52'''' 33,012.36'''' 429.16''''' 64.37'''''''''' 33,012.36'''' 429.16''''' 64.37''''''''''' 83.25''''' 36,879.75''' 36,879.75'''''
Quaking'aspen 6''''''''''' 0.03 6' 6' 0.03 6.00'''''''''''' 16 16 0.07 106 7.42'''''' 44.52'''''''''' 0.58'''''''' 0.09'''''''''''' 44.52'''''''''' 0.58'''''''' 0.09''''''''''''' 36.15''''' 216.90'''''''' 216.90'''''''''
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Black!walnut 26        !!!!!!!!0.08! !!1.00! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!1.08! !!!!!!!!!!342.11! 24!!!!!!! 20!!!!!! 2.58!!!!!!!! 234!!!!!!!!!! 603.72!!! 15,696.72!!!!!! 204.06!!!!!!! 30.61!!!!!!!!!!!! 206,538.65!!!! 2,685.00!!! 402.75!!!!!!!! 62.46!!!!!! 1,623.98!!!!! 21,368.51!!!!!
Black!cherry 20        !!!!!!!!0.06! !!3.33! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!3.39! !!!!!!!!1,072.65! 24!!!!!!! 17!!!!!! 2.08!!!!!!!! 164!!!!!!!!!! 341.12!!! 6,822.40!!!!!!!! 88.69!!!!!!!!! 13.30!!!!!!!!!!!! 365,901.11!!!! 4,756.71!!! 713.51!!!!!!!! 40.06!!!!!! 801.20!!!!!!!! 42,970.29!!!!!
Eastern!red!cedar 56        !!!!!!!!0.18! !!!!!!6!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.18! !!!!!!!!!!!!56.00! 16!!!!!!! 13!!!!!! 2.04!!!!!!!! 67!!!!!!!!!!! 136.68!!! 7,654.08!!!!!!!! 99.50!!!!!!!!! 14.93!!!!!!!!!!!! 7,654.08!!!!!!! 99.50!!!!!!!! 14.93!!!!!!!!!! 25.69!!!!!! 1,438.43!!!!! 1,438.43!!!!!!
Northern!white!cedar 259      !!!!!!!!0.82! !!!!!!6!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.82! !!!!!!!!!!259.00! 16!!!!!!! 12!!!!!! 2.04!!!!!!!! 56!!!!!!!!!!! 114.24!!! 29,588.16!!!!!! 384.65!!!!!!! 57.70!!!!!!!!!!!! 29,588.16!!!!!! 384.65!!!!!! 57.70!!!!!!!!!! 20.03!!!!!! 5,188.79!!!!! 5,188.79!!!!!!
Black!locust 19        !!!!!!!!0.06! !!3.33! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!3.39! !!!!!!!!1,071.65! 16!!!!!!! 19!!!!!! 1.16!!!!!!!! 154!!!!!!!!!! 178.64!!! 3,394.16!!!!!!!! 44.12!!!!!!!!! 6.62!!!!!!!!!!!!! 191,438.90!!!! 2,488.71!!! 373.31!!!!!!!! 63.87!!!!!! 1,213.46!!!!! 68,441.93!!!!!
Sugar!maple 971      !!!!!!!!3.07! !!3.33! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!6.40! !!!!!!!!2,023.65! 24!!!!!!! 19!!!!!! 1.08!!!!!!!! 209!!!!!!!!!! 225.72!!! 219,174.12!!!!! 2,849.26!!!! 427.39!!!!!!!!!! 456,777.44!!!! 5,938.11!!! 890.72!!!!!!!! 72.57!!!!!! 70,460.76!!! 146,846.19!!!
Bur!oak 395      !!!!!!!!1.25! !!3.33! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!4.58! !!!!!!!!1,447.65! 24!!!!!!! 30!!!!!! 0.98!!!!!!!! 560!!!!!!!!!! 548.80!!! 216,776.00!!!!! 2,818.09!!!! 422.71!!!!!!!!!! 794,468.29!!!! 10,328.09! 1,549.21!!!!!! 111.53!!!! 44,055.55!!! 161,460.40!!!
English!oak 140      !!!!!!!!0.44! !!3.33! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!3.77! !!!!!!!!1,192.65! 24!!!!!!! 16!!!!!! 0.98!!!!!!!! 143!!!!!!!!!! 140.14!!! 19,619.60!!!!!! 255.05!!!!!!! 38.26!!!!!!!!!!!! 167,137.45!!!! 2,172.79!!! 325.92!!!!!!!! 75.30!!!!!! 10,542.50!!! 89,810.51!!!!!
Swamp!white!oak 254      !!!!!!!!0.80! !!3.33! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!4.13! !!!!!!!!1,306.65! 24!!!!!!! 27!!!!!! 0.98!!!!!!!! 448!!!!!!!!!! 439.04!!! 111,516.16!!!!! 1,449.71!!!! 217.46!!!!!!!!!! 573,669.99!!!! 7,457.71!!! 1,118.66!!!!!! 107.93!!!! 27,414.17!!! 141,026.06!!!
White!oak 60        !!!!!!!!0.19! !!3.33! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!3.52! !!!!!!!!1,112.65! 24!!!!!!! 25!!!!!! 0.98!!!!!!!! 380!!!!!!!!!! 372.40!!! 22,344.00!!!!!! 290.47!!!!!!! 43.57!!!!!!!!!!!! 414,349.48!!!! 5,386.54!!! 807.98!!!!!!!! 115.20!!!! 6,912.10!!!!! 128,178.65!!!
American!elm 3,511   !!!!!!11.11! !!!!!!6!!! 6.69!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!4.42! !!!!!!!!1,396.22! 24!!!!!!! 29!!!!!! 0.75!!!!!!!! 521!!!!!!!!!! 390.75!!! 1,371,923.25! 17,835.00!! 2,675.25!!!!!!! 545,574.57!!!! 7,092.47!!! 1,063.87!!!!!! 109.06!!!! 382,904.41! 152,270.11!!!
Slippery!elm 2          !!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!6!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!2.00! 24!!!!!!! 28!!!!!! 0.75!!!!!!!! 482!!!!!!!!!! 361.50!!! 723.00!!!!!!!!!!! 9.40!!!!!!!!!! 1.41!!!!!!!!!!!!! 723.00!!!!!!!!!! 9.40!!!!!!!!! 1.41!!!!!!!!!!!! 89.16!!!!!! 178.31!!!!!!!! 178.31!!!!!!!!!
Common!alder 52        !!!!!!!!0.16! !!!!!!6!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.16! !!!!!!!!!!!!52.00! 24!!!!!!! 15!!!!!! 0.47!!!!!!!! 124!!!!!!!!!! 58.28!!!!! 3,030.56!!!!!!!! 39.40!!!!!!!!! 5.91!!!!!!!!!!!!! 3,030.56!!!!!!! 39.40!!!!!!!! 5.91!!!!!!!!!!!! 59.63!!!!!! 3,100.91!!!!! 3,100.91!!!!!!
Engelmann!oak 16        !!!!!!!!0.05! !!!!!!6!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.05! !!!!!!!!!!!!16.00! 16!!!!!!! 13!!!!!! 0.43!!!!!!!! 67!!!!!!!!!!! 28.81!!!!! 460.96!!!!!!!!!!! 5.99!!!!!!!!!! 0.90!!!!!!!!!!!!! 460.96!!!!!!!!!! 5.99!!!!!!!!! 0.90!!!!!!!!!!!! 40.76!!!!!! 652.19!!!!!!!! 652.19!!!!!!!!!
Northern!red!oak 611      !!!!!!!!1.93! !!!!!!6!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!1.93! !!!!!!!!!!611.00! 24!!!!!!! 18!!!!!! 0.43!!!!!!!! 184!!!!!!!!!! 79.12!!!!! 48,342.32!!!!!! 628.45!!!!!!! 94.27!!!!!!!!!!!! 48,342.32!!!!!! 628.45!!!!!! 94.27!!!!!!!!!! 80.17!!!!!! 48,981.08!!! 48,981.08!!!!!
Scarlet!oak 8          !!!!!!!!0.03! !!!!!!6!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.03! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!8.00! 24!!!!!!! 21!!!!!! 0.43!!!!!!!! 262!!!!!!!!!! 112.66!!! 901.28!!!!!!!!!!! 11.72!!!!!!!!! 1.76!!!!!!!!!!!!! 901.28!!!!!!!!!! 11.72!!!!!!!! 1.76!!!!!!!!!!!! 98.53!!!!!! 788.26!!!!!!!! 788.26!!!!!!!!!
Shingle!oak 104      !!!!!!!!0.33! !!!!!!6!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.33! !!!!!!!!!!104.00! 24!!!!!!! 13!!!!!! 0.43!!!!!!!! 90!!!!!!!!!!! 38.70!!!!! 4,024.80!!!!!!!! 52.32!!!!!!!!! 7.85!!!!!!!!!!!!! 4,024.80!!!!!!! 52.32!!!!!!!! 7.85!!!!!!!!!!!! 42.13!!!!!! 4,381.05!!!!! 4,381.05!!!!!!
Black!oak 2          !!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!6!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!2.00! 24!!!!!!! 12!!!!!! 0.40!!!!!!!! 74!!!!!!!!!!! 29.60!!!!! 59.20!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.77!!!!!!!!!! 0.12!!!!!!!!!!!!! 59.20!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.77!!!!!!!!! 0.12!!!!!!!!!!!! 86.36!!!!!! 172.72!!!!!!!! 172.72!!!!!!!!!
Blue!ash 66        !!!!!!!!0.21! !!!!!!6!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.21! !!!!!!!!!!!!66.00! 24!!!!!!! 15!!!!!! 0.40!!!!!!!! 124!!!!!!!!!! 49.60!!!!! 3,273.60!!!!!!!! 42.56!!!!!!!!! 6.38!!!!!!!!!!!!! 3,273.60!!!!!!! 42.56!!!!!!!! 6.38!!!!!!!!!!!! 51.65!!!!!! 3,408.67!!!!! 3,408.67!!!!!!
European!ash 30        !!!!!!!!0.09! !!!!!!6!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.09! !!!!!!!!!!!!30.00! 24!!!!!!! 21!!!!!! 0.40!!!!!!!! 262!!!!!!!!!! 104.80!!! 3,144.00!!!!!!!! 40.87!!!!!!!!! 6.13!!!!!!!!!!!!! 3,144.00!!!!!!! 40.87!!!!!!!! 6.13!!!!!!!!!!!! 77.25!!!!!! 2,317.42!!!!! 2,317.42!!!!!!
White!ash 451      !!!!!!!!1.43! !!!!!!6!!! 1.33!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.10! !!!!!!!!!!!!30.57! 24!!!!!!! 17!!!!!! 0.40!!!!!!!! 164!!!!!!!!!! 65.60!!!!! 29,585.60!!!!!! 384.61!!!!!!! 57.69!!!!!!!!!!!! 2,005.63!!!!!!! 26.07!!!!!!!! 3.91!!!!!!!!!!!! 62.96!!!!!! 28,393.51!!! 1,924.82!!!!!!
White!ash!'Autumn!Purple' 647      !!!!!!!!2.05! !!!!!!6!!! 1.33!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.72! !!!!!!!!!!226.57! 24!!!!!!! 15!!!!!! 0.40!!!!!!!! 124!!!!!!!!!! 49.60!!!!! 32,091.20!!!!!! 417.19!!!!!!! 62.58!!!!!!!!!!!! 11,238.06!!!!!! 146.09!!!!!! 21.91!!!!!!!!!! 54.14!!!!!! 35,028.12!!! 12,266.54!!!!!
Douglas!fir 12        !!!!!!!!0.04! !!!!!!6!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.04! !!!!!!!!!!!!12.00! 24!!!!!!! 12!!!!!! 0.39!!!!!!!! 74!!!!!!!!!!! 28.86!!!!! 346.32!!!!!!!!!!! 4.50!!!!!!!!!! 0.68!!!!!!!!!!!!! 346.32!!!!!!!!!! 4.50!!!!!!!!! 0.68!!!!!!!!!!!! 33.35!!!!!! 400.26!!!!!!!! 400.26!!!!!!!!!
Shagbark!hickory 16        !!!!!!!!0.05! !!0.69! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.74! !!!!!!!!!!234.12! 24!!!!!!! 19!!!!!! 0.39!!!!!!!! 209!!!!!!!!!! 81.51!!!!! 1,304.16!!!!!!!! 16.95!!!!!!!!! 2.54!!!!!!!!!!!!! 19,082.79!!!!!! 248.08!!!!!! 37.21!!!!!!!!!! 71.48!!!!!! 1,143.65!!!!! 16,734.12!!!!!
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American!sycamore 228     !!!!!!!0.72! !!!6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.72! !!!!!!!!!!228.00! 24!!!!!! 21!! 0.38!!!!!!!!! 262!!!!!!!!!!! 99.56!!!!! 22,699.68!!! 295.10!!!!! 44.26!!!!!!!!!! 22,699.68!!!!! 295.10!!!!! 44.26!!!!!!!!!! 78.05!!!!!! 17,795.96!!! 17,795.96!!!!!!
London!planetree 5         !!!!!!!0.02! !!!6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!5.00! 24!!!!!! 17!! 0.38!!!!!!!!! 164!!!!!!!!!!! 62.32!!!!! 311.60!!!!!!!! 4.05!!!!!!!! 0.61!!!!!!!!!!!! 311.60!!!!!!!!!! 4.05!!!!!!!! 0.61!!!!!!!!!!!! 73.31!!!!!! 366.55!!!!!!!! 366.55!!!!!!!!!!
Red!maple 448     !!!!!!!1.42! !!!6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!1.42! !!!!!!!!!!448.00! 24!!!!!! 15!! 0.38!!!!!!!!! 124!!!!!!!!!!! 47.12!!!!! 21,109.76!!! 274.43!!!!! 41.16!!!!!!!!!! 21,109.76!!!!! 274.43!!!!! 41.16!!!!!!!!!! 62.67!!!!!! 28,076.77!!! 28,076.77!!!!!!
Silver!maple 672     !!!!!!!2.13! !!!6!!! 0.33! !!!!!!!!!!!!!1.80! !!!!!!!!!!567.68! 24!!!!!! 26!! 0.38!!!!!!!!! 414!!!!!!!!!!! 157.32!! 105,719.04! 1,374.35! 206.15!!!!!!!! 89,308.00!!!!! 1,161.00! 174.15!!!!!!!! 80.55!!!!!! 54,127.63!!! 45,725.26!!!!!!
Pin!oak 78       !!!!!!!0.25! !!!6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.25! !!!!!!!!!!!!78.00! 24!!!!!! 18!! 0.38!!!!!!!!! 184!!!!!!!!!!! 69.00!!!!! 5,382.00!!!!! 69.97!!!!!! 10.49!!!!!!!!!! 5,382.00!!!!!!! 69.97!!!!!! 10.49!!!!!!!!!! 95.31!!!!!! 7,433.94!!!!! 7,433.94!!!!!!!!
American!beech 71       !!!!!!!0.22! !!!6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.22! !!!!!!!!!!!!71.00! 24!!!!!! 19!! 0.32!!!!!!!!! 209!!!!!!!!!!! 66.88!!!!! 4,748.48!!!!! 61.73!!!!!! 9.26!!!!!!!!!!!! 4,748.48!!!!!!! 61.73!!!!!! 9.26!!!!!!!!!!!! 54.28!!!!!! 3,853.91!!!!! 3,853.91!!!!!!!!
European!beech 64       !!!!!!!0.20! !!!6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.20! !!!!!!!!!!!!64.00! 24!!!!!! 16!! 0.32!!!!!!!!! 143!!!!!!!!!!! 45.76!!!!! 2,928.64!!!!! 38.07!!!!!! 5.71!!!!!!!!!!!! 2,928.64!!!!!!! 38.07!!!!!! 5.71!!!!!!!!!!!! 33.17!!!!!! 2,123.02!!!!! 2,123.02!!!!!!!!
Honeylocust 2,765  !!!!!!!8.75! !!!6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!8.75! !!!!!!!2,765.00! 16!!!!!! 19!! 0.32!!!!!!!!! 154!!!!!!!!!!! 49.28!!!!! 136,259.20! 1,771.37! 265.71!!!!!!!! 136,259.20!!! 1,771.37! 265.71!!!!!!!! 68.55!!!!!! 189,529.49! 189,529.49!!!!
Kentucky!coffeetree 686     !!!!!!!2.17! !!!6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!2.17! !!!!!!!!!!686.00! 24!!!!!! 14!! 0.32!!!!!!!!! 105!!!!!!!!!!! 33.60!!!!! 23,049.60!!! 299.64!!!!! 44.95!!!!!!!!!! 23,049.60!!!!! 299.64!!!!! 44.95!!!!!!!!!! 45.21!!!!!! 31,014.41!!! 31,014.41!!!!!!
Northern!catalpa 67       !!!!!!!0.21! !!!6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.21! !!!!!!!!!!!!67.00! 24!!!!!! 26!! 0.32!!!!!!!!! 414!!!!!!!!!!! 132.48!! 8,876.16!!!!! 115.39!!!!! 17.31!!!!!!!!!! 8,876.16!!!!!!! 115.39!!!!! 17.31!!!!!!!!!! 48.37!!!!!! 3,241.10!!!!! 3,241.10!!!!!!!!
Ohio!buckeye 173     !!!!!!!0.55! !!!6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.55! !!!!!!!!!!173.00! 16!!!!!! 17!! 0.32!!!!!!!!! 121!!!!!!!!!!! 38.72!!!!! 6,698.56!!!!! 87.08!!!!!! 13.06!!!!!!!!!! 6,698.56!!!!!!! 87.08!!!!!! 13.06!!!!!!!!!! 36.03!!!!!! 6,233.66!!!!! 6,233.66!!!!!!!!
Yellow!buckeye 81       !!!!!!!0.26! !!!6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.26! !!!!!!!!!!!!81.00! 24!!!!!! 18!! 0.32!!!!!!!!! 184!!!!!!!!!!! 58.88!!!!! 4,769.28!!!!! 62.00!!!!!! 9.30!!!!!!!!!!!! 4,769.28!!!!!!! 62.00!!!!!! 9.30!!!!!!!!!!!! 48.98!!!!!! 3,967.52!!!!! 3,967.52!!!!!!!!
White!poplar 22       !!!!!!!0.07! !!!6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.07! !!!!!!!!!!!!22.00! 24!!!!!! 19!! 0.30!!!!!!!!! 209!!!!!!!!!!! 62.70!!!!! 1,379.40!!!!! 17.93!!!!!! 2.69!!!!!!!!!!!! 1,379.40!!!!!!! 17.93!!!!!! 2.69!!!!!!!!!!!! 73.06!!!!!! 1,607.27!!!!! 1,607.27!!!!!!!!
Norway!spruce 25       !!!!!!!0.08! !!!6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.08! !!!!!!!!!!!!25.00! 24!!!!!! 14!! 0.30!!!!!!!!! 105!!!!!!!!!!! 30.98!!!!! 774.38!!!!!!!! 10.07!!!!!! 1.51!!!!!!!!!!!! 774.38!!!!!!!!!! 10.07!!!!!! 1.51!!!!!!!!!!!! 26.67!!!!!! 666.74!!!!!!!! 666.74!!!!!!!!!!
Tulip!tree 91       !!!!!!!0.29! !!!6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.29! !!!!!!!!!!!!91.00! 24!!!!!! 18!! 0.28!!!!!!!!! 184!!!!!!!!!!! 50.60!!!!! 4,604.60!!!!! 59.86!!!!!! 8.98!!!!!!!!!!!! 4,604.60!!!!!!! 59.86!!!!!! 8.98!!!!!!!!!!!! 73.09!!!!!! 6,650.88!!!!! 6,650.88!!!!!!!!
Paper!birch 29       !!!!!!!0.09! !!!6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.09! !!!!!!!!!!!!29.00! 24!!!!!! 14!! 0.25!!!!!!!!! 105!!!!!!!!!!! 26.25!!!!! 761.25!!!!!!!! 9.90!!!!!!!! 1.48!!!!!!!!!!!! 761.25!!!!!!!!!! 9.90!!!!!!!! 1.48!!!!!!!!!!!! 36.41!!!!!! 1,055.82!!!!! 1,055.82!!!!!!!!
River!birch 98       !!!!!!!0.31! !!!6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.31! !!!!!!!!!!!!98.00! 24!!!!!! 14!! 0.25!!!!!!!!! 105!!!!!!!!!!! 26.25!!!!! 2,572.50!!!!! 33.44!!!!!! 5.02!!!!!!!!!!!! 2,572.50!!!!!!! 33.44!!!!!! 5.02!!!!!!!!!!!! 53.30!!!!!! 5,223.70!!!!! 5,223.70!!!!!!!!
Cottonwood 6         !!!!!!!0.02! !!!6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!6.00! 24!!!!!! 17!! 0.24!!!!!!!!! 164!!!!!!!!!!! 39.36!!!!! 236.16!!!!!!!! 3.07!!!!!!!! 0.46!!!!!!!!!!!! 236.16!!!!!!!!!! 3.07!!!!!!!! 0.46!!!!!!!!!!!! 79.56!!!!!! 477.38!!!!!!!! 477.38!!!!!!!!!!
Eastern!cottonwood 448     !!!!!!!1.42! !!!6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!1.42! !!!!!!!!!!448.00! 24!!!!!! 27!! 0.24!!!!!!!!! 448!!!!!!!!!!! 107.52!! 48,168.96!!! 626.20!!!!! 93.93!!!!!!!!!! 48,168.96!!!!! 626.20!!!!! 93.93!!!!!!!!!! 92.13!!!!!! 41,272.15!!! 41,272.15!!!!!!
American!sweetgum 92       !!!!!!!0.29! !!!6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.29! !!!!!!!!!!!!92.00! 24!!!!!! 16!! 0.23!!!!!!!!! 143!!!!!!!!!!! 32.89!!!!! 3,025.88!!!!! 39.34!!!!!! 5.90!!!!!!!!!!!! 3,025.88!!!!!!! 39.34!!!!!! 5.90!!!!!!!!!!!! 68.59!!!!!! 6,310.70!!!!! 6,310.70!!!!!!!!
Sweet!crabapple 100     !!!!!!!0.32! !!!6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.32! !!!!!!!!!!100.00! 12!!!!!! 14!! 0.20!!!!!!!!! 62!!!!!!!!!!!!! 12.40!!!!! 1,240.00!!!!! 16.12!!!!!! 2.42!!!!!!!!!!!! 1,240.00!!!!!!! 16.12!!!!!! 2.42!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.02!!!!!! 2,101.98!!!!! 2,101.98!!!!!!!!
White!spruce 7         !!!!!!!0.02! !!!6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!7.00! 24!!!!!! 13!! 0.20!!!!!!!!! 90!!!!!!!!!!!!! 18.00!!!!! 126.00!!!!!!!! 1.64!!!!!!!! 0.25!!!!!!!!!!!! 126.00!!!!!!!!!! 1.64!!!!!!!! 0.25!!!!!!!!!!!! 24.62!!!!!! 172.36!!!!!!!! 172.36!!!!!!!!!!
American!linden 220     !!!!!!!0.70! !!!6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.70! !!!!!!!!!!220.00! 24!!!!!! 20!! 0.18!!!!!!!!! 234!!!!!!!!!!! 42.12!!!!! 9,266.40!!!!! 120.46!!!!! 18.07!!!!!!!!!! 9,266.40!!!!!!! 120.46!!!!! 18.07!!!!!!!!!! 75.65!!!!!! 16,643.17!!! 16,643.17!!!!!!
Northern!hackberry 1,426  !!!!!!!4.51! !!!6!!! 3.33! !!!!!!!!!!!!!1.18! !!!!!!!!!!373.35! 24!!!!!! 18!! 0.18!!!!!!!!! 184!!!!!!!!!!! 33.12!!!!! 47,229.12!!! 613.98!!!!! 92.10!!!!!!!!!! 12,365.47!!!!! 160.75!!!!! 24.11!!!!!!!!!! 87.25!!!!!! 124,414.81! 32,574.14!!!!!!
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Black!walnut 16!!!!!!!! 0.09!!!!!! 1.00! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1.09! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!199! 24!!!!!! 20!!!! 2.58!!!!!!!! 234!!!!!!!!!! 603.72!! 9,659.52!!!!!! 125.57!!!!!! 18.84!!!!!!!!!!! 120,218.76!!! 1,562.84!!!! 234.43!!!!!!!! 57.84!!!!!! 925.44!!!!!!!! 11,517.68!!!!!!
Black!locust 249!!!!!!! 1.36!!!!!! 3.33! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4.69! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!859! 16!!!!!! 22!!!! 1.16!!!!!!!! 211!!!!!!!!!! 244.76!! 60,945.24!!!! 792.29!!!!!! 118.84!!!!!!!!! 210,205.49!!! 2,732.67!!!! 409.90!!!!!!!! 25.29!!!!!! 6,297.21!!!!! 21,719.63!!!!!!
Sugar!maple 482!!!!!!! 2.63!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2.63! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!482! 24!!!!!! 18!!!! 1.08!!!!!!!! 184!!!!!!!!!! 198.72!! 95,783.04!!!! 1,245.18!!! 186.78!!!!!!!!! 95,783.04!!!!! 1,245.18!!!! 186.78!!!!!!!! 71.33!!!!!! 34,381.06!!! 34,381.06!!!!!!
Bur!oak 232!!!!!!! 1.27!!!!!! 3.33! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4.60! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!842! 24!!!!!! 22!!!! 0.98!!!!!!!! 290!!!!!!!!!! 284.20!! 65,934.40!!!! 857.15!!!!!! 128.57!!!!!!!!! 239,246.07!!! 3,110.20!!!! 466.53!!!!!!!! 51.65!!!!!! 11,982.80!!! 43,480.15!!!!!!
English!oak 141!!!!!!! 0.77!!!!!! 3.33! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4.10! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!751! 24!!!!!! 18!!!! 0.98!!!!!!!! 184!!!!!!!!!! 180.32!! 25,425.12!!!! 330.53!!!!!! 49.58!!!!!!!!!!! 135,388.39!!! 1,760.05!!!! 264.01!!!!!!!! 83.80!!!!!! 11,815.80!!! 62,918.96!!!!!!
Swamp!white!oak 354!!!!!!! 1.93!!!!!! 3.33! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!5.26! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!964! 24!!!!!! 16!!!! 0.98!!!!!!!! 143!!!!!!!!!! 140.14!! 49,609.56!!!! 644.92!!!!!! 96.74!!!!!!!!!!! 135,070.14!!! 1,755.91!!!! 263.39!!!!!!!! 53.11!!!!!! 18,800.94!!! 51,188.63!!!!!!
White!oak 23!!!!!!!! 0.13!!!!!! 3.33! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3.46! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!633! 24!!!!!! 24!!!! 0.98!!!!!!!! 346!!!!!!!!!! 339.08!! 7,798.84!!!!!! 101.38!!!!!! 15.21!!!!!!!!!!! 214,577.59!!! 2,789.51!!!! 418.43!!!!!!!! 80.90!!!!!! 1,860.70!!!!! 51,195.37!!!!!!
Osage!orange 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 3.33! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3.34! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!611! 16!!!!!! 21!!!! 0.78!!!!!!!! 191!!!!!!!!!! 148.98!! 148.98!!!!!!!!! 1.94!!!!!!!!! 0.29!!!!!!!!!!!! 91,000.40!!!!! 1,183.01!!!! 177.45!!!!!!!! 82.92!!!!!! 82.92!!!!!!!!!! 50,649.43!!!!!!
American!elm 1,274!!!! 6.96!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!6.96! !!!!!!!!!!!1,274! 24!!!!!! 31!!!! 0.75!!!!!!!! 602!!!!!!!!!! 451.50!! 575,211.00!! 7,477.74!!! 1,121.66!!!!!! 575,211.00!!! 7,477.74!!!! 1,121.66!!!!! 114.95!!!! 146,446.30! 146,446.30!!!!
English!elm 5!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.03! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!5! 24!!!!!! 34!!!! 0.75!!!!!!!! 728!!!!!!!!!! 546.00!! 2,730.00!!!!!! 35.49!!!!!!! 5.32!!!!!!!!!!!! 2,730.00!!!!!!! 35.49!!!!!!!! 5.32!!!!!!!!!!! 118.70!!!! 593.50!!!!!!!! 593.50!!!!!!!!!!
Common!alder 55!!!!!!!! 0.30!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.30! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!55! 24!!!!!! 16!!!! 0.47!!!!!!!! 143!!!!!!!!!! 67.21!!!!! 3,696.55!!!!!! 48.06!!!!!!! 7.21!!!!!!!!!!!! 3,696.55!!!!!!! 48.06!!!!!!!! 7.21!!!!!!!!!!! 60.32!!!!!! 3,317.60!!!!! 3,317.60!!!!!!!!
Northern!pin!oak 15!!!!!!!! 0.08!!!!!! 3.33! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3.41! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!625! 24!!!!!! 13!!!! 0.43!!!!!!!! 90!!!!!!!!!!!! 38.70!!!!! 580.50!!!!!!!!! 7.55!!!!!!!!! 1.13!!!!!!!!!!!! 24,180.65!!!!! 314.35!!!!!! 47.15!!!!!!!!!! 31.22!!!!!! 468.30!!!!!!!! 19,506.97!!!!!!
Northern!red!oak 327!!!!!!! 1.79!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1.79! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!327! 24!!!!!! 20!!!! 0.43!!!!!!!! 234!!!!!!!!!! 100.62!! 32,902.74!!!! 427.74!!!!!! 64.16!!!!!!!!!!! 32,902.74!!!!! 427.74!!!!!! 64.16!!!!!!!!!! 82.85!!!!!! 27,091.95!!! 27,091.95!!!!!!
Shingle!oak 63!!!!!!!! 0.34!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.34! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!63! 24!!!!!! 12!!!! 0.43!!!!!!!! 74!!!!!!!!!!!! 31.82!!!!! 2,004.66!!!!!! 26.06!!!!!!! 3.91!!!!!!!!!!!! 2,004.66!!!!!!! 26.06!!!!!!!! 3.91!!!!!!!!!!! 44.15!!!!!! 2,781.45!!!!! 2,781.45!!!!!!!!
Black!ash 24!!!!!!!! 0.13!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.13! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!24! 16!!!!!! 21!!!! 0.40!!!!!!!! 191!!!!!!!!!! 76.40!!!!! 1,833.60!!!!!! 23.84!!!!!!! 3.58!!!!!!!!!!!! 1,833.60!!!!!!! 23.84!!!!!!!! 3.58!!!!!!!!!!! 72.23!!!!!! 1,733.52!!!!! 1,733.52!!!!!!!!
Blue!ash 15!!!!!!!! 0.08!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.08! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!15! 24!!!!!! 15!!!! 0.40!!!!!!!! 124!!!!!!!!!! 49.60!!!!! 744.00!!!!!!!!! 9.67!!!!!!!!! 1.45!!!!!!!!!!!! 744.00!!!!!!!!!! 9.67!!!!!!!!!! 1.45!!!!!!!!!!! 70.91!!!!!! 1,063.65!!!!! 1,063.65!!!!!!!!
European!ash 3!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3! 24!!!!!! 21!!!! 0.40!!!!!!!! 262!!!!!!!!!! 104.80!! 314.40!!!!!!!!! 4.09!!!!!!!!! 0.61!!!!!!!!!!!! 314.40!!!!!!!!!! 4.09!!!!!!!!!! 0.61!!!!!!!!!!! 82.92!!!!!! 248.76!!!!!!!! 248.76!!!!!!!!!!
European!mountain!ash 3!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3! 16!!!!!! 18!!!! 0.40!!!!!!!! 136!!!!!!!!!! 54.40!!!!! 163.20!!!!!!!!! 2.12!!!!!!!!! 0.32!!!!!!!!!!!! 163.20!!!!!!!!!! 2.12!!!!!!!!!! 0.32!!!!!!!!!!! 49.53!!!!!! 148.59!!!!!!!! 148.59!!!!!!!!!!
Green!ash 554!!!!!!! 3.03!!!!!! 6!!! 2.33! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.70! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!127! 24!!!!!! 20!!!! 0.40!!!!!!!! 234!!!!!!!!!! 93.60!!!!! 51,854.40!!!! 674.11!!!!!! 101.12!!!!!!!!! 11,915.94!!!!! 154.91!!!!!! 23.24!!!!!!!!!! 76.33!!!!!! 42,286.82!!! 9,717.35!!!!!!!!
Green!ash!‘Patmore’ 17!!!!!!!! 0.09!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.09! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!17! 24!!!!!! 15!!!! 0.40!!!!!!!! 124!!!!!!!!!! 49.60!!!!! 843.20!!!!!!!!! 10.96!!!!!!! 1.64!!!!!!!!!!!! 843.20!!!!!!!!!! 10.96!!!!!!!! 1.64!!!!!!!!!!! 62.08!!!!!! 1,055.36!!!!! 1,055.36!!!!!!!!
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White!ash 740!!!!!!! 4.04!!!!!! 6!!! 3.33!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.71! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!130! 24!!!!!! 21!!! 0.40!!!!!!!!! 262!!!!!!!!!! 104.80!! 77,552.00!!! 1,008.18!!! 151.23!!!!!!!!! 13,642.56!!!!! 177.35!!!!! 26.60!!!!!!!!!! 69.93!!!!!!!! 51,748.20!!!!! 9,103.28!!!!!!!
Douglas!fir 2!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2! 24!!!!!! 14!!! 0.39!!!!!!!!! 105!!!!!!!!!! 40.95!!!! 81.90!!!!!!!!!! 1.06!!!!!!!!! 0.16!!!!!!!!!!!! 81.90!!!!!!!!!!! 1.06!!!!!!!! 0.16!!!!!!!!!!! 39.50!!!!!!!! 79.00!!!!!!!!!!! 79.00!!!!!!!!!!!
Freeman!maple 24!!!!!!!! 0.13!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.13! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!24! 16!!!!!! 14!!! 0.38!!!!!!!!! 78!!!!!!!!!!!! 29.64!!!! 711.36!!!!!!!! 9.25!!!!!!!!! 1.39!!!!!!!!!!!! 711.36!!!!!!!!! 9.25!!!!!!!! 1.39!!!!!!!!!!! 49.84!!!!!!!! 1,196.16!!!!!! 1,196.16!!!!!!!
Freeman!maple!'Autumn!blaze' 403!!!!!!! 2.20!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!2.20! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!403! 16!!!!!! 14!!! 0.38!!!!!!!!! 78!!!!!!!!!!!! 29.64!!!! 11,944.92!!! 155.28!!!!!! 23.29!!!!!!!!!! 11,944.92!!!!! 155.28!!!!! 23.29!!!!!!!!!! 43.13!!!!!!!! 17,381.39!!!!! 17,381.39!!!!!
Pin!oak 114!!!!!!! 0.62!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.62! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!114! 24!!!!!! 21!!! 0.38!!!!!!!!! 262!!!!!!!!!! 99.56!!!! 11,349.84!!! 147.55!!!!!! 22.13!!!!!!!!!! 11,349.84!!!!! 147.55!!!!! 22.13!!!!!!!!!! 106.44!!!!!! 12,134.16!!!!! 12,134.16!!!!!
Red!maple 441!!!!!!! 2.41!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!2.41! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!441! 24!!!!!! 16!!! 0.38!!!!!!!!! 143!!!!!!!!!! 54.34!!!! 23,963.94!!! 311.53!!!!!! 46.73!!!!!!!!!! 23,963.94!!!!! 311.53!!!!! 46.73!!!!!!!!!! 70.17!!!!!!!! 30,944.97!!!!! 30,944.97!!!!!
Silver!maple 656!!!!!!! 3.58!!!!!! 6!!! 3.33!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.25! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!46! 24!!!!!! 27!!! 0.38!!!!!!!!! 448!!!!!!!!!! 170.24!! 111,677.44! 1,451.81!!! 217.77!!!!!!!!! 7,861.19!!!!!! 102.20!!!!! 15.33!!!!!!!!!! 85.24!!!!!!!! 55,917.44!!!!! 3,936.14!!!!!!!
Honeylocust 832!!!!!!! 4.54!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!4.54! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!832! 16!!!!!! 18!!! 0.32!!!!!!!!! 136!!!!!!!!!! 43.52!!!! 36,208.64!!! 470.71!!!!!! 70.61!!!!!!!!!! 36,208.64!!!!! 470.71!!!!! 70.61!!!!!!!!!! 73.69!!!!!!!! 61,310.08!!!!! 61,310.08!!!!!
Kentucky!coffeetree 654!!!!!!! 3.57!!!!!! 0.69! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!4.26! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!780! 24!!!!!! 14!!! 0.32!!!!!!!!! 105!!!!!!!!!! 33.60!!!! 21,974.40!!! 285.67!!!!!! 42.85!!!!!!!!!! 26,220.09!!!!! 340.86!!!!! 51.13!!!!!!!!!! 36.71!!!!!!!! 24,008.34!!!!! 28,647.00!!!!!
Northern!catalpa 316!!!!!!! 1.73!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!1.73! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!316! 24!!!!!! 26!!! 0.32!!!!!!!!! 414!!!!!!!!!! 132.48!! 41,863.68!!! 544.23!!!!!! 81.63!!!!!!!!!! 41,863.68!!!!! 544.23!!!!! 81.63!!!!!!!!!! 43.71!!!!!!!! 13,812.36!!!!! 13,812.36!!!!!
Ohio!buckeye 86!!!!!!!! 0.47!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.47! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!86! 16!!!!!! 18!!! 0.32!!!!!!!!! 136!!!!!!!!!! 43.52!!!! 3,742.72!!!!! 48.66!!!!!!! 7.30!!!!!!!!!!!! 3,742.72!!!!!! 48.66!!!!!! 7.30!!!!!!!!!!! 36.15!!!!!!!! 3,108.90!!!!!! 3,108.90!!!!!!!
White!poplar 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 24!!!!!! 32!!! 0.30!!!!!!!!! 644!!!!!!!!!! 193.20!! 193.20!!!!!!!! 2.51!!!!!!!!! 0.38!!!!!!!!!!!! 193.20!!!!!!!!! 2.51!!!!!!!! 0.38!!!!!!!!!!! 63.81!!!!!!!! 63.81!!!!!!!!!!! 63.81!!!!!!!!!!!
Tulip!tree 93!!!!!!!! 0.51!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.51! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!93! 24!!!!!! 17!!! 0.28!!!!!!!!! 164!!!!!!!!!! 45.92!!!! 4,270.56!!!!! 55.52!!!!!!! 8.33!!!!!!!!!!!! 4,270.56!!!!!! 55.52!!!!!! 8.33!!!!!!!!!!! 67.97!!!!!!!! 6,321.21!!!!!! 6,321.21!!!!!!!
Paper!birch 11!!!!!!!! 0.06!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.06! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!11! 24!!!!!! 15!!! 0.25!!!!!!!!! 124!!!!!!!!!! 31.00!!!! 341.00!!!!!!!! 4.43!!!!!!!!! 0.66!!!!!!!!!!!! 341.00!!!!!!!!! 4.43!!!!!!!! 0.66!!!!!!!!!!! 58.52!!!!!!!! 643.72!!!!!!!!! 643.72!!!!!!!!!
River!birch 57!!!!!!!! 0.31!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.31! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!57! 24!!!!!! 16!!! 0.25!!!!!!!!! 106!!!!!!!!!! 26.50!!!! 1,510.50!!!!! 19.64!!!!!!! 2.95!!!!!!!!!!!! 1,510.50!!!!!! 19.64!!!!!! 2.95!!!!!!!!!!! 37.83!!!!!!!! 2,156.31!!!!!! 2,156.31!!!!!!!
Eastern!cottonwood 3!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3! 24!!!!!! 36!!! 0.24!!!!!!!!! 826!!!!!!!!!! 198.24!! 594.72!!!!!!!! 7.73!!!!!!!!! 1.16!!!!!!!!!!!! 594.72!!!!!!!!! 7.73!!!!!!!! 1.16!!!!!!!!!!! 80.61!!!!!!!! 241.83!!!!!!!!! 241.83!!!!!!!!!
American!sweetgum 21!!!!!!!! 0.11!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.11! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!21! 24!!!!!! 19!!! 0.23!!!!!!!!! 209!!!!!!!!!! 48.07!!!! 1,009.47!!!!! 13.12!!!!!!! 1.97!!!!!!!!!!!! 1,009.47!!!!!! 13.12!!!!!! 1.97!!!!!!!!!!! 70.43!!!!!!!! 1,479.03!!!!!! 1,479.03!!!!!!!
Crabapple 124!!!!!!! 0.68!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!0.68! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!124! !!!!!!!12! 15!!! !!!!!!!!!!0.20! 73!!!!!!!!!!!! 14.60!!!! 1,810.40!!!!! 23.54!!!!!!! 3.53!!!!!!!!!!!! 1,810.40!!!!!! 23.54!!!!!! 3.53!!!!!!!!!!! 24.33!!!!!!!! 3,016.92!!!!!! 3,016.92!!!!!!!
American!linden 1,804!!!! 9.85!!!!!! 6!!! 3.33!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!6.52! !!!!!!!!!!!!!1,194! 24!!!!!! 19!!! 0.18!!!!!!!!! 209!!!!!!!!!! 37.62!!!! 67,866.48!!! 882.26!!!!!! 132.34!!!!!!!!! 44,924.94!!!!! 584.02!!!!! 87.60!!!!!!!!!! 75.00!!!!!!!! 135,300.00!!! 89,563.28!!!!!
Northern!hackberry 1,477!!!! 8.07!!!!!! 6!!! 3.33!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!4.74! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!867! 24!!!!!! 30!!! 0.18!!!!!!!!! 560!!!!!!!!!! 100.80!! 148,881.60! 1,935.46!!! 290.32!!!!!!!!! 87,411.45!!!!! 1,136.35! 170.45!!!!!!!! 67.54!!!!!!!! 99,756.58!!!!! 58,569.14!!!!!
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India!rosewood 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!! 3.33! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3.33! !!!!!!!!!!!!2,330! 24!!!!!! 14!!!! 13.00!!!!!!! 105!!!!!!!!! 1,365.00! 1,365.00!!!!!!!! 17.75!!!!!!!! 2.66!!!!!!!!!!!! 3,180,816.37! 41,350.61!!! 6,202.59!!!!!! 114.26!!!!!!! 114.26!!!!!!!!!!! 266,256.47!!!!!!!!
Black!cherry 108!!!!!!! 0.15!!!!!! 3.33! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3.48! !!!!!!!!!!!!2,437! 24!!!!!! 15!!!! 2.08!!!!!!!!! 124!!!!!!!!! 257.92!!!!! 27,855.36!!!!!!! 362.12!!!!!! 54.32!!!!!!!!!!! 628,620.27!!!! 8,172.06!!!!! 1,225.81!!!!!! 75.79!!!!!!!!! 8,185.32!!!!!!!! 184,720.57!!!!!!!!
Red!cedar 46!!!!!!!!! 0.07!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.07! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!46! 16!!!!!! 17!!!! 2.04!!!!!!!!! 121!!!!!!!!! 246.84!!!!! 11,354.64!!!!!!! 147.61!!!!!! 22.14!!!!!!!!!!! 11,354.64!!!!!! 147.61!!!!!!! 22.14!!!!!!!!!! 16.95!!!!!!!!! 779.70!!!!!!!!!!! 779.70!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
West!Indies!mahogany 3!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!! 3.33! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3.33! !!!!!!!!!!!!2,332! 24!!!!!! 13!!!! 5.00!!!!!!!!! 90!!!!!!!!!!! 450.00!!!!! 1,350.00!!!!!!!! 17.55!!!!!!!! 2.63!!!!!!!!!!!! 1,049,520.78! 13,643.77!!! 2,046.57!!!!!! 59.66!!!!!!!!! 178.98!!!!!!!!!!! 139,143.13!!!!!!!!
Swamp!chestnut!oak 7!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 3.33! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3.34! !!!!!!!!!!!!2,336! 24!!!!!! 16!!!! 0.98!!!!!!!!! 143!!!!!!!!! 140.14!!!!! 980.98!!!!!!!!!!! 12.75!!!!!!!! 1.91!!!!!!!!!!!! 327,404.65!!!! 4,256.26!!!!! 638.44!!!!!!!! 88.87!!!!!!!!! 622.09!!!!!!!!!!! 207,624.17!!!!!!!!
American!elm 9!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!9! 24!!!!!! 20!!!! 0.75!!!!!!!!! 234!!!!!!!!! 175.50!!!!! 1,579.50!!!!!!!! 20.53!!!!!!!! 3.08!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!1,579.50! 20.53!!!!!!!!! 3.08!!!!!!!!!!!! 77.53!!!!!!!!! 697.77!!!!!!!!!!! 697.77!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Slippery!elm 11!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!11! 24!!!!!! 17!!!! 0.75!!!!!!!!! 164!!!!!!!!! 123.00!!!!! 1,353.00!!!!!!!! 17.59!!!!!!!! 2.64!!!!!!!!!!!! 1,353.00!!!!!!!! 17.59!!!!!!!!! 2.64!!!!!!!!!!!! 97.60!!!!!!!!! 1,073.60!!!!!!!! 1,073.60!!!!!!!!!!!
Southern!magnolia 2,835!!!! 4.06!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4.05! !!!!!!!!!!!!2,835! 24!!!!!! 17!!!! 0.75!!!!!!!!! 164!!!!!!!!! 123.00!!!!! 348,705.00!!!!! 4,533.17!!! 679.97!!!!!!!!! 348,705.00!!!! 4,533.17!!!!! 679.97!!!!!!!! 37.08!!!!!!!!! 105,121.80!!!!! 105,121.80!!!!!!!!
Winged!elm 139!!!!!!! 0.20!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.20! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!139! 16!!!!!! 13!!!! 0.75!!!!!!!!! 67!!!!!!!!!!! 50.25!!!!!!! 6,984.75!!!!!!!! 90.80!!!!!!!! 13.62!!!!!!!!!!! 6,984.75!!!!!!!! 90.80!!!!!!!!! 13.62!!!!!!!!!! 31.87!!!!!!!!! 4,429.93!!!!!!!! 4,429.93!!!!!!!!!!!
American!holly 19!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!! 3.33! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3.36! !!!!!!!!!!!!2,348! 16!!!!!! 14!!!! 0.63!!!!!!!!! 78!!!!!!!!!!! 49.14!!!!!!! 933.66!!!!!!!!!!! 12.14!!!!!!!! 1.82!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!115,393.91! 1,500.12!!!!! 225.02!!!!!!!! 31.81!!!!!!!!! 604.39!!!!!!!!!!! 74,698.42!!!!!!!!!!
Bluejack!oak 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.00! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1! 16!!!!!! 18!!!! 0.43!!!!!!!!! 136!!!!!!!!! 58.48!!!!!!! 58.48!!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.76!!!!!!!!! 0.11!!!!!!!!!!!! 58.48!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.76!!!!!!!!!!! 0.11!!!!!!!!!!!! 20.37!!!!!!!!! 20.37!!!!!!!!!!!! 20.37!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Laurel!oak 9,826!!!! 14.02!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!14.05! !!!!!!!!!!!!9,826! 24!!!!!! 25!!!! 0.43!!!!!!!!! 380!!!!!!!!! 163.40!!!!! 1,605,568.40! 20,872.39! 3,130.86!!!!!! 1,605,568.40! 20,872.39!!! 3,130.86!!!!!! 147.88!!!!!!! 1,453,068.88! 1,453,068.88!!!!!
Live!oak 18,278!! 26.15!!!!! 6!!! 12.33! !!!!!!!!!!!!!13.80! !!!!!!!!!!!!9,653! 24!!!!!! 24!!!! 0.43!!!!!!!!! 346!!!!!!!!! 148.78!!!!! 2,719,400.84! 35,352.21! 5,302.83!!!!!! 1,436,234.58! 18,671.05!!! 2,800.66!!!!!! 122.88!!!!!!! 2,246,000.64! 1,186,211.22!!!!!
Shumard!oak 1,486!!!! 2.13!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2.12! !!!!!!!!!!!!1,486! 24!!!!!! 15!!!! 0.43!!!!!!!!! 124!!!!!!!!! 53.32!!!!!!! 79,233.52!!!!!!! 1,030.04!!! 154.51!!!!!!!!! 79,233.52!!!!!! 1,030.04!!!!! 154.51!!!!!!!! 82.95!!!!!!!!! 123,263.70!!!!! 123,263.70!!!!!!!!
Southern!red!oak 6!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!6! 24!!!!!! 15!!!! 0.43!!!!!!!!! 124!!!!!!!!! 53.32!!!!!!! 319.92!!!!!!!!!!! 4.16!!!!!!!!! 0.62!!!!!!!!!!!! 319.92!!!!!!!!!! 4.16!!!!!!!!!!! 0.62!!!!!!!!!!!! 67.73!!!!!!!!! 406.38!!!!!!!!!!! 406.38!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Turkey!oak 6!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!6! 24!!!!!! 18!!!! 0.43!!!!!!!!! 184!!!!!!!!! 79.12!!!!!!! 474.72!!!!!!!!!!! 6.17!!!!!!!!! 0.93!!!!!!!!!!!! 474.72!!!!!!!!!! 6.17!!!!!!!!!!! 0.93!!!!!!!!!!!! 147.40!!!!!!! 884.40!!!!!!!!!!! 884.40!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Water!oak 141!!!!!!! 0.20!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.20! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!141! 24!!!!!! 23!!!! 0.43!!!!!!!!! 318!!!!!!!!! 136.74!!!!! 19,280.34!!!!!!! 250.64!!!!!! 37.60!!!!!!!!!!! 19,280.34!!!!!! 250.64!!!!!!! 37.60!!!!!!!!!! 136.09!!!!!!! 19,188.69!!!!!! 19,188.69!!!!!!!!!!
Willow!oak 109!!!!!!! 0.16!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.16! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!109! 24!!!!!! 25!!!! 0.43!!!!!!!!! 380!!!!!!!!! 163.40!!!!! 17,810.60!!!!!!! 231.54!!!!!! 34.73!!!!!!!!!!! 17,810.60!!!!!! 231.54!!!!!!! 34.73!!!!!!!!!! 155.07!!!!!!! 16,902.63!!!!!! 16,902.63!!!!!!!!!!
Carolina!ash 4!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4! 16!!!!!! 28!!!! 0.40!!!!!!!!! 347!!!!!!!!! 138.80!!!!! 555.20!!!!!!!!!!! 7.22!!!!!!!!! 1.08!!!!!!!!!!!! 555.20!!!!!!!!!! 7.22!!!!!!!!!!! 1.08!!!!!!!!!!!! 74.51!!!!!!!!! 298.04!!!!!!!!!!! 298.04!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Green!ash 10!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!10! 24!!!!!! 16!!!! 0.40!!!!!!!!! 143!!!!!!!!! 57.20!!!!!!! 572.00!!!!!!!!!!! 7.44!!!!!!!!! 1.12!!!!!!!!!!!! 572.00!!!!!!!!!! 7.44!!!!!!!!!!! 1.12!!!!!!!!!!!! 91.65!!!!!!!!! 916.50!!!!!!!!!!! 916.50!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Mockernut!hickory 3!!!!!!!!!! 0.00!!!!!! 3.33! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3.33! !!!!!!!!!!!!2,332! 24!!!!!! 20!!!! 0.39!!!!!!!!! 234!!!!!!!!! 91.26!!!!!!! 273.78!!!!!!!!!!! 3.56!!!!!!!!! 0.53!!!!!!!!!!!! 212,842.81!!!! 2,766.96!!!!! 415.04!!!!!!!! 121.67!!!!!!! 365.01!!!!!!!!!!! 283,767.10!!!!!!!!
Pecan 49!!!!!!!!! 0.07!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.07! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!49! 24!!!!!! 21!!!! 0.39!!!!!!!!! 262!!!!!!!!! 102.18!!!!! 5,006.82!!!!!!!! 65.09!!!!!!!! 9.76!!!!!!!!!!!! 5,006.82!!!!!!!! 65.09!!!!!!!!! 9.76!!!!!!!!!!!! 105.75!!!!!!! 5,181.75!!!!!!!! 5,181.75!!!!!!!!!!!
Pignut!hickory 6!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!6! 24!!!!!! 21!!!! 0.39!!!!!!!!! 262!!!!!!!!! 102.18!!!!! 613.08!!!!!!!!!!! 7.97!!!!!!!!! 1.20!!!!!!!!!!!! 613.08!!!!!!!!!! 7.97!!!!!!!!!!! 1.20!!!!!!!!!!!! 117.92!!!!!!! 707.52!!!!!!!!!!! 707.52!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Shagbark!hickory 4!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 1.69! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1.70! !!!!!!!!!!!!1,186! 24!!!!!! 21!!!! 0.39!!!!!!!!! 262!!!!!!!!! 102.18!!!!! 408.72!!!!!!!!!!! 5.31!!!!!!!!! 0.80!!!!!!!!!!!! 121,197.86!!!! 1,575.57!!!!! 236.34!!!!!!!! 140.28!!!!!!! 561.12!!!!!!!!!!! 166,389.08!!!!!!!!
American!sycamore 278!!!!!!! 0.40!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.40! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!278! 24!!!!!! 17!!!! 0.38!!!!!!!!! 164!!!!!!!!! 62.32!!!!!!! 17,324.96!!!!!!! 225.22!!!!!! 33.78!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!17,324.96! 225.22!!!!!!! 33.78!!!!!!!!!! 157.92!!!!!!! 43,901.76!!!!!! 43,901.76!!!!!!!!!!
Red!maple 1,468!!!! 2.10!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2.10! !!!!!!!!!!!!1,468! 24!!!!!! 17!!!! 0.38!!!!!!!!! 164!!!!!!!!! 62.32!!!!!!! 91,485.76!!!!!!! 1,189.31!!! 178.40!!!!!!!!! 91,485.76!!!!!! 1,189.31!!!!! 178.40!!!!!!!! 71.73!!!!!!!!! 105,299.64!!!!! 105,299.64!!!!!!!!
River!birch 8!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 3.33! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3.34! !!!!!!!!!!!!2,337! 24!!!!!! 12!!!! 0.25!!!!!!!!! 74!!!!!!!!!!! 18.50!!!!!!! 148.00!!!!!!!!!!! 1.92!!!!!!!!! 0.29!!!!!!!!!!!! 43,239.47!!!!!! 562.11!!!!!!! 84.32!!!!!!!!!! 74.41!!!!!!!!! 595.28!!!!!!!!!!! 173,916.14!!!!!!!!
American!sweetgum 290!!!!!!! 0.42!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.41! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!290! 24!!!!!! 19!!!! 0.23!!!!!!!!! 209!!!!!!!!! 48.07!!!!!!! 13,940.30!!!!!!! 181.22!!!!!! 27.18!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!13,940.30! 181.22!!!!!!! 27.18!!!!!!!!!! 67.92!!!!!!!!! 19,696.80!!!!!! 19,696.80!!!!!!!!!!
Tulip!tree 11!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.02! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!11! 24!!!!!! 18!!!! 0.28!!!!!!!!! 184!!!!!!!!! 51.52!!!!!!! 566.72!!!!!!!!!!! 7.37!!!!!!!!! 1.11!!!!!!!!!!!! 566.72!!!!!!!!!! 7.37!!!!!!!!!!! 1.11!!!!!!!!!!!! 53.94!!!!!!!!! 593.34!!!!!!!!!!! 593.34!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Loblolly!pine 65!!!!!!!!! 0.09!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0.09! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!65! 24!!!!!! 18!!!! 0.26!!!!!!!!! 184!!!!!!!!! 47.84!!!!!!! 3,109.60!!!!!!!! 31.10!!!!!!!! 4.66!!!!!!!!!!!! 3,109.60!!!!!!!! 31.10!!!!!!!!! 4.66!!!!!!!!!!!! 46.29!!!!!!!!! 3,008.85!!!!!!!! 3,008.85!!!!!!!!!!!
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English!walnut 2!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!! 3.33! 6!!!! 3.35!!!!!!!!!!!!! 383!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 21!!!!! 2.63!!!!!!!! 262!!!!!!!!!! 689.06!!!! 1,378.12!!!!! 17.92!!!!!! 2.69!!!!!!!!!!! 264,244.04!!! 3,435.17! 515.28!!!!!!!! 67.28!!!!!! 134.56!!!!!!! 25,800.86!!!!!
Black!walnut 61!!!!!!!!! 0.53!!!!! 1.00! 6!!!! 1.53!!!!!!!!!!!!! 176!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 26!!!!! 2.58!!!!!!!! 414!!!!!!!!!! 1,068.12! 65,155.32!!! 847.02!!!! 127.05!!!!!!!! 187,519.15!!! 2,437.75! 365.66!!!!!!!! 69.84!!!!!! 4,260.24!!!! 12,261.11!!!!!
Black!cherry 24!!!!!!!!! 0.21!!!!! 3.33! 6!!!! 3.54!!!!!!!!!!!!! 405!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 20!!!!! 2.08!!!!!!!! 234!!!!!!!!!! 486.72!!!! 11,681.28!!! 151.86!!!! 22.78!!!!!!!!!! 197,357.56!!! 2,565.65! 384.85!!!!!!!! 77.39!!!!!! 1,857.36!!!! 31,380.47!!!!!
Eastern!red!cedar 32!!!!!!!!! 0.28!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! 0.28!!!!!!!!!!!!! 32!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 16!!!!!!! 17!!!!! 2.04!!!!!!!! 121!!!!!!!!!! 246.84!!!! 7,898.88!!!!! 102.69!!!! 15.40!!!!!!!!!! 7,898.88!!!!!!! 102.69!!!!! 15.40!!!!!!!!!! 28.72!!!!!! 919.04!!!!!!! 919.04!!!!!!!!!
Northern!white!cedar 68!!!!!!!!! 0.59!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! 0.59!!!!!!!!!!!!! 68!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 16!!!!!!! 12!!!!! 2.04!!!!!!!! 56!!!!!!!!!!!! 114.24!!!! 7,768.32!!!!! 100.99!!!! 15.15!!!!!!!!!! 7,768.32!!!!!!! 100.99!!!!! 15.15!!!!!!!!!! 15.31!!!!!! 1,041.08!!!! 1,041.08!!!!!!
Black!locust 24!!!!!!!!! 0.21!!!!! 3.33! 6!!!! 3.54!!!!!!!!!!!!! 405!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 16!!!!!!! 29!!!!! 1.16!!!!!!!! 375!!!!!!!!!! 435.00!!!! 10,440.00!!! 135.72!!!! 20.36!!!!!!!!!! 176,385.89!!! 2,293.02! 343.95!!!!!!!! 70.90!!!!!! 1,701.60!!!! 28,748.87!!!!!
Black!maple 9!!!!!!!!!! 0.08!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! 0.08!!!!!!!!!!!!! 9!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 24!!!!! 1.08!!!!!!!! 346!!!!!!!!!! 373.68!!!! 3,363.12!!!!! 43.72!!!!!! 6.56!!!!!!!!!!! 3,363.12!!!!!!! 43.72!!!!!! 6.56!!!!!!!!!!!! 58.07!!!!!! 522.63!!!!!!! 522.63!!!!!!!!!
Sugar!maple 868!!!!!!! 7.58!!!!! 6!!! 3.33! 4.25!!!!!!!!!!!!! 487!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 22!!!!! 1.08!!!!!!!! 290!!!!!!!!!! 313.20!!!! 271,857.60! 3,534.15! 530.12!!!!!!!! 152,376.56!!! 1,980.90! 297.13!!!!!!!! 71.22!!!!!! 61,818.96! 34,649.61!!!!!
Bur!oak 174!!!!!!! 1.52!!!!! 3.33! 6!!!! 4.85!!!!!!!!!!!!! 555!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 25!!!!! 0.98!!!!!!!! 380!!!!!!!!!! 372.40!!!! 64,797.60!!! 842.37!!!! 126.36!!!!!!!! 206,862.54!!! 2,689.21! 403.38!!!!!!!! 99.52!!!!!! 17,316.48! 55,281.85!!!!!
Chestnut!oak 2!!!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!! 3.33! 6!!!! 3.35!!!!!!!!!!!!! 383!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 13!!!!! 0.98!!!!!!!! 90!!!!!!!!!!!! 88.20!!!!!! 176.40!!!!!!!! 2.29!!!!!!!! 0.34!!!!!!!!!!! 33,823.36!!!!! 439.70!!!!! 65.96!!!!!!!!!! 64.20!!!!!! 128.40!!!!!!! 24,619.72!!!!!
Chinkapin!oak 8!!!!!!!!!! 0.07!!!!! 3.33! 6!!!! 3.40!!!!!!!!!!!!! 389!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 34!!!!! 0.98!!!!!!!! 728!!!!!!!!!! 713.44!!!! 5,707.52!!!!! 74.20!!!!!! 11.13!!!!!!!!!! 277,874.04!!! 3,612.36! 541.85!!!!!!!! 74.38!!!!!! 595.04!!!!!!! 28,969.88!!!!!
English!oak 205!!!!!!! 1.79!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! 1.79!!!!!!!!!!!!! 205!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 20!!!!! 0.98!!!!!!!! 234!!!!!!!!!! 229.32!!!! 47,010.60!!! 611.14!!!! 91.67!!!!!!!!!! 47,010.60!!!!! 611.14!!!!! 91.67!!!!!!!!!! 78.82!!!!!! 16,158.10! 16,158.10!!!!!
Swamp!white!oak 161!!!!!!! 1.41!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! 1.41!!!!!!!!!!!!! 161!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 17!!!!! 0.98!!!!!!!! 164!!!!!!!!!! 160.72!!!! 25,875.92!!! 336.39!!!! 50.46!!!!!!!!!! 25,875.92!!!!! 336.39!!!!! 50.46!!!!!!!!!! 64.43!!!!!! 10,373.23! 10,373.23!!!!!
White!oak 155!!!!!!! 1.35!!!!! 3.33! 6!!!! 4.68!!!!!!!!!!!!! 536!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 20!!!!! 0.98!!!!!!!! 234!!!!!!!!!! 229.32!!!! 35,544.60!!! 462.08!!!! 69.31!!!!!!!!!! 123,026.69!!! 1,599.35! 239.90!!!!!!!! 100.41!!!! 15,563.55! 53,868.44!!!!!
Osage!orange 5!!!!!!!!!! 0.04!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! 0.04!!!!!!!!!!!!! 5!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 37!!!!! 0.78!!!!!!!! 622!!!!!!!!!! 485.16!!!! 2,425.80!!!!! 31.54!!!!!! 4.73!!!!!!!!!!! 2,425.80!!!!!!! 31.54!!!!!! 4.73!!!!!!!!!!!! 77.09!!!!!! 385.45!!!!!!! 385.45!!!!!!!!!
American!elm 5!!!!!!!!!! 0.04!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! 0.04!!!!!!!!!!!!! 5!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 28!!!!! 0.75!!!!!!!! 482!!!!!!!!!! 361.50!!!! 1,807.50!!!!! 23.50!!!!!! 3.52!!!!!!!!!!! 1,807.50!!!!!!! 23.50!!!!!! 3.52!!!!!!!!!!!! 101.80!!!! 509.00!!!!!!! 509.00!!!!!!!!!
Cucumber!tree 11!!!!!!!!! 0.10!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! 0.10!!!!!!!!!!!!! 11!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 16!!!!!!! 26!!!!! 0.75!!!!!!!! 414!!!!!!!!!! 310.50!!!! 3,415.50!!!!! 44.40!!!!!! 6.66!!!!!!!!!!! 3,415.50!!!!!!! 44.40!!!!!! 6.66!!!!!!!!!!!! 26.83!!!!!! 295.13!!!!!!! 295.13!!!!!!!!!
Common!alder 18!!!!!!!!! 0.16!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! 0.16!!!!!!!!!!!!! 18!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 16!!!!!!! 14!!!!! 0.47!!!!!!!! 105!!!!!!!!!! 49.35!!!!!! 888.30!!!!!!!! 11.55!!!!!! 1.73!!!!!!!!!!! 888.30!!!!!!!!!! 11.55!!!!!! 1.73!!!!!!!!!!!! 48.31!!!!!! 869.58!!!!!!! 869.58!!!!!!!!!
Northern!red!oak 616!!!!!!! 5.38!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! 5.38!!!!!!!!!!!!! 616!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 16!!!!!!! 23!!!!! 0.43!!!!!!!! 318!!!!!!!!!! 136.74!!!! 84,231.84!!! 1,095.01! 164.25!!!!!!!! 84,231.84!!!!! 1,095.01! 164.25!!!!!!!! 109.00!!!! 67,144.00! 67,144.00!!!!!
Pin!oak!x!Willow!oak 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 22!!!!! 0.43!!!!!!!! 290!!!!!!!!!! 124.70!!!! 124.70!!!!!!!! 1.62!!!!!!!! 0.24!!!!!!!!!!! 124.70!!!!!!!!!! 1.62!!!!!!!! 0.24!!!!!!!!!!!! 109.61!!!! 109.61!!!!!!! 109.61!!!!!!!!!
Scarlet!oak 11!!!!!!!!! 0.10!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! 0.10!!!!!!!!!!!!! 11!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 28!!!!! 0.43!!!!!!!! 482!!!!!!!!!! 207.26!!!! 2,279.86!!!!! 29.64!!!!!! 4.45!!!!!!!!!!! 2,279.86!!!!!!! 29.64!!!!!! 4.45!!!!!!!!!!!! 81.64!!!!!! 898.04!!!!!!! 898.04!!!!!!!!!
Shingle!oak 37!!!!!!!!! 0.32!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! 0.32!!!!!!!!!!!!! 37!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 19!!!!! 0.43!!!!!!!! 209!!!!!!!!!! 89.87!!!!!! 3,325.19!!!!! 43.23!!!!!! 6.48!!!!!!!!!!! 3,325.19!!!!!!! 43.23!!!!!! 6.48!!!!!!!!!!!! 88.98!!!!!! 3,292.26!!!! 3,292.26!!!!!!
Shumard!oak 10!!!!!!!!! 0.09!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! 0.09!!!!!!!!!!!!! 10!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 23!!!!! 0.43!!!!!!!! 318!!!!!!!!!! 136.74!!!! 1,367.40!!!!! 17.78!!!!!! 2.67!!!!!!!!!!! 1,367.40!!!!!!! 17.78!!!!!! 2.67!!!!!!!!!!!! 51.25!!!!!! 512.50!!!!!!! 512.50!!!!!!!!!
Willow!oak 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 42!!!!! 0.43!!!!!!!! 1,100!!!!!!! 473.00!!!! 473.00!!!!!!!! 6.15!!!!!!!! 0.92!!!!!!!!!!! 473.00!!!!!!!!!! 6.15!!!!!!!! 0.92!!!!!!!!!!!! 168.13!!!! 168.13!!!!!!! 168.13!!!!!!!!!
Black!oak 14!!!!!!!!! 0.12!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! 0.12!!!!!!!!!!!!! 14!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 31!!!!! 0.40!!!!!!!! 602!!!!!!!!!! 240.80!!!! 3,371.20!!!!! 43.83!!!!!! 6.57!!!!!!!!!!! 3,371.20!!!!!!! 43.83!!!!!! 6.57!!!!!!!!!!!! 92.86!!!!!! 1,300.04!!!! 1,300.04!!!!!!
Blue!ash 7!!!!!!!!!! 0.06!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! 0.06!!!!!!!!!!!!! 7!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 19!!!!! 0.40!!!!!!!! 209!!!!!!!!!! 83.60!!!!!! 585.20!!!!!!!! 7.61!!!!!!!! 1.14!!!!!!!!!!! 585.20!!!!!!!!!! 7.61!!!!!!!! 1.14!!!!!!!!!!!! 67.56!!!!!! 472.92!!!!!!! 472.92!!!!!!!!!
European!ash 4!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! 0.03!!!!!!!!!!!!! 4!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 24!!!!! 0.40!!!!!!!! 346!!!!!!!!!! 138.40!!!! 553.60!!!!!!!! 7.20!!!!!!!! 1.08!!!!!!!!!!! 553.60!!!!!!!!!! 7.20!!!!!!!! 1.08!!!!!!!!!!!! 64.75!!!!!! 259.00!!!!!!! 259.00!!!!!!!!!
Green!ash 334!!!!!!! 2.92!!!!! 6!!! 2.00! 0.92!!!!!!!!!!!!! 105!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 16!!!!!!! 22!!!!! 0.40!!!!!!!! 290!!!!!!!!!! 116.00!!!! 38,744.00!!! 503.67!!!! 75.55!!!!!!!!!! 12,166.08!!!!! 158.16!!!!! 23.72!!!!!!!!!! 74.23!!!!!! 24,792.82! 7,785.24!!!!!!
White!ash 161!!!!!!! 1.41!!!!! 6!!! 1.00! 0.41!!!!!!!!!!!!! 46!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 18!!!!! 0.40!!!!!!!! 184!!!!!!!!!! 73.60!!!!!! 11,849.60!!! 154.04!!!! 23.11!!!!!!!!!! 3,417.98!!!!!!! 44.43!!!!!! 6.67!!!!!!!!!!!! 62.21!!!!!! 10,015.81! 2,889.03!!!!!!
Bitternut!hickory 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 13!!!!! 0.39!!!!!!!! 90!!!!!!!!!!!! 35.10!!!!!! 35.10!!!!!!!!!! 0.46!!!!!!!! 0.07!!!!!!!!!!! 35.10!!!!!!!!!!! 0.46!!!!!!!! 0.07!!!!!!!!!!!! 73.91!!!!!! 73.91!!!!!!!! 73.91!!!!!!!!!!!
Douglas!fir 11!!!!!!!!! 0.10!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! 0.10!!!!!!!!!!!!! 11!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 14!!!!! 0.39!!!!!!!! 105!!!!!!!!!! 40.95!!!!!! 450.45!!!!!!!! 5.86!!!!!!!! 0.88!!!!!!!!!!! 450.45!!!!!!!!!! 5.86!!!!!!!! 0.88!!!!!!!!!!!! 45.37!!!!!! 499.07!!!!!!! 499.07!!!!!!!!!
Pecan 7!!!!!!!!!! 0.06!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! 0.06!!!!!!!!!!!!! 7!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!!! 20!!!!! !!!!!!!!!0.39! 234!!!!!!!!!! 91.26!!!!!! 638.82!!!!!!!! 8.30!!!!!!!! 1.25!!!!!!!!!!! 638.82!!!!!!!!!! 8.30!!!!!!!! 1.25!!!!!!!!!!!! 75.54!!!!!! 528.78!!!!!!! 528.78!!!!!!!!!
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Shellbark!hickory 36!!!!!!!! 0.31!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! 0.31!!!!!!!!!!!!! 36!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 18!!! 0.39!!!!!!!!! 184!!!!!!!!! 71.76!!! 2,583.36!!!!!! 33.58!!!!!! 5.04!!!!!!!!!!!! 2,583.36!!!!!!! 33.58!!!!!!! 5.04!!!!!!!!!!!! 72.71!!!!!!!! 2,617.56!!!!! 2,617.56!!!!!!!
White!fir 8!!!!!!!!!! 0.07!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! 0.07!!!!!!!!!!!!! 8!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 16!!! 0.39!!!!!!!!! 143!!!!!!!!! 55.77!!! 446.16!!!!!!!! 5.80!!!!!!!! 0.87!!!!!!!!!!!! 446.16!!!!!!!!!! 5.80!!!!!!!! 0.87!!!!!!!!!!!! 56.35!!!!!!!! 450.80!!!!!!!! 450.80!!!!!!!!!!
American!sycamore 316!!!!!!! 2.76!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! 2.76!!!!!!!!!!!!! 316!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 32!!! 0.38!!!!!!!!! 644!!!!!!!!! 244.72! 77,331.52!!!! 1,005.31! 150.80!!!!!!!!! 77,331.52!!!!!! 1,005.31! 150.80!!!!!!!!! 78.39!!!!!!!! 24,771.24!!! 24,771.24!!!!!
Freeman!maple 82!!!!!!!! 0.72!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! 0.72!!!!!!!!!!!!! 82!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 14!!! 0.38!!!!!!!!! 78!!!!!!!!!!! 29.64!!! 2,430.48!!!!!! 31.60!!!!!! 4.74!!!!!!!!!!!! 2,430.48!!!!!!! 31.60!!!!!!! 4.74!!!!!!!!!!!! 34.73!!!!!!!! 2,847.86!!!!! 2,847.86!!!!!!!
London!planetree 60!!!!!!!! 0.52!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! 0.52!!!!!!!!!!!!! 60!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 25!!! 0.38!!!!!!!!! 380!!!!!!!!! 144.40! 8,664.00!!!!!! 112.63!!!! 16.89!!!!!!!!!! 8,664.00!!!!!!! 112.63!!!!! 16.89!!!!!!!!!! 80.37!!!!!!!! 4,822.20!!!!! 4,822.20!!!!!!!
Pin!oak 251!!!!!!! 2.19!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! 2.19!!!!!!!!!!!!! 251!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 29!!! 0.38!!!!!!!!! 521!!!!!!!!! 197.98! 49,692.98!!!! 646.01!!!! 96.90!!!!!!!!!! 49,692.98!!!!!! 646.01!!!!! 96.90!!!!!!!!!! 119.42!!!!!! 29,974.42!!! 29,974.42!!!!!
Red!maple 855!!!!!!! 7.46!!!!!! 6!!! 4.66!! 2.80!!!!!!!!!!!!! 321!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 19!!! 0.38!!!!!!!!! 209!!!!!!!!! 79.42!!! 67,904.10!!!! 882.75!!!! 132.41!!!!!!!!! 25,505.76!!!!!! 331.57!!!!! 49.74!!!!!!!!!! 67.54!!!!!!!! 57,746.70!!! 21,690.50!!!!!
Silver!maple 683!!!!!!! 5.96!!!!!! 6!!! 3.33!! 2.63!!!!!!!!!!!!! 302!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 30!!! 0.38!!!!!!!!! 560!!!!!!!!! 212.80! 145,342.40! 1,889.45! 283.42!!!!!!!!! 64,162.43!!!!!! 834.11!!!!! 125.12!!!!!!!!! 92.01!!!!!!!! 62,842.83!!! 27,742.41!!!!!
American!beech 26!!!!!!!! 0.23!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! 0.23!!!!!!!!!!!!! 26!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 18!!! 0.32!!!!!!!!! 184!!!!!!!!! 58.88!!! 1,530.88!!!!!! 19.90!!!!!! 2.99!!!!!!!!!!!! 1,530.88!!!!!!! 19.90!!!!!!! 2.99!!!!!!!!!!!! 62.83!!!!!!!! 1,633.58!!!!! 1,633.58!!!!!!!
European!beech 9!!!!!!!!!! 0.08!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! 0.08!!!!!!!!!!!!! 9!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 21!!! 0.32!!!!!!!!! 262!!!!!!!!! 83.84!!! 754.56!!!!!!!! 9.81!!!!!!!! 1.47!!!!!!!!!!!! 754.56!!!!!!!!!! 9.81!!!!!!!! 1.47!!!!!!!!!!!! 61.43!!!!!!!! 552.87!!!!!!!! 552.87!!!!!!!!!!
Honeylocust 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 21!!! 0.32!!!!!!!!! 191!!!!!!!!! 61.12!!! 61.12!!!!!!!!!! 0.79!!!!!!!! 0.12!!!!!!!!!!!! 61.12!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.79!!!!!!!! 0.12!!!!!!!!!!!! 80.47!!!!!!!! 80.47!!!!!!!!!! 80.47!!!!!!!!!!!
Kentucky!coffeetree 147!!!!!!! 1.28!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! 1.28!!!!!!!!!!!!! 147!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 17!!! 0.32!!!!!!!!! 164!!!!!!!!! 52.48!!! 7,714.56!!!!!! 100.29!!!! 15.04!!!!!!!!!! 7,714.56!!!!!!! 100.29!!!!! 15.04!!!!!!!!!! 44.99!!!!!!!! 6,613.53!!!!! 6,613.53!!!!!!!
Northern!catalpa 33!!!!!!!! 0.29!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! 0.29!!!!!!!!!!!!! 33!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 27!!! 0.32!!!!!!!!! 448!!!!!!!!! 143.36! 4,730.88!!!!!! 61.50!!!!!! 9.23!!!!!!!!!!!! 4,730.88!!!!!!! 61.50!!!!!!! 9.23!!!!!!!!!!!! 45.63!!!!!!!! 1,505.79!!!!! 1,505.79!!!!!!!
Ohio!buckeye 16!!!!!!!! 0.14!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! 0.14!!!!!!!!!!!!! 16!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 20!!! 0.32!!!!!!!!! 171!!!!!!!!! 54.72!!! 875.52!!!!!!!! 11.38!!!!!! 1.71!!!!!!!!!!!! 875.52!!!!!!!!!! 11.38!!!!!!! 1.71!!!!!!!!!!!! 36.55!!!!!!!! 584.80!!!!!!!! 584.80!!!!!!!!!!
Sassafras 14!!!!!!!! 0.12!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! 0.12!!!!!!!!!!!!! 14!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 17!!! 0.32!!!!!!!!! 121!!!!!!!!! 38.72!!! 542.08!!!!!!!! 7.05!!!!!!!! 1.06!!!!!!!!!!!! 542.08!!!!!!!!!! 7.05!!!!!!!! 1.06!!!!!!!!!!!! 19.39!!!!!!!! 271.46!!!!!!!! 271.46!!!!!!!!!!
Thornless!honeylocust 144!!!!!!! 1.26!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! 1.26!!!!!!!!!!!!! 144!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 24!!! 0.32!!!!!!!!! 346!!!!!!!!! 110.72! 15,943.68!!!! 207.27!!!! 31.09!!!!!!!!!! 15,943.68!!!!!! 207.27!!!!! 31.09!!!!!!!!!! 76.13!!!!!!!! 10,962.72!!! 10,962.72!!!!!
Norway!spruce 21!!!!!!!! 0.18!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! 0.18!!!!!!!!!!!!! 21!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 16!!!!!! 19!!! !!!!!!0.30! 209!!!!!!!!! 62.70!!! 1,316.70!!!!!! 17.12!!!!!! 2.57!!!!!!!!!!!! 1,316.70!!!!!!! 17.12!!!!!!! 2.57!!!!!!!!!!!! 31.84!!!!!!!! 668.64!!!!!!!! 668.64!!!!!!!!!!
Tulip!tree 200!!!!!!! 1.75!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! 1.75!!!!!!!!!!!!! 200!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 27!!! 0.28!!!!!!!!! 448!!!!!!!!! 125.44! 25,088.00!!!! 326.14!!!! 48.92!!!!!!!!!! 25,088.00!!!!!! 326.14!!!!! 48.92!!!!!!!!!! 74.53!!!!!!!! 14,906.00!!! 14,906.00!!!!!
Ponderosa!pine 3!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! 0.03!!!!!!!!!!!!! 3!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 16!!! 0.26!!!!!!!!! 143!!!!!!!!! 37.18!!! 111.54!!!!!!!! 1.45!!!!!!!! 0.22!!!!!!!!!!!! 111.54!!!!!!!!!! 1.45!!!!!!!! 0.22!!!!!!!!!!!! 54.20!!!!!!!! 162.60!!!!!!!! 162.60!!!!!!!!!!
Black!tupelo 41!!!!!!!! 0.36!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! 0.36!!!!!!!!!!!!! 41!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 19!!! 0.25!!!!!!!!! 154!!!!!!!!! 38.50!!! 1,578.50!!!!!! 20.52!!!!!! 3.08!!!!!!!!!!!! 1,578.50!!!!!!! 20.52!!!!!!! 3.08!!!!!!!!!!!! 24.93!!!!!!!! 1,022.13!!!!! 1,022.13!!!!!!!
Gray!birch 3!!!!!!!!!! 0.03!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! 0.03!!!!!!!!!!!!! 3!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 15!!! 0.25!!!!!!!!! 92!!!!!!!!!!! 23.00!!! 69.00!!!!!!!!!! 0.90!!!!!!!! 0.13!!!!!!!!!!!! 69.00!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.90!!!!!!!! 0.13!!!!!!!!!!!! 42.11!!!!!!!! 126.33!!!!!!!! 126.33!!!!!!!!!!
Paper!birch 11!!!!!!!! 0.10!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! 0.10!!!!!!!!!!!!! 11!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 15!!! 0.25!!!!!!!!! 124!!!!!!!!! 31.00!!! 341.00!!!!!!!! 4.43!!!!!!!! 0.66!!!!!!!!!!!! 341.00!!!!!!!!!! 4.43!!!!!!!! 0.66!!!!!!!!!!!! 63.16!!!!!!!! 694.76!!!!!!!! 694.76!!!!!!!!!!
River!birch 33!!!!!!!! 0.29!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! 0.29!!!!!!!!!!!!! 33!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 17!!! 0.25!!!!!!!!! 164!!!!!!!!! 41.00!!! 1,353.00!!!!!! 17.59!!!!!! 2.64!!!!!!!!!!!! 1,353.00!!!!!!! 17.59!!!!!!! 2.64!!!!!!!!!!!! 66.39!!!!!!!! 2,190.87!!!!! 2,190.87!!!!!!!
Sawtooth!oak 60!!!!!!!! 0.52!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! 0.52!!!!!!!!!!!!! 60!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 16!!!!!! 14!!! 0.25!!!!!!!!! 105!!!!!!!!! 26.25!!! 1,575.00!!!!!! 20.48!!!!!! 3.07!!!!!!!!!!!! 1,575.00!!!!!!! 20.48!!!!!!! 3.07!!!!!!!!!!!! 62.07!!!!!!!! 3,724.20!!!!! 3,724.20!!!!!!!
Eastern!cottonwood 12!!!!!!!! 0.10!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! 0.10!!!!!!!!!!!!! 12!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 36!!! 0.24!!!!!!!!! 826!!!!!!!!! 198.24! 2,378.88!!!!!! 30.93!!!!!! 4.64!!!!!!!!!!!! 2,378.88!!!!!!! 30.93!!!!!!! 4.64!!!!!!!!!!!! 73.05!!!!!!!! 876.60!!!!!!!! 876.60!!!!!!!!!!
American!sweetgum 280!!!!!!! 2.44!!!!!! 0.69! 6!!!! 3.13!!!!!!!!!!!!! 359!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 24!!! 0.23!!!!!!!!! 346!!!!!!!!! 79.58!!! 22,282.40!!!! 289.67!!!! 43.45!!!!!!!!!! 28,572.91!!!!!! 371.45!!!!! 55.72!!!!!!!!!! 80.68!!!!!!!! 22,590.40!!! 28,967.86!!!!!
Jack!pine 5!!!!!!!!!! 0.04!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! 0.04!!!!!!!!!!!!! 5!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 16!!!!!! 12!!! 0.20!!!!!!!!! 56!!!!!!!!!!! 11.20!!! 56.00!!!!!!!!!! 0.73!!!!!!!! 0.11!!!!!!!!!!!! 56.00!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.73!!!!!!!! 0.11!!!!!!!!!!!! 38.00!!!!!!!! 190.00!!!!!!!! 190.00!!!!!!!!!!
White!spruce 20!!!!!!!! 0.17!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! 0.17!!!!!!!!!!!!! 20!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 16!!!!!! 13!!! 0.20!!!!!!!!! 90!!!!!!!!!!! 18.00!!! 360.00!!!!!!!! 4.68!!!!!!!! 0.70!!!!!!!!!!!! 360.00!!!!!!!!!! 4.68!!!!!!!! 0.70!!!!!!!!!!!! 21.75!!!!!!!! 435.00!!!!!!!! 435.00!!!!!!!!!!
Northern!hackberry 294!!!!!!! 2.57!!!!!! 6!!! 0.66!! 1.91!!!!!!!!!!!!! 218!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 28!!! 0.18!!!!!!!!! 482!!!!!!!!! 86.76!!! 25,507.44!!!! 331.60!!!! 49.74!!!!!!!!!! 18,947.55!!!!!! 246.32!!!!! 36.95!!!!!!!!!! 108.60!!!!!! 31,928.40!!! 23,717.20!!!!!
Sugarberry 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 25!!! 0.18!!!!!!!!! 380!!!!!!!!! 68.40!!! 68.40!!!!!!!!!! 0.89!!!!!!!! 0.13!!!!!!!!!!!! 68.40!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.89!!!!!!!! 0.13!!!!!!!!!!!! 83.52!!!!!!!! 83.52!!!!!!!!!! 83.52!!!!!!!!!!!
Bigtooth!Aspen 1!!!!!!!!!! 0.01!!!!!! 6!!! 6!!!! 0.01!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 24!!!!!! 19!!! 0.07!!!!!!!!! 154!!!!!!!!! 10.78!!! 10.78!!!!!!!!!! 0.14!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!!!!!!!! 10.78!!!!!!!!!!!! 0.14!!!!!!!! 0.02!!!!!!!!!!!! 82.92!!!!!!!! 82.92!!!!!!!!!! 82.92!!!!!!!!!!!
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Champaign 1,342,77011111111 2,286,1121111111111 1,342,77011111111 3,203,0021111111111 1,342,7701111111 1,275,546111111
Evanston 2,032,32811111111 2,613,7321111111111 2,032,32811111111 4,260,3931111111111 2,032,3281111111 2,084,981111111
Oak1Park 1,175,30111111111 1,555,7321111111111 1,175,30111111111 2,217,6871111111111 1,175,3011111111 1,114,053111111
Orlando 5,027,33911111111 4,978,6141111111111 5,027,33911111111 9,341,1681111111111 5,027,3391111111 5,344,451111111
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For	  sums	  of	  per	  tree	  EV	  and	  MLV	  values	  see	  table	  16.	  These	  ranged	  from	  $2,574	  to	  $4,296	  and	  $4,722	  to	  $11,213,	  respectively.	  The	  EV	  per	  species	  value	  before	  manipulations	  was	  $532,478	  on	  the	  low	  end	  and	  $4,162,669	  on	  the	  high-­‐end.	  After	  manipulations	  the	  same	  group	  ranged	  from	  $627,557	  to	  $4,588,168.	  The	  percentage	  change	  for	  this	  group	  ranged	  from	  -­‐3%	  to	  18%.	  This	  represents	  an	  average	  change	  of	  8.6%.	  The	  MLV	  per	  species	  values	  before	  manipulations	  was	  $1,555,732	  on	  the	  low	  end	  and	  $4,978,614	  on	  the	  high-­‐end.	  After	  manipulations	  the	  same	  group	  ranged	  from	  $2,177,741	  to	  $9,341,168.	  The	  percentage	  change	  for	  this	  group	  ranged	  from	  40%	  to	  88%.	  This	  represents	  an	  average	  change	  of	  64%.	  
	  
Table	  16:	  MLV	  and	  EV	  per	  tree	  and	  per	  species	  













Champaign 16,1133 3,537333333 9,0393333333 2,286,11233333333 3,203,002333 1,132,27633333333 1,096,2113333
Evanston 15,6303 3,087333333 5,9233333333 2,613,73233333333 4,260,3933333 1,235,86233333333 1,508,4243333
Oak3Park 11,7123 2,574333333 5,2823333333 1,555,73233333333 2,217,6873333 834,0033333333333 884,4653333333
Orlando 35,2273 2,636333333 4,7223333333 4,978,61433333333 9,341,1683333 4,162,66933333333 4,588,1683333
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$100	  ranged	  from	  16	  to	  38.	  The	  percentage	  of	  MLV	  trees	  over	  $100	  ranged	  from	  35%	  to	  64%.	  The	  total	  number	  of	  trees	  with	  MLV	  greater	  than	  $100	  was	  between	  4,502	  and	  31,437.	  The	  range	  of	  the	  sums	  of	  MLV	  tree	  heights	  and	  #	  board	  feet	  were	  368	  to	  872	  and	  3,702	  to	  13,275,	  respectively,	  and	  the	  sums	  of	  average	  dbh’s	  were	  between	  317	  and	  889	  inches.	  And	  finally,	  the	  sum	  of	  MLV	  per	  tree	  board	  foot	  values	  in	  the	  over	  $100	  group	  ranged	  from	  $13.67	  to	  $28.89.	  	  
	  
	   Table	  17:	  Number	  of	  MLV	  trees	  greater	  and	  less	  than	  $100	  	  
	  	  	  By	  contrast	  table	  18	  shows	  that	  the	  number	  of	  EV	  entries	  in	  the	  MLV	  group	  listed	  as	  $100	  or	  greater	  ranged	  from	  3	  to	  11.	  The	  percentage	  of	  trees	  in	  this	  group	  over	  $100	  ranged	  from	  5%	  to	  37%.	  The	  total	  number	  of	  trees	  in	  this	  category	  was	  between	  544	  and	  28,701.	  The	  range	  of	  the	  sums	  of	  tree	  heights	  and	  sums	  of	  board	  feet	  for	  this	  group	  were	  72	  to	  264	  and	  1,417	  to	  3,427,	  respectively,	  and	  the	  sum	  of	  average	  dbh’s	  was	  between	  83	  and	  229	  inches.	  And	  finally,	  the	  sum	  of	  MLV	  per	  tree	  per	  tree	  board	  foot	  values	  in	  the	  over	  $100	  group	  ranged	  from	  $1.88	  to	  $17.09.	  	  	  






Champaign 64(( 10,251( 38(((((((((( 872(((((((( 889((( 28.89((((((((( 12,716(((((((((((( 7,976(((
Evanston 35(( 6,938((( 17(((((((((( 384(((((((( 375((( 18.17((((((((( 5,218((((((((((((( 4,468(((
Oak(Park 45(( 6,300((( 18(((((((((( 416(((((((( 439((( 13.67((((((((( 6,763((((((((((((( 4,243(((
Orlando 53(( 31,437( 16(((((((((( 368(((((((( 317((( 28.64((((((((( 3,702((((((((((((( 3,939(((
Urbana 51(( 4,502((( 32(((((((((( 720(((((((( 823((( 27.90((((((((( 13,275(((((((((((( 9,541(((
Champaign 36(( 5,862((( 21(((((((((( 440(((((((( 370((( 6.75((((((((((( 3,487((((((((((((( 1,064(((
Evanston 65(( 8,692((( 31(((((((((( 708(((((((( 501((( 10.18((((((((( 4,469((((((((((((( 1,455(((
Oak(Park 55(( 5,412((( 22(((((((((( 468(((((((( 360((( 7.59((((((((((( 3,044((((((((((((( 1,040(((
Orlando 47(( 3,790((( 14(((((((((( 314(((((((( 230((( 6.00((((((((((( 2,069((((((((((((( 783((((((
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   Table	  18:	  Trees	  with	  EV	  >	  $100	  in	  MLV	  group	  of	  trees	  	  
	  	  For	  MLV	  tree	  numbers	  see	  table	  19.	  These	  ranged	  from	  6,713	  to	  35,227.	  The	  top	  five	  species	  represented	  between	  41%	  and	  58%	  of	  inventories.	  	  	  





MLV	  Pre-­‐	  and	  Post-­‐	  Manipulations:	  By	  City	  









Champaign 5))) 544 3 72 83 1.79 1,417 830
Evanston 8))) 4,220 4 96 110 3.69 1,909 444
Oak)Park 8))) 1,393 3 72 86 1.88 1,592 340
Orlando 37) 28,701 11 264 229 17.09 2,897 1,467





Count&MLV %&MLV %&Ash %&Elm& %&Honeylocust %&Maple& %&Oak
Champaign 16,113&&&&& 58 9 29 20
Evanston 15,630&&&&& 34 2 11 9 7 5
Oak&Park 11,712&&&&& 37 7 7 5 11 7
Orlando 35,227&&&&& 45 2 43
Urbana 6,713&&&&&&& 41 4 22 15
MLV&Trees
Inventory
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In	  table	  16	  it	  is	  seen	  that	  the	  sum	  total	  per	  tree	  value	  in	  the	  MLV	  group	  for	  species	  value	  in	  the	  Champaign	  inventory	  is	  $9,039	  or	  156%	  greater	  than	  the	  EV	  sum	  total	  per	  tree	  value	  of	  $3,537	  for	  the	  same	  tree	  group.	  The	  EV	  for	  the	  MLV	  group	  of	  trees	  before	  manipulations	  was	  $1,132,276.	  After	  manipulations	  it	  is	  $1,096,211.	  The	  overall	  EV	  for	  the	  MLV	  group	  of	  trees	  decreases	  3%	  after	  manipulations.	  For	  total	  number	  of	  MLV	  species	  valued	  at	  greater	  than	  $100	  see	  table	  17.	  In	  the	  Champaign	  inventory	  there	  are	  38	  species	  in	  this	  category,	  which	  represents	  64%	  of	  the	  MLV	  species.	  The	  total	  number	  of	  trees	  with	  MLV	  greater	  than	  $100	  is	  10,251.	  The	  cumulative	  tree	  height	  and	  number	  of	  board	  feet	  are	  872	  and	  12,716,	  respectively,	  and	  the	  cumulative	  average	  dbh	  is	  889	  inches.	  And	  finally,	  the	  sum	  of	  the	  per	  tree	  board	  foot	  value	  is	  $28.89.	  By	  contrast	  table	  18	  lists	  3	  EV	  species	  or	  5%	  of	  the	  trees	  in	  the	  MLV	  group	  valued	  over	  $100.	  The	  total	  number	  of	  trees	  in	  this	  category	  is	  544.	  The	  cumulative	  tree	  height	  and	  number	  of	  board	  feet	  are	  72	  and	  1,417,	  respectively,	  and	  the	  cumulative	  average	  dbh	  is	  83	  inches.	  And	  finally,	  the	  sum	  of	  the	  per	  tree	  board	  foot	  value	  is	  $1.79.	  As	  seen	  in	  table	  19	  the	  Champaign	  inventory	  has	  16,113	  trees	  with	  merchantable	  lumber.	  The	  top	  five	  species	  represent	  58%	  of	  the	  inventory.	  The	  tree	  species	  with	  the	  highest	  percentages	  are	  Maple	  at	  29%,	  oak	  at	  20%	  and	  ash	  at	  9%.	  	  
	  
Evanston	  Table	  15	  shows	  that	  when	  unmanipulated	  MLV	  is	  considered	  the	  Evanston	  inventory	  increases	  by	  $2,613,732,	  which	  represents	  a	  129%	  gain	  over	  an	  EV	  only	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inventory.	  After	  manipulations	  MLV	  adds	  $4,260,393	  to	  the	  EV	  inventory	  representing	  a	  value	  that	  is	  210%	  greater	  than	  the	  inventory	  considering	  ecosystem	  benefits	  only.	  Tree	  manipulations	  result	  in	  a	  3%	  increase	  for	  the	  EV	  only	  inventory,	  which	  goes	  up	  from	  $2,032,328	  to	  $2,084,981.	  Overall,	  when	  manipulated	  MLV	  is	  considered,	  the	  monetary	  gains	  to	  the	  inventory	  are	  considerable.	  	  In	  table	  16	  it	  is	  seen	  that	  the	  sum	  total	  per	  tree	  value	  in	  the	  MLV	  group	  for	  species	  values	  in	  the	  Evanston	  inventory	  is	  $5,923	  or	  92%	  greater	  than	  the	  EV	  sum	  total	  per	  tree	  value	  of	  $3,087	  for	  the	  same	  tree	  group.	  The	  EV	  for	  the	  MLV	  group	  of	  trees	  before	  manipulations	  was	  $1,235,862.	  After	  manipulations	  it	  is	  $1,508,424.	  The	  overall	  EV	  for	  the	  MLV	  group	  of	  trees	  increases	  12%	  after	  manipulations.	  For	  total	  number	  of	  MLV	  species	  valued	  at	  greater	  than	  $100	  see	  table	  17.	  In	  the	  Evanston	  inventory	  there	  are	  17	  species	  in	  this	  category,	  which	  represents	  35%	  of	  the	  MLV	  species.	  The	  total	  number	  of	  trees	  with	  MLV	  greater	  than	  $100	  is	  6,938.	  The	  cumulative	  tree	  height	  and	  number	  of	  board	  feet	  are	  384	  and	  5,218,	  respectively,	  and	  the	  cumulative	  average	  dbh	  is	  375	  inches.	  And	  finally,	  the	  sum	  of	  the	  per	  tree	  board	  foot	  value	  is	  $18.17.	  By	  contrast	  table	  18	  lists	  4	  EV	  species	  or	  8%	  of	  the	  trees	  in	  the	  MLV	  group	  valued	  over	  $100.	  The	  total	  number	  of	  trees	  in	  this	  category	  is	  4,220.	  The	  cumulative	  tree	  height	  and	  number	  of	  board	  feet	  are	  96	  and	  1,909,	  respectively,	  and	  the	  cumulative	  average	  dbh	  is	  110	  inches.	  And	  finally,	  the	  sum	  of	  the	  per	  tree	  board	  foot	  value	  is	  $3.69.	  As	  seen	  in	  table	  19	  the	  Evanston	  inventory	  has	  15,630	  trees	  with	  merchantable	  lumber.	  The	  top	  five	  species	  represent	  34%	  of	  the	  inventory.	  The	  tree	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species	  with	  the	  highest	  percentages	  are	  Elm	  at	  11%,	  honeylocust	  at	  9%,	  maple	  at	  7%,	  oak	  at	  5%	  and	  ash	  at	  2%.	  
	  
Oak	  Park	  Table	  15	  shows	  that	  when	  unmanipulated	  MLV	  is	  considered	  the	  Oak	  Park	  inventory	  increases	  by	  $1,555,732	  which	  represents	  a	  132%	  gain	  over	  an	  EV	  only	  inventory.	  After	  manipulations	  MLV	  adds	  $2,217,687	  to	  the	  EV	  inventory	  representing	  a	  value	  that	  is	  189%	  greater	  than	  the	  inventory	  considering	  ecosystem	  benefits	  only.	  Tree	  manipulations	  result	  in	  a	  5%	  decrease	  for	  the	  EV	  only	  inventory,	  which	  goes	  down	  from	  $1,175,301	  to	  $1,114,053.	  Overall,	  when	  manipulated	  MLV	  is	  considered,	  the	  monetary	  gains	  to	  the	  inventory	  are	  considerable.	  	  In	  table	  16	  it	  is	  seen	  that	  the	  sum	  total	  per	  tree	  value	  in	  the	  MLV	  group	  species	  in	  the	  Oak	  Park	  inventory	  is	  $5,282	  or	  105%	  greater	  than	  the	  EV	  sum	  total	  per	  tree	  value	  of	  $2,574	  for	  the	  same	  tree	  group.	  The	  EV	  for	  the	  MLV	  group	  of	  trees	  before	  manipulations	  was	  $834,003.	  After	  manipulations	  it	  is	  $884,465.	  The	  overall	  EV	  for	  the	  MLV	  group	  of	  trees	  increases	  6%	  after	  manipulations.	  For	  total	  number	  of	  MLV	  species	  valued	  at	  greater	  than	  $100	  see	  table	  17.	  In	  the	  Oak	  Park	  inventory	  there	  are	  18	  species	  in	  this	  category,	  which	  represent	  45%	  of	  the	  MLV	  species.	  The	  total	  number	  of	  trees	  with	  MLV	  greater	  than	  $100	  is	  6,300.	  The	  cumulative	  tree	  height	  and	  number	  of	  board	  feet	  are	  416	  and	  6,763,	  respectively,	  and	  the	  cumulative	  average	  dbh	  is	  439	  inches.	  And	  finally,	  the	  sum	  of	  the	  per	  tree	  board	  foot	  value	  is	  $13.67.	  By	  contrast	  table	  18	  lists	  3	  EV	  species	  or	  8%	  of	  the	  trees	  in	  the	  MLV	  group	  valued	  over	  $100.	  The	  total	  number	  of	  trees	  in	  this	  category	  is	  1,393.	  The	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cumulative	  tree	  height	  and	  number	  of	  board	  feet	  are	  72	  and	  1,592,	  respectively,	  and	  the	  cumulative	  average	  dbh	  is	  86	  inches.	  And	  finally,	  the	  sum	  of	  the	  per	  tree	  board	  foot	  value	  is	  $1.88.	  As	  seen	  in	  table	  19	  the	  Oak	  Park	  inventory	  has	  11,712	  trees	  with	  merchantable	  lumber.	  The	  top	  five	  species	  represent	  37%	  of	  the	  inventory.	  The	  tree	  species	  with	  the	  highest	  percentages	  are	  maple	  at	  11%,	  ash,	  elm	  and	  oak	  at	  7%,	  and	  honeylocust	  at	  5%.	  
	  
Orlando	  Table	  15	  shows	  that	  when	  unmanipulated	  MLV	  is	  considered	  the	  Orlando	  inventory	  increases	  by	  $4,978,614	  which	  represents	  a	  99%	  gain	  over	  an	  EV	  only	  inventory.	  After	  manipulations	  MLV	  adds	  $9,341,168	  to	  the	  EV	  inventory	  representing	  a	  value	  that	  is	  186%	  greater	  than	  the	  inventory	  considering	  ecosystem	  benefits	  only.	  Tree	  manipulations	  result	  in	  a	  6%	  increase	  for	  the	  EV	  only	  inventory,	  which	  goes	  up	  from	  $5,027,339	  to	  $5,344,451.	  Overall,	  when	  manipulated	  MLV	  is	  considered,	  the	  monetary	  gains	  to	  the	  inventory	  are	  considerable.	  	  In	  table	  16	  it	  is	  seen	  that	  the	  sum	  total	  per	  tree	  value	  in	  the	  MLV	  group	  species	  in	  the	  Orlando	  inventory	  is	  $4,722	  or	  79%	  greater	  than	  the	  EV	  sum	  total	  per	  tree	  value	  of	  $2,636	  for	  the	  same	  tree	  group.	  The	  EV	  for	  the	  MLV	  group	  of	  trees	  before	  manipulations	  was	  $4,162,669.	  After	  manipulations	  it	  is	  $4,588,168.	  The	  overall	  EV	  for	  the	  MLV	  group	  of	  trees	  increases	  10%	  after	  manipulations.	  For	  total	  number	  of	  MLV	  species	  valued	  at	  greater	  than	  $100	  see	  table	  17.	  In	  the	  Orlando	  inventory	  there	  are	  16	  species	  in	  this	  category,	  which	  represents	  53%	  of	  the	  MLV	  species.	  The	  total	  number	  of	  trees	  with	  MLV	  greater	  than	  $100	  is	  31,437.	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The	  cumulative	  tree	  height	  and	  number	  of	  board	  feet	  are	  368	  and	  3,702,	  respectively,	  and	  the	  cumulative	  average	  dbh	  is	  317	  inches.	  And	  finally,	  the	  sum	  of	  the	  per	  tree	  board	  foot	  value	  is	  $28.64.	  By	  contrast	  table	  18	  lists	  11	  EV	  species	  or	  37%	  of	  the	  trees	  in	  the	  MLV	  group	  valued	  over	  $100.	  The	  total	  number	  of	  trees	  in	  this	  category	  is	  28,701.	  The	  cumulative	  tree	  height	  and	  number	  of	  board	  feet	  are	  264	  and	  2,897,	  respectively,	  and	  the	  cumulative	  average	  dbh	  is	  229	  inches.	  And	  finally,	  the	  sum	  of	  the	  per	  tree	  board	  foot	  value	  is	  $17.09.	  As	  seen	  in	  table	  19	  the	  Orlando	  inventory	  has	  35,227	  trees	  with	  merchantable	  lumber.	  The	  top	  five	  species	  represent	  45%	  of	  the	  inventory.	  The	  tree	  species	  with	  the	  highest	  percentages	  are	  oaks	  at	  43%,	  and	  maples	  at	  2%.	  	  
Urbana	  Table	  15	  shows	  that	  when	  unmanipulated	  MLV	  is	  considered	  the	  Urbana	  inventory	  increases	  by	  $1,183,867	  which	  represents	  a	  167%	  gain	  over	  an	  EV	  only	  inventory.	  After	  manipulations	  MLV	  adds	  $2,177,741	  to	  the	  EV	  inventory	  representing	  a	  value	  that	  is	  308%	  greater	  than	  the	  inventory	  considering	  ecosystem	  benefits	  only.	  Tree	  manipulations	  result	  in	  an	  8%	  increase	  for	  the	  EV	  only	  inventory,	  which	  goes	  up	  from	  $707,543	  to	  $762,539.	  Overall,	  when	  manipulated	  MLV	  is	  considered,	  the	  monetary	  gains	  to	  the	  inventory	  are	  considerable.	  	  In	  table	  16	  it	  is	  seen	  that	  the	  sum	  total	  per	  tree	  value	  in	  the	  MLV	  group	  species	  in	  the	  Urbana	  inventory	  is	  $11,213	  or	  161%	  greater	  than	  the	  EV	  sum	  total	  per	  tree	  value	  of	  $4,296	  for	  the	  same	  tree	  group.	  The	  EV	  for	  the	  MLV	  group	  of	  trees	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before	  manipulations	  was	  $532,478.	  After	  manipulations	  it	  is	  $627,557.	  The	  overall	  EV	  for	  the	  MLV	  group	  of	  trees	  increases	  18%	  after	  manipulations.	  For	  total	  number	  of	  MLV	  species	  valued	  at	  greater	  than	  $100	  see	  table	  17.	  In	  the	  Urbana	  inventory	  there	  are	  32	  species	  in	  this	  category,	  which	  represents	  51%	  of	  the	  MLV	  species.	  The	  total	  number	  of	  trees	  with	  MLV	  greater	  than	  $100	  is	  4,502.	  The	  cumulative	  tree	  height	  and	  number	  of	  board	  feet	  are	  720	  and	  13,275,	  respectively,	  and	  the	  cumulative	  average	  dbh	  is	  823	  inches.	  And	  finally,	  the	  sum	  of	  the	  per	  tree	  board	  foot	  value	  is	  $27.90.	  By	  contrast	  table	  18	  lists	  7	  EV	  species	  or	  11%	  of	  the	  trees	  in	  the	  MLV	  group	  valued	  over	  $100.	  The	  total	  number	  of	  trees	  in	  this	  category	  is	  1,323.	  The	  cumulative	  tree	  height	  and	  number	  of	  board	  feet	  are	  160	  and	  3,427,	  respectively,	  and	  the	  cumulative	  average	  dbh	  is	  192	  inches.	  And	  finally,	  the	  sum	  of	  the	  per	  tree	  board	  foot	  value	  is	  $3.58.	  As	  seen	  in	  table	  19	  the	  Urbana	  inventory	  has	  6,713	  trees	  with	  merchantable	  lumber.	  The	  top	  five	  species	  represent	  41%	  of	  the	  inventory.	  The	  tree	  species	  with	  the	  highest	  percentages	  are	  maples	  at	  22%,	  oaks	  at	  15%	  and	  ash	  at	  4%.	  
	  
	  
Street	  Trees	  Felled	  Annually	  
FMLV@1.3	  and	  FMLV@0.195	  Trees	  It	  is	  estimated	  that	  the	  average	  number	  of	  street	  trees	  felled	  each	  year	  in	  the	  cities	  studied	  here	  is	  1.3%	  (see	  table	  3).	  Of	  that	  amount	  an	  estimated	  15%	  are	  considered	  to	  have	  high-­‐end	  quality	  wood.	  That	  is	  an	  estimated	  total	  of	  0.195%	  street	  trees	  that	  can	  be	  sold	  to	  the	  high-­‐end	  wood	  markets	  annually.	  Thus,	  the	  revenues	  from	  the	  sale	  of	  FMLV@0.195	  are	  considerably	  lower	  than	  the	  revenues	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from	  the	  sales	  of	  MLV,	  which	  assumes	  lifetime	  values.	  However,	  as	  seen	  in	  table	  20,	  the	  FMLV	  values	  for	  merchantable	  lumber	  when	  accounted	  for	  potentially	  can	  add	  considerably	  to	  the	  value	  of	  street	  tree	  inventories.	  
	  





The	  Annual	  Value	  of	  MLV	  Per	  Tree	  (AnMLV)	  Table	  21	  shows	  that	  when	  the	  MLV	  for	  the	  five	  cities	  is	  amortized	  over	  23.5	  years	  the	  resulting	  AnMLV	  numbers	  per	  species	  per	  tree	  range	  from	  $0.32	  -­‐	  $58.09.	  Also	  depicted	  in	  table	  21	  is	  the	  annual	  EV	  range	  of	  numbers	  per	  species	  per	  tree,	  $16.60	  –	  168.13,	  for	  the	  same	  trees	  per	  year.	  
	  












Champaign 29,719" 4,458"""""" 41,639"""" 6,246"""""""
Evanston 33,979" 5,097"""""" 55,385"""" 8,308"""""""
Oak"Park 20,225" 3,034"""""" 28,830"""" 4,324"""""""
Orlando 64,713" 9,707"""""" 121,426" 18,214"""""















Champaign 7.42$/$980.40 0.32$/$41.72 16.60$/$130.96
Evanston 12.40$/$603.72 0.53$/$25.69 20.03$/$115.20
Oak$Park 14.60$/$603.72 0.62$/$25.69 24.33$/$118.70
Orlando 18.50$/$1,365.00 0.79$/$58.09 16.95$/$157.92
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By	  City	  
Champaign	  Table	  21	  shows	  that	  the	  Champaign	  dataset	  for	  MLV,	  AnMLV	  and	  EV	  per	  species	  per	  tree	  range	  from	  $7.42	  -­‐	  $980.40,	  $0.32	  –	  $41.72	  and	  $16.60	  –	  $130.96,	  respectively.	  
	  
Evanston	  Table	  21	  shows	  that	  the	  Evanston	  dataset	  for	  MLV,	  AnMLV	  and	  EV	  per	  species	  per	  tree	  range	  from	  $12.40	  -­‐	  $603.72,	  $0.53	  -­‐	  $25.69	  and	  $20.03	  –	  $115.20,	  respectively.	  
	  
Oak	  Park	  Table	  21	  shows	  that	  the	  Oak	  Park	  dataset	  for	  MLV,	  AnMLV	  and	  EV	  per	  species	  per	  tree	  range	  from	  $14.60	  -­‐	  $603.72,	  $0.62	  -­‐	  $25.69	  and	  $24.33	  –	  $118.70,	  respectively.	  
	  
Orlando	  Table	  21	  shows	  that	  the	  Orlando	  dataset	  for	  MLV,	  AnMLV	  and	  EV	  per	  species	  per	  tree	  range	  from	  $18.50	  -­‐	  $1,365.00,	  $0.79	  -­‐	  $58.09,	  and	  $16.95	  –	  $157.92,	  respectively.	  
	  
Urbana	  Table	  21	  shows	  that	  the	  Urbana	  dataset	  for	  MLV,	  AnMLV	  and	  EV	  per	  species	  per	  tree	  range	  from	  $10.78	  -­‐	  $1,068.12,	  $0.46	  -­‐	  $45.45	  and	  $15.31	  –	  $168.13,	  respectively.	  
	  
	  
Per	  Capita	  and	  Per	  Tree	  Costs	  and	  Benefits	  	  
Across	  Inventories	  As	  seen	  in	  table	  22	  total	  annual	  net	  EV	  benefits	  per	  tree	  range	  from	  $61.76	  to	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$71.85	  while	  total	  annual	  EV	  per	  capita	  net	  benefits	  from	  street	  trees	  range	  from	  $16.52	  to	  $27.28.	  This	  results	  in	  a	  higher	  range,	  $30.48	  -­‐	  $91.61,	  of	  annual	  total	  per	  tree	  costs,	  than	  the	  per	  capita	  costs,	  which	  range	  from	  $8.51	  to	  $38.88.	  Thus,	  table	  23	  shows	  that	  the	  cumulative	  total	  annual	  EV	  benefits	  from	  all	  trees	  fall	  between	  $707,545	  and	  $5,015,807	  and	  that	  the	  EV	  benefit-­‐cost	  ratios	  range	  is	  from	  	  $-­‐863,672	  to	  $2,887,782.	  When	  the	  higher	  1.3%	  of	  annual	  sales	  of	  FMLV	  seen	  in	  table	  24	  is	  accounted	  for,	  the	  per	  capita	  benefits	  range	  from	  $0.49	  to	  $0.74	  and	  the	  per	  tree	  benefits	  range	  from	  $1.57	  to	  $2.47.	  When	  taking	  into	  account	  the	  additional	  benefits	  that	  could	  accrue	  from	  the	  annual	  sales	  of	  1.3%	  of	  FMLV	  trees	  there	  is	  a	  2%-­‐4%	  increase	  in	  per	  capita/tree	  benefits.	  
	   	  
	   Table	  22:	  Per	  Capita	  and	  per	  tree	  	  
	   costs	  and	  benefits	  
	  	  
	   Table	  23:	  Total	  benefit	  costs	  by	  	  
	   inventory	  
	  
Annual&EV
$/Tree $/Capita $/Tree $/Capita
Champaign 62.03 16.52 35.41 9.43
Evanston 64.29 27.28 91.61 38.88
Oak&Park 64.18 22.56 66.69 23.44
Orlando 71.85 20.07 30.48 8.51








Evanston 2,032,328 ( 863,672
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Table	  24:	  Percentages	  and	  dollar	  	  
amounts	  for	  benefits	  per	  capita	  	  
and	  per	  tree	  if	  1.3%	  of	  FMLV	  trees	  	  




Champaign	  As	  seen	  in	  table	  22	  the	  total	  annual	  net	  EV	  benefits	  per	  tree	  for	  Champaign	  is	  $62.03	  while	  total	  annual	  EV	  per	  capita	  net	  benefit	  is	  $16.52.	  The	  per	  tree	  cost	  is	  $35.41	  and	  total	  annual	  cost	  per	  capita	  is	  9.43.	  Thus,	  table	  23	  shows	  that	  the	  annual	  EV	  benefits	  from	  trees	  are	  $1,342,758	  while	  the	  total	  annual	  EV	  benefit-­‐cost	  ratio	  is	  $576,368.	  When	  the	  1.3%	  of	  annual	  sales	  of	  FMLV	  for	  Champaign	  is	  accounted	  for	  in	  table	  24	  the	  benefit-­‐cost	  analyses	  per	  capita	  is	  $0.51	  and	  the	  benefits	  per	  tree	  are	  $1.92.	  Thus,	  when	  annual	  FMLV	  lumber	  trees	  are	  sold,	  the	  per	  capita/tree	  benefits	  increases	  3%.	  
	  





Champaign 0.51 1.92 3%
Evanston 0.74 1.75 3%
Oak!Park 0.55 1.57 2%
Orlando 0.49 1.74 2%
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When	  the	  1.3%	  of	  annual	  sales	  of	  FMLV	  for	  Evanston	  is	  accounted	  for	  in	  table	  24	  the	  benefit-­‐cost	  analyses	  per	  capita	  benefits	  is	  $0.74	  and	  the	  per	  tree	  benefits	  are	  $1.75.	  Thus,	  when	  annual	  FMLV	  lumber	  trees	  are	  sold,	  the	  per	  capita/tree	  benefits	  increases	  3%.	  
	  
Oak	  Park	  As	  seen	  in	  table	  22	  the	  total	  annual	  net	  EV	  benefits	  per	  tree	  for	  Oak	  Park	  is	  $64.18	  while	  total	  annual	  EV	  per	  capita	  net	  benefit	  is	  $22.56.	  The	  per	  tree	  cost	  is	  $66.69	  and	  total	  annual	  cost	  per	  capita	  is	  23.44.	  Thus,	  table	  23	  shows	  that	  the	  annual	  EV	  benefits	  from	  trees	  are	  $1,175,300	  while	  total	  annual	  EV	  benefit-­‐cost	  ratio	  is	  $-­‐45,950.	  When	  the	  1.3%	  of	  annual	  sales	  of	  FMLV	  for	  Oak	  Park	  is	  accounted	  for	  in	  table	  24	  the	  benefit-­‐costs	  analyses	  per	  capita	  is	  $0.55	  and	  the	  per	  tree	  benefits	  are	  $1.57.	  Thus,	  when	  annual	  FMLV	  lumber	  trees	  are	  sold,	  the	  per	  capita/tree	  benefits	  increases	  2%.	  
	  
Orlando	  As	  seen	  in	  table	  22	  the	  total	  annual	  net	  EV	  benefits	  per	  tree	  for	  Orlando	  is	  $71.85	  while	  total	  annual	  EV	  per	  capita	  net	  benefit	  is	  $20.07.	  The	  per	  tree	  cost	  is	  $30.48	  and	  total	  annual	  cost	  per	  capita	  is	  8.51.	  Thus,	  table	  23	  shows	  that	  the	  annual	  EV	  benefits	  from	  trees	  are	  $5,015,807	  while	  total	  annual	  EV	  benefit-­‐cost	  ratio	  is	  $2,887,782.	  When	  the	  1.3%	  of	  annual	  sales	  of	  FMLV	  for	  Orlando	  is	  accounted	  for	  in	  table	  24	  the	  benefit-­‐costs	  analyses	  per	  capita	  is	  $0.49	  and	  per	  tree	  benefits	  are	  $1.74.	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Thus,	  when	  annual	  FMLV	  lumber	  trees	  are	  sold,	  the	  per	  capita/tree	  benefits	  increases	  2%.	  
	  
Urbana	  As	  seen	  in	  table	  22	  the	  total	  annual	  net	  EV	  benefits	  per	  tree	  for	  Urbana	  is	  $61.76	  while	  total	  annual	  EV	  per	  capita	  net	  benefit	  is	  $17.04.	  The	  per	  tree	  cost	  is	  $45.40	  and	  total	  annual	  cost	  per	  capita	  is	  12.53.	  Thus,	  table	  23	  shows	  that	  the	  annual	  EV	  benefits	  from	  trees	  are	  $707,545	  while	  total	  annual	  EV	  benefit-­‐cost	  ratio	  is	  $187,485.	  When	  the	  1.3%	  of	  annual	  sales	  of	  FMLV	  for	  Urbana	  is	  accounted	  for	  in	  table	  24	  the	  benefit-­‐costs	  analyses	  per	  capita	  is	  $0.68	  and	  per	  tree	  benefits	  are	  $2.47.	  Thus,	  when	  annual	  FMLV	  lumber	  trees	  are	  sold,	  the	  per	  capita/tree	  benefits	  increases	  4%.	  
	  
	  
i-­‐Tree	  Streets	  Costs	  and	  Benefits	  
Across	  Inventories	  Total	  expenditures	  in	  table	  25	  range	  from	  $1,400	  on	  the	  low	  end	  for	  “Pest	  Management’’	  to	  $800,000	  on	  the	  high-­‐end	  for	  “Removal”.	  Of	  the	  11	  municipal	  forestry	  expenditures	  that	  i-­‐Tree	  tracks,	  “Removal”	  ranks	  among	  the	  top	  expenditures,	  with	  costs	  ranging	  from	  $138,250	  –	  $800,000.	  “Contract	  Pruning”	  is	  the	  third	  and	  fourth	  greatest	  expense	  across	  inventories	  ranging	  from	  $135,000	  on	  the	  low	  end	  to	  $675,000	  on	  the	  high-­‐end.	  The	  lowest	  expenditures	  varied	  across	  municipalities.	  In	  Champaign	  the	  lowest	  expenditure	  is	  $1,400	  for	  “Pest	  Management”.	  In	  Evanston	  at	  $54,000	  	  “Irrigation”	  is	  the	  lowest	  expenditure.	  In	  Oak	  Park	  the	  lowest	  expenditure,	  at	  $2,500,	  is	  for	  “Infrastructure	  Repairs”	  and	  in	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Orlando	  and	  Urbana	  the	  expenditure	  with	  the	  least	  costs	  are	  for	  “Liability/Claims”	  at	  $14,709	  and	  $5,000,	  respectively.	  Likewise,	  the	  line	  item	  expenditures	  for	  “$/Tree”	  and	  “$/Capita”	  have	  the	  same	  order-­‐rankings	  as	  the	  expenditures	  discussed	  above.	  Because	  the	  line	  item	  “other	  cost”	  is	  not	  a	  specific	  task	  it	  is	  not	  considered	  here	  in	  the	  rankings.	  
	  





Champaign	  As	  seen	  in	  table	  25	  the	  top	  two	  expenditures	  in	  Champaign	  are	  for	  “Removal”	  and	  “Contract	  Pruning”	  for	  $195,584	  and	  $155,168,	  respectively.	  The	  two	  lowest	  expenses	  are	  for	  “Irrigation”	  at	  $19,396	  and	  “Pest	  Management”	  at	  $1,400.	  
	  
Evanston	  As	  seen	  in	  table	  25	  the	  top	  two	  expenditures	  in	  Evanston	  are	  for	  “Removal”	  and	  “Contract	  Pruning”	  for	  $800,000	  and	  $675,000,	  respectively.	  The	  two	  lowest	  expenses	  are	  for	  “Inspection/Service”	  at	  $76,000	  and	  “Irrigation”	  at	  $54,000.	  
Champaign Evanston Oak0Park Orlando Urbana
Purchasing0Trees0and0Planting 97,584 420,000 150,000 237,588 47,440
Contract0Pruning 155,168 675,000 135,000 308,121 165,000
Pest0Management 1,400 446,000 G G 7,860
Irrigation 19,396 54,000 30,000 25,956 7,860
Removal 195,584 800,000 495,000 475,666 138,250
Administration 58,188 325,000 238,000 143,442 110,000
Inspection/Service 77,584 76,000 70,750 154,100 12,000
Infrastructure0Repairs G 100,000 2,500 547,500 G
Litter0CleanGup G G 100,000 190,210 19,650
Liability/Claim G G G 14,709 5,000
Other0Cost 161,486 G G 30,733 7,000
Totals 766,390 2,896,000 1,221,250 2,128,025 520,060
Totals0$
Annual0Expenditures
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Oak	  Park	  As	  seen	  in	  table	  25	  the	  top	  two	  expenditures	  in	  Oak	  Park	  are	  for	  “Removal”	  and	  “Administration”	  for	  $495,000	  and	  $238,000,	  respectively.	  The	  two	  lowest	  expenses	  are	  for	  “Irrigation”	  at	  $30,000	  and	  “Infrastructure	  Repairs”	  at	  $2,500.	  
	  
Orlando	  As	  seen	  in	  table	  25	  the	  top	  two	  expenditures	  in	  Orlando	  are	  for	  “Infrastructure	  Repairs”	  and	  “Removal”	  for	  $547,500	  and	  $475,666,	  respectively.	  The	  two	  lowest	  expenses	  are	  for	  “Irrigation”	  at	  $25,956	  and	  “”Liability/Claim”	  at	  $14,709.	  
	  
Urbana	  As	  seen	  in	  table	  25	  the	  top	  two	  expenditures	  in	  Urbana	  are	  for	  “Contract	  Pruning”	  and	  “Removal”	  for	  $165,000	  and	  $138,250,	  respectively.	  The	  two	  lowest	  expenses	  are	  for	  “Irrigation”	  and	  “Pest	  Management”	  both	  at	  $7,860	  and	  “Liability/Claim”	  at	  $5,000.	  
	  
	   	  




Interviews:	  A	  Future	  for	  Street	  Trees	  	  The	  information	  gleaned	  from	  the	  18	  interviews	  conducted	  here	  help	  paint	  a	  fuller	  picture	  of	  the	  emerging,	  though	  still	  niche	  market,	  of	  upcycling	  and	  reusing	  of	  urban	  cutoff.	  Though	  research	  material	  for	  this	  section,	  articles	  and	  interviews,	  suggest	  that	  the	  number	  of	  individuals	  working	  to	  upcycle	  street	  trees	  is	  increasing,	  interviews	  reveal	  several	  obstacles	  to	  wider	  acceptance	  of	  street	  trees	  as	  a	  source	  for	  high-­‐end	  lumber.	  However,	  interviews	  also	  reveal	  that	  with	  a	  little	  effort,	  creative	  thinking	  and	  will	  to	  work	  with	  street	  tree	  logs,	  obstacles	  can	  be	  overcome.	  The	  group	  of	  interrelated	  lumber	  businesses	  in	  the	  Saint	  Paul-­‐Minneapolis	  area	  discussed	  above	  has	  many	  characteristics	  captured	  by	  an	  analysis	  that	  studied	  this	  type	  of	  interindustry	  linkages.	  First	  introduced	  in	  the	  1990’s	  by	  Michael	  Porter,	  a	  professor	  at	  Harvard	  Business	  School,	  the	  identification	  and	  nurturing	  of	  industry	  clusters	  was	  a	  way	  to	  encourage	  a	  corporate	  agenda	  that	  was	  heavily	  focused	  on	  the	  industrial	  district	  model	  at	  the	  regional	  level	  (Feser,	  2000).	  Though	  some	  have	  criticized	  this	  type	  of	  study	  as	  superficial	  others	  have	  suggested	  that	  if	  applied	  correctly	  it	  can	  be	  used	  to	  build	  the	  linkages	  and	  future	  interindustry	  synergies	  that	  are	  so	  frequently	  documented	  in	  successful	  industrial	  districts	  (Feser,	  2000).	  	  This	  form	  of	  analyses	  is	  mentioned	  here	  because	  it	  studies	  precisely	  the	  type	  of	  dynamic	  Bratkovich	  describes	  is	  at	  play	  in	  the	  Saint	  Paul	  Minneapolis	  area	  and	  the	  state	  of	  Connecticut	  between	  many	  of	  the	  lumber	  related	  businesses	  that	  deal	  in	  street	  tree	  wood.	  It	  is	  one	  of	  the	  main	  reasons,	  Bratkovich	  suggests	  (2010),	  for	  the	  success	  in	  Saint	  Paul	  Minneapolis	  of	  this	  industry.	  Examples	  cited	  in	  the	  Bratkovich	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paper	  (2010)	  highlight	  the	  importance	  of	  keeping	  transactions	  local	  and	  the	  ability	  to	  identify	  like-­‐minded	  businesses	  as	  well	  as	  quality	  and	  timely	  availability	  of	  product	  and	  coordination	  in	  production.	  Though	  proximity	  is	  not	  a	  main	  tenet	  of	  cluster	  analyses	  it	  is	  considered	  an	  important	  element	  for	  success	  by	  Bratkovich	  (2010),	  and	  by	  many	  of	  those	  working	  with	  street	  tree	  lumber	  interviewed	  for	  this	  paper.	  In	  short	  cluster	  analyses	  is	  a	  concept	  with	  several	  relevant	  implications	  for	  those	  interested	  in	  working	  with	  street	  tree	  lumber.	  It	  offers	  a	  form	  of	  validation	  substantiating	  the	  importance	  of	  identifying	  and	  partnering	  with	  local	  interrelated	  businesses.	  	  While	  there	  are	  clearly	  many	  difficulties	  to	  working	  with	  street	  tree	  lumber	  there	  are	  also	  a	  number	  of	  ways	  to	  get	  around	  the	  obstacles.	  As	  discussed,	  keeping	  transactions	  local	  is	  one	  way	  to	  overcome	  several	  of	  the	  high	  expense	  items	  in	  the	  handling	  of	  street	  trees.	  Another	  way	  is	  to	  work	  with	  a	  portable	  Wood-­‐Mizer	  or	  employ	  someone	  who	  has	  one.	  This	  machine	  can	  make	  the	  extraction	  and	  processing	  of	  street	  trees	  from	  streets	  easier	  and	  more	  cost	  effective.	  Some	  have	  found	  that	  cultivating	  a	  local	  network	  of	  people	  informed	  about	  trees	  slated	  for	  removal	  can	  allow	  them	  easy	  access	  to	  street	  trees	  of	  interest.	  These	  are	  just	  some	  of	  the	  ways	  individuals	  have	  found	  to	  successfully	  work	  with	  Street	  Trees	  with	  quality	  lumber.	  While	  mulching	  and	  firewood	  are	  arguably	  a	  less	  desirable	  end	  of	  life	  for	  a	  street	  tree	  log	  than	  higher	  end	  wood	  uses,	  it	  is	  still	  a	  type	  of	  reuse	  that	  can	  spare	  municipalities	  certain	  hauling	  costs	  and,	  where	  relevant,	  landfill	  tipping	  fees.	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Managing	  for	  Street	  Tree	  Lumber:	  No	  Loss	  To	  Diversity	  or	  Eco	  Benefits	  There	  are	  several	  dynamics	  at	  work	  here	  between	  absolute	  and	  relative	  values,	  the	  disproportionate	  representation	  of	  certain	  species	  in	  the	  inventories,	  differences	  between	  the	  MLV	  for	  subtropics	  and	  temperate	  trees	  as	  well	  as	  the	  different	  accounting	  used	  for	  MLV,	  EV,	  AnMLV,	  FMLV@1.3	  and	  FMLV@0.195.	  While	  the	  dynamics	  are	  helpful	  to	  understand,	  the	  facts	  remain	  the	  same:	  street	  trees	  can	  be	  managed	  for	  their	  lumber	  without	  loss	  to	  species	  diversity	  or	  ecosystem	  benefits.	  
	  
	  
Recommendations	  For	  Street	  Tree	  Inventories	  With	  Valuable	  Lumber	  
Merchantable	  Lumber	  Trees	  and	  Lifetime	  Values	  The	  inventories	  experienced	  different	  increases	  in	  value	  when	  MLV	  was	  added	  to	  original	  EV	  because	  inventories	  varied	  in	  types	  of	  species,	  size	  of	  tree	  and	  numbers	  of	  valuable	  MLV	  trees.	  Nevertheless,	  all	  inventories	  increased	  in	  value	  when	  trees	  were	  also	  considered	  a	  lumber	  resource	  (see	  table	  15).	  The	  two	  inventories,	  Champaign	  and	  Urbana,	  that	  experienced	  the	  greatest	  percentage	  gain	  in	  value	  from	  MLV	  trees	  relative	  to	  EV,	  both	  had	  a	  high	  percentage	  of	  board	  feet	  valued	  above	  $100	  (see	  table	  17)	  as	  compared	  to	  the	  other	  three	  inventories.	  After	  manipulations	  the	  relative	  percentage	  gains	  for	  inventories	  for	  both	  the	  EV	  and	  MLV	  inventories	  were	  similar,	  with	  Champaign	  and	  Urbana	  still	  ranking	  one	  and	  two	  with	  greatest	  gains.	  This	  consistency	  is	  because	  the	  baseline	  set	  of	  trees,	  i.e.	  unmanipulated	  inventory,	  in	  the	  Champaign	  and	  Urbana	  data	  sets	  had	  greater	  numbers	  of	  large	  trees,	  as	  measured	  by	  the	  cumulative	  number	  of	  board	  feet,	  height	  and	  dbh	  of	  trees	  (see	  table	  17).	  In	  addition,	  the	  25%	  cap	  on	  tree	  manipulations	  and	  the	  strategy	  to	  increase	  the	  numbers	  of	  the	  most	  valuable	  trees	  limited	  the	  extent	  of	  gains	  that	  could	  have	  been	  achieved	  if	  there	  was	  no	  cap.	  Though	  some	  of	  the	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rankings	  for	  greatest	  gains	  did	  change	  after	  accounting	  for	  MLV	  trees	  those	  changes	  were	  marginal,	  i.e.	  inventories	  that	  ranked	  one	  and	  two	  for	  largest	  MLV	  gains	  exchanged	  places	  after	  manipulations	  as	  did	  the	  inventories	  ranked	  third	  and	  fourth.	  None	  of	  the	  inventories	  changed	  more	  than	  one	  ranking	  level	  after	  tree	  manipulations.	  The	  Orlando	  inventory	  had	  the	  lowest	  relative	  percentage	  gains	  compared	  to	  the	  other	  inventories	  before	  and	  after	  manipulations	  because	  that	  inventory	  contained	  the	  lowest	  number	  of	  MLV	  board	  feet.	  However,	  the	  Orlando	  inventory	  also	  had	  the	  highest	  number	  of	  MLV	  species,	  37%,	  with	  EV	  greater	  than	  $100	  as	  compared	  to	  the	  city	  with	  the	  next	  highest	  number,	  which	  was	  11%	  (see	  table	  18).	  This	  is	  because	  Orlando	  has	  a	  relatively	  large	  number	  of	  hardwood	  trees.	  The	  above	  relative	  value	  increases	  after	  manipulations	  is	  in	  contrast	  to	  absolute	  value	  increases	  before	  and	  after	  manipulations	  in	  which	  the	  greatest	  absolute	  monetary	  gains	  were	  to	  the	  Orlando	  inventory	  because	  it	  had	  the	  largest	  number	  of	  hardwood	  MLV	  trees.	  Absolute	  value	  gains	  to	  the	  Orlando,	  Florida	  inventory	  was	  almost	  double	  that	  of	  the	  inventory	  ranked	  next	  in	  line	  for	  absolute	  value	  gains	  and	  over	  double	  that	  of	  the	  next	  ranked	  inventory	  after	  manipulations.	  	  
EV	  Gains	  The	  average	  1.4%	  (see	  table15)	  increase	  for	  total	  EV	  after	  tree	  manipulations	  across	  all	  inventories	  is	  a	  small	  number	  and	  close	  to	  zero	  suggesting	  that	  EV	  does	  not	  a	  have	  to	  change	  when	  street	  trees	  are	  managed	  for	  MLV.	  Because	  tree	  numbers	  were	  manipulated	  based	  on	  lumber	  values,	  quota	  requirements,	  street	  hardiness	  and	  sensitivities	  to	  diseases,	  the	  hardwood	  oaks,	  elms,	  maples	  and	  ashes	  (OEM&A)	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were	  the	  tree	  species	  most	  manipulated.	  These	  species	  were	  also	  the	  trees	  most	  highly	  represented	  in	  the	  datasets.	  Because	  these	  species	  are	  among	  the	  higher	  valued	  trees	  in	  both	  the	  MLV	  and	  EV	  categories,	  changing	  their	  numbers	  can	  considerably	  increase	  or	  decrease	  the	  value	  of	  an	  inventory.	  In	  other	  words,	  because	  many	  of	  OEM&A	  species	  are	  relatively	  large	  trees	  and	  have	  some	  of	  the	  larger	  EV	  their	  percentages	  among	  species	  reduced	  after	  manipulations	  kept	  the	  EV	  gains	  relatively	  low.	  When	  the	  numbers	  of	  the	  large	  hardwoods	  are	  increased	  to	  realize	  higher	  MLV	  from	  end	  of	  life	  sales,	  the	  EV	  also	  increases.	  Oak,	  sycamore	  and	  elm,	  for	  example,	  all	  large	  hardwoods	  highly	  represented	  in	  these	  inventories,	  have	  both	  a	  high	  EV	  and	  a	  high	  MLV.	  Thus,	  by	  increasing	  the	  numbers	  of	  street	  trees	  with	  valueable	  MLV	  the	  number	  of	  trees	  with	  valuable	  EV	  also	  increase.	  Overall,	  few	  differences	  were	  found	  with	  respect	  to	  gains	  to	  inventory	  values	  from	  lumber	  trees	  between	  the	  subtropic	  Orlando	  trees	  and	  the	  Midwest	  temperate	  trees.	  While	  there	  were	  more	  evergreens	  and	  palms	  in	  the	  Orlando	  inventory	  and	  generally	  fewer	  lumber	  trees	  as	  compared	  to	  the	  other	  inventories,	  the	  exotic	  mahogany	  and	  rosewood	  species	  and	  the	  43%	  of	  oaks	  species	  greatly	  offset	  the	  losses	  to	  this	  inventory	  generated	  from	  the	  high	  numbers	  of	  trees	  without	  MLV.	  	  Differences	  were	  found,	  however,	  with	  respect	  to	  species	  composition	  between	  the	  Orlando	  inventory	  and	  the	  temperate	  city	  inventories.	  The	  exotic	  rosewood	  tree	  in	  the	  Orlando	  inventory	  possesses	  the	  most	  valuable	  lumber,	  $13	  per	  board	  foot,	  of	  any	  of	  the	  inventory	  MLV	  trees	  studied	  here.	  The	  current	  Orlando	  inventory	  possesses	  one	  rosewood	  tree.	  It	  is	  a	  large	  tree	  with	  an	  estimated	  total	  tree	  lumber	  value	  of	  $1,365.	  After	  manipulations	  rosewood	  trees	  were	  increased	  by	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2,329	  or	  3.33%	  trees	  for	  a	  total	  increase	  in	  value	  of	  $3,180,816.	  This	  represents	  34%	  of	  the	  total	  manipulated	  MLV	  tree	  monetary	  value	  for	  the	  Orlando	  inventory.	  	  Without	  rosewood	  the	  gains	  to	  the	  Orlando	  inventory	  would	  have	  been	  123%	  instead	  of	  186%.	  While	  this	  would	  not	  have	  changed	  the	  rankings	  between	  the	  inventories	  for	  MLV	  gains	  it	  is	  considerably	  less	  than	  the	  current	  186%	  after	  manipulation	  and	  raises	  some	  interesting	  questions	  about	  the	  roles	  of	  valuable	  exotic	  street	  trees	  in	  subtropic	  city	  inventories.	  	  Rosewood,	  in	  particular,	  is	  listed	  as	  a	  good	  shade	  tree,	  appropriate	  for	  many	  different	  types	  of	  landscape	  uses	  (Arizona	  State	  University,	  n.d.),	  and	  is	  a	  tree	  with	  above	  mean	  EV	  as	  compared	  to	  the	  other	  trees	  in	  the	  Orlando	  inventory.	  This	  is	  certainly	  a	  species	  that	  can	  offer	  advantageous	  EV	  benefits	  and	  in	  the	  right	  location	  good	  end	  of	  life	  value.	  Indeed,	  the	  same	  MLV	  and	  EV	  can	  be	  achieved	  for	  far	  fewer	  exotic	  rosewood	  trees	  than	  oaks.	  However,	  the	  concern	  with	  a	  species	  like	  this	  might	  be	  that	  of	  protecting	  it	  from	  a	  public	  interested	  in	  stealing	  it	  for	  their	  own	  timber	  needs.	  
	  
Annual	  Pricing	  Verses	  Amortized	  Pricing	  The	  valuation	  here	  of	  street	  tree	  lumber	  and	  benefits	  is	  complicated	  by	  the	  fact	  that	  ecosystem	  benefits	  are	  calculated	  on	  an	  annual	  basis	  while	  MLV	  is	  accounted	  for	  as	  a	  one-­‐time	  (end-­‐of-­‐life)	  value.	  Though	  lumber	  values	  do	  not	  necessarily	  increase	  linearly	  with	  the	  growth	  of	  a	  tree	  as	  trees	  do	  not	  always	  grow	  evenly	  from	  one	  year	  to	  the	  next	  and	  can	  grow	  crooked,	  for	  example,	  or	  develop	  diseases	  resulting	  in	  a	  loss	  of	  value,	  establishing	  a	  lifetime	  value	  and	  then	  amortizing	  it	  over	  the	  average	  life	  of	  a	  street	  tree	  (AnMLV)	  helps	  create	  a	  scenario	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by	  which	  a	  more	  accurate	  cross-­‐comparison	  of	  values	  can	  be	  made	  between	  EV	  and	  MLV.	  If	  the	  MLV	  street	  trees	  in	  these	  inventories	  were	  clear-­‐cut	  from	  the	  streets	  and	  the	  current	  MLV	  for	  the	  trees	  priced	  here	  were	  realized	  then	  the	  monetary	  gains	  to	  inventories	  would	  be	  considerable	  and,	  depending	  on	  the	  inventory,	  could	  range	  from	  close	  to	  $1.2	  million	  to	  $5	  million	  dollars	  (see	  table	  15),	  given	  the	  unmanipulated	  MLV	  prices.	  	  The	  distinction	  between	  the	  MLV	  and	  AnMLV	  is	  important	  precisely	  because	  it	  is	  extremely	  unlikely,	  virtually	  impossible,	  that	  any	  municipality	  will	  clear	  cut	  its	  trees	  from	  its	  streets.	  By	  amortizing	  the	  MLV	  over	  the	  expected	  lifetime	  of	  a	  street	  tree,	  management	  can	  get	  a	  better	  idea	  of	  the	  annual	  value	  embodied	  in	  the	  timber	  of	  a	  street	  tree	  as	  compared	  to	  its	  annual	  maintenance	  costs	  and	  its	  worth	  in	  comparison	  to	  the	  EV	  for	  that	  same	  tree	  (see	  table	  21).	  Without	  amortization,	  the	  majority	  of	  MLV	  have	  higher	  values	  than	  EV	  for	  the	  same	  trees.	  This	  is	  often	  misleading	  as	  MLV	  represents	  end	  of	  life	  values	  and	  are	  based	  on	  an	  average	  dbh	  determined	  from	  a	  group	  of	  trees	  all	  the	  same	  species	  and,	  thus,	  MLV	  can	  be	  over	  estimated	  for	  some	  species	  and	  under	  estimated	  for	  others.	  Though	  the	  AnMLV	  does	  not	  reflect	  the	  added	  value	  from	  one	  year	  of	  lumber	  growth	  to	  the	  next	  like	  the	  EV	  generated	  by	  i-­‐Tree,	  amortized	  estimates	  are	  one	  solution	  to	  capture	  and	  compare	  the	  relative	  values	  between	  the	  EV	  and	  MLV.	  This	  might	  prove	  important	  when	  trying	  to	  account	  for	  annual	  tree	  maintenance	  costs	  against	  the	  value	  of	  the	  tree	  at	  the	  end	  of	  street	  life	  when	  it	  can	  potentially	  be	  sold	  as	  lumber	  for	  its	  full	  MLV.	  	  
FMLV@0.195	  The	  estimated	  0.195%	  of	  municipal	  street	  trees	  felled	  each	  year	  that	  are	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expected	  to	  possess	  good	  quality	  lumber	  limits	  the	  monetary	  gains	  to	  street	  tree	  inventories	  from	  MLV	  (see	  table	  20).	  Nevertheless	  the	  increased	  values	  achieved	  by	  accounting	  for	  MLV,	  can	  still	  increase	  benefits	  per	  tree	  and	  prove	  a	  cost	  savings	  for	  cities.	  	  	  
Benefit	  -­‐	  Costs	  The	  total	  benefit-­‐costs	  values	  identified	  by	  i-­‐Tree	  as	  well	  as	  those	  per	  capita	  and	  per	  tree	  delineate	  more	  clearly	  some	  of	  the	  different	  component	  costs	  and	  benefits	  associated	  with	  urban	  forests	  (see	  table	  22).	  Because	  certain	  line	  items	  were	  not	  available,	  total	  costs	  and	  total	  benefits	  per	  costs,	  displayed	  here	  are	  approximate.	  Nevertheless,	  the	  individual	  line	  item	  costs	  are	  the	  actual	  expenditures	  accounted	  for	  by	  the	  cities	  studied	  here	  (J.	  Karduck,	  personal	  email,	  January,	  23,	  2015;	  R.	  Sproule,	  personal	  email,	  January	  23,	  2015;	  J.	  Karduck,	  personal	  email,	  January,	  1,	  2015;	  M.	  Brunk,	  personal	  email,	  December	  24,	  2014;	  P.	  D’agostino,	  personal	  email,	  December	  9,	  2014;	  B.	  Redecki,	  personal	  email,	  April	  7,	  2014;	  Peper,	  2009)	  and,	  thus,	  reflective	  of	  the	  relative	  costs	  of	  the	  different	  tasks	  involved	  in	  the	  care	  of	  street	  trees.	  The	  benefits	  listed	  here	  were	  calculated	  by	  i-­‐Tree	  and	  based	  on	  the	  number	  of	  trees	  listed	  for	  each	  city	  inventory	  (see	  table	  1).	  The	  per	  tree	  benefit	  values	  are	  greater	  than	  the	  per	  capita	  values	  (see	  table	  22)	  for	  the	  simple	  reason	  that	  there	  are	  fewer	  trees	  than	  there	  are	  people	  in	  the	  inventoried	  cities.	  The	  total	  annual	  benefits	  from	  annual	  sales	  of	  FMLV@1.3	  manipulated	  trees	  are	  relatively	  low	  from	  a	  per	  capita	  per	  tree	  basis,	  representing	  a	  maximum	  4%	  of	  the	  total	  per	  capita/tree	  benefits	  calculated	  by	  i-­‐Tree	  Streets.	  However,	  when	  total	  values	  from	  net	  benefits	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from	  an	  annual	  sale	  of	  manipulated	  FMLV@1.3	  are	  considered,	  the	  numbers	  reflect	  a	  potential	  for	  cost	  savings	  and	  can	  be	  used	  to	  offset	  fixed	  costs	  (see	  table	  24).	  Though	  not	  analyzed	  here,	  benefit	  costs	  could	  be	  higher	  depending	  on	  the	  state	  and	  avoided	  tipping	  fees	  in	  states	  that	  still	  allow	  the	  dumping	  of	  trees	  in	  landfills,	  certain	  contractual	  removal	  costs,	  and	  associated	  hauling	  costs.	  The	  FMLV@1.3	  number	  was	  used	  instead	  of	  the	  FMLV@0.195	  because	  the	  higher	  percentage	  represents	  the	  average	  number	  of	  trees	  removed	  annually	  for	  all	  inventories	  studied	  here	  and	  is	  potentially	  achievable	  with	  strategic	  street	  tree	  management	  and	  maintenance.	  The	  proceeds	  from	  the	  sale	  of	  lumber	  trees	  can	  be	  used	  as	  a	  discretionary	  fund	  to	  promote	  projects	  (M.	  Brunk,	  email	  communications,	  July	  18,	  2014)	  for	  example,	  that	  advocate	  for	  the	  reuse	  and	  upcycling	  of	  street	  trees.	  If	  planned	  correctly,	  one	  years’	  worth	  of	  street	  tree	  lumber	  sales	  can	  be	  sold	  annually	  (this	  includes	  drying	  time).	  	  	  If	  sales	  are	  planned	  for	  the	  end	  of	  the	  second	  year	  this	  would	  allow	  drying	  time	  for	  both	  years’	  of	  lumber.	  This	  would	  also	  allow	  for	  another	  years’	  worth	  of	  lumber	  to	  be	  collected	  and	  dried	  for	  sale	  at	  the	  end	  of	  the	  third	  year.	  Thus,	  a	  cycle	  can	  begin	  such	  that	  two	  years	  worth	  of	  lumber	  can	  be	  sold	  annually,	  for	  potential	  doubling	  of	  net	  benefits.	  Among	  the	  urban	  tree	  management	  efforts	  that	  can	  most	  greatly	  affect	  the	  growth	  of	  an	  urban	  tree	  and	  its	  qualification	  for	  the	  high-­‐end	  wood	  markets	  are	  the	  purchasing	  and	  planting,	  the	  pruning	  and	  the	  removal	  of	  a	  tree.	  All	  three	  initiatives	  are	  expenditures	  that	  i-­‐Tree	  accounts	  for	  in	  its	  benefits-­‐costs	  analyses.	  While	  it	  does	  not	  make	  sense	  to	  recommend	  increasing	  each	  of	  these	  efforts	  by	  a	  given	  percentage	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because	  the	  equivalent	  percentage	  increase	  in	  sales	  of	  lumber	  trees	  would	  not	  make	  up	  for	  the	  increased	  expenditure	  to	  pay	  for	  the	  greater	  effort,	  it	  makes	  good	  sense	  to	  manage	  these	  efforts	  for	  end	  of	  life	  lumber	  values	  as	  some	  of	  the	  key	  expenditures	  are	  fixed	  costs	  and	  can	  be	  instrumental	  in	  preparing	  a	  street	  tree	  for	  the	  high-­‐end	  lumber	  markets.	  Given	  this	  as	  the	  goal,	  more	  focus	  should	  be	  paid	  to	  growing	  more	  of	  the	  large	  hard	  woods,	  pruning	  for	  straighter	  form	  and	  conducting	  tree	  removal	  with	  consideration	  for	  maintaining	  as	  long	  a	  log	  length	  as	  possible	  and	  with	  as	  little	  damage	  to	  the	  tree	  log.	  This	  should	  not	  require	  more	  expenditure	  but	  rather	  a	  more	  focused	  strategy	  in	  implementation	  of	  street	  trees	  for	  the	  higher	  end	  markets.	  To	  lower	  removal	  costs	  for	  MLV	  trees	  the	  municipal	  forestry	  departments	  should	  consider	  planting	  locations	  not	  just	  based	  on	  ecosystem	  benefits	  but	  on	  end	  of	  life	  values	  as	  well.	  In	  other	  words,	  certain	  tree	  locations	  could	  be	  chosen	  based	  on	  ease	  of	  tree	  removal	  at	  the	  end	  of	  tree	  life.	  On	  these	  trees	  specifically	  a	  pruning	  regimen	  could	  be	  implemented	  that	  focuses	  on	  structure	  and	  form	  for	  end	  of	  life	  service	  to	  the	  higher	  end	  wood	  markets.	  Furthermore,	  a	  strategic	  approach	  should	  be	  taken	  to	  plant	  MLV	  trees	  in	  city	  areas	  that	  offer	  more	  potential	  to	  control	  growth	  for	  structure	  and	  form.	  By	  contrast,	  in	  the	  less	  desirable	  locations	  where	  there	  are	  telephone	  poles	  and/or	  wire	  obstructions	  or	  in	  areas	  too	  small	  for	  healthy	  root	  growth,	  could	  be	  planted	  the	  trees	  without	  MLV.	  Since	  a	  high	  percentage	  of	  the	  MLV	  trees	  also	  offer	  good	  ecosystem	  benefits	  this	  strategy	  should	  only	  enhance	  overall	  benefits	  from	  street	  trees.	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7.	  CONCLUSION	  	  	  The	  different	  percentages	  of	  gains	  and	  losses	  here	  are	  the	  result	  of	  the	  many	  variations	  across	  the	  datasets:	  1)	  number	  of	  trees	  in	  the	  urban	  forest,	  2)	  percentage	  of	  a	  species	  within	  a	  given	  inventory,	  3)	  the	  value	  of	  the	  lumber	  and	  services	  associated	  with	  the	  species	  in	  question,	  4)	  the	  percentages	  the	  different	  species	  are	  manipulated	  by	  and	  4)	  the	  height,	  dbh	  and	  number	  of	  board	  feet	  in	  any	  given	  group	  of	  trees.	  Clearly	  the	  greatest	  monetary	  gains	  are	  those	  realized	  from	  the	  initial	  inclusion	  of	  MLV	  in	  the	  valuation	  of	  the	  inventories.	  Nevertheless,	  when	  the	  inventories	  are	  manipulated	  to	  include	  higher	  percentages	  of	  lumber	  trees,	  inventory	  values	  increase	  with	  no	  loss	  to	  species	  diversity	  or	  ecosystem	  benefits.	  Given	  the	  above,	  it	  is	  clear	  that	  street	  trees	  can	  be	  managed	  for	  their	  lumber	  values	  as	  well	  as	  their	  ecosystem	  benefits.	  Though	  only	  five	  street	  tree	  inventories	  are	  examined	  here,	  all	  five	  inventories	  show	  similar	  trends	  of	  increasing	  MLV	  and	  stable	  EV	  when	  street	  tree	  inventories	  are	  managed	  for	  timber	  values.	  In	  summation,	  this	  study	  strongly	  supports	  a	  street	  tree	  management	  plan	  that	  includes	  considerations	  for	  MLV.	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APPENDIX	  A	  
	  
Protocols	  for	  i-­‐Tree	  Data	  Entry	  	   i-­‐Tree	  Streets	  will	  only	  work	  if	  each	  species	  in	  a	  street	  inventory	  is	  listed	  with	  a	  code	  and	  a	  diameter,	  preferably	  taken	  at	  breast	  height.	  If	  the	  end	  user	  intends	  to	  refer	  back	  to	  the	  original	  dataset	  after	  an	  i-­‐Tree	  report	  is	  generated,	  it	  is	  also	  helpful	  if	  the	  original	  dataset	  has	  a	  column	  with	  common	  names,	  as	  i-­‐Tree	  will	  use	  the	  common	  names	  for	  species	  in	  the	  report	  it	  generates.	  This	  will	  facilitate	  the	  end	  user	  in	  identifying	  the	  ecosystem	  values	  for	  each	  of	  the	  species	  listed	  in	  the	  original	  inventory,	  particularly	  cumbersome	  with	  large	  datasets.	  A	  column	  with	  scientific	  names	  for	  each	  species	  listed	  in	  a	  dataset	  is	  also	  recommended	  so	  as	  to	  minimize	  confusion	  when	  assigning	  common	  names	  for	  species	  for	  which	  i-­‐Tree	  does	  not	  recognize	  the	  common	  name.	  The	  code	  is	  the	  primary	  tool	  that	  i-­‐Tree	  uses	  to	  generate	  a	  species	  name,	  a	  “Tree	  Type”	  and	  a	  “Species	  Value	  Assignment”.	  The	  values	  that	  i-­‐Tree	  generates	  are	  region	  specific.	  The	  majority	  of	  the	  codes	  are	  four	  letters	  and	  follow	  a	  similar	  naming	  convention,	  generally	  all	  capitalized	  (though	  capitalization	  is	  not	  a	  requirement	  for	  codes),	  with	  the	  first	  two	  letters	  representing	  the	  first	  part	  of	  the	  scientific	  name	  and	  the	  last	  two	  letters	  representing	  the	  last	  part	  of	  the	  scientific	  name.	  For	  example,	  the	  i-­‐Tree	  code	  for	  red	  maple,	  which	  has	  the	  scientific	  name	  “Acer	  rubrum”	  is	  “ACRU”.	  i-­‐Tree	  codes	  will	  deviate	  from	  this	  naming	  convention	  if	  there	  is	  another	  species	  with	  the	  same	  first	  two	  letters	  in	  both	  parts	  of	  its	  scientific	  name,	  if	  only	  the	  genus	  is	  listed	  or	  if	  the	  species	  is	  a	  cultivar.	  In	  these	  cases	  the	  code	  might	  have	  two	  or	  five	  letters	  instead	  of	  four	  or	  might	  include	  an	  underscore.	  For	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species	  for	  which	  i-­‐Tree	  does	  not	  have	  a	  designated	  code,	  the	  end	  user	  must	  create	  his/her	  own.	  It	  is	  important	  to	  make	  sure	  that	  a	  created	  code	  is	  not	  the	  same	  as	  one	  already	  in	  use	  by	  i-­‐Tree	  as	  this	  can	  result	  in	  answers	  with	  ecosystem	  values	  for	  a	  different	  species.	  	  Codes	  that	  are	  not	  recognized	  by	  i-­‐Tree	  will	  be	  flagged	  for	  the	  end	  user	  to	  manually	  fill	  in	  later.	  This	  entails	  identifying	  the	  scientific	  and	  common	  names	  for	  the	  species	  in	  question	  and	  filling	  it	  directly	  into	  the	  i-­‐Tree	  interface.	  It	  also	  entails	  choosing	  the	  correct	  “Species	  Value	  Assignment”,	  or	  “Tree	  Type”	  for	  the	  species	  in	  question.	  These	  identifiers	  are	  linked	  to	  the	  ecosystem	  values	  that	  i-­‐Tree	  prints	  out	  for	  each	  species	  in	  its	  final	  report.	  	  The	  designation	  of	  value	  assignment	  and	  tree	  type	  is	  very	  important	  for	  linking	  to	  the	  correct	  ecosystem	  value.	  Some	  of	  the	  value	  assignments	  are	  species	  and/or	  genus	  specific	  while	  others	  are	  generic.	  i-­‐Tree	  has	  only	  created	  a	  limited	  number	  of	  species	  value	  assignments	  and	  because	  they	  are	  few	  in	  number	  they	  are	  broadly	  applied,	  i.e.	  i-­‐Tree	  gives	  Norway	  maple	  and	  sycamore	  maple	  the	  same	  “Specie	  Value	  Assignment”.	  For	  those	  species	  for	  which	  i-­‐Tree	  does	  not	  have	  a	  species-­‐specific	  value	  assignment,	  a	  more	  generic	  “Tree	  Type”	  is	  given.	  This	  identifies	  a	  tree	  by	  type,	  either	  deciduous,	  evergreen,	  conifer,	  or	  palm	  and	  by	  size,	  small,	  medium	  or	  large.	  The	  same	  holds	  true	  for	  the	  end	  user	  if	  an	  appropriate	  value	  assignment	  is	  not	  available	  a	  more	  generic	  value	  assignments	  of	  “Tree	  Type”	  must	  be	  given.	  Furthermore,	  because	  trees	  species	  identification	  in	  i-­‐Tree	  begins	  with	  the	  code,	  tree	  species	  can	  be	  organized	  in	  many	  different	  ways.	  For	  example,	  if	  ecosystem	  values	  are	  required	  for	  all	  inventoried	  species	  in	  the	  same	  genus,	  then	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one	  code	  can	  be	  generated	  for	  that	  group,	  however	  if	  values	  are	  required	  for	  each	  individual	  tree	  species	  in	  that	  genus	  then	  discrete	  codes	  can	  be	  generated	  for	  each	  of	  those	  individuals.	  The	  former	  will	  prompt	  i-­‐Tree	  to	  display	  an	  ecosystem	  value	  for	  the	  entire	  genus	  while	  the	  latter	  will	  trigger	  i-­‐Tree	  to	  show	  ecosystem	  values	  for	  each	  species	  in	  the	  genus.	  Thus,	  the	  end	  user	  has	  flexibility	  with	  how	  the	  ecosystem	  values	  are	  sorted	  and	  associated.	  In	  short,	  i-­‐Tree	  has	  a	  large	  pre-­‐programmed	  database	  with	  information	  that	  links	  codes	  both	  to	  a	  species	  scientific	  and	  common	  name	  as	  well	  as	  its	  “Tree	  Type”,	  “Species	  Value	  Assignment”	  and	  for	  the	  final	  report,	  an	  ecosystem	  value.	  For	  species	  that	  are	  not	  pre-­‐programmed	  into	  i-­‐Tree	  and	  are	  flagged	  the	  end	  user	  must	  create	  a	  code	  and	  then	  later,	  if	  the	  new	  code	  is	  not	  recognized	  by	  i-­‐Tree,	  the	  end	  user	  must	  manually	  fill	  in	  the	  appropriate	  scientific	  and	  common	  name	  as	  well	  its	  “Tree	  Type”,	  and	  “Species	  Value	  Assignment”.	  	  Because	  ecosystem	  values	  are	  closely	  linked	  to	  local	  energy	  costs	  and	  can	  change	  for	  any	  given	  species	  of	  tree	  in	  different	  regions,	  i-­‐Tree	  requires	  the	  end	  user	  make	  a	  series	  of	  selections	  to	  identify	  the	  location	  and	  year	  in	  which	  the	  street	  tree	  inventory	  was	  taken.	  Thus,	  the	  end	  user	  must	  make	  selections	  for:	  1)	  country	  tree	  is	  located	  in,	  2)	  where	  relevant,	  region	  tree	  is	  located	  in,	  5)	  where	  relevant,	  county	  tree	  is	  located	  in,	  6)	  if	  in	  the	  United	  States,	  the	  state	  tree	  is	  located	  in,	  7)	  the	  city	  tree	  is	  located	  in	  and	  8)	  year	  street	  tree	  inventory	  was	  taken.	  Two	  other	  selections	  important	  for	  the	  calculation	  of	  ecosystem	  values	  consider	  whether	  or	  not	  dbh	  is	  measured	  in	  inches	  or	  centimeters,	  individually	  or	  as	  a	  class,	  and	  whether	  the	  dataset	  is	  “Complete”	  or	  represents	  a	  “Sample”	  inventory.	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There	  are	  nine	  ecosystem	  values	  that	  comprise	  the	  baseline	  information	  captured	  by	  an	  i-­‐Tree	  Streets	  report.	  These	  are:	  1)	  “Net	  Annual	  Energy”,	  2)	  “Net	  Annual	  Stormwater”,	  3)	  “Carbon	  Storage”,	  4)	  “Net	  Annual	  CO2	  Benefits”,	  5)“	  Net	  Annual	  Air	  Quality”,	  6)	  “Net	  Annual	  Property”,	  7)	  “Average	  Annual	  Benefits”,	  8)	  “Total	  Annual	  Benefits”	  (tree	  per	  capita	  $	  amount),	  9)	  “Replacement	  Value”.	  However,	  i-­‐Tree	  Streets	  has	  the	  flexibility	  to	  report	  on	  tree	  ecosystem	  values	  by	  a	  number	  of	  different	  criteria.	  These	  can	  include	  analyses	  selected	  by	  city	  zones	  or	  by	  only	  those	  trees	  that	  have	  been	  pruned,	  or	  only	  those	  trees	  that	  have	  up-­‐ended	  sidewalks,	  for	  example.	  The	  i-­‐Tree	  Streets	  interface	  can	  also	  be	  set	  up	  to	  display	  results	  that	  show	  tree	  costs	  per	  capita.	  The	  latter	  takes	  into	  account	  both	  the	  maintenance	  costs	  of	  the	  trees	  and	  the	  ecosystem	  value	  intrinsic	  to	  a	  tree.	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APPENDIX	  B	  
	  
	  Methods	  for	  Street	  Tree	  Data	  Entry	  into	  i-­‐Tree	  	   When	  an	  i-­‐Tree	  code	  could	  not	  be	  identified	  for	  a	  given	  species,	  I	  created	  one	  following	  the	  same	  convention	  used	  by	  i-­‐Tree	  for	  codes	  that	  were	  listed.	  As	  explained	  in	  Appendix	  A,	  the	  code	  is	  the	  primary	  tool	  i-­‐Tree	  uses	  to	  generate	  a	  species	  name,	  a	  “Tree	  Type”	  and	  a	  “Species	  Value	  Assignment”,	  all	  information	  i-­‐Tree	  requires	  to	  run.	  	  When	  i-­‐Tree	  cannot	  identify	  a	  code	  for	  a	  given	  species,	  it	  also	  cannot	  identify	  the	  species’	  scientific	  or	  common	  names,	  and	  flags	  the	  code.	  Flagged	  codes	  I	  subsequently	  filled	  in	  directly	  into	  the	  i-­‐Tree	  interface.	  	  The	  codes	  generated	  by	  i-­‐Tree	  that	  were	  used	  in	  this	  research	  came	  from	  the	  i-­‐Tree	  website	  (i-­‐Tree,	  n.d.-­‐c).	  The	  specific	  codes	  used	  in	  this	  research	  were	  those	  	  i-­‐Tree	  established	  for	  species	  found	  in	  the	  United	  States.	  i-­‐Tree	  has	  divided	  the	  United	  States	  into	  16	  regions:	  	  1)	  North,	  2)	  Pacific	  North	  West,	  3)	  Temperate	  Interior	  West,	  4)	  Interior	  West,	  5)	  Southwest	  Desert,	  6)	  Inland	  Valleys,	  7)	  Inland	  Empire,	  8)	  Southern	  California	  Coast,	  9)	  Northern	  California	  Coast,	  10)	  Northeast,	  11)	  Midwest,	  12)	  Lower	  Midwest,	  13)	  South,	  14)	  Coastal	  Plain,	  15)	  Central	  Florida,	  16)	  Tropical.	  Though	  a	  large	  percentage	  of	  the	  tree	  species	  appear	  with	  the	  same	  code	  in	  more	  than	  one	  region,	  they	  might	  be	  listed	  with	  a	  different	  “Tree	  Type”	  or	  “Species	  Value	  Assignment”.	  The	  tree	  type	  and	  value	  assignment	  I	  used	  was	  the	  one	  listed	  for	  the	  i-­‐Tree	  region	  most	  closely	  aligned	  with	  the	  region	  of	  the	  city	  the	  inventoried	  tree	  came	  from.	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As	  a	  large	  number	  of	  the	  inventoried	  tree	  species	  (in	  all	  the	  datasets)	  are	  not	  native	  to	  their	  respective	  regions,	  all	  16	  regions	  were	  consulted	  for	  codes.	  An	  additional	  set	  of	  codes	  was	  also	  referred	  to	  for	  the	  Orlando	  dataset	  (B.	  Redecki,	  email	  communication,	  February	  25,	  2014).	  Code	  lists	  were	  also	  referred	  to	  when	  necessary	  for	  help	  with	  identifying	  a	  species	  common-­‐	  and	  scientific-­‐	  names	  as	  well	  as	  “Tree	  Types”	  and	  “Species	  Value	  Assignments”.	  	  	  Though	  most	  codes	  were	  created	  in	  accordance	  with	  the	  protocols	  mentioned	  above,	  codes	  and	  their	  associated	  species	  characteristics	  were	  developed	  for	  the	  species	  for	  which	  i-­‐Tree	  did	  not	  list	  any	  code.	  City	  tree	  inventories	  were	  organized	  for	  i-­‐Tree	  with	  the	  goal	  of	  producing	  an	  i-­‐Tree	  report	  that	  would	  identify	  ecosystem	  values	  for	  each	  individual	  species	  rather	  than	  by	  genus.	  This	  allowed	  for	  greater	  flexibility	  later	  when	  manipulating	  tree	  numbers.	  Exceptions	  were	  made	  for	  trees	  originally	  listed	  in	  datasets	  by	  their	  genus.	  In	  the	  Evanston	  and	  Urbana	  datasets	  I	  decided	  to	  code	  “apple	  species”	  as	  apple.	  In	  the	  Oak	  Park	  dataset	  I	  determined	  that	  the	  trees	  labeled	  “apple”	  and	  “crabapple”,	  “cherry”	  and	  “plum	  species”,	  with	  no	  indication	  as	  to	  the	  particular	  species	  of	  apple,	  crabapple,	  cherry	  or	  plum	  would	  be	  given	  the	  codes	  for	  apple	  species	  and	  prunus	  species,	  respectively.	  The	  Urbana	  inventory	  had	  two	  trees,	  a	  red	  maple	  and	  a	  sugar	  maple,	  listed	  as	  “improved	  cultivars”	  but	  because	  the	  specific	  cultivars	  were	  not	  identified	  in	  the	  original	  dataset	  these	  trees	  were	  grouped	  with	  the	  red	  maples	  and	  sugar	  maples,	  respectively.	  And	  finally,	  species	  listings	  for	  which	  synonymous	  scientific	  names	  were	  given	  were	  grouped	  under	  one	  code,	  either	  a	  code	  in	  i-­‐Tree	  representing	  one	  of	  the	  scientific	  names	  or	  a	  created	  code.	  Inventory	  entries	  that	  were	  not	  trees	  like	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APPENDIX	  C:	  
	  
	   Table	  C1:	  List	  of	  Tree	  Species	  and	  Assigned	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   Table	  C1	  Cont’d:	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APPENDIX	  D:	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Table	  D1	  Cont’d:	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
25+ 25$
Swamp*chestnut*oak x
Acorns*from*swamp*chestnut*oak*serve*as*an*important*food*source*for*a*number*
of*species*of*birds*and*mammals;*wood*is*used*in*all*kinds*of*construction,*for*
agricultural*implements,*cooperage,*fenceposts,*baskets,*and*fuel;*wood*is*sold*
commercially*as*white*oak*(The*Wood*Database,*Shagbark;*Edwards,*n.d.)
Sycamore*maple x
Tolerant*of*many*environmental*conditions,*used
as*a*street*and*park*tree;*wood*is*used*for*veneer,*paper*(pulpwood),*boxes,*
crates/pallets,*musical*instruments,*turned*objects,*and*other*small*specialty*wood*
items;*wood*is*sold*commercially*as*a*hard*maple*(The*Wood*Database,*Sycamore*
Maple,*2014;*City*of*Provo*Utah,*n.d.;*Pennsylvania*of*Conservation*and*Natural*
Resources,*n.d)
West*Indies*mahogany x
Dense,*strong*wood*tends*to*be*resistant*to*wind$damage;*can*serve*a*good*shade*
tree;*appears*tolerant*of*air*pollution,*poor*drainage,*compacted*soil,*and/or*
drought;*this*wood*is*used*for*fine*cabinetry*and*furniture*(Gilman,*1994)
White*ash x Susceptible*to*Emerald*ash*borer
White*ash*'Autumn*Purple' x Susceptible*to*Emerald*ash*borer
White*oak x
Good*food*source*and*provides*cover*for*a*number*of*mammals*and*birds;**is*good*
for*shade;*wood*is*used*for*furniture,*paneling,*flooring,*railroad*ties,*fenceposts,*
mine*timbers,*caskets,*barrels,*shingles,*baskets,*and*firewood;*wood*is*sold*
commercailly*as*white*oak*(Fairfax*County*Public*Schools,*n.d.)
Species
Manipulations
Properties
